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I NTRODUCT I ON

The autobiographic details of Dionysius of Halicarnassus are. very
scanty, given in passing and dispersed through all his extant works,
viz. the Archaealoqi a.. his work on the history of Rome,his literary
essays and a few letters.

Fromhis Archaeoloqi a we learn that he took a ship to Italy at the
conclusion of the Civic War (30 B.C.) ; that he spent the twenty-two
years, which passed between that time and the time at which we knowhe
was writing, at Rome;that he had to master Latin for the sake of the
composition of his Archaeo'loqi a, and that the writing of this work kept
him busy all the time. .As we find no allusion whatsoever to his other
works in this historical study, it might be inferred that he most probably
wrote them after he had completed his Archaeo Loqia. He also Probably
remained at Romefor a considerable time, although no definite proof for
this opinion can be supplied. Likewise, the time and place of his death
are unat tes ted and therefore not knowable. However, from the fact that he
formed part of an active literary circle, 1 we may assume that he had been
staying in the capital for at least the time during which he produced his
works, amongwhich the De Demoethene . 2

So far as his occupation during his stay at Romeis concerned, he must
have been a teacher of rhetoric to Romanyouths: in his treatise on com=
position, the De cornpositione verborum~ 3 addressed as a birthday present
to one of his pupils, ~tilius Rufus, he promises to expound certain aspects
more fully in the daily lessons, tv "[aC!;; }taB' rn.!Épav YU].LVro~aL!;; ••• 4
This is confirmed by the didactic character of his ,essays in the De oratoribus

ant.iquie , and especially by the general introduction to his corpus where
Dionysius explicitly promises to point out which qualities of the individual
styles of the orators he is going to discuss, are worthy of imitation,
~~~aL!;;,5 by students.

Although his treatises on the Attic orators would indeed be of great help
for orators-ta-be, they were not intended to be rhetorical handbooks for
students but must be regarded, as literary treatises with an impact on
prose literature in general. This is especially true of the De Demosthene~



as can easily be inferred from the fact that Demosthenes is compared in
i t not only wi th orators, but wi th a philosopher, Plato, and a his torian ,
Thucydides, as well. .As a matter of fact, the introduction of the
xa~:x:x){"rii~~ TrÏ~ /iEe::w;;; system into the De Demosthene enabled Dionysius to
determine the relative position of Demosthenes in the whole field of prose
literature, and not only in oratory. In his treatment of the musical
aspect of the style of Demosthenes (w Dem. II, cc.3Sff) he likewise has
recourse to a system, the Op~vCaL system, which includes even poets like
Homer. Finally, in his general introduction to the w oratoribus antiquis

Dionysius spends some time on the controversy between th~ Asianistic and
Atticistic movements. This discussion points in the direction of prose
literature in general and is not only of concern to oratory .

2

.These remarks concerning the literary character of his works inevi tably
lead to the following observation: Dionysius must have been an active
memberof some literary circle at Rome, thus participating in an activity
that was a feature of intellectual life in the capital in the period in
which he wrote.6 His essays suggest that a constant interchange of
opinion took place between himself and interested friends, not mere students.
This is confirmed by the fact that , although the essays were addressed to
individual persons, they were destined for a wider public: in ch. 23 of the
De Demosthene Dionysius invites all lovers of literature (ol q:>LA.óAoYOL

~LE~) to examine the validity of his opinion concerning Plato.7 Further=
more, al though the De Demosthene was addressed to Armnaeus,he refers to
the readers of this essay in the plural. 8 In his essays we meet some of
these persons who most probably constituted the literary circle: Armnaeus
(two letters and the essays on the Attic orators) , Metilius Rufus (De

oompositione verborum), Pompeius Ceminus(two letters), Denetri.us (one
essay), Quintus Aelius Tubero (one essay) , while the names of Zeno and
Caecilius of Calacte are mentioned in the second letter to Pompeius. Of
these only Caecilius of Calacte is knownthrough other works as well, e.g.
ps , -Longinus and Plutarchus. Generally speaking, these persons were well
acquainted with Attic literature: in the De Demos thene Dionysius frequently
refers to this fact: ~ Év e::t6óoL /iywv.9 For this reason Dionysius gives
only a few or no examples: xaL rrévr ' fiÓT) yv4:>q.lO. ol~ /iYWl·].{'a~ 06~
1::._, <>.- ~~,..."..,r::.- • 10
Ut:-O)..J£\A..I. I ~ L YlJ(X't:WV •
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So far as the setting of the De Dernoethene is concerned, two controversies
had a direct influence on the essay on Demosthenes: the controversy between
Atticism and Asianism, and the controversy between the philosophers and the
rhetoricians. These were topical issues in Romeat the time of Dionysius,
issues in which he had to showhis inclination. Atticism was "a reaction
against the excesses of Hellenistic prose style ... "11 In the general
introduction to the corpus on the Attic orators Dionysius clearly ex=
presses his desire to promote the Atticistic movement, and the way in
which he treats the orators is a final confirmation of this desire:
especially in the fu fumosthene he severely criticizes excessive and un=
justified use of embellishment, disclosing thereby his attitude towards
Asianistic elaboration in style.

The other dispute was one between the philosophers and rhetoricians con=
cerning the rêle of philosophy and rhetoric in the educationl program in
Rome. Without elaborating on the long history of this dispute, a few
remarks will be sufficient to understand Dionysius' attitude towards Plato.
He reacted against the extremist philosophers who undervalued rhetoric as
a subject in the educational program to such an extent, that they regarded
Plato, a philosopher, as the best orator as well. (fu Dem, 23).

In the present study, Dionysius of Hald oaxmaeeue: De Demoe ihene :
A critical appraisal of the status quaestionis, followed by a glossary

of the technical terms, an attempt will be made to understand the De

Demosthene primarily out of i tself and secondary as part of the corpus,
the De oratoribus antiquis. In the history of research on this essay

the interpretation of this essay was mainly determined by a few great
issues. The first issue is the problem of the object and nature of the
De Demoethene . The presence of a large section on the musical aspect of
the style of Demosthenes(cc. 35ff.) does not seem to fit in with the object
of the first chapters (cc. 1-34); moreover, the nature of these two major
sections differs so much, that former researchers hardly have regarded
them as different sections of one essay. I hope to prove that they were
originally part of the D9 Demoe ihene , and deliberately included.

The second matter which caused IITI.lchdispute, is the position of the D9

Demosthene in the corpus of which it forms a part (as we have it today).
The treatise seems to differ in so manyaspects from the other extant works
of this corpus that one could legitimately ask whether the De Demosthene



was indeed the essay on Demosthenespromised in the general introduction
to this corpus. I hope to prove that it is indeed.

4

The third issue that really interested scholars is the one concerning
the chronological relation between the De Demosthene and the De eompositione

»erborum, another essay of Dionysius on composition. The reason fOTthis
interest is the resemblance between this treatise and cc. 35ff. of the
De Demosthene. I hope to prove that the De eompositione verborum had
been written before the De Demoethene , and not during an alleged break in
the composition of the De Demosthene.

In the last chapter I wish to discuss a matter which so far has not
attracted the attention of scholars, but which I regard as essential for the
.1.IDder.standingof this essay, that is the application of the ás:::El:a~ ul£;; AÉEe;u"Y;
system. I hope to prove that Dionysius could not have attained his goal
without recourse to this system, albeit that the presence of this system
in the De Demosthene seems to have escaped notice.

A glOssary will be included as a practical aid to the study of the
text.



NOTES 'ID THE INTRODUcrION

1. Cp. p. 2 below.

5

2. The Da Damasthene is virtually universally abbreviated with
"Da Dem;" - which I shall use as well.

3. I shall abbreviate the title of this essay of Dionysius with
"C. v. " - which is connnonlyaccepted by most scholars.

4. C. V. xx , 206:23-24. In the case of the De eompoei ii.one

verborum I have used the text of W.Rhys Roberts, Dionysius of

Hald caxmaseie : On Iri teraru Composition, London: Macmillan and Co.,

1910. In the case of the De Damasthene and the other essays of the
Da oratoribus ant-iquie , I have made use of the Loeb text by S. Usher,
Dionysius of Hald.cam aseue : Cri td cal: Essays" vol. I, London: William
Heinemann, 1974, being more available than the text of Usener and
Raderrnacher. The first nuneral used by re refers to the chapter, the
second to the page and the last one to the lines on the page.

5. 4,12: 1-5.

6. "Dionysius was, if not the central figure, at least a very active
memberof one of the literary coteries which were so marked a
feature of the period in which he wrote." (S. F.Bonner, The

Literary Treatises of Dionysius of Hald camaseue , repro Amsterdam:
A.M.Hakkert, 1969, p.3). G.P.Goold calls it a ''professorial circle"
in his article on this matter: A Greek Profeeeori al. Oi rcle at Borre"

TAPA,92(1961), pp. 168-192. Cp. W.Rhys Roberts, The Literary Circle

of Dionysius of Hal.i oamaeeus , CR, 14(1900), pp.439-442 as well.

7. 23,326:25-26.
8. Cp. notes 9 and 10 below.

9. "speaking to well informed persons;" (14,292: 1-2).
Cp. 38,382:28: ~ tv EL6ócrL AEYOVTQb; 46,418:11-12: ou yap on
YE TOL!;; órte ~PJL!;; TOU fuJ~ TáéE: Y~... ("for I do not wri te
these things for those who are not acquainted with the orator ... ")
Cp. 50,432:11-15 as well.

10. "And this is already known to my readers - and I need not quote any
examples at alL" (13,290:12-13). Cp. 42,404':1-3 as well.
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11. G.Kennedy, The Art of Persuasion in Greece , Princeton: NewJersey,
1963, p.330. For detail on the controversy beD~een Atticism and
Asianism, cp. E.Norden, Die Antike Kunetpxoea, vol. I, Beriin:
Teubner, 1915, pp. 355-371, and W.Kroll, Bhe tox-ik , in R.E., par.
32, pp. 1105-1108.
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GIAPTER I

1HE PURPOSE OF 1HE DE DEMOSTHENE

Reading the De Detroe thene one comes across a wide variety of subjects
which can all be related to rhetoric ID sane way or other, and for this
reason one can be tempted to think that Dionysius is treating the rhetorical
system of Demosthenesin this treatise. Is this the case? ObviousIy,

. understanding the intention, the purpose of the De Dem. ~ is a sine qua non

for a critical apprai sal of all other problems posed by the De Dem.

A5will be indicated" Dionysius has applied someprinciples of his own
rhetorical system himself whilst writing this treatise. In view of this
the process of determining the structure of the De Dem.~ from which the
purpose emerges, has been done. Investigations undertaken by previous
researchers will be critically evaluated throughout the chapter.

The structure of this chapter is as follows:

posing the problem concern.ing the intention of the De Wm. in the
light of Dionysius' final remark in the last chapter that his treatise
deals with the style of Demosthenes;

history of research on this matter;

brief exposition of own view;

discussion of the st ructure of the De Dem.,'

cc. 1-34;
cc. 35-52;
cc. 53-54;
cc. 54-58;

conclusion.

The problem conce minq the purpose of the De Dem.

The introduction to the De Dem, being lost,1 one has no choice but to
ascertain the purpose of this treatise from the extant and major part
i tse 1£ - in which case the most obvious2 pl ace to look for i t is the end.
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Nowthe last but one sentence reads as follows: caDeo, w xpáe~OL£

•AlllJO.C'£, y~~v e::LXo'WÉVooi, TI £ plc ii (;; IJ. T) II 0 0 {7 É v 0 u (;;

A É !; e W c (The spaced print is mine). 3

In this recapitulating sentence one seems to get the key to the De Dem.

- the M!;~(;; of Demosthenes; moreover, the subsequent sentence) being the .
very last one of the treatise, solves the possible problem of the meaning
of A£!;~(;; at this place, for when Dionysius promises his friend that he will
present to him another treatise dealing with Dernosthenes ' t re atnent of
subject-matter,4 one is tempted to infer that the De Dem, indeed deals with
the Ae:xnxÓ(;; eórr.q;;,which, according to the rhetorical sys tem of the time,
consists of É:XAoyrl eclN óvcirircv , aW{7£o~(;; and CJXIllJO.eo.5 On the surface
of it everything seems to fi t well, for there is a section in which the
É:xA.oyrl seems to predominate (cc. 1-34), being followed by an instructive
section on Demosthenes ' aW8e:m(;; (cc. 35-52),- a section on howhis speeches
should be delivered, unóxp~o~(;; (cc. 53-54), and a few chapters (starting at
the end of chapter 54 and eontinuing to the end of the treatise) in which
various points of criticism against Iemosthenes' style are discussed;
SOJllE remarks on the figures are given as well, although not in a separate
section.

The question to be dealt with, then, will bewhe'the r the content of the
treatise indeed confirms that the AÉ!;~(;; of Iemosthenes is the object of
the treatise.

Hand in hand wi, th investigations done on this matter, researchers have dis-
cussed the nature of the essay, Le. the way in which Dionysius has pre-
sented his material. This matter will be di s cussed first.

A survey of the investigations of these prob~ems.

So far as the nature of the essay is concerned) one is inclined to
regard the De Dem. as a whole as a purely tiheore iri aal. exposition (on the
style of Demosthenes) in view of the recapi tulating sentence, in ch. 58;

eaOm, w xpánoCE •AlllJO.C'£, yp:jqE t.v dxo]..lÉv oot TI e pLc Ti (;;
IJ. T) II 0 0 {7 É v 0 u c A É !; c W (;;

6 This seems to be the view of
H.M.Hubbell, as can be inferred from the following quotation: "But the
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essay on Iemosthenes that we possess, deals wholly wi t.h style ... ,,7

The. opposi te of this view is that Dionysius wanted to prove that Demos-

thenes is the best in the field of style. The exponents of this view

are L.Radermacher,8 E.Kalinka, J.Lucke and G.M.A.Grube. Quoting R.H.Tukey,

E. Kalinka says: "in der Schrift iibe» Demosthenes ober 'his only concern is

to establish the pre-eminenee of Demosthenes,' und deshalb 'the work takes

the form of argument rather than exposition (Tukey 396)' (The italics are

mine) .,,9 The same attitude is taken by J.Lucke: "In diesem Kapitel

(ch.33, my note) gewéihrt WIS Dionys einen Tlberblick ilbe» die gesamte

Anlage seiner Schrift. Sein Ziel ist eS3 Demosthenes als den sta r k-

ste n Red n e r zu be zei chnen; (The spaced print is mine)" 10 This

is also the view of G.M.A.Grube: ''He is too detennined to prove the

superiority of Demosthenes , (The italics are mine)"ll .The third possible

answer to the question is to recognise a two-fold nature in the De Dem.:

in Da Dem. I Dionysius is trying to prove the supremacy of Demosthenes in

the fi eld of AtE; L!;: this is the polemi c section; in Da Dem. I! he is

simply giving an expos i tion of the oUv&aL~ of Demosthenes . This is the

whole view held by R.H. Tukey. Referring to Da Dam. I, he corrunents:

"the work takes the .form of argument rather than espoei. tion; (The italics

are mine)" 12· but when he turns to the 'purpose of the second half of !he

essay ... ' 13 he remarks: 'Here then we no longer have argument but expo-

sition. (My i talies) ,14 1-\lhereas Dionysius' only concern in !E Dem. I

is to establish the pre-eminence of Demosthenes, especially over Plato,

there is no attempt at comparison between Demosthenes and the authors that

are quoted; any comparison with Plato is carefully avoided.15

My own view is the foll?wing: the Da Dam. can be divided into four sections
16which I am going to call: Da Dam. I, II, II!, IV; Da Dem. I and IV are pq-

lemic; De Dam. II and Da Dem. III are expositional or didactic. In Da Dam. I

Dionysius is intent on proving that Demosthenes is the best in the field of

AÉE;L~; with this aim comparisons with Lysias, Thycydides, Plato and Isoerates

are introduced, which brings the polemic nature of this section to the fore;

seeing that De Dem. IV is the section in which Dionysius is trying to refute

current criticisms against his idol, this section is polemic as well. On

the other hand, in Da Dam. II Dionysius is not concerned with giving proof;

his position there is that the supremacy of Demosthenes in the field of

composition need not be proved, but is a fact recognised even by Aeschines,
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Demosthenes1 greatest rival. As a result, this section gives the Im-
pression of a mere exposition of various aspects relating to the corrr
position of Demosthenes.' In De Dem. III there is no polemic argumen-

tation either; in general this section deals with how speeehes of
Demosthenes should be read aloud. 17

The second problem to be discussed is whether the content of the treatise
indeed confirm that the A-ÉEI..(; of Demosthenes is the object of the treatise.
I hope to prove that, al though all the aspects of style do appear in the
De Dem, ~ the style of Demoethenee as such is not the object of the treatise,
for determining which one has to consider all the evidence provided by the
text itself, and not content oneself with one single remark at the close of
the work. I nowpropose to analyse the treatise in terms of the fout
independent sect.ions mentioned above, viz. De Dem, I, II, III and IV.

De Dem. I (cc. 1- 34)

Whilst some scholars suggest that some noticeable time must have lapsed
between the composition of ch.52 and of the. rest of the work,18 each of
them agrees that Dionysius starts with a new subject in eh, 3S, and that
cc. 1-34 form a well-defined section with marked uni ty. 19 And small
wonder, for at the end of eh. 32 Dionysius says that he wil nowproceed to
recapitulate his argument: 130UA.o'WQ.Lê£ al "Kat auA-)..oy~oaofu.IJ Ta dprn.tÉva

é:E ápxfi(; "Kal. Ce; rEaL rr.áv{J' , ëoo, UTtEOXÓl-Dlv ápXÓlJ,EVO(; Tfi(; &UP~Ob TOU

A-e:"K1:L"KOUTÓTtOU, TtETtOLn"KÓ"ra É:l.JOl..n:óv,20and so he does in eh. 33, starting
. h < ~rv.l._~'" ., • ~.:...., 1. - ,..l 2 1 ds' hi chwrt : n II.f...VV<:.OL(;nv lJOL "KaL TO e:,I.U.Tye:II.'WQ.TOU I\J.JYOU... ,wor w l are

followed by the summary. In eh. 33 his recapitulation is formulated in
te rms of the system of the types of style, the Xapcl)iTfipe:(;, but in eh. 34
in terms of the virtues of style, the óoe rci. Tfï(; MEe:w;;; system.22 Thus,
in cc. 33-34 we are given the recapitulation of all that has been said from
the first ehapter onwards23; furthermore, in eh. 34 Dionysius announces
that he is about to proceed to a new section: óA-~ya TOOTOL(; Ën TT.pCX1&1.(;

rteoi Tfï(; A.ÉEe:w;;;, É:nt TO "KCI'raA.e:LTIÓlJ,EVOVTfï(; <: T't.IX>"Ke:L]..LÉVn(;',&UPLOb l.lÉP0(;

l.JE1:aI3riOO'WQ.L••• ,24 whieh is mt roduce.d by the following words at the be-
ginning of eh.3S: (jÉpe: &1 TOUTUN dPlll.lÉvUN nl-LrV MywlJ,EV n&1 "Ka'L < TtEPL

ul(; aUv&oe:W;;; > 1:GN ÓVO\..lÓ.1:UN ~ "KÉXPIlTaL 6 ávrip.2S



A translation of this sentence done according to this rearrangement is as
follows: 'The theme and the subject of my treatise was to show

that Dernos thenes has used
a style
:(which is) the best
arid (which is) in the nest perfect measure adapted
to all aspects of humannature ... "

It is important to note that, according to this sentence, the object was not
. the style of Iemosthenes as such .. but to showthat his style is the best and
in the most perfect measure adapted to all aspects of humannature (ucrpucrcrc
np'WOJl.l.ÉVTJ ~ anaaav 6.~u qu:nv) . This is no tri vial difference -
on the contrary: in the first case De Dem, I would have had the nature of
a theoretical exposition, whereas in the second case it would be polemic ..
for this object would only be attained by proving that the style of his
idol is better than that of other authors. The content of De Dem. I

Wecan nowproceed to the discussion of the problem whether the content
of De Dem. I confirms the idea that the object of the De Dem. is the.
AiEl.s of Demosthenes, at least so far as cc. 1-34 are concerned. Since
Dionysius himself calls his study a 3£wp~a TOU AEXTl.XOU TÓIToU immediately
before his recapitulation of the first part, 26 the reader gets the super-
ficial idea that the De Dem. I is a theoretical exposition of the

27
AiEl.s of Demosthenes as such. Howeve r , the momentone reads the very
next sentence, i.e. the first sentence of ch. 33, the more specific aim of
De Dem. I comes to the fore: n rr.p6accrl.s nv uot xaL TO tnáYYEAlJ(l ToU

AóYou, X o cc r ~ o T TJ

ó.v{7pwnou <pua
"){EXPrH.lÉVov éru êe rEm •••

AÉEEl. xaL rr p ó j; anacrav

l. v i] P ]..I. 0 o ]..I. É v T) lJ£TPl.WraTG. _ l::.rn..LCX18Évn
(Th " al" ine) 28 "e It lCS are nune . Rearranging the

sentence, one gets: i] rr.p6acms xat TO É:náYYEAlJ(l TOU >..óyou nv uoi
É:m&tEm

l::.rn..l.cxJ8Évn XEXPnl.lÉvov

xocrr ~crU)

AÉEEl. ,/'

'" xol, ue rocdrrcrrc iJp'WOJl.l.ÉVT) ~ anaaav ó.v~U qiol.v.29

proves that this is indeed what Dionysius has done. However, another
problem imrrediately comes to the fore: did Di.onysius have tiao

11
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objectives concerning the style implied by the 'KaL? These would be:
firstly, that I'emosthenes uses the best style (in other words, that the
style used by Demosthenesis the best); secondly, that the style used by
him is best adapted to all aspects of humannature. It is clearly not
the case.30 Another possibility would be that Ai~~s is to be under-
stood in the sense of type of style and that Dionysius is using Demos thenes
as the best exponent of the middle type of style to prove only that this type
type is the best and best adapted to all aspects of human nature. This

is the best and bes t adapted to all aspects of human nature. This possi-
bility cannot be accepted ei the r. 31 A third possibility would be that he
uses the best type of style, firstly, and secondly, that us ing the best type
of style, his personal style is the best example of the best type of style.

32This view is irrprobable and thus unacceptable. A fourth possibility, to my

mind the correct one, is that AiE~s refers to the personal style of Demos thenes
and that the object of cc. 1-32 has been merely to prove that the style of De-
nosthenes is the best, since it is the bes t adapted to all aspects of human

nature. This rreans that I think the 'Km is epexegetic.33 That the ultimate aim

of De Dem, I is to prove the supremacy of Demosthenesin the field of
A.é:E~s, is finally confirmed by the very last sentence of eh. 33: Én.d.
'tovl.!Éoou 'Kat 'Kpa.'t(o'tou xCX+XXJ.<.'tfï~córoi, k:n>..wtat vevóuevoi, lJEY(O"Cns

é:ó£ns É'tuxov, tva óe: (!;aL]..I.~, 'Kêlv Et 't0N áJ..J...wJ ÓlJE LVOUS ctot , fln]JCXJ&ve:~
• A.t: • .. ."\ "\ - c::..... '-' • 34ye: ow \..Ab ~OUS ovroc Q.l..l.~/VI.OCJ\A.\.~ rteot 't(J]\) ap~o't£ ~(i)).

This conclusion is borne out by further evidence from the work itself. To
attain his object, Dionysius has madeuse of his xap:o·(."rn~s'tfis
A£Ee:ws system, according to which Greek prose writers could be, and were,
classified by the rne torá ci ans . In cc. 1-15 he proves that the type of
style which Demosthenesuses, the middle type, is better than both the
extraordinary35 and the s irnp le types of style. After that, there remains
only one thing to be done: he still has to prove that Demosthenesis the
best exponent of the best type of style, which he does in cc. 16ff. By
dealing only with the best representatives of the extreme types, Thucydides
and Lysias ,36 and subsequently with the best representatives of the best
type of style, the middle type, viz. Plato and Isocrates,37 Dionysius did
indeed follow the shortest logical "wayto prove his point. In fact, he is
merely following a logical procedure which had already been formulated by
Aristotle as one of his four commontopics, the topic of -ro êovcrróv 'Ka'~

áóUva'tov: the possible and the irrpossible.38



I shall now proceed to prove that the content of cc. 1-32 confinns that

this is indeed the object of De Dem, I.

A close look at the text allows to see that eh. J639 definitely introduces

a new section: E L P n H W f; 6 E H a 1:"' á p X á f; I 'on]..101,.,

êoxoëcn. v 'IOOHoá1T)f; 1:"£uaL ro..á:rwv Hp:Xr.Lam "tGN éJ).)...w.; éru 1:"£~6e:uHÉvm

1:"001:"01:"0 yÉvOf; 1:"00 xapcoafipof; HaL npoayaYE CV uêv mn:o ÉTIt JJTiHLa-rov,. \

unv HaL 1:"£ A E L wa a L, ooa 6' ÉVÉALTI£V ÉHELVWVo U
ÊHeXrEpof;I 1:"aU1:"aflrll.J.(XJ'8É:vnvÉ!;£ Lovoouévov éru, ê€; C £:£LV UnOOXójJ£vOf;I
" -, .. 6 ' (MT· f . )40c TI L 1:"0 U 1:" n n TI 0 P E U a 0 U aL. •• "'I spacing 0 prant .

In fact, in the closing stages of the first sub-section (cc. 1-15),

Dionysius already suggests that he still has mueh essential ground to

cover,41 doubtless referring to the new sub-section he is about to

start in eh. 16. He then continues to explain his method: he will compare

the most sui table passages of these authors, subjecting all of them to

minute scrutiny: 1:"a f; a pLa 1:"a 6 0 HOU a a f; É X £ L v (A)

nap', ÊHa1:"É~ 1:"GN á::Jq:i;N AÉ£:£Lf; TIPOX£LpLaájJ£VOf; HaL á v 1:" L TI a P a-

B c ~ f; (B) aU1:"aCf; 1:"~ flrll.J.(XJ'8É:voUf;I oom TIEPl 1:"a. f; a U 1:"cl. f;

auvEIDxBnaav u TI 0 -B É a e L f; I rva 'lJéiA)..ov at 1:"GN á::Jq:i;N TI P 0 aLp É-

a£Lf; -rE Hal 6uváu£Lf; yÉvCUV1:"aL Ha1:"acpavECf;

1:"nV áHPLf3£01:"á1:"nv f3áaavov ÉTIl 1:"WV

o U 0 L eo v É P Y eo v A a f3 0 0 a c. v. (C) (My spacing of print). 42

This corresponds all too closely, indeed nearly verbatim, with 33,366:26-

33,368: 2:

óJV...' á v 1:" L TI a P a 1:" L -B e ~ f; (B 1) aU"'I:'fj 1:"~ 1:"GN Ó),)v,JJV PIl 1:"Óp:..N1:"£Hal

CPLAooÓ(!XJJVAÉ£:ELf; 1:"cl. f; H P á 1:" L a 1:"a 6 0 HOU a a f; É X e L v (A 1)

.
1:"n v

,
-d5 61-' á A A Ti A eo v f3 a a á v Cj) cP a v e P a v

á u £ L v o. (My spacing of print) . (C 1) 43

TI O'L WV
.

HaL

This corrrespondence is enligtening - it becomes clear that the fanner

passage serves as an introduction and the latter as a recapi tulation of

this sub-section.

Having stated his objective and method for the ehapters to come (cc. 17-32).

Dionysius then immediately starts with Isocrates, £LaayÉaBw 6E ~Of;

'IaOHoá1T)f;~ 44 staying with him as compared with Demosthenes up to eh. 23.

There he tums to Plato, whomhe treats in the sane fashion as Isoerates
and again in full concord with the aim and method stated in his intro=

duct i.cn , concluding in eh. 32.

13
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Thus I conclude that cc. 16-32 represent the section in whieh Dionysius
proves Demosthenesto be the best exponent of the bes t type of style,
the middle type, by showing howhe exceeds the most prominent exponents
of this type of style, viz. Plato and Isocrates.

cc. 1-15

Seeing that Dionysius introduces a new topic in eh. 16, one mayexpect to
find the clue to cc. 1-15 in his ~axE~~waL~ at the close of this
section .45 - whieh is indeed the case: eh. 15 starts with d n~ JJ
l..I.ÓALo"ta árroOCXOL "tO nl\) at "t~av I áL' T)\i 0 CJ "t E 'r a. El 0 u 'K U á L á E I" a

É'KEL\)a TIEPI..Trel 'Kat É:ET)AA.a.y~a "tou auvri80vC 'K P á"t I" 0 "t a

rlyou].lal..

o CJ .r ' É \) "t 0 L ~ II. u 0 I" a x 0 r ~ "tor~ taxvoL~

'Kat OUVECJTl.CtJ].lÉ:voI" ~ 'r n \) 'r E A. E ï. cc v "t Ti ~ A. É E E Cl) ~

á. P E 't Tl \) "t LaE u a I" (My spacing of print), 46 after whieh he ela-
borates on the idea that the divers i ty of the audience necessitates

,
diversity of style as well, closing his discussion of these authors with:
ál..o. 'raiha ÉYW -D,\) ou"tCJ.J; 'Ka"tE(J){EUOlJl.IÉ\iT)\) AiEL\) ucrororrérnv d\)al.. "tW\)

~UN \)E\)ÓUL}{Q. xai., u'ijv ADYCJJV TOULO~ ]JÓA.LOLu árroEiXOlJO,L "t'ou~ TtEq;E:UYÓTCXb

Ê:xu"tÉpou "t&v X<lPlKnlPJ.lV "t~ UTIE~oA.áb. 47

Fromthese words it appears that Dionysius is stating that at the outset
he intended to prove the mi xed type of style to be the best of the three
types. What is more, these two passages correspond closely to one that is
to be found in the recapitulating eh. 33. Having stated there the method
he has applied in cc. 16-33, he also recalls his procedure in cc. 1-15:
rva rnv q:x.xJLxnv 6cDv 0 Aóy~ 1JOL AáeTl TOUb X<lPlKU;rxxb -rW\> OLaA.ÉXTUJV TOUs
A.C: ~" ,~ ~. 48 • , • • • , _'-'b1..U/\.oywra"tou~ 'Ka"Cl1PI..Uf--U,OCX+Dl\) 'Kal.. "to~ Tr.iX0"t0~ ovroc E\) au"tOI..~

UvQ:::>ab É:mlA.&Jv ~9 ÉTIErrc ée: LEClb á:rEA.d~ Onav"tClb É'Kd\)ou~ 'Kat 'KaB'

o ].lÓA.1..O"ta áaWXE L\) Ë'Kcx:nov Une::A.á-wl3avov WU "tÉA.OLb É:'KAoYLoál.J£\i~

á . Q .J. 50 .,.,<:>--. ,., ,Cl,-!.. ~ 51
La I-'O:XXt..WV__, T)/\.UJv ETtI.. "tov llrn.l.CXJvc.vl,.

The fact that it is the types of style whieh are discussed in cc. 1-J 5,
and not individual authors as such, is confinned by yet another interesting
clue: the words denoting "type of style" are present only in cc. 1-15 in
this sense - not in cc. 16-32.52



Finally, the fact that the aim of cc. 1-15 is to prove that the mixed

type of style is the best, is confinued by two casual remarks of Diony-

sius: in ch. 10 he proceeds to' his critique of the extraordinary type

of style with the remark that it is a requirement for his thesis:

êxna.vrELyOp 6 .:\.óyos.53 The sane prominence is given to the section in

which the simple style is criticized: TL~ oVv ÊcrT~ x~ TOU~~~ n
Ó • A.t: - , ;:..~ , - Cl,.. - 54~~pai ••• Ub~O~~ yap ~I xa~ ~UTO ~v~~V.

After a theoretical exposition of the three types of style (cc. 1-3),

Dionysius proceeds to prove that the middle type is the best. C. 4-10

contain his arguments for proving that the extraordinary type of style, if

applied throughout a work, violates two principles: appropriateness (TO

rtoértov) and moderation (m )..lÉTPLOV), which is not the case with the middle

style; in cc. 11-13 he discusses the simple style, showing that this type

of style does not fit every kind of subject-matter (because

of the principle of approp ri ateness) and that the absence of

certain qualities of style in this type makes it inferior to the middle

type of style. He concludes his dis cussion with a few examples from

Demosthenes to illustrate the nature of the best type of style, the middle

style, in ch. 14.

I shall now proceed to show that the object of cc. 4-10 is to prove that the·

middle e tqle is better than. the extraordinary "type of s "tyle.
Of the forty lines of eh, 4 about Isocrates, SS the first twenty-two are

an introduction to the style of this orator whidh merely sumITarizes its

main features from the former thorough discussion in De Leo er, : óvrt.vc
xapcn<Tf'jpa ËXE:I..V Êq:a.LVE:TO ]..JOl.., ó~a. nA.El..ÓVCW J-iv Êá"iAuoa ncórccov.

ot.xiv ei. xwAUcrE:1.. xaL vëv Ênt. XE:qoA.aLWV mJl:a Ta. ~ayxmÓTaTa dne:C"v.56

These two sentences indicate that the first twenty-two lines of ch. 4

only supply the necessary background, and thus serve as an introduction

to what he actually wants to say in this chapter, which is stated in the

second part and turns out to be a severe criticism of Isocrates' way of

violating the paramount stylistic qualities of appropriateness and modera-
57tion in his application of the extraordinary style.

15
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Proceeding to Plato in cc. 5-7, Dionysius reveals his purpose with the

philosopher at the very beginning of ch. 5: Jl ék ór) IIAcx:rWVI..Krl 61..áA.£'K-rq;;

[30UAE"!-aI.. uEV dval.. }{a~ a6-m ULylJO. txaLÉr:xov LWJ ')(CXpCXK-rr1r:xov,LOU LE:

ullxlAoU 'KaL to)(Vou, 'KcxBártc:p ELprlLaL 1-101.. ncórcoov I nÉ<.CUJ.!.E6' 0 u X

o U 0 C W!:;: ~ á]..KPJLÉpou!:;: LO~ xcxp:::oni'\fXlb E U L U X ri c CMyspacing

of print). 58 He wants to indicate how badly Plato applies the extraordinary

style, in fact, after a few remarks on the philosopher's application of the

s irrpl e style, 59 the bulk of his discussion of this author is devoted to

exposing the errors60 of the extraordinary style, exemplified by quotations

from his works. In the subsequent comparison between Dernosthenes and

Thucydides (cc. 8-10), the two thenes of appropriateness and moderation

likewise form the basis of the discussion.61 in ch.33 Dionysius claims to

have shown that Iemosthenes made his Styl~ 'KOLVnV 'KaL ~I..Aá8punov62

and that he was the most succes ful of all writers in the application of all

three types of style: áno6E:L'KVtx;; 6' a6LOv év LOC!:;: LPI..Ot yÉVEOI.. 'Kal:OpfuWLCX.

LWv ~ lJÓ)I.LOLa.63

This is exactly Dionysius' aim in cc. 8-10 so far as the application of the

extraordinary style is concemed: where Demosthenes and Thucydi des both

apply the same (extraordinary) type of style, Thucydi des ' is inferior

to that of Demosthenes in moderation and appropriateness: L(jl é£
n 0 0 (jl 'KaL Én ~ov LOL!:;: 'K a I.. P 0 C !:;: •

,.. , "
o lJEV yap

á L a U L E li LW!:;: u1 'Ka:rooJ.tEuf) 'KÉXPllLCX.1..'Kal. a.ynal.. ~ Un'

a6Li'i!:;: n < a6--ros ~ Ó.YEI.. xal ou& -rov 'K a I.. PO\) a6Li'i!:;:

É:nCOLaLCX.L A.al3EL'v 6E:EI..W;, á.AAa. 'KaL nape). muLO\! noAJ...éo.<.L!:;: êx.].JopLávEt..

'KOO' 0 n JJ£V á U E L pCa Li'\!:;: É:EaAAayfi!:;: éua.qi[ nOI..EC Lfiv MEt.v

a6LOU, LO é:£ l-Dl 'Kp:l.LE:CV L(;JJ 'K a t. pwv ÓT)6fi64 (My spacing of print)-

so far for Thucydi.des. But Dernosthenes LOU LE: á p 'K 0 U VLO !:;:

omxá&:ELat. 'Kat. LOU!:;:

(My spacing of print) . 65

With this Dionysius closes his discussion of the extraordinary style;

,
'Kat.pou!:;: o u U U E L PEt;:· LaL.

negati vely he has indicated its propensity to deficiencies, providing one

extensi ve example, taken from Plato; posi ti vely he has indicated the

superiority of the mixed type of style, supplying an illustrative example,

from Demosthenes , as proof.
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Having proven that the middle style is better than the extraordinary style,
Dionysius still has to compare it with the other extreme, the simpz'e sty7.,e~
and ee tcbl-ieh its supremacy over this style as well. He does this in
cc. 11-13.

The reader is provided with an example from Lys ias , exhibiting the inherent
weakness of this type of style: because of the absence of a mnnber of
qualities of style, it is not suited for every situation and is therefore
guil ty of violation of appropriateness. He concludes his discussion
of the simple style with an example of the correct way of applying it, taken
from Demosthenes.
Having proven both extreme types to be inadequate to fit all occasions,66
Dionysius concludes this sub-section of his work with four examples from
Demosthenes as final illustration of the best type of style in eh. 14.

Instead of. concluding this section of his argument, Dionysius includes yet
another argument in eh. 15 in case there should still be an unconvinced

de (.. \ ".41 ,>:.,!. " , 67 H labrea r El, 1:q;; l.l1l f.'U/\.l,OID ortocexot 1:0 UW at. 1:1,a\i. e e orates on
the fact that the public is not homogeneousand that the type of style
which. acconmodates this diversity best, would be the most effective.
Neither the extraordinary, nor the plain type of style would be able to
accorrnnodatethe diversi ty of the public; only the middle, mixed type,

ó lJ£1-L1,y]..JÉv~ é:f; ó,j..:qx:mtPJ,>J 1:c7>J xCXjXX){-cr)jXI)J: 0 0' clUqX)"tEIXl 1:óxpoa:rnpl,O.

nEL oc l,v l:n1:c7>J nnav áno1:EUf;E1:al, 1:00 1:ÉAOU{;. ËOl:l, Ei OU1:O{; 0 lJ£1-Ll-Y]..JÉVo;;;
't: ' • - • 68E ~ CllJ.C+Ol:E jXI)J 1:WJ XCXjXX){'rn jXI)J •

Only after this final argument does Dionysius repeat his conclusion to this
section, viz. that he regards the mixed type of style as adapted in the
most perfect rreasure (lJ£1:Pl,WTÓXTjV) 69 to all aspects of humannature,
using the sane word (uerouorrrtrrv) in this concluding sentence as
in ch..33 (ucrocórcrc) where he explicitly stated his object for De Dem. I
Thus I conclude that Dionysius had the intention to prove that Demosthenes
is the best in the field of Mf;l,{;. Whereas he reviews cc. 1-32 in ch.. 33

on the basis of the XCXjXX){ulpe:{; ul{; Mf;EW; system, his basis of review in
eh.34 is the clpe:1:aL "t1Ï{; Aéf;EW; system: in terms of this system as well
n.... h .. he r wr i f Li 70~most enes 1S superlor to allot er wr1ters 0 prose 1terature.
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De Dem, II

The sec.ond major section of the D2 Dem., De Dem. II, (cc. 35-52), has never been
an object of controversy so far as its purpose is concerned, and for a
very good reason, viz. that the reader is nowhere kept in the dark about
what is intended in it for it is provided with a complete rnt ro-
duction to the chapters to come, and, what is mrre , each of the three topics
discussed in this section is clearly announced.
De Dem. II is introduced by a general statement of what will be dis-
cussed in the section: qipe: &i wtrr(J}J dprnJÉ'V(J}JTnJ.C:VA-ÉyC4J£Vnér) 'Kal
e rr e o L r ri c ou'VaÉoe:w~>- "'LW'V Ó'VOlJ.á."'Lw'V ~
'K É X P Tl "'Lal.O b:v n p (My spacing of print) ,71 which is sub-
divided at 36,376:19-22 as follows: ,

XClp:X){. l:T)P
\ . ,"Kal.arro noLQ.b yÉyove:'V éru l:T)&we:W;;;;rocoërcc

"Kal rr.W; ët:v n~ ClLll:O'VÓl.ayvoLTl n.ape:~El:á&:(JJ.J E:"'LÉPOL~I

, , ~..t 72"'Laul:T) ne: l.P:UO]..lO.l./U:.ye:l.'V. . .
In short, he is going to treat this subject of the composition of
Demosthenes under three headings: firstly, which of the three major types
of 6p]JOVLa is applied by Demosthenes; secondly, how does Demosthenes bring
about his composition; thirdly, how can one recognise his Op]JOVLa and
dis tinguish it from that of othe rauthars?

cc. 36-46: The first topic: which of the three.major types of musicaZ

composition is appZied by Demosthenes?

Having stated these three topics at 36 ,376: 19-22, Dionysius ármedi ate Iy
proceeds to a theoretical exposition of the three major types of com-
position: after a general introduction to the types in cc.36-37, he ela-
borates on the rough type of composition in cc. 38- 39, the smooth type
in ch. 40 and the middle, mixed type in eh. 41. This extensive exposi tion
of the three types of composition is in fact a digression, a napÉ"K~aal.~/73
which Dionysius regards as necessary for the sake of apprehension of this
first topic.74 It is not until ch. 43 that Dionysius actually proceeds
to the discussion of his view that the type of composition applied by
Demosthenes is the middle, mixe d type: érte l.&Xv ánO<jXl.L'VWlJO.l.yvW!.ul'Von u1V

, ,,\.., #, ... ,~ 75)JEan'Vl:E "Kat.lJ.l."Kl:T)'Vcouovt.cv e:ne:l:T)&UOE:'V0 ÓT)]..LCXJvt.'VTl~... ;



OCOCLY~\)T)~ 6ri )JOL uï~ at~OEu:&; 'wO Pti"tO~ Ta:J..)TIl~ fic, TL~ nap'

Ê:aUT4;l oxorts hw TCx.AEx8É:\)Ta, on TOLalJT £OT( v , tvau)JOujJ.£\)O~ uE\)
ooa OE)1Vw';;; xcreoxcóccrca T{j) á:v6pi, 'KaL aU:Jl:ru:x7x; 'KaL N;LWIJO-TL'KW,;;;,

, C>..' ~:. v -' • J:.,!. 76 C 43' de d h£\)vu)JOUjJ.£\)~ ut:. oaa TEprt\)u:&; 'KaL T)ut:.u:&;. • 1S vete te t e

proof ef this view by the discussion ef Denos thenes I OZynthiacs~ ii

22-23. Befere proceeding te the discussien ef his secend topi c ,

Dionys i.us inserts yet another e l aborate napÉ'Kea:n~, 77 viz. a discussien

ef two' questiens : Why did Demothenes deem it necessary te make use ef

variatien and net apply enly ene type ef cempesitien?

Secondly, on which principles did he base his preference ef ene (extreme)

type ef conpos i.t ion above the ether ene? 78 (In ether words., how: did he

determine when a certain type ef composi tien shoul d be used?)

cc. 47-49: The second topic: how did Demosthenes attain his pereonal:
kind of the interrrediate composition?

In ch. 47 the secend t.opi,c is discussed: OCUT£p;JVál 'KEccá.AaLOV 'f)\)

Ê:méE:tEaL, TLOL &uprh.lOOL ~\)~ 'KUL 6La. nOLO{;; éx:m:rioEu:&; TI.jX)EA~

TO 'Kpina-ro\) ~fX)~ ÉAa!3E -m~ e lJ.L'K-m~ 'KaL uéonc > (xpjJO\)(Qb. 79

According te the mt.roduct.i on te De Dem. II, the secend topi c woul d

simply be: Hew did Derrosthenes bring about his individual ferm ef

rreIodi.ous composi tien? However , the formul.at.i.on ef the secend topi c

in ch. 47 .incorpcrates a maybe serrewhat une:xpected element .• viz. the

principles he applied.80 Dionys ius .irmedi ate ly proceeds to' the dis-

cussien ef the first ques t.i on. Virtually eve ry piece ef art has two'

ebjectives, TO 'KaA.ó\), beauty, and r,6ovri, pleasure. In the case ef lite-
u "" # '"rary composi tien, bo th have the sameelemen ts: EUPLO'){E 6T) Ta uev auTa

# , H ., " ,\." ' '" \. \.,

alJ4X)T£p:..JV OVTa aL na, Ta lJEAT) 'KaL IDU;;; pu31Jou;;; 'KaL TO£;; lJETaeoAt:ig 'KaL
, v, - ,....t. • 81 rh run 82 ..

ID napco..c.omuSow CXTLOCJL\)auIDL~ nf.-'C.-TIOV•• ~ tone , yt , . vara ata on

and prepriety. He then e:xplains what is meant by each ef these four

tenns (48,420:9' - 48,422: 14), and then turns to' the secend ques ti on

ef the secend tepic by saying hew DemO'sthenes applied these elements

(48,422:14-22). He then returns to' the matter ef the principles and

elaberates en the fact that al though beauty and pleasure are both achieved

by the same four elements, the final result is net the same, and discusses

the reasens fer this (48,422:22 - 48,424:7). Finally, he again returns

te the matter ef app l icat i.on and shows how Derrosthenes applies these

19



principles (48,424:8 - 27). At this point of his discussion a digression
on tone, rhythms, variation in rhythm and tone, as well as appropriateness
concerning these matters would be quite justified) 83 but Dionysius does
not present one; instead, he gives his reasons for the omission and con-
cludes the discussion of the second topic by referring those who still
insist on more information about these matters to his C.V. , where they
will learn everything they want about rhythm, tone, variation and appro-
priateness (49,426:12 - 16).

cc. 50-52: The third topic: hoia can one recognize the distinctive charac-
teristics of the composition ofDemosthenes and distinguish it from that of
other authors?

In ch. 50 the last topic of De Dem. II is introduced with the following
words: UTt£CJ)(Ó'WT)VyOp Ha~ -r00-r0 &C'1;m £H, rtW;;; éw H~ oLaYVOLn -rCv

xap:Dnfip:x. LlÏ~ Lxrn.lC03É:vou~ OUV{JÉ;OEW;;;HaL rtoéocc ~lJEv~ 0ll1JELOL~ órtó
- ~ 11__• r.' 84-r~ ~v uLOPLOELEV.

Just as in the case of the second topic, this introductory sentence does
not correspond exactly with its equivalent in the introduction in ch., 36;

the HaL seems to suggest that Dionysius is adding, another elerrent to
this topic, viz. the OllIJEC'a as such. However, in the subsequent dis-
cussion it becomes clear that those OllIJEC'a (tone, rhythm and variation)
are presented as the "keys" to determining the distinctive quality of
the composition of Denosthenes : it is described in terms of these three
elements: tone (É~~Ae:La) in 50,428:14 - 50,430:2, rhythm (E6pu~Ca)

in 59,430:2 - 50,432:8 and variation (rroLHLALa) in 50,432:8-15).

That this is what he had in mind is confirmed by the recapitulating
sentence in ch. 51:
roirrï l..1OLOcHEC' 'WT)VUlJO,-raLlÏ~ ouv{JÉoe:W;;; E[vat.: uï~ 6Tn.lCO&VOU~

É1; ,Wv &; -rL~ aUu1V oLayvoLn

He has even prescribed the order of In-

#, .. ,
<. avuq:a.Lpe:-ra ~ HaL xapconnpLHa,

~, É1;E-rá~ELV SouAn~C~.85

vestigation to be followed.86

Having completed his discussion of this topic, Dionysius pays attention
to a question which could be raised, viz. why Dernos thenes paid so much
attention to his composition. His answer to this question is presented
as yet another elaborate digression, devoted to the importance of corn-

" 87pOSItlon.
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cc. 53-58

I h 53 D· . . d . 88 T.. •nc. aonysaus mt ro uces a new t.opi c ELb cn, ].JOl. xa-raAE l.ne:-ral.
"\Á' ,_. • (H\T' f . ) 89N..)yor:;,0 TI E P t, -r n!; u TI 0 X pLO Etu!;... I'J, spacing 0 pnnt ,
deli very, which is afterwards exp l ained practically by a discussion of
examples in ch. 54. He closes this discussion at 54,446: 3-5: ooM'
&; n!; d!; -rouw -ro lJÉpor:;, dTIE:t\) ËXOl., -rou ei ow-ráyj.J(l-ror:;, tXa\!av

dAncp::)-ror:;, ficSn lJ1lxor:;,oUwu nou xa-rancxCx:JaLxdJ l:Cv ')..J5yav••• 90

The 'tas t section of the De Dem.~91 which s tarts at 54,446: 6, is devoted
to a discussion of various points of criticism agains t his idol. Dionysius
conurences with admitting that the style of Demosthenes is lacking in
iai t, that manifestations of u:rbanity are indeed lacking: on náaQb

Ëxouaa -r~ ÓiX-r~ li órn.JOO{JÉ\)OU!;Ai f;L!; AE: Lne:'ren, e: '6 -r o a TI e: A Ca!;,

Tl\) OL noAAoL XaAoWL X á PL\).

06 yáp T1.CJJ;; alD nóxrro, &OL &!:X:X:J)J áv8p:Jr.OLOL\), 0:J; xaL -ro~

á a -r e: 'L a u 0 lJ!; aj.J(l É:V -rOL!; ÓTHJ.c:x:JOC\)OU!;AóyoL!;. 0'6&v yáp~

Wv E:-rÉP::>L!;nOL\) Ë&lte:\) áyaru; 0 &tL'j.lliJJ, Ê:Xe:L\)Cj)Ê:c.pSóvnoe:v. (l\1y

spacing of print) . 92 From cc. 55-58 Dionysius discusses the
criticisms of Aeschines against Demosthenes: the use of harsh, bitter
words (mxp). óvóirrrc) (ch. 55) of overwrought words (rtsoï.eovc
óvóucrrc) (ch .56) of vulgar and disgusting words (qopnxQ. xat ánêi)
Ó\)ÓlJOXa) (ch. 57) and of pleonasm (-ro noAAoL!; óvóuorn. -ro aUw
TIp5.YlD cSnAoUv) .(ch. 58).
The treatise is concluded with: -raUm, w xp),nol:'S 'Al-LlJO.Le:, y~L\)

dxo]..J£\) OOL ne:PL 1fi!; órn.JOOatvOU!; Aif;wJ;;;93.and a subsequent promise of a
forthcoming treatise on Demosthenes' TIpaYlJOXL~0!; 1"ÓnO!;.94

This brief survey of cc. 53-58 is complete enough to pose the problems
concerning these chapters:
firstly, why did Dionysius insert a section on delivery which is obviously
out of place in a treatise on the style of an author?
secondly, of the six points of criticism none has anything to do with the
section on the composition95 of Demosthenes; however, they do fit in
perfectly with the subject-matter of De Dem.I, since in every case the
emphasis is on the choice of ioords , Ê:XAoYll -rGN óvo)JÓ;rCJJV, with no delibe-
rate reference to the musical aspect of language. Whydiscuss them here
and not where they obviously belong, i.e. in cc. 1-34?



accessoires (ch, 53-58~ pp. 1117-J129) (l\1y spacing of print.)
103

The history of investigation of the De Dem, reveals a lack of interest ill

these chapters which is probably due to overwhelming interest in the
XCX{XX){TfifX~ Tfi~ AÉ~e:W; and OplJOVLm systems presented in De Dem.I and II. 96
This has resulted in either a total disregard for the distinctive nature
of the section, or a recogni tion of it without any discussion of the im-
portance of the contents.
The best example of totaZ disregard for the distinctive nature of cc. 53-58
is J. Liicke' s declaration: "Die Schrift de Demosthene kënnen iai» in [ol.qende

Kapi te Z ein teilen:
I. 1. t Pi a gene ra di oendi. Kap. 1-7

2. eZocutio Demosthenis Kap. 8-32

3. Recap. der Kapi te Z 1-32 Kap.33

4. vis-tutee di oeridi. Kap.34

II. 1. tY'ia gene~ compositionis Kap.35-41

2. composi tio Demostheni s Ka D. 42 - S c h Zus s"
(My ~pacing of print) 97

He simply rncorporates cc. 53-58 in De Dem. II, the section about the
aUv&al..~ of Dernosthenes?8 J.Llicke's division of the treatise is a
replica of R.H.Tukey's: "the essay on Demosthenes falls into two
distinct parts, and its references to the essay on 'Composition' are in
the second part .. ,,99 which must be read along with: "The purpose of the

d h 7f f th . d b Di . . ch . ,,100se con at: 0 e essay, as J.S state y onys rus m ap.:x:xA'V1.,
and with "The first topic he treats in chaps.x:xxvii-xlvi, the second in
chaps.xlvii-xlix, and the third in chap. 1.,,101 Since E.Kalinka criticized
the view of R.H.Tukey in 1925, conjecturing that several interruptions
occurred in the course of the composition of the De Dem.~ one would
naturally expect to find a remark on cc. 53-58 - but one seeks in vain.

h 51ff d· 102He merely says t at cc. . was compose as a uni.t ,

On the other hand..sone researchers have realized that cc. 53-58 simpZy
cannot be regarded as part of the section on the céveeoi.c of
Demosthenes, iohi.let: rating them rather low: "Efin~ dans Zes dexmi exe
chapi tres ~ i Z tra i t e d i ver ses que s t ion s
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Although this scholar, M. Egger, regards them as "diverse minor questions,"
he still distinguishes two separate sections in this part of the treatise,
viz. one on delivery and one on criticism: "Apres l.' 'action' ~ que lquee
mots SUY' une qual.i té doni: Denys reqretiie T'obsence che z Démoebhêne, ,,104

G.Pavano holds the same point of view: "i cc. 53-58 tirat tano di
quiet ioni. minori eempre piu 0 meno eoncernenbi. la forma; ... Eeea, come si
cede, si divide sostanzialmente in due parti: una prima parte rivoUa al/Lo

studio del.lo ebi le, la eeconda al.lo studio del.l:' OplJOVLa in Demoe tene , ,,105

A slight improvement is presented by those scholars who do recognise the
distinctive character of cc. 53-58~ but fail to elaborate in this opinion,
giving only the minimumof detail. A.G.Becker' s concise description is
a good example: "DekLamat-ion und Action des Demosthenes 3 c. 53-54.,

Widerlegung der Angriffe des Aeschines und Anderer3 c. 55_58.,,106

G.H.A.Grube does not present an ampler argumentation." After a few words
on the importance of delivery, Dionysius disposes of Aeschines' criticisms
of Demostheneswith ease (55-6), but he probably admits lack of wit in
T\,.. th h gh he vtext us umf 0 tho 0 ,,107~mos enes, t ou t e text lS un ortunately uncertaln at lS palnt.
However, he betrays his real unconcern for these chapters in an article
of i952 with the following words: "The Demosthenes falls into two main
divisions, explicitly indicated. The second of these, from c. 35 on, deals
with aUv8Eaq;; or composition." 108

In short, with regard to the investigation of cc. 53-58, all scholars have
failed to understand Dionysius' intention with De Dem, III and De Dem. IV,
I could not find one researcher whohas seen the connection between De Dem,

IV and De Dem. I; who has tried to explain why De Dem, IV is separated
from De [Em. I; who has tried to explain why Dionysius has inserted a
section on unó}(.pl.Ol,s which does not seem to fit in the [E Dem. ~ an essay
on style (generally speaking). 109
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I intend to prove that De [Em. IV is an essential part of the treatise and
Oh" 0 0" 110 ak b t th t thnot a secta.on w ere nunor questa.ons are at st e, u a e

separation of this section from De Dem. I can be understood in tenus of
the rhetorical system of Dionysius itself, more specifically of his view
on arrangement of subject-matter, Ot}('OVO].lLU; and that De Dem. III is a
nadxBa:Jl.s1 di qxeeeio , digression, deliberately incorporated in the work.



By removing the section in which Demosthenes is criticized from the section
where, since it is concemed with É:liAoyrj,it logically belongs, viz. De Dem.

I, Dionysius is rather unconventional so far as the ar rangerrent of the sub-
ject-matter is concemed, but by no neans wrong in terms of the traditional
rhetorical doctrine: when an unconventional ar rangenen t of subject-matter
can serve the orator's purpose better because it is more effective, it has
to be appIlO ed. 111 H d the caul not ignore e points of criticism against his
idol - that would have reduced the quality of his treatise; but, by removing
De Dem, IV from De Dem. I, the glamour of the supremacy of Dernosthenes would
be least affected due to the length of the treatise as a whole, the length
and contents of De Dem, II and III, and the way De Dem. IV is presented, as
I shall_now proceed to show.
Firstly, in sharp contrast to the rest of the treatise, Dionysius introduces
the section of the cri ticism as unobtrusi vel.u as poee ib le . .k: .the beginning
of the section on delivery, his words imply that this will be the last topic
(in the s ingul ar. ) of the treatise: E I ~ uoi, liU"[a.)..dTT..E"[al.Aóy~ 0 nsoi

112Tfi~ UnOKPLOEW;CM)' spacing of print) . Having read this sentence, the
reader obviously would not expect yet another section on a different topic
after this one. 113 Furthermore, he cunningly introduces the cri ticism section
in such an inconspicuous way, 114 that the reader's attention does not fall on
the remarks conceming wi t and urbarri ty, the points of criticism admitted by
Dionysius too, and that the reader easily takes these criticisms as part
of the previous section, De Dem. III, (the one on delivery); he achieves this by
not even starting De Dem. IV with a new sentence: TT.ÓAA'áJ n~ Er~ "[OU"[O
"[0 l.J.Ér:::q;;Etne; c"vÉX0l" "[oG ê£ oovróvucro; t lia\)Ov Et Ar)q:Ó"[~ iiEr) l-D'iliO~
alnoG nou liCITa:rr.a.O:Jal.XPIl tóv Aéyov, É:liEC"VOÉh v~ t,LU "[0C"~ Etp1")l.J.Évm~
nccocrtcëóvtcc , on lLÓaab ÉxoUJO."[~ Ói:€"[~ li t, 1")u 0 0 {1 É v 0 u ~
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AÉEl,~ AELnE"[Ul,
nOAAot liUAOGOl,

Eu"[punEALU~, T\v ot
, (Th 0 Li 0) 115X U P l, vel ta 1cs are mine .

Another matter of importance is the fact that Dionysius leaves the im-
pression that he is only going to add one single idea: É:li E C" V 0

(singular) Én •.. rtocccnoëóvrcc , 116 but proceeds to mention the criticism
of áo"[£°C~ as well, hoping that the latter will not be noticed. Having
finally arrived at the discussion of the criticisms of Aeschines (cc. 55-58),
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a less attentive reader could thus easily miss the two important points
of criticism which Dionysius feels he has to grant. Thus the digression,
or rr.ad}{8aal.~, 117 on delivery has the effect of concealing 118 the cri ti-
cisrns regarding Etrq:Xll1EA.LU and á:n;e;·L~.

Secondly, Dionysius minimizes the effect of the criticisms section by re-

moving it from the polemic section (w Dam. I) and putting it after two
didactic sections (Da Dam. I! and I!I) in which the supremacy of Demosthenes
is not questioned and no other is attacked: in the case of De Dem. I! the
supremacy of Demosthenes is recognised even by Aeschines, his greatest

119 . th f . . .opponent;· m e case 0 Da Dem. II! we have expos i ta on - no polerni.c
argumentation.120 This ensures that the reader be cones posi ti ve ly inclined
towards Demosthenes from chapter 35 to chapter 54, which makes Dionysius'
task of rebutting the criticisms against his idol mucheasier than if he
would have tried to do that in the polernic Da Dam. 1. 121
Thirdly, fatigue and lack of concentration on the part of the audience have
1· b f . 122 I tha ways een matters 0 great concern to ancrent orators. n e case

of a treatise so lengthy as the Da Dem., as comparedwith the other literary
treatises,123 the reader would probably becorre tired and be more likely
to miss arguments which Dionysius does not like to be prominent by reason
of his aim of proving the supremacy of Demosthenes in the field of style.
In addition to this, the tine-interval between Da Dem. I and IV, which is
considerable (seventeen chapters) , could make it more difficult for the
reader to connect Da Dam. IV to Da Dam. 1.
Thus De Dem. IV is indispensable: logically, according to the traditional
rhetorical system, it belongs to Da Dem. I, but by the use of several rheto-
rical devices, mainly an intelligent arrangenent of subject-matter,
Dionysius has separated i t from De Dem. I for maximumimpact of his aim in
DE Dam. I ~d for minimumadverse effect in the case of Da Dem, IV. De Dem.

II! is a bona fidE digression (on delivery), specifically introduced to

serve this purpose.

Thus, surveyaug the Da Dam. as a whole, the foz:z.owing plan emerges.

The X É ~ l. ~ of Demosthenes
Da Dem. I: cc. 1-34: object: to prove the supremacy of Denoe ihenee so

far as A. É ~ l. ~ is conC2rned.



cc. 1-15: Demosthenes uses the best type of Ai!;q;;.

cc. 1-3 : theoretical exposition of the xa~:xn,nfip::!';; "tij!';; AtEE~.

cc. 4-10: the middle type of AiEl.!';; is better than the extraordinary

type.

cc. 11-13: the middle type of AtEl.!';; is better than the simple type.

c. 14 examples from Demosthenes to illus trate the nature of the best

type of AiEl.!';; : the middle, intenrediate, mixed type of

AiEl.!';;.

c. 15 conclusion, including argunent of the diversity of the public.

cc. 16-32: Demosthenes is better than the most prominent exponents of

the best type of AtEl.!';; (the middle, mixed type).

c. 16 introduction.

cc. 17-22: Demosthenes is better than Isocrates.

cc.23-32: Demosthenes is better than Plato.

c. 33 conclusion in terms of the xa~:x:xx:rfip::!';; "tij!';; AtEE~ system.

c. 34 conclusion in te rms of the Ój::€:"'C'at "'C'f\!';;AiEEw;;;; sys tern.

De Dem. II: cc. 35-52: object: a theoretical exposition of the
o u \) a É o l.!';; of Demosthenes.
c. 35· introduction.

cc. 36-46: the first topic: which of the three major types of musical

composition is applied by Demosthenes?

(cc. 36-42: digression: the three types of composition.)

c. 43 : Demosthenes uses the intenrediate type of composition.

(cc. 44-46: digression: why did Demosthenes deem it necessary to make

use of variation and to apply not only one of the extrerre types of

composition? On what principles does he determine his use of the one

he prefers rather than the other?)

cc. 47-49: the second topic: how did Demosthenes attain his personal

form of the intenrediate composition?

the principles involved.

more about the princip les involved, as well as Demos thenes '

application of them.
(c.49: digression: reasons for not elaborating on tone, rhythm, variation

and appropriateness.)

c. 47

c. 48

26

cc. 50-52: the third topic: how can one recognise the distinctive charac-

teristics of the composition of Demosthenes and distinguish it from that

of other authors?
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(w Wm. Ill: cc. 53-54: digression: object: dEUvery of the works of

Demoethenee , )

W Dem. IV: cc. 54-58: object: die cuseion of various points of criticism

against Denoetihenee,

If the argunerrts adduced so far are accepted as plausible, we may conclude

that today it is not adequate to designate the object of this treatise as the

A.é:EL(;;of Ierros thenes - one could get the idea that the W Dem. is a

theoretical exposition of the style of Demosthenes . This is not the case,

for al though i t does give a theoretical exposition of the style of

Demosthenes in W Dem. II in terms of the musical qualities of his work,

the object of W Dem. I, on the other hand, is polemic in, nature: granted

the subject unde r discussion in De Dem. I could also be described as the style

of Demosthenes , but the text provides enough evidence to be more specific:

Dionysius there wants to prove the supremacy of Demosthenes in terms of

the xap::xx:ri'il=:£(;; ti)(;; A.é:EEc..:&;sys tem, making use of the Ó1X-ral -rfi(;; A.é:EEc..:&;

system as well. It has also become clear that the other polemic section,

De Wm. IV, has been separa ted from the se ction to whi eh it naturally

belongs by two didactic sections, De Dem. II and W Dem. III (the section

on de Li ve ry) for reasons of convenience.

The twofold object of the W Dem. ~ reflected by a twofold t reatnent , compels

the researcher to inves tigate the relation of this work to the res t of the

COrpUB~ of which it forms a part, the De arato rib us antriquie , more specific-

ally its relation to the introduction of this ample work, in order to

determine whether the De Dem, should indeed be regarded as part of it.

This will be the object of chapter 2.

The difference between De Wm. I and De Dem. II inevitably raises the

question of the way of composition of Dionysius: could Dionysius have written

the De compositione verborum in a possible time-interval between the com=

position of De Dem. I and De Dem, II? This question will be the topic of

chapter 3. It has become clear that Dionysius has made use of three systems

of evaluation in the De Dem.: the ápE-raL D'i(;; A.é:EEc..:&;,the xap::»tTr;I=:£(;;m(;;
A.é:EEc..:&;and the Op]..lOVCa sys tems. In the fourth chapter his way of applying

the first of these, viz. the Ó1X-raL ti)(;; A.é:EEc..:&;system, will be discussed at

length. One could ask whether his application of this system was indeed

restricted to eh. 34. This important matter will be the object of the last

chapter.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER I

1. We join the essay sone way through a dis cuss ion of the extraordinary

type of style. The problem of the lost introduction will be dis-

cussed in chapter 2: cp. n. 76. pp. 85££.

2. The ancient teachers of rhetoric used to emphasize the necessity

of aiding the audience in rernenbering the main points of the speech.

This is done by a clear and concise recapi tulation of the argunen-

tation. Especially in the case of intricate and hard to follow

argurnentations the speech must be concluded by an epilogue,

ÉnLA.oyo~, in which the recapitulation is essential. (Ari st v, Rhet.,
III 13.3 and Arist., Rhet.; III 19.4: (ÉXEL ~ oóv &L"'["O n:.péiY'lJO.

e tTIE:LV, tva ll1l Aa\irovT,l TIE:Pt. oiS il XpLal.~,) Év"'["a08a. &. 6l.· Wv
E:€&LX"'["al. xEqx:xAmwéx7:f;. (It (There we must state the subject, so

that the issue may not escape notice ,) but here we must give a

summary of the proofs. It) (Arist.) Rhet. 3 III 19.4). According to

Aristotle certain rhetoricians recornrrended a summary of the argurnents

even in the introduction, so that the orator rnigh t be easily followed.

(W:mE:P CjXOI,V év ",["OL~ TIjX)OL]JiOL~ ••• tva yOp EUlJO.8fi 1) I XEA£UOUJl.

n:oAA.áxL~ dTIE:LV.) (Ibid.) Furthennore, the use of introduction

and summary? the core of the idea of ávaKEqx:xAaLu:aL~, was not

restricted to the beginning and the end of a speech as a whole,

but could be applied to any major section of a speech according to

necessity. (For more detail on this matter; cp. H. Lausberg, Handbudi

der l-i terarie chen Iêietoi-ik , MUnchen: Max Hueber Verlag, 1960, pp.

237-238). There is ample evidence that Dionysius applied this

principle himself in the treatise (cp. pp. 11££.) and whilst the lost

introduction must have provided the key, this very .fact (i.e. that

he did apply the principle) makes it possible to determine his in-

tention with the work.

3. "Th is , my dear Arronaeus, is what I had to write about the style of

Derrosthenes . It (58,454: 17-18) .

4. Cp. n. 94, p. 47 below.



5. Although Dionys ius does re eo gnise the axrllJO.La, the figures

of speech, he does not regard them as one of four major elements

of the A£;li"'Cl.liOs LÓfrq;;. (ÉliAOYTi, oUv&aq;,axrllJC.La and'

át:;€La( according to E.Kremer, liber das ihe torie che System eks

Dianys van Hal.ikarnaee , Diss. Strassburg, 1907, pp. 2-3.)

At De Dem. 51,434: 14-15 he merely says: wO AEli"'Cl.liOO Ei ELs LE

~V É:liAOyT,V Lc7N óvouáro» lia~ ELs -mv cóvêeotv Lc7N É:liAEySvL(J.}J •••

("and style into choice of words as well as composition of the

(words) chosen ... ") The problems concerning the ÓjXLa( will

be dealt wi th in ch.4.

6. Cp. p. 7 above.

7. H.M.Hubbell, The influence of Leoeratee on Oi cero , Dionysius and
Ax-ie tii dee , Diss. New Haven: Yale lliiversity Press, 1914, p.52.

This view can easily be refuted by the text itself: De Dem. I

(cc. 1- 34) and Ie Dem. IV (cc. 54-58) are polemic - cp. p. 9. For

the division of the De Dem. into four sections, viz. De Dem. I,

II, III and IV) cp. p.9. However one would not do justice to this

scholar by assuming this, for the remark was merely made to emphasize

the fact that Demosthenes' way of treating subject-matter is not

discussed in this essay. In @lY case this vague remark is not

accompanied by more information concerning his view on the nature

of the De Dem, Consequently one had better ignore this remark

so far as the subject unde r discussion is concerned.

8. It seems that L. Radermacher regarded the nature of the work as

didactic and theoretical, as could be inferred from the following

quotation: "Die Schrift wer Demoeihenee , ... (behondel.t ) e.inseitig
die-stilistischen Vorzuge des Redners ... " ,(L. Radermacher , Dionuei.oe,
in Paul.ue Bealencu cl.opiidie der cl.ase ie ehen Al te rtnoreiaieeenechaf t,

G•. Wissowa, ed., 9 (1903), 965). However, it must be noted that this

sentence does not convey all of Radermacher's view on the matter; in fact,

the following two quotations prove he was convinced that the nature of the

treatise as a whole is polemic and not didactic: "'Zlueck~ den Demoet-henes
als grossten Daxetel-Lun qekieie t.ler und Meister in allen St i l-en zu enoei een ... 1'

29
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(L.Radermacher, arti. ci t:• .> 964. The italics are mine,'), and more
specifically: "Abe» die zohl.rei chen pol e m i s c hen

Besriehunqen , die das gan z e Buch dundi-e i e hen ... "

(L.Radermacher, art.c:it.~ 965. (:1'-1)' spacing of print.)

9. E.Kalinka, Die Arbeitsweise des Rhetors Dionue , (I), WS,43 (1924),
p.162. However, Kal inka is not completely right in quoting R.H.
Tukey in support of his view, for at p. 401 the English scholar
stresses the fact that the second half of the De Dem. is exposition
and not argunent - cp. p.9 above.

10. J.Liicke, Bei irëqe ZU1' Geschichte der genera di cendi. und genera

oompoei ti.onie, Diss . Hamburg, 1952, p.93.

11. G.M.A.Grube, The Greek and Roman cri ti es ~ London: Methuen & Cc. Ltd.,
1965, p.225.
However, in De Dam. II one looks in vain for polemic argument; in
fact, Dionysi.us says that the supremacy of Derros thenes in the
field of composition is admitted even by his greatest rival,
Aeschines - cp. p.47, n.95. For further de tai I on the nature of
De Dem. II and De wm. III, cp. p.9.

12. R.H. Tukey , The Composi tion of the ' De Oratoribus An tiquis ' of

Dionijei.us , Cl' , 4 (1909), p.396.

13. Ibid. s p.400. This "second half" corresponds to De Dem. II,
III and IV - cp. p.22.

14. Ibid. ~ p.401.

15. "He does not even try to demonstrate the superiority of Demosthenes
over the other orators, but contents himself with saying that every-
body. .. granted that. Any comparison with PI ato is care fully avoided."
(Ibid. ) I regard this view as the correct one (cp. n.ll above)
but I still have a couple of points of criticism against R.H.Tukey:

he simply ignores the different nature of De Dem, III and De Dem. IV

(Ibid. ~ p.400), and when he speaks of 'the second half of the
essay ... " (Ibid.) he clearly refers only to De Dem. II. As will be
shO\\1J1presently (Cp. pp23-25), De Dem, III and De Dem. IV cannot
be incorporated in De Dem. II, and, moreover, De Dem. IV is polemic
in nature.
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16. The terms "De Dem, I" and "De Dem. II" have become corrunonly
used by researchers for cc.1-34 and cc. 35-58 respectively.
I hope to prove that the section on delivery (De Dem. III) and
the section on criticisrns (De Dem. IV) cannot be regarded as
part of De Dem. II, but were in fact added by Dionysius as
necessary, independe~t sections on their own. (Cp. pp. 23££.)
For this practical reason it would seem the distinction of
"De Dem, II I" and "De Dem, IV", al though so far not used by
anyone else, maybe jus tified.

17. For more detail, see discussion of the following problem (pp. 10f£).

18. This view will be discussed extensively in dr. 3, pp. 95-100.

19. "Apres une introduction sur "les différents genres de style et
Leute reprëeen tant:e (ch.I-8 ... ) Denue examine che z Démoethêne
"le style eiol.ine et "le e tule eimp'le , imités de Thuaydide et de
Lysias (ch.9-13 ) puis le s tule mouen, imité d'Leocraie et de
Pl.aton (eh, 14""32 ); il réeune al.ore tout ce qui pxé cede
(ch.33 et 34... ) ~ puis il étudie l:' arrangement des mots (eh, 35-52 ... I."

(M.Egger, Dmys d 'Hal-ioamaeee , Paris: Alphonse Picard et Fils,
Editeurs, 1902, p.112 - "This essay on llimosthenes('s) ... first
part, ... ends with chap.xxxiv. This section of the essay has
a certain completeness in itself ... " (R.H.Tukey, ·art.ait.~ p.398.);
"Dionys (bee chreib t) von Kap. 35 an ausfilhrUch die 0 u VaE 0 L ~

des Demoethenes ... " (E. Kalinka, Die Arbei tsweise des Rhetors Dionys ~
(II) , WS, 44 (1925), p. 50). "After a brief surrnnaryof the results
obtained in cc.1-33, he proceeds to explain the characteristics of
these types (i.e. of composition, my note) ... " (S. F.Bonner,
Dionysius of Hal.i carnaee us, Amsterdam: Adolf M.Hakkert - Publisher .•
_1969(Unchangedreprint of the edition of 1939) , p. 77) - "Tl. saggio
D eDe m. ver b. ê composto di 58 capp.; di essi i primi 34~

premessa una esposizione ieori co - iUustrativa sul-la dottrina dei
tire stili (cc. 1-7) ~ trattano del-lo s ti le di Denoebene , 0 neql.io ,
del.l.a sua eupeviori ia aseo luta nel.L 'uso e eon tempe ranen to dei
tire stiU; i cc. 35-52 ... "



("The essay De Dem. verb. is made up of 58 chapters; of them the
the first 34, introduced by a theoretical illustrative exposition on
the doctrine of the styles ,(cc. 1-7), deal with the style of
Demos thenes , or still better, with his absolute superiority in the
use and adaptation of the three styles; the chapters 35-52... ")
(G.Pavano, Sul.l:a cronoloqi a ckgU scritti retorici di Dionisio
d'Al ioamoseo , Atti della Accademia di Scienze, Lett. e Arti di
Palenno, 4 (1942), p.256) - "The Demosthenes falls into two main
divisions, explicitly indicated. The second of these, from c.35
on, deals with oUv8E:OI.,{,; or composition." (G.M.A.Grube,
Thraeunachue , Theophras tus , ond Diorujei.us , AIP, 73 (1952), p.262);
"He treats first (cc.1-34) the xap:Dcrfï~{,; Tfi{,; ME;EW; and then
goes on to describe the OplJOVLal., awOCOEW;." (Prof. D.M.Schenkeveld,
Studies in Demetrius "On Styz.e"~ Diss. Amsterdam (Vrije Universiteit),
964, p.67); for the view of J.Lucke on this matter, cp. p. 22.

20. "But, indeed, I wish to recapitulate what has been said from the
beginning and to show that I have done everything I promised to
do at the start of my examination of the subject of style." (32,366:
16-19).

21. "The theme and the subject of my treatise was ... " (33,366: 20) .

22. Ch.34 is, therefore, not superfluous, for a sumnary in terms of the
system of the types of style cannot include the discussion given in
terms of the system of the virtues without someune asi.ness ,
since these two systems are essentially different from one another -
cp. pp. 139-142. I intend to prove that ch.34 contains more than a
mere recapitulation (pp. 146f)., but the point I want to makenow is
that ch. 34 is an essential part of De Dem. 1. In 34,370: 26£f.
he refers to his method of attaining his goal by having re course
to the three types of style (""CGN -rPI.,(;}J nJ...CXJl,.lárwv, 34..1370:27);

in 34,370:8ff. he,refers to his view that Demosthenes is superior
to the exponents of the extraordinary style, to the exponents of the
plain style in 34,370: 14ff. and to the exponents of the mixed style
in 34,370:20ff, all these types of style being characterized by some
of their most outstanding qualities.

32
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23. I hope to prove that the recapitulation of these two chapters in-

deed refers to the whole of cc.1-32 - cp. pp. 11-17.

24. ''Having added a few more things concerning his s.ty Ie , I shall pro-

ceed to the res t of my <. propose d v examination ... " (34,368: 29-34,

370:1); npoXELUÉV~~ has been inserted by Usener at a lacuna,

and is acceptable in view of np:)&al.~ at 33,366:20 - cp. p.32, n. 21.

25. "Well, now that these things have been said by me, let us now also

speak about how (Demosthenes) e, cons tructs > his words (into sen-

tences)." (35,372:14-16). The lacuna at thi s crucial point

could have provided great t.roub Ie for the t.mderstanding of De Dem. II,
had it not been for the words"["(;}J ÓV01..lÓ;U!JV .imnedi.ate Iy following

the Lacuna , in view of which the insertion of Reiske is virtually

indisputable, as well as ample evidence throughout De Dem. II

concerning the object of De Dem. II - cp. pp. 18-20.

26. 32,366:19; cp. p.32, n. 20.

27. If A.É:~L~ were used in the comprehensive sense, Le. including the

choice of words, the composition and the figures of speech as well,

a theoretical exposition would have to include a systematic treat-

rrerrt of these e Ierrent s , Al though one does cone across all these

elements in the course of De Dem. I, it cannot be stated that a

theoretical exposition of style as sudh is the object of De Dem. I -

in fact, Dionysius himself removes all doubt in the very next

sentence - cp. discussion on p. 11ff. In any case, the ne am.ng -of

At~L~ still has to be determined - cp. p.2'7.

28. '''The therre and the subject of my treatise was to show that the

style used by Demosthenes is the best: it is in the most perfect

ne asure adapted to all aspects of human nature ... " (33,366:20-23).

29. Rearranging the sentence in this way one gets a clear picture of

i ts structure, which is not so easy in the case of the original

arrangement, because of its unnatural, word order.

30. This would mean that there is a basic distinction between the two

qualities described in these two claims, which is simply not the case;

in fact, his style is xpcn(am for the very reason that it is best

adapted to all aspects of human nature. (Cp. my own view, p .12) .



It must be noted that Hpó:no-rq;; is not to be confused with
&L\)Ó;~ the latter has a stronger meaning in terms of persuasion,
viz. "forceful, powerful (cp. glossary, e, v.) while the former
has a more general meaning of ''best'', "most excellent,"
H.G. Liddell and R. Scott, A Greek-EngLish Lexicon, Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1958, p. 1991,2. I have used the new revised and augmented
edi tion of H.S. Jones, 1958. Pny further references to this lexicon
will be with "LSJ". In this sense it is the superlative of áya~

and fits the description of a type of style. It can, however, also
be translated with "strongest", "mightiest", (ibid., 1) as the super-
lati ve of Hpa-ru!;. According to LSJ this meaning is only applied in
this literal sense, and therefore it would not be suitable for the
description of style.

31. Although the types of style do play an important role in D2 Dem. I,
they merely serve as an aid for Dionysius to prove his point, as
clearly indicated by Dionysius himself - cp. p.13, as well as p.35,
n.34 and p.38, n. 51; but cp. n. 32below.

32. This opinion is attractive, especially after it has been realized
that the object of cc.1-15 is to show that the mi-ddle type of styLe
is better than the extreme types (cp. pp. 6-9), whereas the object
of cc. 16-32 is to show that the personal style of Demos thenes is
better than that of the best exponents of the bes t type of style
(cp. pp. 5-6). However, the object of cc. 1-15 is prefunctional to
the object of cc.1-32 as a whole, and Dionysius has merely followed
this modus operandi to attain his objective in the shortest possible
way - cp. 12. In any case, this view presupposes that M1;EL

would be used in the sense of "type of style" with HparLO"tr,l,

but in the sense of "personal, individual style", when taken with
the second phrase added to it - in other words, that it is one word
being used in two different senses in the same sentence. This would
be confusing, and al though ancient orators did do just this here
and there (the rhetorical device knownas syLLepsis - for more
detail, cp. H.Lausberg, op. cito ~ p. 350, par. 702), it was avoided
in recapitulations written especially for aiding the understanding
of the audience - cp. p.28, n. 2.
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33. This use of )taL is qui te corrnnon- cp. F.Blass and A.Debrunner ,

A Greek qrammar of the New Testament and other early chr-ie tian
literature, Cambridge: University Press, 1961, p. 228, par. 442(9) .
The validi ty of this view will furthermore be confi TIredby the dis-
cussion of the content of cc.1-32.

34. "so that, since these (se. authors) (Le. Plato and Isocrates, my

note) acquired a very high reputation as emulators of the middle -
and the best - type of style, I might show that, though they happen
to be superior to the others, they were not worthy to compete with
Demosthenes for the first prize." (33,368: 24-28).

35. I prefer to use this tem to design~te this extreme type of style
in the case of Dionysius, instead of "elaborate" or "grand", for
the following reason: this type is the exact opposite of the simple,
plain type, and this idea seems to be expressed more closely by "extra-
ordinary" than by the other translations. However, this is
only a general designation by which the general impression of the
type can be conveyed. Words like "elaborate" or "grand" do indeed
describe certain features of this style, but Dot its general
nature as the opposite of the simple, plain type.

36.
, ,

-ro'lX; xapaxDÏJXlb -rGN Ól.aA.DnUN -roof;; áELOAoywrá-ro'lX; )ta"'Cllpl.3lJnaál,.D'lV

)tal. WUf;; TIrxJcOt.Jf;;ov-rQb év aUWC'f;; êivQ:::xlb é:rnïA.fuv ••• ("I enure rated

the most noteworthy characteristics of the types of style and dis-
cussed the menwho were the best in them... ") (33,368: 3-5). The
emendation of Kiessling (rtpJJtEwav-rQb ins tead of TI~O'lX; áv-rQb

of the codices) is unnecessary. Although rtpJJtEU:Jav-rQb would
be the easier reading in view of the fact that the same expression
has been used in 42,404: 6, ~o;;;: is also used to denote rank,
dignity and degree (LSJ, p.1534). Seeing that Dionysius is indeed
referring to Thucydides, Lysias, Plato and Isocrates, who were re-
garded as the most prominent exponents of the different types of
style, ~O'lX; Ov-rQb would denote the same as rtpJJtEwav-rQb.

Dionysius' love for variation, of which numerous examples can be
supplied from the glossary, would also justify this variation
(rtcórooc Ov-rQb and ~-rEU:Jav-rQb) •

35
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37. Cp. p.35, n.34; the reference is to Plato and Isocrates.

38. Discussed at length at Arist.~ Rhet. ~ II. 19. One of his examples
of this topic is: El 1:0 xa)..£ru.:m:pov 6wmóv, HaL 1:0 f:ijov.
("if the more difficult thing (is) possible, so too the easier
thing. ") (Rhet. ~ II, 19. 3). Applied to D2 Dem. I, this principle
implies that, if Dionysius could prove that Denos thenes is better
than the best exponents of the different types of style (the
difficult part), it would be easy to prove that he is better than
all the cthe r exponents as well.

39. My reason fer-not dealing with cc. 1-15 first. is a concern for
conciseness and clari ty of exposition.

40. "I have eai d at the beginning that it seems to re that Is ocrates
and Plato are the best cultivators of this kind of style anongst
all and that they developed its possibilities to the utmost, but
failed to bring it to perfection as well; I also promised to show
that Iernos thenes brought to perfection all the aspects in which
both of them failed and shal-l: now proceed to (the fuZfi Lttent: of
this promise) ... " (16,296: 18-24).

41. rcoAJ..i.i'>Jé:£ lJOL HoL ávaYKa~WJ Én Hma)..£ LnO]JÉVWJ••• ("But seeing
that I still have muchessential ground to cover ... ") (14,290:27-28).

42. "(I shall nowproceed to the ful fi.Inent of this promise) , by se-
lecting the passages from each of these ren which seem to be their>
best (or: are considered the best), and by comparing passages
from Demosthenes written on the same eubjecte with them) in order
that their preferences as weU as their trhe tori oal ) powers may
become quite clear in view of the most precise testing of similar
works. /I (16,296: 24-30). Although one does comeacross
an example of comparison by rreans of quotations from the

'. authors (Le. between Dernosthenes and Lysias, cc. 11-12, with
a subsequent discussion of both in ch. 13), it is rather interesting
that Dionysius explains his rrethcd of comparison only in ch.të ,

no sooner, since this is the rrethod which he will apply in the
chapters to follow. However, it must be rrentioned that the comparison
of cc. 11-12 with the discussion in ch. 13 differs notably from the



exanp Ies in the section to which ch. 16 refers, since the detail

of the examination (promised in ch. 16) is not to be noticed m
ch. 13, where the reader ne re ly gets general impressions.

43. "but by comparing with it the passages of the other orators and

philosophers that are conei-dered the bee i, and by showing the
best one by means of comparatri-ve tee tinq:" (The italies are mine).

44. "Let Isoerates be introduced first ... " (17,298:1).
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45. Cp. p.28,n. 2.

46. "if anyone should fail to accept whol.ehearted ly my reason for

regarding neither that ThueydidEan (type of style), extraordinary

and rerrote from the customary, as the beei , nor the Lysianic
(type of style) , plain and spare, as 'the perfect excel.lenoe of style ... 1/

(15,294: 8-13) . (The italies are mine).

47. "That is why I for my part conclude that the style constructed in

this way is the most balanced of all and I most approve of those

speeches which are free from the excesses of each of the two (extrerre)

types of style." (15 ,296: 13-17) . The trans lation of )J£LPLurrÓXT)\)

causes several problems. From the direct context as well as from the

basic line of argurrentation two rreanings seem to be associated

wi th this word: on the one hand l-!ÉLPLq;; refers to the property of the

mixed style that it avoids the extremities of the two extrerre types.

In this sense )J£LPLurró:rrw could be translated by either the most

bal ance d or the noet: maderate or the best proportionate.
On the other hand, lJÉLPLO~ refers to the quality of oorsati."lity
as well. The mixed type is the best equipped to rreet all types of

variety, so far vas sub ject-matter and the audience are concerned.

It seems that this sense is predominant in eh. 33 ()J£LPLwLaLa

fJp)J(XJlJ.É;VT"J ~ ëxn.aaav áv~u cp,DL\), 33,366:22-23). Seeing that

this rreaning occurs in the recapitulation where the object of Da Dam. I

has been stated, this rreaning must be kept in mind as well. It

is clear that it is rather difficult to select the one word whieh

would do justice to both the aspect of versatility and the aspect of

the avoidance of excess. It seems to rre that bal anoe d cores the

closes t , al though it lays rro re emphasis on the one aspect (avoidance

of excess) than on the other.
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48. Cp. cc. 1-3.

49. Cp. cc. 9-10 (Thucydides) and cc. 11-13 (Lysias).

50. Cp. cc. 4-10 (extraordinary style) and cc. 11-13 (simple style) .

51. Cp. cc. 8-10 (concerning his discussion of the superiority of
the middle style above the extraordinary style) and cc. 13-14
(concerning his discussion of the superiority of the middle style
above the simple style). "In order that my argurrent could take
the natural course, I enune rated the most noteworthy characte ris ti cs
of the types of style and discussed their most prominent exponents;
then, after showing all th=se to be imperfect and briefly considering
in what respects I thought each missed perfection, I came to
Ierros thenes ." (33,368: 2-8) .

52. The terms denoting 'types of style' do appear in cc. 33 and 34,
because these chapters represent the summaryof cc. 1-32. For
more detail about these words, cp. glossary.

53. "For the treatise demands it." (10,274: 13-14) .

54. ''\\1hat, then, is the difference (between Ierros thenes and Lysias)? ..
For you would expect to get to know this as well." (13,288:19-23).

55. I have not comeacross one single scholar who tries to explain
why Dionysius discusses Isoerates and Plato twice, viz .. in
cc. 4-7 and again in cc. 16-32. All researchers who do say some-
thing about the first few chapters of the De Dem. have been
misled by the fact that the first discussion of Isoerates and Plato
follows directly upon the theoretical exposition of the mixed type
of style in eh. 3, and they assume tha t cc. 4££, are a mere confi rma-
tion of the discussion of the mixed type of style. (Cp. my p.31f. ,
n. 19, for the views of M.Egger and G.Pavano, andp.22 above,
for the view of .J.Lucke ; the same assumption appears in S. F.Bonner
op i oi t:• .) p.63). They have all failed to see that the nature of
the discussion changes from exposition (cc. 1-3) to polemic argunen-

tation in cc. 4££.and to understand what is really at stake in cc. 4ff.,
where Dionysius exposes the ineffi ci.encv of the extraordinary type of
style. The only problem is: why on earth does Dionysius prove the
inefficiency of the extraordinary style by referring to two authors
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who are, accord:ing to the theory of his t irre , no exponents of this type

of style, although they do make use of it occasionally? One should

rrent.i on that this treatment of Isoerates and Plato by Di.onys ius would

not have been altogether strange to the contemporaries of Dionysius;

in his article, F. Quadlbauer has pointed out that Isocrates has always

been associated with sublimity by virtue of the subject-matter of his

speeches ("eY'haben in den Stoffen ... '", Die qene ra dicendi bis Pl.ini.us

d.J.~ WS~LXXI (1958), p. 61); his M!;Ls, however, was "typisch

epideiktisch" (ibid.), showing features on account of which Di onys i.us

could easily obtain examples of the extraordinary type of style. Cp.

"Tendenz zum UngewohnUchen ... " of the epideictic style (Ibid.) Even

Plato's style was regarded as sub Li.ne because of his view concerning

"gottliche Be qei.e te runq, die 8da lJ(lVLa, ocp tvfuWLOOlJÓs." (Ibid. ,

p. 60). (Cp. art. ci t , , p. 60, n. 50: "die Fol.qe ruriq, das z sein

(i.e. Plato's) Stil 'hoch ' una-de ..• "): His application of dithyrambic

type of language was the reason why he was ass oei a ted wi th the extra-

ordinary type of style and why Dionysius could obtain examples of this

style from his work as well. Here, however, I would like to explain this

procedure of his concerning Plato and Isoerates :in the light of one way

an orator was accust.orred to conceal his art: referring to Quintilian,

X.l. 21, C. Neune i.s te r states: "DeY' Redner deutet Ge danken , die eY' erei:

epiiie r ausfUhY'lich und offen behande ln urird, i n bei L ii u fig -

v e Y' ste c' k t e Y' F 0 Y' m schon oorher , und i n e 1- n e m

gan z and ere n Zus a m men h a n g an." (C; Neurneister,

Grundsiitee der [orerurie chen Rhetorik gezeigt an Gerichtsreden

Oi ceroe , Langue et Parole, 3: MUnchen, Heuber, 1964, p. 133. (Diss.

Heidelberg, 1962). (r-.1y spacing of print.) It seems to ne not

far-fetched in fact, it seems quite likely that this remark of

Neurneis ter could provide the key to the problem concerning Plato's

and Isocrates' styles: in cc. 1-5 Dionysi us is not concerned wi th the

styles of Plato and Isocrates, but his major concern is the types of

style. In other words, reference to any author would simply serve his

main object .the re , viz. to prove the superiority of the mixed type of

style above the ext rerre types. At this point the reader would not have

any idea that in cc. 16££. Dionysius is going to compare the styles of

these very two authors to that of Demosthenes m order to prove the su-

premacy of his idol. By us:ing examples from their oeuvre to prove the

supremacy of his idol. By using examples from their oeuvre to prove

the deficiencies of the extraordinary type of style of which they were not

recognised representatives (exponents), al though they did make use of it



occasionally, he is cunningly discrediting these two formidable
exponents beforehand. (He could have taken his examples from any
exponent of the extraordinary type, e. g. Gorgi.as). So, he knew
beforehand that, in cc. 16ff. his ultimate object would be to prove
that Demosthenes' style is better than that of Plato and Is ocrates ,
but prepared his readers already in cc. 1-15, in a concealed
manner.. "in ben,-?iufig - versteckter Form und in einem qanz anderen
Zus amrenhan q," for his attitude towards the styles of Plato and
Isocrates.
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56. "The idiosyncrasy of his style, as I understood it, I did describe
earlier at serre length. However, there will be no hindrance to
summarise its very essential features right now." (4,252:8-10).

57. Concerning the violation of moderation, cp. the following:
oULE jJ£-rpl.Ó&:ov-ra ("neither moderate... ") (4,252:27-28).
Concerning the violation of appropriateness, cp. OULE i» }(.al.~

("nor tirrely ... ") (4,252:28-29).

. 58.. "The style of Plato, toó , purports to be a mixture of both types of
style, of the sublirre as well as of the plain (type), as has been
said before by ne , but essentially it is not equal lu successful
in both types cf style." (5,254: 14-18)

59. The posi ti ve remarks following the quoted introductory sentence
appear to be included to emphasize by contrast the wrong application
of the extraordinary style by Plato, since Dionysius is noticeably
uninterested in a critical analysis of Plato's application of the
simple style at this stage: in fact, he admits that the philosopher
is virtually blarreless in his use of this style, (Cp. 6,258:9-19:
n' YOp o6&v Q.1JOP-ráve:l. }(.a&::xrtaE ri 8oaXÓ"'Cl. }(.Ol.J.l.éi.i }(.at oóx QEl.OV

}(.aDlyopLQb.) ((Then) he either commitsno error at all, or a
quite slight one which is not worthy of cri ticism. ") It is also
to be noticed that the rest of his discussion of Plato is devoted
to exposing the inadequacy of the extraordinary style, as exemplified by
quotations from Plato. The contrast at stake is compellingly emphasized
by uév and Ei:.: the fourteen lines of posi ti ve comrent on his use of
the simple style start with: órov u E v oóv -mv taxvTrv ...
(5,254: 18-19) , whereas the censure of his application of the



extraordinary style starts with: órov 6 E: EL!;nlv ne:PVITO)..oyLCIV

}(.a~ ró }(.a).J..LE:ne:LV ••• (5,256: 1-2) (Hy spacing of print).

'60. Violation of LO np€nov: áxaLp0!;: 5,256:14; 7,264:12-13;

oU1E }(.aLpóv: 5,256:17-18;

violation of -to l.!.ÉTPLOV: 5,256:3; 5,256:17.

61. Ancient orators used to repeat ideas which they deerred important
for their cause, so that the audience might not be allowed to forget
them. This device was knownas É:m]..lOVT'). (For more detail on
it, cp. H.Lausberg, op.cit., pp. 415-417). The recurrence of the
thenes of moderation and appropriateness is a good example of the
application of this device by Dionysius himself.

62. "appealing to the whole range of humannature ... " (33,368:11-12).

63. "and by showing that he was the most successful of all in the three
types (of style) ... " (33,368: 17-18). Dionysius t middle or mixed style is
in fact nothing else than the application of both the extrerre types -
however not simultaneously as mixed might suggest, but an altemating
application of either one of the two extrerres according to the
requisite of appropriateness.

64. "but (they differ) in deqree and, even more, m (their use of)
. fit occasions (for the application of a type of style, my note) :

(Thucydides) has used embellishment in an unree tvaine d way and he
is carried awayby it more (often) than that he controls it

.c himself>; neither does he knowhow to choose the proper occasion
for it (the embellishment) skilfully, but often misses that as well.
Thus his excessive use of unfamiliar language renders his style
obscure, and his failure to choose proper occasi.one (for its appli-
cation) (makes it) unpleasant." (10,274:17-24) The insertion of
Sylburg (auTO!;) is acceptable, for it fits in perfectly with the
antithetic nature of the sentence. From this quotation one can
clearly see that appropriateness has to do with the fit occasion
and moderation with the degree of application of a type of style.

65. "(but the orator) strives after what is sufficient (of embellishment,
my note) and he de te rmines (the special needs of) every occasion
exactly" (10,274: 24-26).

41
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66. Having reached this point, Di.onysius has eliminated the oost reputed
exponents of the ext.rerre types. of style and it remains only to prove
that Ierros thenes is the best of all the eminent exponents of the
mixed style.

67. "In case anyone shoul d not accept wholeheartedly my reason
(15,294:8-9).

"

68. ''but the (speech) wh ich aims to persuade both (classes of) audience
is less like ly to fail in i ts obje cti ve. This (spee ch) is the one
that is a blend of both (ext.rerre) types of style." (15,296: 10-13)
The emendation of Reiske (róxcocrnot.c replacing Ta 'KPl- n1PLa

of the manuscripts) is plausible, for in the first part of this
sentence (not quoted above) Dionysius is actually saying that a
speech intended for the well-educated will not appeal to the ignorant
masses, and vi ce veY'sa. (o l-iv oVv T{;JJ 6A.CyW.J 'Kol E:tmméE:t)"[U)J

a-roxah;ó]...l..<"Ve:>;: wye:>;: oUx ca-rru T4) qx:xU~ 'Kal ~ L nlJi& L

mfuJ6;, b &. LOL~ n.oA.Aol~ 'Kol t6LWrru~ ápiO"KE:LV á£LC7.>J
'KcuO£.CP)vnBtiOE:LaL np:); TWJ XQPLEOLÉp:vJ •• ,) (15,296:6-10).
'obviously -rU 'KpL n1PLa cannot accorrnnodatethis remark of his.

69. 15,296:14.

70. The role of this system will be discussed at length at pp. 139ff.

71. Cp. p.33, n. 25.

n. ''\\hat is the type of conpos it ion (preferred by Dernosthenes) and
what te chn i.ques he has practised to attain it, and how one would,
examining it by conparason wi th others, dis tinguish it (from them) ,
these things I shall try to answer... " Cl pre Fe r to t rans l at.e 0

TIi~ Op)..OvCCl6 .•• XClj:X:O{LnP with "type of composition" rather than with
"distinctive quality of (his) rrelodious conpos i t ion;" the trans=
lation of S. Usher, Dionuei us of Hal-i carnaeeus , The cri ti cal. eee aue ,

vol. I, CL02b), London: William HeinemannLtd.) 1974, p.3ïï.



1'-1)' reason is that Dionysius has the types in mind, as can clearly
be seen the nonent he proceeds to the actual discussion of this first
topic at ch , 43. Cp. p. 44, nn. 75 and 76 as well.) Conceming the

emendation of Sadée) TCXlJl:L in stead of tolrIT) of the codices:
According to J.Schmidt (apud E.Schwyzer, Grie drie che Grammabik.,

vaLI, MUnchen:C.H.Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1939, p.550),
Tal.hn can be an Ionic-Attic neuter nom. or ace. pl . .(in this case
accusati ve). This implies that the enendat i.on of Sadée (roirn ,
the easier reading, instead of TaUTll of the codices) is unnecessary.

'73. This claim of mine is confime d by two facts: firstly, the fact that
the theoretical exposition of the types of musical composition is
relevant to the first topic, but not exactly part of the discussion
of this topic; secondly, the fact that Dionysius himself regards
this exposition as a (justified) digression, for referring to this
exposition, he says: ËTt£l.Ta., Lva lJOl. l.ol ]JOV.ÓliwAo~ ~ ].l1l&
alxJTll~ b A.óy~, óJV\: Ë~ Tl.V~ e:Unal.o::umtX;; ól.aywyÓb. oïrre

yOp ruo-roëv T~ TOl.aUTQb npcoB!ili(Xb OUTe: órtca TOOvT~ ToU

Xóvou TIClPClAl.n.e:C'vliaAG:(;; £V ËXOl.. ("the second (reason was) that my
treatise should not be one-sided and rigorous, but that it should
contain certain erudite diversions. For just as it would not be
fair to insist on such additions, so it would be wrong to omit
(them) when the argurrent demands (them)." (42,404: 14-17).
(The enendat.ion of Sylburg, rn.c rcêv instead of maTe:ue:l.v of the
codices, is convincing; this errendat.i.on would accommodatethe
fact that the object of the word at stake (T~ TOl.aUT(Xb rq:x::oB!ili(Xb)

is Accusative, which is not the case when mau:ue:l.v,. which takes
the Dative, is retained. In any case, it would not makemuch sense
to retain rn.o'reóe rv: "relying upon" additions would then be
contrasted. with omitting them when they are demandedby the argurrerrt.
This is not the point. It seems that Dionysius is rather saying
that it would be wrong to induik additions when the argunent does
not admit them, and conversely, to omit them when they are demanded
by the argurrent . According to LSJ tu.o rcïfv means "to make trus t-

worthy". "To make valid" seems to m= would convey the same ide a,
which would convey the idea of the sentence at stake: "For just
as it would not be fair to make valid such addition' (when they are not
demandedby the argument) ... " This could be t rans La ted by "For
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just as it would not be fair to ins is t on such additions ... ")

'Ih i.s remark of Dionys ius , indicating that the theoretical section

on the types of composi tion was intended as a digress i.on, inpl i.es

that it was written preparatory to the discussion of one of

the topics and must not be regarded as an independent section

all on its own. The discussion of the first topic, viz. what

type of melodious conpos it i.on is preferred by Demosthenes, actually

starts at the beginning of this long digression; in fact,

Dionysius ties this exposition directly to the discussion of the

first topic himself - see n.74 below.

74. Lv· ••• l.l1l&L!;;; urcoruyxéwT,l uot l:cnJ-ra f.i;ywv· nat YOo OKpat. l:LVS!;;;

e torv OplJOVLm; xa~ l:L!;;; aUl:Wv Ê:xan:~ c. li ~ q:U:rl,!;;; xa~ l:L!;;;

li ].l.Lr;l,!;;; T) li xpébl,!;;; oïrrn: oUc£v yOp &L l:Wv OKp:.N. tt ("in order

that ... nobody would interrupt re saying: t~\~1atare the ext rene

(forms of) compos i tion? And what is the nature of each of (these

two extremes), and what (is) this mixture or blend? For the

extremes are not needed." (42,404:6-12).

75. "wheneve r . I put forward my opinion that Demosthenes cul ti vated

the middle and mixed type of compos i.t.i on ... " (42,404:6-8).

76. "This preference of the orator having been indicated by ne, let anyone

.examine the speeches by himself (and come to the conclusion)

that they are of such a nature, when he considers how many

(passages) of all the (passages) have been constructed on the

one hand in a solemn, rough and dignified way by him, (and) on

the other hand (how many have been constructed) in an agreeable

and ple asarrt way." (43,404:18-23).
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77. Having compl.e ted the proof of his view on the preference of Demosthenes

concerning the types of melodious corrpos i tion, he introduces this

digression in a rather conspicuous way: vovi, ê£~ (:) rtccocotci.re tv

ÊOl,X£V b A.óYO!;;;, Ën rtcooêeL!;;;, É:n~ -to. Am nO. l:Wv npJKE l,]..IÉVwv

].l.Em!3nOOJ_lO.l.. (''Now, however, I shall pass on to the rest of my
above-nentioned subject, after having added yet another matter,

which seems to be demanded additionally by the discussion." (43,410:24-26).



This digression presents a neat, well-structured mi ty, which is
summarise d in ch. 46 (ouveXóvt t 6' ELm:C'\) .•• ) (46,416: 17) and
finally brought to an end with the last sentence of ch. 46;
mávEL 1J.L 6' clrv tl1L "'[a AoL11á, Wv €v ápxi) l1po0&~D'l\i tp£C'\).

("I shall therefore return to the remainder of what I proposed
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to talk about at the beginning. ") (46,418: 13-14).
78. "'[~6n 110"'[Ef3ouMlJ,£\io; ou 110PEUE"'[aL]..l~av atE!. uaL nl\) coJul\) oOOv;

uaL "'[0 €v "'[ë;ft. n "'[éj):5E: l1A£OVábEL\) xapa){:ri'jpL 11O~OL!:;:r coiv OP~~EL

xcvéot.: ("What, then, is his purpose in not always following
one and the sane way? And according to what principles does he
determine to use one type (of composition) more than the other?"}
(44,412: 1-4). Obviously, although these questions could be
raised, the discussion of these matters is not indispensable for
his discussion of the first topic; their very relation to the
first topic, however, makes them perfectly fit for a digressio~ at
this place - see pp. SOf., n. 117 below.

79. "The second topic was to show by the use of which principles and by
ne ans of which practice (of these principles) he proceeded to re-
ceive the most important share of the mixed, interrrediate compo-
sition." (47,418:15-18). The insertion of Sadée (]..lLUU)!:;:uoi

lJÉ01l!:;:) at a Lacuna can be justified in view of the discussion
following this sentence, especially when we bear in mind that the
matters dis cussed in these chapters are very important, since they
are .regarde d as the eIenen ts of the distinctive characteris tic of
the composition of Demosthenes. (Cp. the third topic, p. 20).

80. Cp. n. 72, pp. 42f.
81. ''He discovered that both had the sane causes, tone, rhythm, varia-

tion, and propriety which accompanies all them ... "
(47,420:3-6). The emendation of Radermacher (the substitution of

rtcccï n.ov with 11~11OV)can be easily justified in view of the sub-
sequent discussion - cp. 48,422:2 and 49,424:28-49,426:1.

82. ]Jt~ can be translated by tiune when it refers to music to which a
song is set. (LSJ, p. 1099, s, v. , R2). Whenit is translated
by rrelody) it refers to the music produced by an instrument (Ibid.,
B3). Tone is a more general equivalent for this word (ibid. ),
which makes it more suitable when the mus-ical: aspect of language

in general - and not music in the technical sense of the word -
is at stake. It stands to reason that, to be on the safe side, the
context will have to be considered each and every time this word occurs.



83. Dionysius realizes this himself, as can be inferred from his re-

mark at the beginning of eh, 49: Op&. YE ána.LL"TiOEL lJÉ H(;; É:vraufuC

N!Jyav ... ("Perhaps someone will require an exposé from me at this
. ")poant ... (49,424:28).

84. ".As you can rerrerrbe r , I promised to show further as well how one

could distinguish the idiosyncrasy of the composition of Demos thenes ,

and with what indications one could distinguish it from those of

other (authors) " (SO,426: 19-22).

85. "These I regard as the e inseparso le» and characteristic features of

the composition of Demos thenes , from which one would dis tinguish it

in its totali ty, when one wishes to examine it." (51,432: 16-19)..

The insertion of wuquLr:E-ra (by Radermacher) is justified in view
ch· , •of the analogous phrase in .34: unvouccro; xapCOCETlPLOTL}ta }taL

wuquLr:E-ra (34,370: 3-4) .

86. First the tone must be considered (SO,428: 14-15), then the rhythm

(50,430:1-2), then the variation in clauses and periods, and finally

the variation m figures of speech (50,432: 8-13) .

87. Again a perfect situation for a digression: the discussion of the

third topic (cc. SO-52 , how the distinctive characteristics of the

composi tion of Derrosthenes can be re cognised and dis tinguished from

that of other authors) could cause some questions to be raised,

which are not essential to the discussion of this very topic, but

could be of use; the' reader should, however, realize that they will

be dealt within a digression. This digression comprises two

chapters (cc. 51-52).

88. Henceforward called by me Da Dam. III.

89. "One subject remains for'ne (to be discussed), delivery ... " (53,

440: 1-2) .

90. "One could say much on this subject, but as the treatise is already

long enough, I suppose I must conclude my discussion of it "

91. Hence forward called by me Da Dam. IV:

92. "that the style of Dernosthenes , al though it has all the qualities,

is lacking in ready wit, whi ch most people call 'charm'. For it

is abundantly present in ... (lacune) 'The Gods by no means bestow

(Gnomic Aorist) all their gifts at once on man (Hom., Il., iii. 320)

(is) also the case with the instances of urb ani ty in the speeches of

Demosthenes. But fate did not begrudge him any of the gifts it

bestowed on some of the other (orators)'" (54,446:6-13).

93. "This, my dear Ammaeus, (is) what I had to wri te about the style of

Iernos thenes " (58,454: 17-18).
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94. Ê:av E£ a4:6lJ TO oo.Lj.J.ÓvLOV nllOb, xuL rteol, DÏ~ npa.YlJO.nxfi~ oUTOO

&:: LVÓL1l T~, ê n, us C 60\)~ nwO&:: xuL fuulJ.COWT£POU 5E:upr)lJO.TO~, év

TOL~ Ê~fi~ y~aO~VoL~ ár006Woo~v aOL TOv AÓYOV (58,454:18-22),

('tlf God preserves Ire, I shall render to you in a subsequent treatise

an account of his skill in the (handling of) subject-matter - which

(will be) an even greater and more remarkable object of contempla-

tion than (that about his ability to handle style). '9
95. rrsol E£ Li'i~ m;vaÉae;w;; "'C"GN ÓVOlJÓ,TU)J ouE£v OUTE; us C" 60\)(oCh' ÊAUTTOV

êóvcrca XUL1lYope;'Cv, Tl ËYltAnJ,..o.>n XUTuyUl.urru qÉpov. (35,374: 17-19).

(ttBut regarding his composition (Aeschines) cannot bring any ch arges ,

whether rather great c or rather small, or any (charges) that may

expose (Demosthenes) to censure)" or to ridicule. tt) Seeing that the

rest of ch. 35 deals with the positive attitude of Aeschines towards

Dernos thenes ' composition, the intercalation of S. Usher is acceptable.
Can De Dem, II as a whole be regarded as an interpolation because of the

statement made on p. 21 above? This would be difficult to prove.

The contrary is acceptable, viz. that it was originally intended as part

of the De Dem., as can be inferred from his remark in 'eh. 34, where he

referred to De Dem. II as the remaining part of his < proposed')" examina-

tion: ID XUTaA.£LTLÓllEVOV TIDl~< npoxe;L)JÉVT')~ > {Je;upCQG ~~ ••• (34,368: 30

- 34, 370: 1) .

96. Cp. eh. 4 of this dissertation.

97. J. Lïicke , op. cit., p. 3.
98. Ibid., p. 7: ttWenden wir uns nun dem zoei ten Tei.Le des Buches de

Demosthene zu, der ••• die aUv5E:aL~ TWv ÓVOlJÓ,TU)Jbehande l.t: tt

99. R.H. Tukey, The Composition of the De Oratioribus Antiquis of Dionysius.

CP, 4 (1909), p. 400.

100. Ibid.

101. Ibid. , p. 401.

above as well)

53f. deal with

The three quotations from pp. 400f. (cp. nn. 99 and 100

clearly show that Tukey simply ignored the fact that cc.

a subject (the delivery of the style of Dernos thenes ) that

cannot be accommodated under the subject of De Dem, II; that goes for

cc. 54-58, where the points of criticism against Iemos thenes are treated,

as well. Tukey simply regarded cc. 35££. as the second half of the

ess ay, the section on the aUv8E:aL~ of remas thenes .

102. E. Kalinka, Die Arbeitsweise des Rhetors Dionys, II, WS, 44 (1925),

p. 65-68. The following quotation will prove that S. F. Bonner like-

wise ignored the individual character of the last two sections

of the Da Dam. (Da Dam. III and IV; i.e. cc. 53££.): "The latter

portion of the De Dam. (i ,e. cc. 34££.) is hardly more than an appen-

dix in which the principles evolved in De Comp. Verb. are restated

and applied to Demos thenes ." (S.F. Bonner, op. cit., p. 77); and so



too prof. D.M. Schenkeveld: "He treats first (cc. 1-34) the xap::X)nf\~~

Tf\~ AÉ!;EW;;; and then goes on to describe the áp]JO\)Lm auvfioEW;;;."

(D.i'"I. Schenkeve I d , op. ci t: , p. 67). Prof. Schenkeveld, it maybe
noted, is here nere ly stating where information wout the two systems
can be found; he is not concerned wi th the purpose of the De Dem.

103. M. Egger, op. cit., p. 112.
104. Ibid., p. 134; cp. pp. 135-137 as well on the criticisms of

.Aeschines against Iemos thenes ,
105. "the chapters 53-58 deal with minor questions more or less concemed

wi th the form; as one sees, the work is divided basically in
two parts; the first part dealing with the study of the style, the
se cond dealing wi th the study 0 f the Op'WDV La in Dernosthenes . "
(G. Pavano, op. cit., p. 257 (49)).

106. A. G. Becker, Dionysios von Hal.ikamoseoe wer die Ee dnerqeiaal.t: des
Ietroe thenee »ermi t.tel.e t: seiner Scnre ibart: , Leipzig: Verlags-Comtoir,
1829, Introduction, p. :xxxix, n. 57.

107. G.M.A. Grube, op. cit., p. 225.
108. G.M.A. Grube, art. ci t; , p. 262. F. Nassal does recognise a separate

section on lmó'KPLOL~ in the De Dem. (p. 164) and does recognise the
criticisms of EtrrpartE:ALa and éxne:C~ in ch.54: "Iï+, (De Dam. 1122)

ep ri chi: dem Demosthenes die Et)""rpartE:ALa db, dagegen den á::"'rE::i..'Ol-lÓ~
Leqt: er ihm bei" (F. Nassal, Aesthetis ch--rhe tovie che Beziehungen
zuriechen Dionysius von Hal.i oainaee und Cicero, Diss. TUbingen, 1910,
p. 145. However...he fails to recognise De Dam. IV as a separate
section; so does G. Kennedy (G. Kenne dy , The art of Rhetoric in the
Roman WorZ.d, Princeton, NewJersey: Princeton University Press,
1972, p. 360)).

109. Although Cicero does indeed often include a discussion on delivery
when style is at stake, this has nowhere been done by Dionysius in
any of his essays. This confirms the idea that the inclusion of
such a section in this essay is rather strange and that it has been
done for other reasons than what could have been customary. This is
even more so when taking the length of the ess ay (in comparison wi th
the essays on the other orators) m consideration (cp. p. 56).

110. Cp. notes l03 and 105 above.
111. ot'KO\)O~La> arrangement of material, is the second step in the process

of making a speech, the second Ëpyav -rou Priw~. It is divided
into -ráE;L~, placing of the topics throughout the speech, and
É:!;EPycvLa, development of the topics by ne ans of arguments: -ráEL~

f:£ 'KaL ~PL01JOL -rWv TlIXlYl-!ÓXUN'Kal. li 'Ka-r" éru xe:LprnlO. E!;EPYCVLa
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("Arrangerrent and divisions of topics and the deveIoprrent (of these)
by neans of argumentation ... ") (De 1soc., 4,114:2-4). Nonnally the
material is arranged according to the ]J.ÉPT1-roD AÓYOU, VlZ.

npoOLULOV, npÓfuoq~, 6LrlYT10L!;;, nt:OTEL!;; and É:nLAoYOb, in the case of a
forensic speech (E. Krerre r , op. cit., p. 3). A -ráEL!;; xcrrd rró
ouucéccv , however, is unconventional: "Untie r die -rclEL!;; Hara -ro

ouueécov komrnt nun [e de beqrimde te Abweichung von de r normalen"

(Ibid. , p. 6). In the De Ie aeo Dionysius compares Isaeus with
Lysias and one learns that he regards Isaeus as cleverer than Lysias in
the field of arrangerrent of subject-matter: nEPl. -rGN n.panu:hwv on
Ce:LVÓ-rE~ É:OTLV ol.xovouïiorn, AI.XJLOU HU~ OAoU!;; -rOU!;; myoUb HUL nl
]J.ÉPTl afJ-rGN (" that (Isaeus) is cleverer than Lysias in the
arrangement of subject-matter, so far as speeches as a whole, as
well as their parts are concerned , .. ") (De Ieaeo , 14,206:5-7).

WhenDionysius proceeds to furnish proof for this statement, he
devotes two chapters (14 and 15) to Isaeus' unconventional way of
arranging material. Isaeus worked in this way in order to be more
affective, more forceful. (TÓ-rE 6E npoHu-raaHEuá6E-rUL -rLVU npQ -rGN

6LT1yr)OEWV rtoóvucrro; HUl. npo)uxjJf3ávE L -ra ]J.ÉAAov-rU rn.ororéocc afJ-r~ Tl
HU-r' Ó).).J:) n XPlOLl.1WtÉp::xr;; TIOLnOELV OLÓlJ£VO!;;) ("Sometimes he pre-
sents some material before the narratives and anticipates the later
material, reckoning that he will thus make (the narratives) more
credible or more effective for some other (purpose) ... ") (De Ls aeo

15,208:14-17). (Cp. De 1SOOO 18,224:9: 0 &. -roD Ce:LV~. ("but
(Isaeus) aims at forcefulness. "). Dionysius is qui te frank about
his view concerning this matter: the material should be arranged in
the mos t effective way - not necessarily according to convention.
In any case, with effectiveness in mind, it would have been inappro-
priate and contra-productive to introduce points of criticism against
hi.s idol while he was still in the process of proving his supremacy.

112. Cp. p. 45, n. 81.
113. I have indicated how Dionysius does not keep his readers in the dark

so far as his object is concerned - cp. p.28, n. 2; in fact, the
imrrediately preceding section (De Dem, II) is a good example of how
the writer has been keeping his promises (stated in the introductions);
the reader has grown accustarred to the fact that Dionysius has been
executing all his promises throughout the whole treatise. Conse-
quently, when he says that he is now proceeding tothe last topic, the
reader has no reason not to believe that this is indeed going to be
the last topic.



114. In' his dissertation C. Neurreiste r devoted one
chapter to the important matter of concealing of art (C.3: Das

Yerbe rqen der rhe toi-iechen Kuns t, pp. 130H.). He says that the
orator carefully planned the way in which he was going to present
his material, but that he usually did not reveal this plan of his
to the audience ("Jedoch ici rd diese durch dach.te Pl.annunq oft

b e w u sst v e Y' boY' gen." (1'-1)' spacing of print.) (C.
Neurneister, Grioids át ze der fOY'ensischen Rhetorik gezeigt an Gerichts-

reden Oi ceroe , Langue et Parole, 3, MUnchen: Hueber, 1964 (Diss.
Heidelberg, 1962), p. 130. He continues to say that the orator was
only applying the general rule of concealing of art: "... aUgemein

giUigeY' Beqel», das de» Be dne r seine she toi-ieche Kuns t voy' seinen

Hëre m v e Y' beY' gen miisse. " (Ibid.) (The i talies are mine).
Dionysi.us is rrere ly applying this principle himself in the De Dem: ,

which is a natural thing to do, if one bears in mind that this
general principle was one of the important matters he_most probably
taught his pupils to apply in their speeches.

115. "One could say muchon this subject, but as the treatise is already
long enough, (I suppose) I must conclude my discussion of it, having
added yet another thing - by Jove - to my discussion (of the subject),
that the style of Demosthenes, although it has all the qualities, is
lacking in ready wit, which most people call IcharmI ••• " (54,446: 3-9) .

116. 55,446:6.
117. Ioes De Iem. III fit the idea of a ~x8cuL.~? Quintilian defines

~xf3cuL.~ as follows: ~x8cuL.~ est) ut mea qui dem [e rt: opinio)

al/i cui us rei , sed ad utiZitatem causae pe rtiinen tis e xiira ox-dinem

eXCUY'Y'ens txactatiio. ("~xf3cuL.~ may, I think, be defined as the
handling of some theme, which must however have sone bearing on the
case, in a passage that involves digression from the logical order of
our speech.") (Bk. IV, iii 14) (Translation by H.E. Butler, The

institutio oratoria of QuintiZian, Vol. ii (Loeb), London: William
Heinemann Ltd., 1977, p. 129). unóxPL.OL.~ has iniked some bearing on style

(Cp. De Dem. 53,440:2':--53,442:3: TL ál TouTa~ nl\) A.ltf;EL.\) 00Tou

OWTEL\)EL.i (jXl.LTl n~ &J. Ti A.ÉEL.~ l.iv oóv , ELTTOL.l.( cru, 0 t x E L CJ.) ~
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xaTEoxEUaOTaL.
.

TIpO~ Tau T a,

Ti&7>J xat Tl.Cl&'iJv xaL 6 L. 6 á 0 x 0 u 0 a, 0 L 0. ~ U TI 0 X PLO E CJ.) ~

0. (> T 1) 6 E C. wnE TO~ á.vaYL.\)W::JxOVTQbTOv Prl mpa. TOUW\)

É:TIL.)J£./...W; xdJ ~r:EC\), r\)a TOU TO\) £ x 0. 0 T 0. A. It Y Tl TaL.



TOV T P Ó Tl 0 V I ~ É:}{ELVex; É:!30UAETO. caJul yOo Tl A É:. E L ~
, \ II'

Ó L Ó á a }{ E L TOU~ ËxovTa~ l)JJ)(1lV eoxt.vn rov I ]..I. E {J' 0 L a ~

a 6 T Jl V u· Tl 0 }{ pLa E W ~ É:}{qÉ~a{JaL éE:naEL.) (:f\1y spacing of print.)

("Now,what has .this to do with his style?' , someonemight ask. (To this)
I would answer: 'His style is properly constructed for it, being full
of portrayal of character and passion, and thus prescribing what kind
of delivery is needed. Accordingly, those who recite (the speeches
of) this orator, should take special care to deliver every sentence in
the manner he intended (it to be delivered) : for the style itself
prescribes to those with susceptible minds with what kind of delivery
it will have to be delivered. "') However, it is a separate section
in the rhetorical system. (Referring to ch . 53 of the De Dem. , E.

Kremer points out it is one of the aWL XELa of the TlpaYlJO.""[L}{O~ TÓTlO~:

"Neben Eu~aL~ und otxovouéo; 7JYÏrdeinmal noch ein drittes aWL x£C'ov

e naiihrit ;" (E. Kremer, op. ci t; , p. 6). However, it is to be stressed
that delivery has to do with style (AE}{""[L}{Ob Tém.o~) as well, as can
be seen in re rem. 53,440:25-53,442:3, quoted above, as well as in
the discussion of the examples in ch. 54). Thus, being strictly
speaking a separate topic, the presence of delivery in ch. 53££. is
out of place in view of the object of the re Dem. , but is appropriate
as a digression. One last note on digressions: they were regarded
as normal practice in oratory; in fact, Dionysius had a positive
attitude towards them, since he regards them as essential under cer-
tain circumstances - cp. pp. 43f., n. 73.

118. Generally speaking, a digression is inserted with the specific purpose
of aiding the writer in someway or another (Cp. H.V. Canter,
Digressio in the orations of Cicero, AJP, 52 (1931), p. 359:
"the digression in Cicero d.s inserted with the ultimate aim
of aiding his client or the cause he is presenting"); Dionysius
talks about the "relief of monotony" (TO ÓLaAa.WWEafuL -crlV CYl..1a: LéE:Lav)

(De Isoc. 4,114:4). However, in the De Partitione Oratoria, v 15
Cicero mentions one specific function of digressions which is of great
interest to our passage: the concealing of facts which could be to
the benefit of the opponent in a case, but to your own disadvantage:
"firmarrenta ad fidEm posita aut per se di.l.uenda aut obecuran da aut
digressionibus obruenda:" (" corroborations put forward to carry
conviction must either be done awaywith as a separate i tern, or thrown
into the background, or covered up with digressions."
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(Translation by H. Rackham, Cicero, Vol. iv, (Loeb), London:
William Heinemann Ltd., 1968, p. 323) (Cp. H.V. Canter, op. ci i .,

p. 351, n. 1: "to weaken or bury out of sight proofs upon which
prosecution relies"). Sámi l ar'Iy c Dionysi.us is exploiting this use
of the na~:bt[3aaLs in order to conceal the criticisrns of oo-cdCY).l.ÓS
and EU-CparLEALO. A possible point of criticism against the idea that
the section on UnÓJiPLOL s should be regarded as a napt){[3cx:JL~,is that the
nad){[3aaq;; has not been followed by a return to the main line of
argumentation, as is the case with the three instances of digression,
Le. in cc. 36-42, cc. 44-46 andch.49 - cp. nn. 77,79 and 89 above.
To this objection maybe noted. that it would not make sense to return
to the main argument of Da Dem, II, for the simple reason that
Dionysius has completed his discussion of the three topics at stake.
However - and this is the important point - he does indeed return to
the main argument of Da Dam. I, for the discussion of points of cri-
ticism against Demosthenes belongs to Da Dam. I and not to De Dam. II

(cp. p. 21 ). He does not return in the SaIl18 conspicuous way he did
in the case of the other digressions, by explicitly saying so, but
prefers to return as unobtrusively as possible for reasons discussed
above.

119.· Cp. p. 47, n. 95.
120. There is no comparison between any authors in Da Dam. Ill.

121. Dionysius could have learned this ingenuity from his idol, Iemos thenes :
in the case against Ctesiphon Demos thenes had no chance of winning,
for Ctesiphon' s bill for conferring a crown on Demostheneswas indeed
illegal in two respects: firstly, the law forbade coronation of a
responsible magistrate (ápXUN Une:l>auvOS) (which Demos thenes still was
at the time the bill was proposed); secondly, the law forbade corona-
tion in the theatre at th~ Great Dionysiac festival (which was what
Ctesiphon proposed). These two illegalities played a major role in
Aeschines' prosecution, and Demosthenes had to deal with them. How-
ever, instead of following the order of argumentation of Aeschines, he
placed his answers to these two matters in the midst of a narration of
historic events in which he had gained the greatest diplomatic triumph
of his life. Thus he ensured that the weakness of his arguments
concerning these two matters was totally overwhelmedby the merit of
the role he had played in these events. (Eventually Ctesiphon was
acquitted with 80%of the votes and Demosthenes received his crown at
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the Great Dionysia of 329 B.C.) (For more detail on this subject,

cp. lV.W. Goodwin, D2mos thene s On the Crown, Carobri dge : Uni ve rs i ty

Press, 1957, pp. 257-273).

122 . Cp. pp. 51£., n. 118.

123. Cp. p. 56.
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CHAPTER II

THE PLACE OF THE DE DEMOSTHENE IN TI-IE DE ORATORIBUS A.NTIQUIS

The W Dem. has been presenred as part of the comprehensive work of Diony-
sius on the Attic orators, the De oratoribus ont-iquie ,1 a work which had
been intended as a contrjbution to the Atticistic movementcurrent at the

time of Dionysius' activities in Romeby means of a series of discussions of
what was worth imitating in the works of the ancient Attic orators. Since
the De Dem. has been handed down to póste r i ty as part of a corpus of which
the object has been stated explici t Iy , it stands to reason that this fact
could be of crucial importance for the underst andirig of the nature and ob-
ject of the De Dem, In fact, in the his tory of research on the De Dem.

researchers realised this and tried to explain the problems connected with
this matter. The object of this chapter is a critical analysis of all the

hypotheses and an exposition of my own view - that the De Wm. does indeed fit
in with the general object of the De 01'. ant . ; but first the dilerrnnacon-
cerning this matter must be explained.

On the one hand the researcher faces the following facts: firstly, in the
general introduction to the De 01'. ant. Dionysius explicitly says that his
work will be divided into two sections, of which the second will contain
three essays, viz. one on Derrosthenes , one on Hyperides and one on
Aeschines.2 Thus the first fact is that we have a promise of treatises
to come, one of which is a work on Demosthenes , and the second important
fact is that these essays, including one on Demosthenes, will be part of a
corpus, the general purpose of which had been clearly stated in its intro-
duction. Secondly, in the opening word of the De Diriarcho , 3 generally
regarded as the last of the extant literary essays of Dionysius, 4 Dionysius
refers to the wor. ant. when explaining why he had deci ded to wri te the
essay on Dinarchus: rteol OCL\)ápXOU l:OUPr1·ro~ OUc£\) e:tP")HW; É;\) ""["oC'~rtcoi

&J&;xJ., W::m£p róv Al.X5LCA; HaL róv • IcroHpiU)\) HaL ""["Q\) • IcraC'ov, 'W7in: ""["Wv

EUr:rnlÉ\)(J}J Ê:""["£POL~ n:A£L~\), W::m£p ""["Cv ór)}.!XJ5S\)T) Hal. ""["Cv A(.OXL\)T) HaL <. ""["(Jv >-

'YnEpd6T)\) nlJ£C'~ HPL\)OllE\) nYTlcrál1ll\) éE::C'\) l-Dl nap;:x)..LnEC'\) cïrróv S

Fromthis evidence it seems justified to infer that Dionysius had
fulfilled his promise at the time of wri ting De Din. On the other hand,
however, the following facts must be considered as well: firstly, no work
on either Hyperides or Aeschines has been handed down to posterity;



secondly, we do have a work on Demosthenes , but this work seems to be

qui te different from the other extant works of the De 01". ont.
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In the course of time these problems have become so important to scholars,
that the place of the De Dam. in the De 01". ant. was determined by

thei r solution of these problems. Consequently these need to be con-
sidered very carefully. They can be described as follows. In the general
introduction to the corpus Dionysius clearly states the overall purpose of the
De 01". ant.: in the fr ane of the controversy between the Atticists and the
Asianists current in his tine, he intends to make a contribution in support of

the Atticists. To this end he selects from the best Attic orators the quali-
ties most suitable for imitation, explaining these qualities and indicating
at the sane tine what should be avoided.6 Its tands to reason that the
motif of imitation, of l-L(].lTlOLs, would be dominant in the essays to follow.
Reading the De Lysia, the Da Leocrate and the De Isaeo one can see that
this is indeed the case, as has already convincingly been pointed out by
R.H. Tukey7 and E. Kalinka.8 In the De Dem., however, one cones across the
noun l-LC].lTlOLs only once,9 and the verb l-LLlJ,ÉOlJ(lL occurs only four tines. 10
The noun is used in a digression on the reason why different authors would
prefer different types of literary composition and has nothing to do with
the intention of the Da Dem. This goes for the verb as well: at 1,244: 1
Dionysius nere ly states in passing that Thucydides had not been imitated
(with complete success) 11 and at 10,276:9 that Terrosthenes imitated
Thucydides; the l-LL]..OU]..I£VQS at 12,286:6 need not be considered, being part
of a quotation, which is also the case with the l-LL]..I£LOBaL at 26,340:7.
Thus it would appear that Dionysius did not have imitation in mind when he
wrote the De Dem. In fact, this idea is confirrred by the actual purpose
of the two polemic se ct i.ons, De Dem, I and IV: in these sections Dionysi.us

could not have had imitation in mind when wri ting them, for his sole aim
there was to prove the pre -ernmence of ïemosthenes , whereas theoretical
exposi tion would be more sui table when a writer has imitation in mind. 12
For this reason the two theoretical sections, De Dem. II and III, would be
perfectly in line with the general intention of imitation stated in the
general introduction, although there is no di rect hint that they are pre-
sented for this purpose. Thus the very nature and the twofold object of
the Da Dem. represent the first conspicuous difference between this work
and the rest of the corpus of which it forms a part.



Secondly, in the first three essays of the De or. ant. Dionysius applies

the ~1:aL 1:f\(;; AiE£w; system as the only system of evaluation - at least,

so it appears; 13 in the De Dem, he applies it as well, but the whole essay

is dominated by the xap::xxl:f'\!X(;; l:f'\(;; A.É~£w;system and the OplJOVLaL system,

which are virtually 14 absent from the works of voIurre 1.

Thi rdl.y , in contrast wi th the essays of vol urre I, the TIp:lYlJffiLltq; 1:Ó'l"LO!;;

is left totally out of consideration in the De Dem, , the only reference

to it, so far as Demosthenes is concerned, being a promise of Dionysius

that he will send Anmaeus a treatise on Demosthenes I way of handling

ub
0 0 15s jec t-mat te r serre tnre .
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Fourthly, possibly but not certainly due to the loss of the first few chapters

of the De Dem., the work does not contain a eLq; of Demosthenes, whereas the
16other works do have a eeq; in every case.

Fifthly, in spi te of the third and fourth differences, the De Dem., as we

know it today, is longer than the whole of vo.lune I of the De or. ant.:
according to the Loeb-text, Dionysius devotes 108 pages to the De Dem., but

only 'approximately a hundred to the De Lys., De Ieocr . and the De Is. toget-

her, and approximate ly five to the general introduction to the De or. ant.
Neither in the general introduction nor at the end of the De Isocr. does

Dionysius indicate that one can expect the De Dem. to be so lengthy, where-

as he was clearly constantly aware of the length of the De Dem. while
o 0 0 17wri.t ing r t ,

Sixthly, scholars have been cons tantly aware of a difference in the critical

evaluation of authors discussed in the De or. ant. This difference (which

becomes clear by a comparison of the De Dem, with the other essays) involves

not only Lysias, Isoerates and Isaeus, but also other authors who do not

play a major role in the work, like Honer , Gorgias and Thrasymachus.

In the case" of Isaeus, the difference is very conspicuous: whereas this

orator had been highly esteerred by Dionysius, 'in fact, to such an extent
d Li.k A~ 0 h 18that he deserved a place in volume I ins tea of, e. g., a man 1 e l'''lltlP on,

he received no recogni tion in the De Iem. - in fact, along wi th other ora-

tors he is described as one of those who 003Ev 001:£ xoi.vóv OUl:E TIEPL n:ov
•• 19
£TIE"CT)é£u:Jav •••



This goes for Lysias as well: he too had been treated more favourably in
volurre I than in the De Dem.: whereas one is aware of all the excellences
of this orator's style in the De Lys., his deficiencies receiving only
minimumattention, the position is quite different in the De Dem.; in this
book the good qualities of the style of Lysias are mentioned only to demon-
strate certain aspects of the style of Dernosthenes , whereas a defini te
change concerning a certain characteristic of Lysias' style,
viz. charm, can clearly be pointed out.20

In the case of Isocrates, G. Pavano was s truck by the fact that this orator
is indeed described in terms of stylistic features characteristic of the
smooth type of sentence-arrangement (aUv{J£aL~) in the De Dem., but that
in the De Isocr. there is no attempt to link his name to this critical

21 . f tho hsys tern. Quoting F. Nassal, Pavano says that the same type 0 mg as
happened in the case of the Gorgianic figures applied by Isocrates:
although they are indeed mentioned in the De Ieocr . , they are not presented
as devices originating from Gorgias, as in the De Dem.: "Hier werden

dieee Figuren zum erstenmal aus dricckl.i di mit Gorgias in Zus amrenhanq ge-

bracht. ,,22 G. Pavano has also pointed out that in the De Dem. the Pro Pace

of Isoerates is presented as the best work of this orator, while this is not
done tin rth 23one ln t e De Isocr.
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Furthermore, whereas Homeris regarded as the best representative of the
24mixed type of composition in the De Dem., he is not even mentioned in the

first voIune of the De or. ant.25

Gorgias poses another problem: in ch. 19 of the De Isaeo Dionysius clearly
indicates that he does not intend to deal with Gorgias, but in the De Dem. ~

which is in fact the very next book of the corpus (according to text tra-
26dition), Gorgias is the first author whomwe come across. Furthermore,

in the De Isaeo (ch. 19) Gorgias' style is closely associated with Isocrates' ,
but in the De Dem. the sophist is presented as an exponent of the extra-
ordinary type of style, whereas Isocrates is made there a representative

27of the mixed type of style.

Finally, although Thrasymachus seems to be highly esteemed by Dionysius m
the De Dem. as the like ly inventor of the mixed type of style, 28 he is
severely criticized in the De Lys. (ch. 6) and the De Is. (ch. 20); moreover,
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in these essays he is constantly associated with Lysias, who is an ex-
ponent of the simple style, and not with one of the exponents of the middle
or mixed type of style, of which he might be the inventor according tot he
De Dem.29

Thus, in short, the issue is the following: is the De Dem., as we have it
today, the work on Demosthenes promised in the general introduction to the
De or. ant. (in which case the alleged differences will have to be explained)?
Or must we deem the differences too great for a work forming part of the
sane corpus (in which case the differences are the very reason for not re-
garding the De Dem, as the originally intended work on Demosthenes}?

In form2r research on this matter scholars have indeed developed their views
according to these alternatives: sore took the De Dem, for the work pro-
mised in the general introduction, while others denied this, saying that
the De Dem, had not been intended to be part of the De or. ant.

A short survey of research done in the nineteenth century on the problems
of the second volume of the De or. ant. is essential for a clear under-
standing of the issue. At first scholars never questioned the legitimacy
of the presence of the De Dem, in the De or. ant. They only kept themselves
busy with the missing. essays on Hyperides and Aeschines. So far as the De Dem,

was concerned, scholars never ques tioned the legitimacy of its presence in
the De or. ont ., and it was generally regarded as the work on Demosthenes,
promised in the general introduction. This was the view of A.G.
Becker in 1829,30 F. Blass in 1863,31 C.T. RoessIe r in 1873,32 U. von
Wilamowitz-MHlendorff in 189933 and M. Egger in 1902.34

Although these scholars agreed on the question concerning the position of
the De Dem., they were by no neans unanimous so far as the rest of the
second volume of the De or. ant. is concerned. According to the testimony
of A.G. Becker, the traditional view was that Dionysius had indeed com-
pleted the second volume according to his promise, that the De Dem. must be
regarded as the first essay of this volume, and that the essays on Hyperides
and Aeschines had indeed been written originally by Dionysius, but that they
must have been lost in the course of tire. According to A.G. Be cker it
appears that scholars unanimously accepted that the essays on Hyperides and
Aeschines had indeed been written: "was doch alle Literatoren einstimmig

35annehtten . " This view was advocated by F. Blass as well, by reason of a



remark of Syrianus in his corment ary on the m:p~ té£t7Jv of Hennogenes:

6LOVlx:JLOV 0; TI£pL xa~:x::onfï~ OLÉ:Aaj3E: l\.WLOU 6rn.tro&\iotX;; • Iooxcórroix;

'YTI£PE: ï ëoo EouxuoCéou.36 This remark of Syrianus led Blass to the con-

clusion: "Ouanquam accurate non loquitur hoc 'tanen probare vi dei.ur ultimam

quoque partem libri de antiiouie oratoribus absolutam esse. ,,37 C. T.

Roess le r was also, by virtue of the opening words of the De Din., convinced
38 39that the second vo lurre had been completed. This goes for M. Egger

and R.H. Tukey40 as well.
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A challenge to this view had already been put forward by A. G. Becker as

early as 1829: "Es b leibt: noml-i di ... hochet: unqeurie z , ob die verep rochnen

ébhon dl-unqen wer HyperidEs und Aeschines
77_ lri t: at ... h ,,41at te 1, er oren eins tn.mm q anne men.

was the last work of the De or. ant., was

Mtillendorff42 as well.

jema"ls ges chrieben ein d, was doch

This new idea, that the De Dem.

accepted by U. von Wilamo,vitz-

Up to this stage scholars never questioned the pos i t.i.on of the De Dem.:

the only issue was the position of the essays on Hyperides and Aeschines.

However, the morrent Croiset joined the polemic on this subject, the issue

changed: he must receive the credit for being the first to realise

that the De Dem., as we know it, need not be. the one originally

promised in the general introduction to the De or. ant. He was very much

aware of the different nature of the De Dem, and of the difference of its

contents; consequently he tried to solve the difficulty by assuming that

"the De Dem. was an independent essay but contained portions of an earlier

essay on Demosthenes which had forned a part of the De oratoribus antiquis . ,,43

According to this hypothesis it is the sections on Plato and Thu~Tdides which

provide the evidence of the existence of an earlier essay on Demosthenes, and,

according to this hypothesis, they must have formed part of that ess ay. 44

It is quite clear why this new idea of Croiset is so important for the sake

of this study: if it can be proven that the De Dem. had never been intended

to be part of the De or. ant., that Dionysius meant it to be an independent

essay, then, obvious ly, the peculiar nature of this essay is no problem so

far as its relation to the De or. ant. is concerned; on the other hand, if

this hypothesis can be proven wrong, then one still has to explain why the

De Dem, is so different in comparison with the works of volume I of the

De or. an t.; in any case, from now on the validi ty of the presen ce of the



D2 D2m. in the D2 01". an t. carmot rrerely be assurred - it has to be
proven.

This new idea, that the extant work on Demosthenes is a later essay which
was afterwards incorporated into the D2 01". ant., was accepted by R. H.
Tukey as the best way of coping wi th the problems concerning this treatise.
This scholar tried to improve on the hypothesis of Croiset in the following
way: "According to this hypothesis, we are to suppose that the De oratoribus

an td.quie at first contained two sections (cruv-r~ELf;;); that later a third
was added which contained a new presentation of the stylistic rrer i ts of
Derrosthenes and proof of his pre-eminence; that still later, probably
after the death of Dionysius, the second section, containing the essays on
Derrosthenes , Aeschines, and Hyperides, 45 ceased to be copied and disappeared
from circulation ,,46 The reason for this would be, according to him,
the hypothetical fact that Dionysius might have followed "the s ane nethcd of
treatrrent that he employed in the first section, wi th consequent monotony
arising from its repeated application. ,A 7 The actual impetus to the writing
of this surmised second essay on Demosthenes , according to Tukey , had to do
with ext rerre claims of the admirers of Plato: in the alleged first work on
Iemosthenes Dionysius wanted to show, he says, that Demosthenes stood first
amongthe orators. However, after he had completed the alleged first essay
on Derrosthenes , ''he is aroused by the renewal of the old claim of the
philosophers that PIato had· surpassed all others in writing and speaking
and should be taken as the standard for the simple style of the dialogue and
also for the more vigorous style of public address, in fact, that he not
only stood first amongthe philosophers, but as an orator outshone even
Demosthenes in his own field. ,,48 This claim of the Plato-idolisers had

been the reason for his writing the surmised second work on Denosthenes :
"It was to refute the claims of the advocates of Plato that he then pre-

49pared this second essay on Demosthenes." Tukey then proceeds to provide
two external proofs that this essay was indeed incorporated into the De 01".

ant '. firstly, in the Epis tile to Pompeius, ill which Dionysius replies to
sone criticisms levelled at him because of his tre atnerrt of Plato in the
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Da Dem: , he quotes cc. 5-7 of the D2 Dem, which he describes as being tv

1:1) TtEPL -rc7>J • ATILl1.c7>J TtpcWlJard<;x. brl-rÓ!:XUJ; 50 secondly, in the Second Epistle
to Ammaeus he refers to his discussion of Thucydides with the following
words: év -rOLf;; TtEPL -rwv ápxaCwv bn-rópwv rtoóc -r6 oav OvOlJO. cruv-rq.X8ECOLV
. _ 51
UTtO~nlJO.nOlJOLf;; •
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This new idea of Croiset and R.H. Tukey, VlZ. that the D2 D2m., as we have

i t today, was not the essay originally promised in the general introduction

to the De 01'. ont., but that it was an independent separate work on

Demos-thenes that had been included into the D2 01'. ont. afterwards, was

advocated by 1. Stroux52 in 1912, and a few years later, in 1924, by E.

Kalinka53 as well: "das z Dionys nicht von Anfong an als Far tee izunq von

ápx P bestirront hat ie , sondein e re t: spater einbezogen hat.,,54 To this

scholar the different nature and object of the D2 Dem. provide the key to

understanding the problem: this treatise could not have been the work

originally intended by Demosthenes . Supporting R.H. Tukeyon these matters,

he adds another argunen t, the difference in evaluation of Isaeus: "D2r

Le tz te fueifel daran , daez 11r11..L A. nicht von Anfong on zu ápx P gehort hat ,

. .. ~ uri rd gebannt duren den scharfen Gegensatz der Urtei le wer Isaios

,,55 MJreover, in no extant manuscript the De D2m. has been placed

where we find it today: "wie denn auch in keinev Hondschrift 11r11..L A. unmi t tel>

bar auf ápx P [o l.qt: ... ,,56 On the other hand, as to the question about

what has be corre of the promise of a work on Demosthenes made in the general

introduction, he cannot find any justification for the hypothesis of R.H.

Tukey a. o. that the second voIurre of the De or. ant. had originally been

completed: "Ebeneo unbeiaei sbar W1.d unhal.tbar ist die AnschauW1.g

Tukeys~ der 11r11..L A. wegen der verschiedenen Anlage W1.d"AbweckW1.g nicht al.s

Teil diesel' Foxrtee t zioiq von ápx P ane rkenn i, eon de rn mein t, Di.onue habe den

zweiten Teil qan z in der Art des ersten aue qeaxbei tet , doch sei diesel'

eaei te Teil vollig verschollen.,,57 His solution of this problem is quite

different: he believes that Dionysius never executed his promise made in

the general introduction, but changed his views and accordingly his plans

as well: "Zurie chen der Yol.len dun q von ápx' P W1.d von t.n1..L A. hat sich also

ein tiefgreifender Sinneswondel vol.l zoqen , der nul' damit sich erkUirt~ das z

Dionys mittle~eile die Absicht~ einen einheitlichen Aóy~ auch wer die

drei jÏlngeren Bedne r dbzufaseen , aufgegeben W1.dsich en te ch loeeen hat , 11r11..L A.
58als Abe ch laqe zohl.un q gelten zu lassen."

.As could be expected, this new view of an independent work on Demosthenes

was not unanimously accepted; as a matter of fact, with this new approach

Croiset had started a polemic which las ted for many years: his suggestions

were followed by a reaction of M. Egger in 1902, who maintained that the

De D2m. was not an independent ess ay, but the one promised in the general

introduction. 59 . Likewise S. F. Bonner (1939) and G. Pavano (1942) reacted



against this via" as put forward by R.H. Tukey and E. Kalinka.60 They
all want to prove that the De Lem. was not an independent essay on
Demosthenes, but the essay promised in the general introduction. To them
the reference to the Le Dem. found in the Ad Gem. and Ad Amm. II, eh. 1
proves their thesis,61 and the final proof is found in the De Dem. itself,
where Dionysius refers back to the De Ieocr . and the De Lys.: referring to
Isocrates, he says: ëvn.vc ')(04:XXKulf:Xl. ÉXHV Éq:a.LVETÓ )..lOLI 6t.,a. rtAn6vwv l-iv

'~1,~ • 62. eh 2 Di . Lki ab L' .Eu,,'U.LJJa TtI:xnEpJV; an . , onys i.us , ta mg out ys i as , says: TL~

é£. nv n 11IXXlLP::OL~ aUTOU "Kat T L~ n &JvalJ.L~, év D1 rt P ó 1: a U T Tl ~

6 6· 1 - 63 d' eh 13 .•. -E Tl A W TaL Y P a <Il TJ, an an . : qu.:JL"KTl n~ ETtLTP::XEL mL~

WOTtEP Ë<IlTlV "KaL
64

rt P ó T E P 0 v ,

(}.1y spacing of print). In fact; E. Kalinka has dr aen at tent ion to the
''woY'tlichen Uebereinetn.mmoiqen" in the passages of the De Dem. where
Dionysius is referring to the De Ieo cr. and the De Lys. 65

Although G. Pavano is convinced that these two arguments are irrefutable
proof of his conviction that the De Dem. is the original treatise and no
"revised and improved edi tion" of a surmised los t original treatise on
Demosthenes, he proceeds to add further evidence: in the third place; he
considers the fact that Ammaeusis the recipient of the Le Lem.66 to be yet
another proof, qaran zi:a, 67 Fourthly, says Pavano, already in antiquity
the De Lem. was regarded as part of the Le OY'. an t : , more specifically of
the second vo lume: in the commentaryof Syrianus on the [.éÉ:m of Hermogenes,
one re ads : 6Lo\)U:JL~ 0 np::a(3U1:q::q;; év 1:4) 6EuliiJ4) TtEP~ xa~:X)}nTipwv TtEPl.

• • •• ..,. 1 68
fbPYLOU A.Éywv Lá.6E <Pl0L· 6L"KavL"KOC"~ lJ£V ow "K. T. A.
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Fifthly, the promise of a treatise on the subject-matter of Demosthenes at
69the close of the De Lem. proves, acoording to Pavano, that Dionysius

wanted to bring the De Dem, in line with his practice inthe case of the
70books of voIune I of the Le OY'. ant.;

that this book simply had to follow.
in fact, he seems to be convinced
He proceeds to infer that the De Dem.

could be the beginning of the second volurre of the De OY'. ant.: "{!he il

D eDe m. V e Y' b. costituisse il pvincipi o del: II uol.. e chi aro dal

fatta che esso si ehi.ude (cfY'. c. 58 e x t Y'.) con la protrees a di un al-tiro

saggio sul con ten u to" n D e mos ten e." 71 (}.'ly spacing
of print). To this he adds the fact that the De Dem, is put first of all
in the summaries madeby Dionysius, whether they have to be regarded as

72post-dated to the De Dem. , or not.



Si xth ly , according to Pavano , the similarities of tre atnent between the

De Dem, and the essays of volume I of the De 01". ant. also confirm his

view. These similarities are:

73First, the De Dem. is also directed to competent people.

Second, like the essays of the first vo Iune , the De Dern. was also

supported by a collateral work, now lost, viz. a book on the

authentici ty of the works of Demosthenes: the De fumosthenis
. 'b 74orat.ioni: us·

Third, the absence of a 6CQf;; in the De Dem, probably is solely

due to the loss of the first few chapters of this work75 and can-

not be regarded as yet another formal difference between this

work and the rest.76

Fourth, considering the first eight chapters of the De Dem, as an

introduction to the book,77 Pavano , following Kalinka, states that

Dionys ius continued to introduce the authors in chronological order
according to the -ráGL~ -rGN ')(!)Óvwv), as he had done in volume I of

the De 01". ant.78: cc. 9-10: Thucydides; cc. 11-13: Lys i as ;

cc. 16-22: lsocrates; and cc. 23-32: Plato.

Fifth, it may be assumed that the De Dem. did include a 6Lo~

and likewise most certainly Dionysius did write a treatise on

Demosthenes' npa.Y}.!O.H'K(x;; rónoc , in conforrni ty with his practice

in the books of volume l.79
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This leaves Pavano wi th the problem of explaining the differences between

the De Dem. and the essays of the first vo l urre of the De 01". ant. To him

all the differences that are worth considering can be related to the ne thcdo-

logical plan of the De Dem.: Dionysius chose to use the xal:;)(:(){:t1ïr:;€:~ TrÏ~

At!;EttJ;;; and the (XP]JOVLaL systems as the basis of discussion in this work,

whereas he applied the Ój::€:-raC system in the essays of the first volume.

Al though Dionysius must have been acquainted with these systems before the

composi tion of the De Dem., he does not make use of them for his argumenta-

tions in the first volume of the De 01". ant. The introduction of these two

systems can account for all the differences: Firstly, due to the necessity

of theoretical ex~osition of these two 'new' doctrines,80 the book becane ex-

t raordinarily long; secondly, because of the introduction of the sys tem of

the types of style, by which the scope of the work becarre widened to include

all prose-wri ters, Dionys ius was forced to change the tone from didactic to



polemic in order to answer the extreme claims of the pro-Pl ato extremists; 81
thirdly, the difference in critical evaluation of the authors can also be
accounted for: when Dionysius was forced to classify them according to
fixed categories in the lJe lJem. , he inevitably had to makesome remarks on
these authors which would seem to be contradictory to his views on the same
authors expressed in essays where these categories played no role at all. 82

In conclusion my view on the place of. the lJe [em. in the lJe 01'. ant. is as
follows: the De Dem, was not meant to be an independent essay on Demosthenes,
but is the essay promised in the general introduction to the lJe 01'. ant. -

in fact, there is no reason not to believe that this essay was indeed the
first essay of the second vol ine on the Attic orators. On the other hand,
the hypothesis of an alleged "original" essay on Demosthenes replaced by a
later one which was handed downto posteri ty, is sheer speculation. No
researcher was able to prove that the lJe Dem, is not the one promised in the
general introduction to the lJe 01'. ant.
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r
So far as the differences between the Ie [em. and the essays of the first
volume of the lJe 01'. ant. are concerned, I have tried to prove that they
can all be explained in sorreway or another - that goes for the formal dif-
ferences (no :introduction, no section on subject-matter, and the length of
the essay), as well as for the differences in evaluation of authors, and
the alleged difference in tone. In all these matters the purpose of the
Ie [em. is of crucial importance. In this essay Dionysius is not nere ly

dealing wi th one of the Attic orators - he is dealing wi th his idol, the
suprerre orator, the manwho produced literature which Dionysius regarded as
wri tten in the best prose-style. The lJe Dem, would not be just another
essay in his corpus - it would be the most important essay of all. As a
matter of fact, the reader is prepared for this by the very inclusion of
the essay on Isaeus. Dionysius does not even hesi tate to deviate from his
evaluation of Lysias the momentthis orator is comparedwith the great
master, Demosthenes! I have tried to show how the structure of the lJe Dem,:

can be explained in view of this high rating of Demosthenes : by removing
the section of criticism (lJe lJem. IV) from the fi rst section (lJe Dem, I)
where it naturally belongs, by the insertion of two sections in which he deals
with matters concerning which the position of Demosthenes is not debated (De

Dem. II, on harmonious sentence-s tructure, and lJe Dem, III, on delivery.) 83
The introduction of the xapaxu'il=£(;; TI)(;; AÉ:~e:W; system in De Dem. I can also



be brought into relation with the purpose of De Dem, I: to prove that

Iernos thenes is the best prose-stylist. I have already pointed out that

Dionysius must have been aware of the fact that he has indeed introduced

something new into the corpus by making use of this system in the process

of evaluating the authors. As a matter of fact, recapitulating De Dem. I

in eh. 33, he comments that he has attained his aim by making use of com-

parison ,84 and that the introduction of the system of the types of style
. 8Swas a natural outcome of the needs of the assue at st.ake. But why would

Dionysius have deviated from his practice in the essays of the first voIume

where he compared the authors in terms of the ÓpELa~ system?86 He did not

have much of a choice: if he did adhere to the ápnal. TIi~ AÉ!;e:W;;; system,

he would have to compare. Iernos thenes with Lys ias , Isocrates and Isaeus in

order to determine Iemosthenes ' relative position so far as each of the qua-

li ties of this sys tem is concerned - as he did wi th these authors in the
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fi rst vo lume. Doing this in the same fashion as in vol. I of the De 01". ant.
(AEXLLXOs L~ I npaY]..I(TIl..xQs L~, examples, discussions, comparisons), he

would have ended up with a treatise far more lengthy than the preceding

ones in any case. ~breover, he was faced with the difficult problem of

how he could discuss Plato. Strictly speaking, his discussion of the style

of Plato, a philosopher, in a corpus on the Greek orators is out of place,

but if he wanted to prove the supremacy of Dernos thenes , he had no choice

but to include Plato in his discussion, by virtue of the extreme claims of

the Plato-idolisers.87 Thus, so far as Plato is concerned, on what basis

could he compare the style of a philosopher (Plato) with that of an orator

(Dsmosthenes }? On top of all these- problems another matter can be added: the

personal diversity of the styles of the authors who would play a major role in

the De Dem, He was constantly aware of the necessity that the examples

compared should be of the same kind88 to justify comparison. It goes wi th-

out saying that it simply would not be possible to do justice to an author

like Lysias when he is compared to someone like Isocrates on the basis of

the ÓpELaL cn~ AÉGe;W;;; system, for this system clearly favours an author

making use of errbellishment, whereas the system of the types of style

considers every type as valuable in its own right (cp. Cic., 01".,111.28).

In any case, Lysias, Isocrates, Isaeus, Plato and Demosthenes do not all

apply the same type of style, and a straightforward comparison on the

basis of this system would simply not accommodate the differences in per-

sonal types of style. Thus the xap;:xxTIiPE~ TIi~ AÉ!;EW;;; system by virtue

of its very nature would enable Dionysius to include any personal style in

his attempt to prove the supremacy of Dernos thenes .
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At the same time, this system would enable him to attain the purpose of

Da Dam. I in the shortest possib le tirre : he only had to prove that the

type of style applied by Derrosthenes is the best, which would eliminate

all the exponen ts of the ext rene types automa ti cal Iy , le aving him only wi th

the need for a comparison beuveen Ierros thenes and the bes t exponents of the

best type of style, the mixed type, Plato and Isocrates. By proving that

the mixed type of style is the best (cc. 1-15), Dionys ius has not only

eliminated all the exponents of the ext rerre types of style, but has also

ove rcorre the problem of diversity of personal styles to a great extent, for

the styles of the remaining authors, viz. Plato and Isocrates, are, broadly

speaking, much closer to that of Demosthenes than that of Lysi as or of

Thucydides. Consequently, a comparison on the basis of the ~Tat -ITi~
M!;EW;;; system would be much easier. This, then, was his method of proving

the supremacy of Demosthenes over Plato and Isoerates (cc. 16- 32) .89

The inclusion of such an elaborate section on the musical aspect of the

style of Demosthenes (Da Dam. II) has been discussed in chapter 1. I have

tried to show that, due to the polemic nature of Da Dem: I, this exposition

has probably been included in order to bring the Da Dam. more in line wi th

the intention of imitation stated in the general introduction to the Da or.
ant .9Q_and nobody will question its usefulness in this respect. I have

also tried to prove that Dionysius has included this section (along with the

section on delivery) in order to minimize the effect of the section of
91 .

cri ticism (Da Dam. IV) on Demosthenes, applying a technique of otxovouéo;

which his idol himself had applied in the Da Corona wi th as to undin g effect.92

Although everyone will willingly agree the De Dam. II would fit in

perfectly into a work on the Attic orators written w1 th imitation in mind,

scholars have been struck by the conspicuous difference in tone between

Da Dam. I and Da Dam. II - to such an extent that the supposition of an

interruption during the composition of the Da Dam. was raised, in which tine

Dionysius is supposed to have written his theoretical work on musical compo-

sition of sentences. It stands to reason that such an interruption between

Da Dam. I and II could have implications not only for the purpose of the

Da Dam., but also for its position in the Da or. ant. - which is the reason

why it has now be cone necessary to discuss this matter at length.



NOTES 1D G-lAPTER II

1. Henceforward to be referred to as De or. ant. by ne.
2. At the end of the general introduction to the work on the orators

Dionysius says that his work will be divided into two sections:
the first dealing with the older orators, viz. Lys ias , Isoerates and
Isaeus; thus the De Lysia .. and De Isocrate and the De Isaeo consti tute

vo Iurre I. Of the proposed essays on the three orators of the later
generation, vi z , Demos thenes , Hyperides and Aesch ines , only the one
on Demos thenes , the De Dem : , is known to exist. The works on these
three orators would have constituted the second volume. (ËOOVLUL

E£ ot napa)...ulJ(3avÓjJ£VOL Pr\m~(;; L~ C(;; J:v É'K Lc7>J n:.p::aj3ulÉp:_l}J, !l.OOLat;.

'loo'Kpó:cn(;; 'louCe(;;, L~ C(;; 0' É'K Lc7>J értcocucoóvro» LOUmL(;;, ~]..ICXJ5É:vn(;;

'Y11£P£L&l(;; AtoxLVn(;;, OU(;; ÉyW LW\! ~ ny00lJQ.L 'Kr::xxt:LOLOU(;;, 'KUL

OLaLP£ariOELaL ~ d(;; Ei>o auvL~EL(;; n noanlmELU, -mv f:£ áoXllV ónó
LaULn(;; MiE LaL ul(;; unSP Lc7>J npc:aj3ulÉPWV y~xxq:dan(;;.) ("The orators
that will be compared, will be three from the older generation, viz.
Lysias, Isoerates and Isaeus, and three from those who flourished
after these, viz. femosthenes, Hyperides and Aeschines - whomI regard
to be the best of all - and my work will be divided into two volumes;
the first will be the vo Iurre which deals with the older (orators.")
(Introduction,4,12:23-4,14:2).

3. Hence forward to be referred to De Din. by ne.
4. S. F. Bonner, op. cit., p. 38.
5. "Seeing that I have not said anything about the orator Dinar chus in

the essays on the ancient (orators) - due to the fact that he was
neither an inventor of a personal style (as I consider Lysias,
Isoerates and Isaeus) , nor an accomplisher of the discoveries of others
(as I consider Dernos thenes , Aischines and Hyperides) Ideened
i t necessary not to pass him by ... "

6 . 'KU~ L L noo' Ê:'Kromu &: C A,ulJ(3á:JE LV Tl qJJA,á.LLEOOOL (4, 12:4 - 5) .

7. R.H. Tukey, The Composition of the 'De oratoribus antiquis' of
Dionysius, CP, 4 (1909), pp. 390-404.

8. E. Kalinka, Die Axbei teioei.se des Rhetors Dionys, I, WS, 43 (1924),
pp. 161H.

9. 36,378:11.
10. 1,244:1; 10,276:9; 12,286:6 and 26,340:7.
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11. The insertion of Ets mq::::ov by Kiessling is plausible for the very
fact that Dionysius regards Thucydides as the model of the extra-
ordinary type of style (opos ){aL ){av0N "', "standard and model ... ")
(1,242: 26).

12. It stand to reason that a student could learn a lot from any polemic
section as well, e. g. from the comparisons and discussions of passages
comprising such a great part of De Dem, I; in fact, in the exposi-
tion of my view (cp. pp. 64 H. I shall argue that Dionysius did not
have muchof a choice about how De Dem, I was to be presented, but
that the deve l.oprrent of his argument in De Dem. I is a natural out-
cone of the way he had presented his ideas in the essays of vo Iurre I

- at least, to a great extent.
13. This is indeed the general impression, but I intend to prove that the

other systems play a role as well - cp. pp. 63 H.
14. Cp. pp. 63H.

15. Cp. n . 95, p. 47 above.
16. In the case of the other works Dionysius devotes the first chapter

of every treatise to the 6(os of the orator concemed.
17. The following quotations will clearly prove this: É(jEj::XJV é/ av ÉE

Ê){ÓCITOUTa. ncocêe (Y]JO.Ta, Et J...ul nAe:LU}J ÉlJEAAE:TOU lJETp(OU ye;vnm:afuL

o AóYOS ("I would have given examples from each of these, had
this not threatened to protract my treatise unduly ... ") (13,288: 5-7) ;

Et 1-!EVOVv Y,J:i:JvCN ápxowTa dXCN, xcl, TOG AiEELs a(n~ £J napnt:8!lV.

TIOA.,I..WvEi:. 'WOLxci, ávay}{a(UN Én ){aTaAE LTIOlJÉVUN, mum uE:v
é£ (Y)..l(OL tt ).JÓVCN Év Té;)rtccóvrt XPliOO]..O.L6~)(UTá:rOLs

sufficient tine I would have provided the actual passages

("I f I had.
as well.

However, since manyessential (matters) are still left for rre (to
deal with), I shall leave the matter, and for the present I shall use
only very short examples ... ") (14,290: 25 - 14,292: 1); wa. YÓp,

Ivc l-lll rtcol TaUTa 5LOXP(6UN ávay}{ooa:D nap::xA.Lne;C'vn ne;PLA.e;,LTIO~VU}J

("However, in order not to be forced to leave out sorrething of the
rest (of my discussion) by spending too much time on these matters
... ") (23,324: 17-18); É60UA.ól-Dlv Én nA.e: (w n.apa:JxÉafuL napa& (y~a

vw 5' ÉEe:LPYo]JO.L, ane;u6U}J érti, Ta. ncoxe ï usvo; ){O,L &ï..n êóEav

uq:q::X.0lJEvOSóxmp(Qb. ("I wanted to provide even more examples ...
But now I amprevented (from doing so) by my desire to proceed with
the above nent.ioned subjects and also by my concern to avoid the
reputation of lacking a sense of proportion") (42,402: 27 - 42,404: 1).



(The translation of ÓKa~pLa wi th "lack of sense of proportion" in

this case is inevitable if one takes the context into consideration;

"inappropriateness" would have no sense for the non-specialist) ;

l1.Cl(Xl.éE; Ly-wmWJ 6' OLO'WaL é:£ LV 8rrCXJ}fu, no)..,u Yap c; av ~ n mArraGLs

-ra 1-IllHOS)..,á(3OL ("But I do not deem examples necess ar)' here

for my treatise would be cone very long ... ") (46,418:4-8). (The in-

sertion of av by S~ Usher is acceptable in view of the Optative of

the verb, A.á!30L.); n.óU' &.; ns ds mum -ra lJÉpos ctrte tv ÉXOL, -rou
E£ oovróvucroc Lxovóv E t)..,ll<!Ó-ros ii&') JJ1ÏHQS oUmu nou Ha-ranauom XiJ!l
1i:N N!:;yOV ("One could say much more on this subject, but,

seeing that the treatise is already long enough, I suppose. I must con-

clude my discussion of it ... ") (54,446: 3-5) ; (Reiske has subs tituted

ÉXEL of the manuscript with ËXOL - a viable emendation in view of the

áv.) To all these examples, 4,254: 11-13 and 8,264: 14 could have been

added as well, had it not been for the textual problems present in

these two cases. In spite of the fact that Dionysius was cons tantly

aware of the length of the treatise, there is no evidence that he

decided to leave out essential parts in order to shorten it; on the

contrary, he had foreseen the treatise would be long, but nevertheless

regarded every element as indispensable.

18. Seeing that antiphon had stronger claims to originali ty, being

the first autochthonous Attic orator, one can assume with certainty

that Dionysius I choice had been biased. (Cp. S. Usher, op. ci t :,

pp. 170-173). For more detail on this matter, cp. pp. 64ff.

19. "did not cul ti vate anything new or extraordinary (so far as style is

concerned) "(8,264:22-23).

20. In the De Lys. Dionysius devotes cc. 2-14 to the discussion of the

style of Lysias, and the subsequent chapters to that of his subject-

matter. Of the thirteen chapters on the style only approximately

ten lines (viz. in ch. 13: 13,46: 13-24) have been devoted to deficiencies

of the orator Is style; the rest of cc. 2-13 represents an elaborate

exposition of all the excellences of his s ty lejwhe reas Dionysius

rebuts in ch. 14 serre points of criticism made by Theophrastus.

What is more, in the case of one of the qualities of style, charm,

XÓOLs, a difference between De Lys. and De Dem. can be detected. In

the De Lys. this quality is described as the fines t and most importan.t

quality of the style of Lysias (HaA.)...La-rnv -rE HaL HUpL~&-rnV •• - De Lys.

10,36:27-28). Di.onys ius states that Lysias has surpassed al.L other
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orators in the application of this virtue: Tj TI á. \I -r U ~ U11E~Xe:1,
\

-rou~ AOl,TIOU~ bri-ropu~. (11,40:9-10) (l'vlyspacing
of print). (Cp. 10,38: 1-2 and 13,44: 23-25 as well.) In fact, none
of his successors even could irnitate him wi th complete success:
Tl\l ou&' UTIEpe:f3áA.no -rWJ éru vi.vouévc» 06&d~ OU1"€: e:t~ áxpov tjJ.l.l.nlau-ro.
("in which none of his successors either surpassed or irnitated him
with complete success") (13,44:23-25). Although Lysias is not
cri tisized in the De Dem. as severely as the other wri ters wi th whom

Demosthenes is compared, probably due to Dionysius' affinity with the
Atticis tic movenent which exto l Ie d this orator as the model Har' tEom\l,

(cp. p. 54), he does not receive the sane posi ti ve t reatnerrt
here as in the De Lys. This will be put into perspective on p. 64,
but at present is is important to note that Dionysius' high es-
teem of Lysias' application of the quali ty of charm cannot be vindi-
cated on the basis of evidence from the De Dem. In fact, in the case
of charm a conspicuous change has taken place: compare De Lys. 11,40:
9-10 with De Dem, 13,288: 25-26 on this matter: Tj TI á. \I 'r U ~

U11E~Xe:1, -ro~ Aol,nou~ Pl-ror::x::xG (De Lys. 11,40:9-10). However, in the
De Dem. remasthenes is excl uded: Tj npouxe: l, TI A ,; \I fl n u 0 a & É-

\I 0 U ~ -rWJ ëJJ.J.wv Prl-rÓCWV. (De Dem. 13,288: 25-26). (My spacing
of print in both cases .')

21. G. Pavano, art. cit., p. 55, referring to the second chapter of the
De Leocr . If Dionysius does not link Isocrates with the types of
Op].JOVLU, that does not necessarily mean that he did not yet knowthis
advanced concept óf critical evaluation; it merely means that he chose
to use the ápnuL system to compare the authors of the first vol urre
wi th one another, but that it would be rather impossible to write an
essay on Isoerates without considering the musical aspect of his
wr.iting; however, to bring those remarks in connection with the types of
Op].JOVLU would not make sense, since the latter system was not
applied in voIurre one. One should keep the basic difference between the
OplJOVLaL, xQ{Xtl{uï~~ uï~ A€Ee:c.:x;and ápe:-raL uï~ MEe:w;;;systems in mind.
The Op].JOVLaL system focusses on the musical aspect of language, and
all aspects of expression or style (not including subject-matter) are
interpreted in terms of their musicali ty; in the xa~:x»mï~~ TTÏ~

A.ÉEe:w;;;system all prose literature is divided into different types
of style (the XQ{Xtl{TTÏpe:~ TTÏ~ A.ÉEe:u:dwith no consideration of the
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musical aspect of style. Dionysius dis tinguishes two extrerre types,



23.

and all the aspects of style, choi ce of words (Ê:liAoyrl TW ÓVo}.JÓ.-

TW), composition of sentences (oUv&::aL!;;) and figures of speech

(axrilJO.Ta) are considered to describe on the one hand a type of
style that looks qui te like vernacular speech (the plain (C:xn:Ao~)

style), and on the other hand a type that is, generally speaking,

characterised by its deviation from what is customary (the extra-

ordinary (nEPLTTÓb) style). The best type is the mixed (~LliTÓS)

type, the type in which the two extreme types are applied according to
propriety (1:0 rtcértov) and in accordance with the principle of mode-

ration (TO ~TPLav). In the ÓO£TaL LR!;; At~E~ system all literature

is evaluated in te rms of certain qualities of good style (Óp::TaC)

of whi ch sone are pre requis i te at all tirres (ávaYJ1.aLaL Óp::TaC) and

serre are fa cul tati ve (Ê:nC&::TOL Óp::Ta(). For more detail on the dis-

tinction between these three systems, cp .. ch. IV, pp. 139ff. below)).

22. F. Nassal, Aes the tisch-rhetoris che Beziehungen zwis chen Dionysius von

Hal.i carnase und Oi ce ro , Di ss . TUbingen: TUbingen, H. Laupp Jr., 1910,

p. 137, n. 2. Obviously, to infer from this that Dionysius did

not see the connection before writing the De Dam. , would be

rash. In the essays of the first voLurre it would have served
no purpose to link these devices with Gorgias, but this was indeed

convenient in the Da Dem.: in the De Dem. Dionysius firstly proves

that the mixed type of style is the best - better than both the extra-

ordinary and simple types of style. (cp. ch. 1, pp. 13ff.). Gorgias sup-

plies nune rous excellent examples of the extraordinary type of style, and

the morrent Dionysius decided to make use of the system of the types of
style, his inclusion was nearly inevitable; furthermore, the devices

he be carre associated wi th , the "Co rgi ani c figures, " are so often the

very reason why Dionysius prefers the mixed style to the extraordinary

one, that it is Only natural to link them wi th the man who introduced

them .int o prose, even more so when this man. Gorgias, is presented as

an exponent of one of the types of style discussed.

"AncoY'a in D eDe m. ver b. 17~ 162~ 16; 18~ 165 e x 0 r d.

ë de t to che la cosa mi ql ioxe di Leaorate ePe Y' lap a C e ,

nent re cia non e deti to , ed ë s trano ~ nel.La monoqraf'i a speciale su

Ieeerate ~ c.?" (G. Pavano , art. cit., p. 265). This inference is

not justified, for in ch , 17 of the De Dam. Dionysius is merely re-

ferring to the pass age (taken from the De Pace) he is about to quote:

TODTOU AaJJl3avÉa3w A É ~ L!;; Éli TOU nEPt. LR!;; Etonvn!;; ).óyou xcoi.écrcru
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êoxoêoc ÊXEL\) I il\) alll;O~ év -r(j) TLEP~ DÏ~ á.vn&:X:rEW;;; MY4l ncocéce rci.
lJÉya ért' oUD') ecp::J\)Wv, .•. (My spacing of print) - "and let us take from

his work a passage which is considered the most charming in his speech

On the Peace, and which he himself included in his speech On the Exchange,
because he es teemed it so highly, ... " (w Dem. 17,298: 1-5) . (Referring

to the same passage as in the previous quotation, Dionysius comments: it
l-1E\) oóv "Iooxoároix; A.É!;L~ it xá,MLo-ra -rWv ~ ëoxoëoc ÊXE L\) -rOLcxlnT) -rL~

ton '" ("Such is the passage of Isocrates which is reputed to be

the most beautiful of all ... ") (De Dem. 18,302:26-27)).

24. 01. 41.

25. G. Pavano , art. cit., p. 54. There is no need for any reference to

Homer in the first volume simply because Dionys i.us did not have re-

course to the Op]JO\)LaL system in that volume.

26. The reason for the inclusion of Gorgias has been mentioned in n. 22,

p. 71 above; so far as the reference to the Ie Is. is concemed,

G. Pavano (art. ci t : , p. 56) is clearly making a mistake: when

Dionysius says that he does not intend to deal wi th Gorgias (along

wi th several others) , he does not rrean that he will totally ignore

this author, but simply that he will not wri te a separate essay

(ypacpi, 19,224: 22, and AÓYOV U\)a TIOLELofuL, 19,226: 13) on him, so

there is nothing wrong with his inclusion in the Ie Dem.

27. G. Pavano, art. cit., p. 57. The sentence concerned is the following:

t\)fulJ,C)Ól-1E\)~ Ei I on -rr;\) wE\) rtotrrn.xnv xcrcoxconv xol, -ro lJ£l:8upJ\J Ol
1:00-r0 xat. TIO].lTT.LXOvdPnlJÉ\io\) 06& ~~ "tooxcórooc ~L\)WV É:YS\)El:O I

rr.ap8ALnOV Ê:xWvI otk 1)& L\) nrCO\) év -raC'~ tEiaL~ -raU-raL~ xcrcoêoëvrcc ,

- "But since I considered that none was better than Isoerates at

the artificial, elevated and 'ceremonial' style, I deliberately passed

those over, whom I knew to be less successful than he was in these

forms (of style), ... " (w Is. 19,224: 23-27). This would indeed be

a problem if Dionysius had had style in general in mind; however,

he may very well be merely referring here to the specific style of

epideictic oratory, in which case he may plausibly choose Isocrates

as the best exponent of this kind of oratory, and then the linking of

Isocrates with Gorgias is quite legitimate. Cp. n. 26 above.

28. Ie Dem. 3,246:20-25.
29. Dionysius is convinced that Lysias is the best exponent of practical

forensic oratory - not Thrasymachus, as had been suggested by Theophrastus

(w Lys. 6,30: 12). That this was the basic principle according to



which the conparason between Lysias and Thrasymachus can be justi-
fied, can be seen in the following sentence: LWY ê£ LoU\; ÓXPL(3e:[\;

l1.fXXX.Lp:>U)J.ÉvWV A.óYOV\; HaL n~ nlv Ê:vaYWJLov ÓOKOUvLWV Pr"lLOPLHr;V •••

("Of those who preferred factual discourses and practised lawcourt-
oratory ... ") (De Is. 20,228:4-6). As a matter of fact, Thrasymachus
has left no forensic speeches, but has devoted himself to writing
handbooks and display-speeches (De 'Ie , 20,228: 17ff.). So there is
no real contradiction between De Iem. 3 on the one hand, and De Lys.
6 and De Is. 20 on the other hand, for the basis of classification
differs.

30. A.G. Becker, op. eit., introduction, p. :xxviii.
31. F. Blass, De D.H. Scriptis Bhe tori cie : Bonn, 1863, pp. 10ff. I

regret that the works of F. Blass, C.T. Roes sLe r (cp. next note) ,
U. von Wilamowitz-:Mëllendorff (cp. note 33) and Croiset (cp. note 43)
have been inaccessible; they are, however, known to me through the
works of S. F. Bonner and R.H. Tukey.

32. C. T. Roess Ie r , Dionysii Halicarnassensis scriptorum rhetiovi corum
fragmenta: Leipzig, 1873, pp. 1-13.

33. U. von WilamowitzH1ëllendorff, Leee fruch te , He rrres , 34 (1899), p. 626.
34. M. Egger, op. eit., p. 30.
35. A.G. Be cker , loc. ci t:
36. "Di.onys ius , who treated the style of Lys ias , Demosthenes, Isocrates,

Hyperides and Thucydides." (Waltz Rh. Cr ... VII, 1048 - vi de .

R.H. Tukey , art. ci t : , p. 392, n. 1.)

37. "Although he does not talk correctly (i.e. does not give the exact
names of orators discussed in De or. ant.), this seems still to prove
that the last volume (lit.: part) of the book about the ancient
orators was also comp le ted " (F. Bl ass , op. cit., p. 11 - vi de E.
Kal i.nka , loc. eit.). The remark of Syrianus could be the oldest
testimony of the fact that Dionysius had indeed completed the second
volume of the De or. ant., but one cannot draw this conclusion with
certainty: Syrianus could simply have assumed that Dionysius had
completed the work according to his promise in the general introduc-
tion, or by virtue of the introductory remark of the De Din. (cp. p. 54 ),
although he himself did not have access to it. The remark of
Syrianus is too isolated and too vague to be of any use so far as the
problem of the second volume of the De or. ant. is concemed. (E.
Kal i.nka , art. ci t; , p. 159, has the sane view, and describes it as
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"ganz unbestimrrrten und unveitrindl-i dien AusspY'Uch"). But cp. n. 68
of this chapter, infY'a, p. 83.

38. C.T. RoessIe r , op. cit., p. 8; vide E. Kalinka, loc. cito It stands
to reason that the correct Inte rpre t at ion of the opening words of the
Le Din. is of crucial importance for the clarification of this
problem. Let us have a look at the words again: T1£pL OCLVÓpXOU

-rou t:irropos ouE£v EL PllxW; év TOC~ m:pl. TGN ápxaCwv Yp::l4E CenV OLel TO

l-Di-u:: £"L)lXulV toCou YE:yovÉVaL xa~:x:o·crrïposTOv &Jf:(x:J.., W::me:P TOV 1'I.uoCw

xcl, TOV "Jooxoárnv xaL TOv 'laaCov, l-Di-u:: TW\! E:UprnJÉvUN Ê:T£POL~

TE:A.E:Lurrriv, W::rrLe:P TOV 6rt]..lOO{£vT) xoi, TOV AtOXCVT) xaL <tóv > 'YT1£IXL&W

(For a
translation, cp. n. 5, p. 67 above). L. Radermacher , an. cit., 965,

reacted to this view, saying that this ::onclusion of C.T. RoessIe r
is not justified; in this he was followed by 1. Stroux, De Theophmsti

viY'tutibus di cen di , Leipzig, 1912,_p. 112; E. Kalinka , lac. ci i:.,

and S. F. Bonner, with the following words: "Whether the essays on
Hyperides and Aeschines were written it is hard to say for certain;
the reference already quoted cannot be regarded as decisive proof,"
op. ci-t : , p. 30; he also critisizes the view of R. H. Tukey , who

deduces from this passage that "in the second oUvTa&L~. Dionysius
set out to show that Demosthenes perfected the style of Is aeus ,
Aeschines that of Isocrates, and Hyperides that of Lysias." (Ibid.)

He is referring to the view of R.H. Tukey as explained on pp. 392-395
of the quoted article.) "''hen R.H. Tukey uses this passage to recon-
struct the lost essays on Hyperides and Aeschines (R.H. Tukey, ibid.) ,

he is having recourse to far-fetched speculation, for this passage
does not supply sufficient detail. However, on the other hand, I
cannot see why one cannot deduce from this passage that Dionysius had
indeed completed the second voIume of the De aY'. ant. as well. If
one does not understand it this way, how else is this passage to be
understood? S. F. Banner did not try to give an explanation, but
before him E. Kalinka did. To him the key-words are Yp::l4ELaLv, which,
because of the aorist form, refers to a part which had already been
written down ("in dem schon nie derqee chriebenen Teil. ... " - E. Kalinka,
lac. cit.), volurre I of the De aY'. ant., and xovvousv , which, being
present tense, refers to the essays on Demosthenes, Aeschines and
Hyperides, vol urre II of the De aY'. ant., which has not yet been done
("Ja drdnqt: XpCVOlJEV diese Deutung nicht qe radeeu auf?" - ibid.).
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However, this scholar totally fails to understand the structure of

the sentence involved: the rreaning of the sentence cones to the fore

only when one realizes that ellipse is employed to a large extent:

o L cl. T 0 l1llTE Eu~niv toCou Y E Y 0 v É VOL xapax:rfipJS TOv

&;f+x;.. W:::m.e:pTOv II.\.XJCcr:v HO~ TOV • Iooxoárnv HOt mv • IaoLov (n ]..LELs

H p L v 0 ]..LE v d)~T2x6 YEYOVÉvaL) l1llTE TWv EuprnEVWV Ê:TÉP:>Ls

TEA.E:"LCJJrJlV (y E Y 0 v É VOL) W;m:e:p TOV llrllJC08É:VT) HO~ TOJ AtaxCvT)v

HOi.. 'YTTE~C6nv n]..i ELs H p C V 0 ]..LE V (TEA.e:LWTc16 YEYOVÉVaL) ••• (The

spacing of print is mine) and the words between brackets are the words

which have to be added.) From this it appears that n1J£ Ls HPCV01J£V

goes with the phrase in which the ora~ors of the first volume are

mentioned as well, in which case the view of E. Kalinka is untenable.

In any case, I can see no other way to explain the accusati ves in the

phrase under discussion.

39. ]\1. Egger, loc, ei t.

40. R.H. Tukey , axrt . ci t : , pp. 391-395; cp. n. 38 above as well.

scholar adds two arguments to prove that at least the essay on

Hyperides had indeed been wri tten: "Furthermore, the detailed statenent.s
(quoted below my note) about the style of Hyperides which are found in

This

the J)9 Dinaroho indicate that Dionysius had worked out a systematic

t re atnent of that author at least; and the manner in which they are

introduced presupposes an acqain tance wi th such a treatment on the

part of the reader." (Ibid. , pp. 391-392). The "detailed state-

rrents" about the style of Hyperides found in the Da Din. are the

following: TOU 0' 'YTTE~LêE:LOU (sc, ~L1ÏP:X;) TOLs TE OtHOVO]..LCaLs

éxxPLI3EOTÉp:>U HOl. TOLs HOTCOXEUCXLs YEVVaLOTÉp:>U ~ &vTOS TGN II.\.XJLax.GN

("while (se. the style) of Hyper'i.des is more precise in the

arrangement (se. of subject-matter) and more noble in the errbellishments

than those of Lysias ... ") (De Din. 304,12 :640) . The second one is:

b 0' 'YTTE~C&ls HOTa. uêv --cnv É:HA.Oyr)V TGN óvourrrc» nn:aTaL II.\.XJCou,

HOTa. OC TGv npaYl-UTLHOv TÓnov OLCX.(!É~ L ("Hyperides is inferior to

Lysias so far as choice of words is concemed, but better so far as

subject-matter is concemed.") (J)9 Din. 305,11.641) (Cp. R.H. Tukey ,

art . ci i:, p . 392), These are indeed "detailed staterrents", and

seeing that he does not proceed to prove them, one can infer that the

reader must have been acquainted with them. One has li ttle choice but to

link these two remarks to the reference to the second volume of the -

J)9 01". ant. at the beginning of the J)9 Din. , in which case it is qui te



justified to say that Dionysius is in fact referring to the work on
Hyperides, promised earlier (and meanwhile completed).

41. A.G. Becker, op. ci.t:.. , p. :xxviii. This scholar, however, does not seem to
have considered the references in the Dg Din. at all. (Cp. discus-
sion in notes 38 and 40, pp. 74ff above.)

42. U. von Wilamowitz-Mollendorff, loc. ci t:

43. R.H. Tukey , art. cit., p. 403.
44. It is rather strange that Croiset should base his hypothesis on the

sections on Plato and Thucydides, for in a work on orators these two
writers do not nicely fit in. Al though R.H. Tukey agreed on the
idea of an original but lost treatise on Iemos thenes , he could not
accept this argument of Croiset (ibid.). Moreover, Croiset made no
attempt to explain why Dionysius thought it necessary to replace the
alleged original essay on Demos thenes by another one.

45. In other words, according to this hypothesis, the De or. C01 t. origin-
ally contained two essays on Iernos thenes . There is no evidence in
support of this view, which can be nothing more than a hypothesis.
R.B. Tukey must receive credit for admitting this very fact - cp.
p. 404 of the quoted article.

46. R.H. Tukey, art. cit., p. 404.
47. Obviously this could not have been the reason why the second vol urne

disappeared from circulation, for the D2 Thucu di de , which has indeed
been handed down to posterity, is constructed in the s arre fashion and
according to the sarre principles as the works of the first volume of
the De or. ant. In any case, it is not worth-while speculating on
matters about which no relatively solid statement can be made.

48. R.H. Tukey, art. cit., p. 397. He is adducing as proof Dg Dem,

23,324: 23-27: É:ne:L UVE~ áELOCk:JL nmrrUJJ oïrróv ÓTtO<jXlLVELV <OLAOOÓ(J:wv

-rE xaL prnó~ tPl-DlVEUaaL -ra. rtcóvucrro; OaL lJOV LWra-rov n.ap::::oiEAEUov-raL

-rE Tll.l.LV Op<!) xaL xovóv L XPROfuL xa&op::;N al-JO. xaL LOXUp:7N AÓYU>J wu-r4)-rii)

áv6pC ("because some claim that he is the supreme literary' genius among
philosophers and orators, and urge us to regard him as the norm and
rodel for both pure and forceful writing. If) In fact, Dionysius says,
some even maintain that, if the gods speak the same language as man)
the king of the gods uses the language of Plato! (fion é£ nvUJJ

fixooo-a É:Y6J AEYÓV-rU>JI w;, I EL xaL napcl 3e:OL~ OLáA.E:X-r~ éor rv I ~ -cO
-rWv á.v~ xÉ:XPl-raL YÉ:vo~ I oUx áM.w; 0 f3COLAEu~ Wv a6-rWv OLaA.É:YE-raL

5::o~ Tl W;, m.á-rU>J.) (23,324:27-23,326: 1). Obviously Dionysius was
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influenced here by the same ideas as those expressed in Cicero's
Brutus , 120-121: Quis enim uberi.or in di een do Pl.at one? Iovem sic

aiunt phi.Loeoph i, si Graece Loquat.ur , loqui . ("For who is richer
in expression than Plato? Jupiter would speak this language, the
philosophers say, if he were to speak Greek. tt)

49. R.H. Tukey , art. cit., p. 396. That these outrageous claims of the

Plato-idolisers were indeed the reason for including Plato in the
treatise, can be inferred from 32,366:12-14: É:T1£L&l tt nap::A.&C"v

nlJ.C"v OUM É:vfiv mmWJu, if Ta. np:'utE:C"á nVE~ ónovéuccot ("Since
i t was not possible for rre to pass Plato by, to whomsone people award
the supreme position ... "). Whether Dionysius at some time decided to
widen his scope in the De Dem, or not, he had no choice but to compare
Derros thenes with Plato as well if he wanted to prove the pre-eminence
of Derros thenes above all orators or all prose wr i ters in general,
for the very reason that serre regarded him as the bes t. This high)
extreme evaluation of Plato was by no means novel in Dionysius' time in
fact, it can at least be traced back to Posidonius (ca. 135-51 B.C.) and
even Panaetius (ca. 180- ca.ll0 B.C.) (W. Kroll, airt . cit., 1084-

1085) and was still going strong at the time of Ci ce ro; (106-43 B.C.), as
can be inferred from my quotation from the Bl"utus (n. 48 above). R.H. Tukey
was qui te aware of this strong tradition: ''Nowhe is aroused by the
renewal of the old claim of the philosophers that Plato had surpassed
all others in writing and speaking ... " (R.H. Tukey , art: cit.,
p. 397) (The italics are mine.) However, if one reads the quoted
sentence carefully, the first part, i.e. "Nowhe is aroused by the
renewal of the old claim .. ')" suggests that a "renewal of the old
claim of the philosophers" occurred aftel" Dionysius had completed the
first essay on Dernosthenes, that this upset him (" he is aroused
... "), and finally led him to wri te a new ess ay on Ierros thenes in

order "to refut.e the claims of the advocates of Plato ... " It could be
possible that an interest in philosophy faded among the qene ral: publ.i c
in Rorre during the time of Dionysius, and that this was followed by a
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revival of interest. However, among the phi loeophere the opposite is
more likely, viz. that this tradition prevailed at least from ca.
150 B.C. and druring the t irre of Dionys ius as well, for which reason
Dionysius had no choice but to include Plato in his treatise on
Dernos thenes in any case.

SO. R.H. Tukey , art: cit., p. 402.



51. Ibid. While I regard the hypothesis of a second De Dem, as un-
acceptable, these two external references indeed prove that a work
on Demosthenes forrred part of the De 01:". ant. I hope to have proven that
this could not have been a later, independent essay on Dernos thenes
(cp. nri. 44-49, pp. 76ff. above); there was only the one essay on
Dernos thenes - the one promised lTI the introduction to the De 01:". ant.,

the one preserved to us today. Thus one is left with the task of
exp l ain ing the differences between the De Dem, and the works of the
first vo lurre of the W 01:". ant.

52. 1. St roux , loc. cito

53. E. Kal inka , Die Axbei teiaeiee des Bhe to rs Dionys, I, WS, 43 (1924),
pp. 157-168, and II, \VS, 44 (1925), pp. 48-68.

54. E. Kal i.nka, axrt . cit., I, p. 168. He uses the Greek abbreviation lTI-

stead of "De 01:". ant."

55. E. Kalinka, art: cit., p. 163. (He uses 6r)]..L A. to designate the
Ie wm.) In the De Dem. Isaeus has been presented as an author
with no claim to originality (cp. notes 18 and 19 above, p. 69 ), but
scholars have overlooked the fact that Dionysius admits this in the
De Is. itself. He is aware of the fact that people might ask why he,
no original artist, but an imitato1:" of Lysias, has been included in
the fi rs t vo lune :.av . IaaC'ov EL H(;; Ëpol...ó us .LvO(;; E:VE}ta

rqxXJE{JÉlJ!lV, II.1.XJL(JJ óA k:nAuf1:nv óvro, (De Is. 20,230: 7-8) .
The reason, he says, is that "in him we find the seeds and the be-
ginnings of the genius of Iernos thenes , which everyone agrees is the
most exceLlen t of all: "Tfi(;; L'lnlJ.(XJ3tvoU(;; ÓE ~VÓ"t"T").O(;;, T)V 003e:L(;; tan V

&; 00 -rEAE i.orcrrrrv Cm.aaWv OLE"t"m YEV€a3m I .a. ortéouarc }tal.. .Ob ápx~
oiJ.O(;; 0 ávnp TIapco)(EC'v (De Is., 20,230: 10-12) . As a matter of fact,
his being the teacher of Derros thenes is the main reason for his farre :
• IaaLO(;; E:£ 0 L\.n]JCXJ3É\)OJ(;;}ta31'wnaá.)J£vO(;; }tal. Ól..cl .0U.0 ]-.ÓAl..am.

YEVÓ)J£VO(;; TIEPl..<!XXVr)(;;... (w Is. 1, 174:1-2) . Yet, sane schola rs were
convinced that the presentation of Isaeus in the De Is. is far more
positive than in the De Dem. (E. Kalinka, art. cit., I, pp. 163-164).
As exp Ianat ion of the difference, they argue that Dionysius had rated
Isaeus too high at first, and was forced to correct himself.
E. Kalinka, on the other hand, finds it impossible to believe that
the high rating of Isaeus in the De Is. could have been followed by
the remark in ch. 8 of the De wm., that he oU3E:v OU-rE }tal..vOv oG.E

rteoi 'rr óv tnE-rr)::£1.XJEV. He conjectures that Dionysius I idea of Isaeus
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must have been not so good at first, and that he gradually came to
a higher estimation of this orator: "das z Dionys ihn an jariqs gering-

schát z te und das z er sich e re t: al.loahl/i ch zur Einsicht in die

Be deut.unq des Isaias durohqerunqen hat." (Art. cit., p. 163).
Without providing any positive proof for this view, he cones to
the following conclusion: "Der Sch.l.us z ist unausioei.chl.i oh, das z

lIr)ll A. 8 var dem Abschnitt wer Isaias in Ó+JX p qee chsrieben warden i.c:t."

(Ibid. , p. 164). However, these scholars miss the point: Dionysius'
evaluation of Isaeus in eh. 8 of the De Dem. - that he did not cul-
tivate anything new so far as style is concerned - does not differ
from his evaluation of this orator in the De Is., where he says that
he Was an imitator of Lysias; and seeing that Dionysius operates
with the xap::oHfiPE(;; Tfi(;; Ai1;E:UY,;;sys tem in the De Dem, in such a way
that the imitators have to make way for the inventors and the supreme
exponen ts , he could not treat him there on the same level as Lysias.
j\breover, the three citations quoted above (from De Is. 1 and
20) clearly prove that Isaeus did not deserve his place in the first
volume on the same basis as Lysias and Isocrates; no - his connection
with Iernos thenes was the reason why Dionysius had decided to include
him. Dionysius' admiration for the genius of Dernos thenes was so
domineering, that he included his idol's teacher in volume one; thus
he could direct the attention towards Demosthenes already in the
De Is.

56. E. Kalinka, art. cit., p. 163. Determining the chronological order
of the works of Dionysius is a difficult task. In some cases no
defini te answer can be given. One of the reasons is the peculiar
way in whi ch Dionysius went about writing his essays: to be in the
process of writing more than one essay simil taneousIy: in the De Thuc.

we read that he set aside the 'essay, which he has been busy wri ting,
in order to write the essay on Thucydi des on the request of Tuoero:
fuJa(3aAólJ£Vo(;; -en\) TT.£pL lIr)~\)OUS TI(Xl.YlJo:rE:Lav, Tl\) Ef XO\) É;\) XE:p:JL\),

Une:OXÓlJTl\)"tE: TIOl..nOE:l..\), w;;, rtconcoë (De Ihuc. 1,264: 6-9) (Cp. S. Usher,
op. cit., Introduction, p. :xxiv: "Dionysius's working methods
that he mayhave been working on two or more treatises at the same
time;" cp. E. Kalinka, art. cito II, p. 68Jas well). With this
fact in mind, one can imagine how difficult it must have been for
scholars to determine in wh at order the works of Dionysius should be
arranged. Furthermore, the relativity of the order of works in
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the manuscripts has been realized by all the scholars who made a con-
tribution to the research on the order of the works of Dionysius,
for no one ever referred to the manuscripts so far as this matter
is concemed. In view of these argurrents I would suggest that
one should ignore the manuscripts in this matter.

57. E. Kalinka, art. ci t : , I, p. 160. "Es fehlt dermoch jedEr feste

Anhal tepunk.t: fur die énnohne , daez de» zoei te Tei L des Werkes ncot, "é:iN

ÓpxaLUJJ bl"ó~ uol.lendet: toorden W1.d in Verlust qe raten eei ."

(Ibid. , p: 159) Cp. n. 45, p. 76 above.
58. E. Kalinka, art. cit., II, p. 48. He argues that Dionysius had begun

with the De Dem. long before the first vo Iune of the De al.'. ant. had
been completed, but that this work on Ierros thenes had nothing to do
with the promise of a work on Iemos thenes as part of the De or. ant.;
this wB;Shis "Haup tioe rk" (i. e. the De Dem.), which kept him busy for
manyyears, and which he set aside on several occasions to write other
works: "Dieses Haup tioe rk .0.nU A., das ihn gewisz jahre lang in Atem

hi-el.t , hat el' neh rmal.s unte rbrochen "(Art. ci t: , II, p. 68).
All these other works, which he completed while composing this work
on Dernos thenes , must have contributed to his deviating from his ori-
ginal plan set out in the general introduction to the De or. ant.:

"Sicherlich wal' qe raune Zeit naie chen den zwei qirun doere chiie denen Ar-

bei tepl.anen , zurie chen der Yol.Leriduriq von áox P W1.d von .0.nU A. ve re tri chen ,

W1.des ist ioahreohei.n li oh , das z die Zuriecheneei t: dureli andre Arbeiten

aus qe jul.l t: war~ die ihn inrrrer mehr von de r qe raden Linie seines ersten

Proqramre abdránqten" (Ibid., p. 49). Finally Dionysius added the
promise of a work on the subject-matter of Derros thenes to bring this
work in line with the essays of the first vo Iume, and thus presented
this independent work on Denos thenes .as a subs ti tute for the promised
work on Demosthenes (made in the general introduction). This scholar
cannot accept the hypothesis of R.H. Tukey about an alleged original
essay on Demos thenes , but makes himself guilty of the same type of
speculation in trying to explain the relation between the De Dem.,

the essays of the first volune, and the general introduction to the
De or. ant. I have already shown (cp. pp. 64-66 and 70ff.) that
most of the differences between the De Dem. and the essays of the
first vo Iurre can be easily explained; I am going to argue that
Dionysius did not have much of a choice about how to present his idol,
that the inclusion of Plato and Thucydides can be related to the object
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of the De Dem: , and to the ext rerre claims of the Plato-admirers -

cp. n. 70, pp. 83f. and n. 85, p. pp. 90f.

59. Cp. n, 39, p. 75.

60. I have not cone across any research done on this problem during the

tine since E. Kalinka's article be cane known in 1925 and until the

work of S.F. Bonner on Dionysius was published in 1939.

61. G. Pavano, art. ci t , , p. 242. Cp. n. 51, p. 78 above.

62. G. Pavano, ibid., p. 243. ("1 have already discussed at sane

length the characteris tic features (sc. of his style) before ... ")

(4,252: 8-9) .

63. "In the writing before this one I have e:xplained what his choice was

and his success (in it) ... " (2,244: 17-18) (The italics are mine.)

G. Pavano, ibid., p. 254. The ne ani.ng of y~ is crucial: it

could be a reference to the De Lys. This is not possible, for al-

though the reference is to what has been discussed in the De Lys.,

this essay had not been written imrrediately "before the De Dem."

R.H. Tukey suggested that "the word yr::mriJ is to be taken as refer-

ring to the collection of six essays ... " (Art. ci t , , p. 403, n. 3).

He has no choice but to hold this view, in order to justify his

hypothesis that the second vo Iurre had indeed been completed, but

that it was replaced by an independent essay on Demosthenes (the

De Dem.) which was written after the second vo Iurre had been completed.

I regard this interpretation as unjustified for the following reason:

in the phrase under discussion Dionysius made use of ellipse; he should

have written i» "'C'i) rtoó "LoUTIls "L ii s Y p a cp Ti s &&')A.w'raL. yp:xqi),
in which case he would have violated the virtue of conciseness, ft
oovrouï c , for obviously Lfis Y~s is not necessary and can be supplied

by the context. This will be admitted by anyone, but I am afraid

that scholars have failed to realize that this ellipse is only acceptable

when the word left out has the sane nearring - exactly the sane ne ani.ng -

as the appropriate word in context. This is indeed true in wr i ting

like this, viz. in a treatise J where the writer deliberately avoids

anbigui ties. (The ancient wr i ters did apply the technique of am-
biguity in other types of literature, but then it could be justified

by the subject-matter and the type of literature.) This means ~.that the

ne.an ing of the omitted YlXlLPlls will determine the nearring of yp:xqi)

and v ice ver s a; I shall try to determine the ne ariirig of

yp:::xqiJ by first determining the ne arring of the suppressed word , y~s.



Scholars have never differed on the question of the meaning of the
amitted word; the issue has always been the meaning of yp:u.If.i.

Firstly, one could say that Dionysius is referring to the De Dem. with
the suppressed yp::l(jii~; however, this means that yp.:;t!!i) must refer
to a work which would be equivalent to the De Dem., which could be
nothing else but the De Lys. - a suggestion which I have already
proven not viable. The only alternative is to regard y~s as
referring to the whole of the second volume of the De 01'. ant. which
was in the process of being written. In that case yp.:;t!!i) must refer
to the first volume of the De 01'. ant. - which would make the 'ellipse
qui te acceptable. (Although G. Pavano does not prove this by reasoning,
he corres to the s arre conclusion: "Le parole ëv -rij rtoo -rairrns

yp.:;t!!i) pxovano appun to che il vo l., in cui si tiroua il DeL y s i a
pre oedeva quel.lo in cui si tireva il D eDe m. ver b." - art.
cito , p. 36.) This is a natural solution to the problem, is based
on grammatical and stylistic practices, and refutes the hypothesis of
R.H. Tukey , which is speculative in nature. It should be noted that
the technical term for a corpus like volume I or II of the De 01'. ant.
is not y~, but oVv-raELs or oVv-ray]JO. (T. Birt, Die Buchro Tle in der

Kunst, Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlag, 1976, pp. 264f.). This
problem can be rret, for yp:xq:r\ has a wide range of rreanings. According
to LSJ it can be used for iari ting in general (i .e. that which is
written) , 'hence for various written docuaen te , e. g. letter, document,
writing, book, written law, copy (LSJ., s. v. , II. 2). Consequently,
according to this information, y~ can indeed refer to volume I
or II of the De 01'. ant. However, although this proves R.H. Tukey
wrong, it cannot be presented as proof of the inclusion of the De Dem,

into the De 01". ant. In fact, this goes for all the references to
the works of the first volume. On the other hand, if this one fact
that has been established, viz. that the second volume (of which the
De Dem. is the fi rs t book) was preceded by the fi YS t volurre and not by
serre other work, is considered along with the promise at the close
of volume I (Ê-r£!XIV Ei áomv TT.Ol.noolJO,L -rou A.Dya.J m:PL lE lIrn,.lOO{JÉ\)01...ll;

HaL 'Yrteoe ï êoo HaL "t'PL-rOU AÉy(J.}J AtOXLVOU. - De Is. 20,230: 18-20),)then
it seems justified to conclude that the De Dem. is the one promised in
the general introduction.

64. "As I also said before, a certain natural euphony and charm flows
through the speeches of Lysias "(13,288:23-25) Cp. cri ti cal re-
marks in the previous note.
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65. E. Kalinka , art. cit., I, pp. 164-167.
66. G. Pavano, art. ei t : , p. 243. He is referring to cc. 49 and 58 of

the De Dem.

67. "Infine eenbra ben fame garanzia anche il name del: dEstinatario (Amrneo)

ripetuto 7.-n D eDe m. v' e r b. (G. Pavano, ibid.) (Myspacing of
print). To this one may object that the letters addressed to Ammaeus

have not been included in the De or. ant., although the addressee is
the sane. This a rgunerit can, therefore, only support the others,
but has no force in itself. (Yet it is important to take
for i f the De Dem. had not been addressed to Anmaeus , one would really
have been up against a great problem.

68. "Speaking about Gorgias, Dionysius the elder says the following about
types of style in the second (part of his work): thus forensic "
(G. Pavano, ibid .. ) The way in which this reference to the I;Je Dem.

~s presented, reveals an acquaintance with the De Dem, in the t.i.rre of
Syrianus, and shows that the De Dem. was indeed regarded as part of

." 69.

the De or. ant. Although Syrianus is quoting from manuscripts which

70.

had been preserved, one must not forget that this tradition is very
old. Cp. n. 37 of this chapter as well, supra, pp. 73f.
Cp. n. 95 of chapter 1, P: 47, for a discussion of this sentence .
Cp. G. Pavano, art. ci t : , p. 244.
G. Pavano, ibid. The aspect of subject-matter was treated extensi ve-
ly in the case of Lysias (De Lys., ch. 15ff.), Isocrates (De Teocr: ,

eh. 12ff.) and Isaeus (De Is., ch. 14ff.). At the end of volune I
Dionysius explicitly states his intention of discussing the next three
orators, Demosthenes, Hyperides and Aeschines in treatises to follow
- cp. n. 63, pp. 81£. above. Seeing that he did write an essay on
Demos thenes , the one rrent ioned first, according to this promise
(exactly as he published the essay on Isocrates according to his
promise at the end of the De Lys. - Ëru::-rm E£ -rQ on-ropl. WUL4> xa-ra.

-mv -rclEl.v -rGN XPÓVUN • IaO'){~::á:rT)s' ru::pL 6n -rou-rou A.e;xn':ov Ê:tlEEns

Ê-rÉpav óoxnv AaBoUal.V, De Lys. 34,98:17-19), one could have expected
a promise of an essay on the next orator in line, viz. Hyperides, at
the end of the De Dem. By not giving this promise, but by saying
that his next essay will deal with the subject-matter of Derros thenes ,
Dionysius is in fact revealing that he cannot proceed wi th his plan-
ning before this matter has been dealt with. This is not strange,
for the reader can. only arrive at a comprehensive evaluation of the
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style of Demosthenes after having seen how the orator treated subject-
matter as well. These considerations indicate that he deliberately
intended to bring his tre atment of Demosthenes in line \Vith the dis-
cuss ion of the authors in volume I. Thus" if Dionysius had not
made any reference to the aspect of subject-matter, one would have
had a grave deviation from the treatment of the authors in volume I.

CJ\s a matter of fact, it appears that Dionysi.us , faithful to traditional
rhetorical theory (cp. Cicero, Orator, 43ff.), generally regarded the
discussion of the treatment of subject-matter as indispensable for the
discussion of the style of an author: in the De Thuc. he devoted cc.
6 to 20 to this aspect of the style of Thucydides.) In view of
these remarks I think it is quite justified to come to yet another
conclusion: the De Dem. was the first essay of the second volume of
the De or. ant. Finally, the reason why he left out the discussion
of this important aspect, is not hard to guess: in the case of
Demosthenes this aspect is so important, that it will have to be
treated in a separate essay, in order to do justice to the subject.
l'vbreover, if he had treated it in the De Dem., he very well could have
ended up with a comparison between Demosthenes and Lysias, Thucydides,
Plato and Isocrates, as a matter of fact, Isaeus would have been
brought into the picture as well, being regarded as better than
Lysias in this field (cp. n. 111 of ch. 1, pp. 48f.). This would have
made the treatise extrernely long, which he never would have penni tted,
for he regarded the De Dem, without a section on the subject-matter
as long enough, and was in any case constant ly aware of the matter
of length - cp. n. 17 of this chapter, pp.. 68f.

71. "That the De Dem. verb. could be the beginning of the second volume
is clear from the fact that it ends (see ch. 58 end) with the promise
of another essay on the subject-matter in Demosthenes ... " (G. Pavano,
art. ci t , , p. 244.) Cp. discussion in my preceding note.

72. Ibid. It would be hard to explain why Dionysius always mentions the
De Dem. first when he refers to the essays of the second volume, if
he had not actually written it first. I cannot see how the validity
of this argurnent can be questioned.

73. G. Pavano, art. cit~ p. 245. Cp. the introduction to this disser-
tation, p. 2. Although one should not rely on a minor argument
like this, it is still worth noting, for if the addressees were not
the same as in the case of the first volume, we would have been faced
by an additional prob lem.
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74. G. Pavano discusses this matter in the quoted article, pp. 319-321.
Since the reputation of his idol, Derrosthenes , was at stake, and since
manyworks of inferior style had been erroneously ascribed to Ierrosthenes
(De Dem, 44,412: 14-23; 57,452:4-14), Dionysius had to have a fair amount
of certainty concerning the authenticity of Iernos thenes ' works; as a
matter of fact, in ch. 57 of the De Dem, he is referring to another
treatise of his on this matter: év tTIÉpc;x. ér)A.ou-caC ]JOL nP;XY)..l(ITE(Q. -ca.

ne:p~ &1]..J.OO3Évn. (De Dem. 57,452: 11~12). The time- of wri ting of this
treatise is immaterial; the important point is that Dionysius did have
fixed ideas on the authenticity of Iernosthenes ' speeches. However, the
fact the De Dem. was indeed accompanied by a work on the authenticity
of the orator's works, cannot be regarded as an attempt by Dionysius to
attain a similarity of treatment with the essays of the first volume
of the De 01'. ant.; ascert ainnent of the authenticity beforehand was
no distinctive characteristic of the ess ays of the De 01'. coit., but was
a prerequisi te to al.l: the literary treatises written by Dionysius.

75. "Piu acce ttiabi le resta dunque l'ipotesi che anche ques to saggio

cominci asee con un (3CO(;." (G. Pavano, art. ci.t . , p. 245). This
was also the view of F. Blass (De D.H. scriptis rhetori cie , Bonn,
1863, p. 12).

76. There is no exte mal or internal evidence on the problem of a (3(0;;;

in the introduction to the De Dem, In the history of research on
the De Dem. two explanations for the absence of a (3(0;;; in the De Dem.

have been proposed. U. von Wilamowitz-l\bellendorff sugges ted that
the reason for this absence is the close link between the ideas at the
end of volume I and those which we come across at the beginning of the
De Dem.; a (3(0(; would cause a break: "Es ist qan z k.lar, dass D. in

einem Zuge weiter geschrieben hat; denn die Ge danken , die im Anfang

des Erhal.tenen von II verfol.qt: ioerden , knup fen unmi t.te lb ar an den

Soh Luse tei.l: von I an" (Art. cit., p. 627). This is not convincing;
in a corpus like the De 01'. ant. one can expect that the writer should
try to link the separate essays together in order to effectuate a
high degree of uni ty. In any case, the (3LOL in the essays of the
first voIune are very short: they comprise only one chapter in every
case. (The one on Isocrates is rather long, but the one on Isaeus
very short; the one on Lysias is of moderate length.) From this
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fact I would conclude that these introductions were not meant to be
lengthy, in order that the object of every essay - which is neither
biography nor literary his tory - should not elude the reader,
l\breover, al though these BCo~ are short, the infannation provided is
qui te relevant to the rest of the essay and can be regarded as
essential background for an understanding of the discussion of the
authors. If the De Dem, did have a BC~) it would have been of the
sane nature as those in the other essays: concise and to the point,
providing infannation that is quite relevant to the object of the
t» !km.

Another attempt to explain the absence of a B(q;; has been made:
E. Kal inka has referred to the biographic infannation on Derros thenes
given in the fourth chapter of Dionysius' First letter to Anmaeus,
He notices the fact that Dionysius says he has taken his infannation
from some historians. Fromthis Kalinka infers that the De !km.,

which, according to him, had been written before the Ad Amm. I - or at
'least its first few chapters - could not have contained aBLq;;, for
otherwise, he would have made use of the biographic inforrnation of the
De Dem. and not of these sources. "Somit k ann in dem verloren Anfang
von lInl..L A~ der damals schon qee ehsrieben war~ kein BLo~enhal.ten qeiaeeen

eein , was einen weitem Un te re drie d der Anlage euriedien flr)l..L A und
ápx b bedingt" CE; Kalinka, art. cito II, p. 59). The assertion
that, when writing the Ad Amm. I, he would have made use of the bio-
graphic information of the De !km., if it did contain a BLc~and
not of the historians to whom he refers in this letter, cannet be
proven. On the other hand, it is qui te sensible, as well as scienti-
fically justified, for Dionysius to name his sources in matters con-
cerning which he had to rely on information supplied by other people,
whether he had included a BC~ in the De Dem., or not.
To my mind two matters are decisive in determining whether the De Dem.

had a B(q;; or not:
Firstly, the fact that all three essays of volume I of the De or. ant.
did have 13(01... For this reason I think it could be assumed
with a reasonable amount of certainty that the De Dem, rost pro-
bably did have a BCo~ as well. However, it could be objected
that no B(q;; is found in the unmutilated De Thuc., which was of

the same nature as the ess ays of volume I of the De or. an t.

Secondly, the biographic infannation on L'emosthenes suppl ie d in
Ad Amm. I. This infannation comprises fourty-seven lines and can
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be a perfect match for the i3COl-in the essays of volurre I of the
wor. an"t.: the i3Coson Lysias comprises twenty-six lines, the one on
Isocrates fifty-six, and the one on Isaeus seventeen.

Due to the lack of definite indications I do not think that the chro-
nological relation between the Ad Arrrm. I and the De Dem. can be deter-
mined with certainty. However, even if it was possible, it would not
have been of muchhelp so far as the problem of a i3Cosof the De Dem,

is concerned. I f the Ad Amm. I was written aftel" the De wm., it
would be less likely that Dionysius would find it necessary to repeat
the biographic information in the Ad Arrrm. I. But then, repetition
of this kind is not altogether improbable, for Dionysius dit repeat
the ideas of the C. V. on .a great scale in De Dem. II. On the other
hand, if the Ad Arrrm. I had been wri tten before the De wm., Dionysius
could have regarded a i3CO\;;in the De Dem, unnecessary, or he could have
included a short i3Co~in the De Dem. in order to conform to his practice
in volurre I of the De o». ant.

Whatever choice one makes concerning the presence of a i3Cosin the De

wm., one is forced to have recourse to speculation.
For this reason I prefer to leave this matter and turn to the question
whether Dionysius could have supplied information other than bicgrapi-
ic in the lost introduction of this essay. I intend to prove that

this was indeed the case.
In the De Lys. and the De Is. Dionysius included a short summaryof
the topics he intended to treat in these essays: De Lys. 1,22: 7-11,
and wIs. 2,174:18-19. In both cases the execution of the plan
stated in the introduction can be clearly pointed out. In the De Ieoc.

he does not announce the topics explicitly in the introduction, but
the method and the structure of this essay are identical with those
of the other two. In my first chapter (cp. pp. 10H.) I have pointed
out that the De Dem. has a fine structure which is the result of well
considered planning. With the exception of the last section - in
which Dionysius discusses various points of criticism against
Demosthenes - all the topics are properly introduced, and the discus-
sion of every topic forms a well-structured uni ty. It therefore may
be argued that Dionysius had included a basic outline of the whole
essay in its lost introduction as well, possibly leaving out any
reference to a separate section in which he would discuss the points
of criticism raised against his idol (for rhetorical reasons, cp.



pp. 23-25 above). As a matter of fact, on a few occasions Dionysius
is actually referring to this basic outline which in my view he in-
cluded in his introduction. In eh. 16 he introduces a new topic:
Iemos thenes is better than the best exponents of the best (middle)
type of style. He says that he did promiee to discuss this thesis,
and that he will proceed to the fulfilment of this promise: LaULa

L~rHj!XJ&vnv É:EE:LpyCXO).J.ÉvO\iÉ: rt L 6 E: LEE: L V uno a X Ó u E: vos,

(16,296: 23-24) (My spacing of print).

Nowherein the preceding ehapters can tr.i s promise be traced, so he must
have made it in the introduction; the occasional lack of precision m
his wording is no valid objection, because of his notable love of a
literary style. At the end of eh. 32 we again core across a direct
reference to the (lost) introduction, where Dionysius says that he is
going to recapitulate his argurrent and show that he has done all that he
promised to do at the start of his examination of Demos thenes ' style, i.e.
at the s tart of the treatise: S00AolJO,L óE on }tal OUMoyLoaaful. La.
dprn.lÉva ÉE ápxfi~ xa!. éE:t:Em náv8' ,wa u rt E: a X ó u n V

ó.PXÓlJ.E:VOs Lf\~ 8E:wp~a~ LOCi AE:XLLXOCi Lónou,

rtertormcóro; É:l.J(XlJLÓV (My spacing of print) . Finally, it maybe sai d wi th
certainty that the discussion of the three types of style (cc. 1ff.) was

also announced in this introduction, as can clearly be inferred from his
remark in ch. 34: LaULa usv oVv XUPL~ txá::n(j.) LWv LPLWv nAaa).Jó:rwv
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napaxoAou8E: LV É cp n V xoi, É:x LOULWV li ELO u V
,

-mV
.6r)j..!.CO&vOO~&JvalJ.LV < E:Upe:LV7" • • • ('~.yell, I did SCIif that I would pursue
eaeh of the three types of style individually and I thought that I <would
find), in them the rhetorical power of Demos thenes ... ") (34,370:26-29).
(The i talies and spacing of print in all these cases é!-rerrrine . )

In short: Dionysius could have included a short biographic
section on Demos thenes , and he definitely did provide a basic out-
line of what the reader could expec in the De Dem.

77. G. Pavano, art. cit., p. 246. In pp. 14-17 of my first chapter I have
argued that cc. 1-3 serve as the theoretical basis of the critical
evaluation in De Dem. I and IV - not of De Dem. II, where another
evaluation sys tern has been applied. Moreover, there is no justifi-
cation in suggesting that the first eight chapters form the intro-
dution; there is no break after eh.8 - as a matter of fact, cc. 4-10
form a unity, in wh ich Dionysius tries to prove that the middle type
of style is the best.

78. G. Pavano, ibid.
79. Cp. my discussion of this matter m n. 70 of this chapter, pp. 83f.



80. G. Pavano, art. ci t., , p. 258. ("data anche la ne ceeei ta del.Le due
esposizioni teori co-i l-l.ust-rative de Tle nuove dottrine") With this
remark this scholar does not say that Dionysius was not acquainted
wi th these two doctrines before writing the De Dem, This is not
the case, and many examples can be adduced to prove the point - cp.
discussion in ch , 3 of this dissertation, n . 22 , pp. 114££. below.
the -pcirrt is that he ehose to use these two systems as the basis of
his discussion in the De Dem. - cp. my discussion on pp. 64ff. (Note
that he did not abandon the ÓpE:-raL system altogether; as a matter
of fact, it plays an important role in De Dem. I - cp. my discussion
in eh. 4, pp. 142ff.

81. G. Pavano , ibid. I have already discussed the matter of the tone of
the De Dem. in ch . 1, and tried to show that De Dem, I and IV are
more polemic than didactic (pp. 8-10), while De Dem. II and III are
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didactic. Obviously the polemic sections have an indirect didactic
value as well. As a matter of fact, the essays of the first voIune
of the De or. ant. are not just presented as s t.rai.gh.tforward expo-
si tion; the technique of comparison was also applied in the essays
of volume I,. which renders the tone more polemic than when no compari-
son occurs. Granted, this is not the case where this technique has
been applied re re ly to dis tinguish the personal style of one author
from another one, e. g. that of Lysias from that of Is aeus , as at De Is.
3,176:22ff.; De Is. 4,178:22-23; De Is. 5,182:1; De Is. 7,186:7;

and De Is. 12,200:1-2. But on the other hand, many examples can be
supplied where Dionysius has compared authors in order to prove
superiority of an author to another one in respect of different
quali ties or aspects of style in general: in De Lsocr, 2,106: 15 -
3;112 Dionysius maint ains. that Isoerates is inferior to Lysias so far
as purity, conciseness and charm are concerned, but superior to him
so far as - broadly speaking - the Ê:nL&TOI.. Óp£TUL are concerned in
De Leo er, 3,112:2ff. He also compares these two authors in the field
of subject-matter (De Isoer. 4,112: 22ff.) , saying that Isoerates was
more successful than Lysias in the handling and ar rangerrent of
subject-matter (De Ieocr. 4,114: 2ff.) . Thus one can say that the
inclusion of Plato did indeed render the tone more polemic, but that
it would have been polemic in 'any case; that the essays of the first
volume were polemic as well - at least to a certain extent; that his
readers still would have been able to beneritfrom a treatise of
which about half has been written in a polemic tone.
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82. "Queste ecieeuxe e qv..esti mutarrenti nel giudizio critico sugl.i
autori p rodusee ro le due nuove teorie-casel l.ax-io, de qld: stili
e de l.le OplJOVLaL "(G. Pavano , art. ci t . , p. 265.) The
deviations he is referring to, are those related to Homer, Isocrates,
Thrasymachus and Go rgi as . I have discussed these matters in notes
18-26 of this chapter, pp. 69-72 above, having to prove him wrong in
some cases, and supporting him in other cases. In general my view
can be stated as follows: Dionysius was well acquainted wi th three
different systems of evaluation: the Ó(:::€;-ra.L -rii\; Ai:~E:W;;, the XCljJCXKLii'PE:\;

Lii'\; Ai:~E:W;; and the Op1JO\lLaL system. In the essays of the first V01LUTle

of the De or. ant. he used only the first system as the basis of his dis-
cussion, although one can clearly sense his acquaintance illth the other
two; in the De Dem. he made use of all three, relying heavily on the
second and third. These three systems represent three different ways
of treating the same literary material, and it goes without saying that
this could cause much confusion in view of the fact that all three
systems are applied in the s ane essay. On pp. 65f. of the present chap-
ter I shall elaborate on the possible reasons why Dionysius introduced
the other two systems, deviating from the basis of evaluation used in
volume 1. (Cp. n. 21, pp. 70f. as well) .

83. Cp. pp. 23-25 above.
84. MA' á.vnncxpaiJE:k ... (De Dem. 33,366:26-27).

85. rv' oVv nlv <!'-x]l.}(.nv ocOv 0 mY0\; ~L AáI3TJ (33,368: 2-3) . The
momenthe had decided to have recourse to this system, Dionysius was
compelled to pay some attention to Thucydides as well - al though
this author was a his torian and not an orator. Al though he was the
supreme exponent of the ext rao rdi.nary type of prose style, his role
was limited to the minimum: in the De Wm. Dionysius supplies only
one example from Thucydides, viz. m eh, 1, to illustrate the distinc-
tive features of the extraordinary type of style. In contras t with
his comparisons between Demosthenes and Lysias, Isoerates and Plato,
he supplies no examples from Thucydides (cc. 9J.) and does not even
refer there to the example quoted in ch. 1. Furthermore, between
55 and 44 B. C. Thucydides was a model amongsome of the pursuers of
the Atticistic style, as can be seen in the following words:
'Atticorum similes esse uol.umus ' ... 'Thucydiékm imitamur'
("'Our aim is to be Attic' ... 'We try to imitate Thucydides. "') (Ci.c; ,

Brut. 287,248:24-28) (Translation of G.L. Hendrickson, Oi cero , vol.
V, London: William Heinemann Ltd., 1971, p. 249, in the Loeb series).



So if Dionysius wanted to show that Demosthenes would be the best

model for the pursuers of the Atticistic style, he had no choice but

to evaluate Thucydides as well, even though he was a historian and

not an orator.

86. For the essential difference between the three types of evaluation

applied in the De J)gm., cp. ch. 4, pp. 139ff. below.

87. Cp. n. 49, pp. 77 below.

88. Recapitulating cc. 1-32 Dionysius explicitly refers to his concern to

compare passages which are of the same kind ~b1JO£LéE:t·~! of the same form

33,368:19) and on the same subjects (~~ a6~OG uno3£a€~~, 116,296:

27-28). These remarks can be verified by what he has indeed done :

Firstly, the passages he quoted from Lysias and Demosthenes to

compare these two orators, are both taken from narrations of

each orator and are similar in subject-matter (LnV rrpaY~~LXnV

b]..lOLÓ~W., 12,280: 18-19).

Secondly, the passages in which he compares Isocrates with

Demosthenes deal likewise with the same subject-matter: a compa-

rison of the achievements of ancient times with those of modem

times (cp. 17,298:5-12 and 21,314:14-21).

Thirdly, even in his comparison of Plato with Demosthenes, he seems

to be aware of the need of similarity be tween the passages to be

compared. Knowing that Demosthenes has produced nothing like

the Mene:renus from which his example from Plato's oeuvre has been

taken, he quotes Ie Corona 199-209, which he calls an encomium,

É;yXWJ.u..ov (31,358: 7), trying to justify the comparison in this way.

Thus one could indeed say that Dionysius was constantly aware of the

need of similarity of passages to be compared.

However, to compare a passage from the Nenexenus to one from the De

Corona is not at all justified: The Mene:remus was not forensic like

the De Corona; as a matter of fact, scholars are convinced that it

was most prob ab Iy merely a parody (S.F. Bonner, op. oi t , , p. 67) (cp.

L. ~1éridier, biene xenus , Paris, 1931).

89. Cp. ch. 4.
90. Cp. p. 55 above.

91. Cp. pp. 23-25 above.

92. Cp. p. 24 and n . 121, pp. 52f. above.
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GlAPTER III

1HE GIRONOLOGIO\L RELI\TION BE1WEEN THE DE DEMOSTHENE AND THE DE COMPOSITIONE

llERBORUM OF DIONYSIUS

In my firs t two chapters I have repeatedly paid- attention to the differences
in content and tone between De Dem. I (cc. 1-34) and De Dem. I! (cc. 35-52),
and discussed the ways scholars have tried to explain them. In chapter 11

I came to the conclusion that the way in which the subject-matter of De Dem.

I! has been presented, was deliberately chosen by Dionysius to serve his
purpose best.

The peculiar nature of the De Dem., so far as both content and tone are
concerned, has also played a crucial role in yet another, and probab ly the
most controversial, dispute about this essay of Dionysius: the one about the
chronological relation between the De Dem. and another essay of Dionysius,
vi z. the De compoei.tione verborum.2

The similarity in subject-matter of De Dem. I! and the C. V. immediately
strikes the reader: in De Dem. I! Dionysius gives, inter alia, an applied
theoretical exposition of the sentence-arrangement of Ierrosthenes according
to the OpjJOVLUI- system, while the object of the C. V. is the theory of

sentence-arrangement as such, based on the musical considerations of the
êxpvOVLUI- system. Consequently, overlapping of contents was to be expected,
and is borne out by the following tabulation:

C. V. (chap ters ) De Dem, (chapters)

li nCovr; 10 - 20 47
-ro ){aA.óv 10 20 47 48

-r0 lJÉ A.c::>s 14 - 16 47 - 49

o Pt.>8lJós 17 - 18 47 - 49

li lJE-r~oM 19 47 - 49
1:0 rtcértov 20 47 - 49

oïxrrn p:l. OplJOV La 22 38 - 39
YAacpJp:l. OplJOV La 23 40
£U){pa-rosOpjJOVLa 24 41
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So far as the chronological relation between these two books is concerned,
two references in the De Dem. to the C. V. , viz. in cc. 49 and 50, are



clecisi ve: d é£. Hb órtci, niOEl., 'KaL. LOln Én]..lO.& LV am, rtor' ËXEt , LOUr;:;

Uno]..LVTllJ(l.HCY).1OU;;;1l]..lWJ A.al3Wv, oU; Tl E P L L T) bOU V {) É 0 E W b L W V

Ó V 0 II á L W V Tl E Tl pay II aLE U II E {J a, rtóvrc wa rtoêe L LWv

tv0óf:£ Tlap::W;l.TlOl.lÉVUN dOELal. ,3 and: Lck rJ:. TlEP~ LOULOU LOU )JÉp::JUbnLcLEi..b

tv LOLb Tl E P l. L T) bOU V {) É 0 E W b Y~ LOLV Ó. Tl 0 6 E 6 W 'K W b

oUx ávayxaLov llYOUlJ(l.L 'KávLa0fu AEYEl.V (My spacing of print). 4

That the treatise referred to in both cases is the C.V., cannot be, and
has never been, denied, since Dionysius in both cases uses the actual
words that appear in its Greek title; consequently, the researcher is
cornpelled to accept that the C.V. had been written before the De Dem, , or,
more precisely, before ch. 49 of the De Dem. was written; this gives us
a tierminus ante quem of the composition of the C.·V. ) •

Up to this pain t no prob lem seems to exis t: i t seems qui te evi dent that
the c. V. had been written before the De Dem. However, in ch. 18 of the
C. V., there is an apparent reference to the De fum.: ]JJJpCa LOl.aD't' êo-n,v

d)~LV 'KaL. rr.apcl. m.á.'t0.}Jl.. CJ YOp m:r\p É:ll)JÉAEl.áv 'tE 'KaL d)PU3l.L~w OUVl.&:Lv

êca uov l.Wra'to\; I xci, EL YE êe LvOs TlV oU-cw;;;; É:'KAi~aL 'ta óvóucrrc W; ouv5e: LVaL

TlEPl.rróc I 'Kat vu 'KE\) Ti n.cxp::A.axJE\)' róv ÓTllJW&:VTl 'KáM.oub EPlJTlVELab ËVE:'KEVI

Tl • ó.J.KPiPl.O'tOVË&r,'KEV.' vw Ei. TlEPl. uév DlV É'KA.oyr)v êon,V O'tE 6l.a]JO.p'távE l.

'KaL l.lÓAl.o'ta ëv OLb av rriv lH!.f)A.rlV 'KaL. TlEPl.'rrriv 'KaL É:yxará:::lxEUO\! 6l.0J.tr,)

coóo;V I Wp Wv E 't É P W {) C II 0 l. 6 Tl A. 0 U 'r a l. oaq.É:OLEp:J\).

OUV'tl,&r,Ol. c£. 'ta. óvóucrc 'KaL 1l&W; 'KaL 'KaAW; vn 61.a, 'Kal. oïnc &; Hb oïrróv

ËXOl. 'KaLa 'tou'tO llÉllllaJful. 'to )JÉt:X>b. (My spacing of print) .5 Seeing that
the content of this pericape indeed has focussed the interest of scholars
on the issue to be discussed in this chapter, I shall nowproceed to prove
that Dionysius was indeed referring to the De Dem. in ch. 18 of the C. V.

In cc. Sf , of the De Dem. Dionysius elaborates on the excellence of Plato
in the use of the plain typeof style; as a matter of fact, his plain style
is virtually beyond any cra ta cism: H yelp oUc£.v a]JOpLáv8l. 'KCi.&lrr.aEii f3fXlxU
'tL 'K01-lLéi,ï'KaL OU'K ~l.av 'Ka'tllyopl.Qb.6 However, the morrenthe applies the
extraordinary type of style, the situation changes drastically: (hw Ei
Etb tnv rtcoi TIOAoyl.W 'KaL 'to 'KaA.A.l.ETlELV, 6' TlO;U.é»ub d~ noi.e LV I allELp:J\)

op~v A.áeDI noA.~ XEl.p.uv EOlnT)b yl.VE'taL. 7 Having pointed out that the
resul t is a violation of the ávayxaLaL Ól:€LaL (1l oovrouï c., CJ EAAr]Vl.01.Ó; I
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C. V. eh. 18

TO o04És, TO rtcértov) , (5,256: 4££.), he repeats that this happens when the

philosopher is using the extraordinary type of style and expresses him-

self in a remarkably similar way to C. V. 18,182:6-8: óJ.J.... Ê:'Ke:C'\)0 Ê:\)Ct:L!;aafuL

60UA,ólJE\)0\) on Ta TOLaUTO. êxl..taP-rr)l..lO.Taév TaLs 'KaTOO'Ke:uaLs dwSe:\) Q.1JOPTáve:L\)

'KaL Xe:LJXt.lV l.lE\) cxUTOs OLn:ou YL\)E:LaL, órov TO 1.!Éya 6L~T) 'KaL rteot TTOv Ê:\) Lij

<.(+Ó:Je:L ••• 8 Comparing this sentence with the one in C. V. 18,182:6-8

(\)w Ei nsoi ni\) Ê:'KA,0yr]\) Ëon \) óre 6La]JOpTá.ve: t., 'KaL l.J,ÓA.LOTaÊ:\) oIs c£.; --mv
ul!x1A,rl\) 'Ka~ rteot rrrl\) 'Kat É:y'KaLéo'Ke:UO\) 6L~T) ecóorv) , one sees that the con-

stituents in both cases are the same or closely related.

Dionysius' extensive discussion of Plato at cc. 24-32 (including the com-

parison with Derrosthenes in eh. 31) of the De Dem. arrounts to the same

thing, viz. to prove that Plato, although good at. the simple style, is no

mateh for Dernosthenes because of the errors he commits in the use of the

this fashion in any other extant work of his, the word ETe:puXJL, "elsewhere",

in UnEP Wv bÉpuXJL ]..lOL ér)A,OUTaL a04Éo-re:r:ov, cannot refer to any other. work

than the De Dem.9

Thus, in short, the heart of the problem concerning the temporal relation

between the De Dem. and the C. V. is as follows: on the one hand, the

references to the C. V. in the De Dem, (cc. 49 and 50) suggest that the

re rem. (or a part of i t) was written after the C. V.; on the other hand,

the alleged reference in the C. V. (eh. 18) to the re rem. sugges ts that the

re Dem. (or a part of it) had beenwr i tten before the C. V.

In the history of research on this- problem the views have been determined

De rem. eh. 5

ê+.oPuijJ.(X.Ta, Q.1JOPTáve:L\)

Ê:\) TaC's 'KaTOO'Ke:uaLs

OTav

e:Cuft\)

TO uévc

6L~T), OPlJll\) Aa6iJ
\

rteot TIO\)

qpéoe:L

Xe:Lp:!N Eouliis YL\)e:TOL

extraordinary type of style.

6l-a1JOPTáve: l-

Ê:yxaTá:JKe:uov
# -r' .,e:\) OLs av

Ëon\) óre

nl\) ul!x1An\)

6L~T)

nept -ml\)
<f+X]::yL\)

xd~ mrrou YL\)e:TaL

Since Dionysius does not criticize Plato in
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by the following matters: firstly, the interpretation of Ê:l:Ép:d)L; sec-

ondly, the interpretation of 6r)AothaL; thirdly, certain aspects of the

content of De Dem. I and De Dem -, II (ró nw and w ){aJ..ÓV and Dionysius I

view on Plato).

The first possible explanation is that the C.V. must have been written

during a breek in the composition of the D2 Wm. According to this view,

E:LÉ~L does refer to the De Dem., 6r)A.Oti"1:aL should be taken as present tense

or historic present, and many examples of alleged difference in content

between !J2 !J2m. I and II are cited to prove the hypothesis. To my mind,

this popular view is wrong. I hope to prove that the onlyalterna ti ve,

viz. that the C. V. has been wri tten before the De Dem. ~ is the most acceptable

explanation. I shall take tl:É~L as referring to the ])a Dem., 6r)AoUl:aL

as referring to a future event and shall try to give reasonable explanations

for the differences in content between !J2 !J2m. I and II.

Conei de ratn.on of the first pos eib le e xp lonat.ion: a break in the compo-

si.tri on of the !J2 Demosthene.
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The man who must re ceive the credit for being the first to sense a problem

conce rnirig the duonological relation between the De Dem. and the C.V., is

the man who first realized that C.V. 18 most probably refers to the De Dem, ;
10F. Blass. Taking ér)A.ot3"1:aL in the crucial sentence (OO€p Wv Ê:l:Ép:d)L

lJOL ér)AoUl:aL aO!!É0LEpov) as a present tense used instead .of a perfect in

full concord wi th an alleged practice in the tirres of Dionysius, 11 he con-

cluded that the C.V. was written after a certain part of the De Dem, had

been completed; on the other hand, he also realized that, in order to ac-

count for cc. 49 and 50 of the De Dem., one should also admit that a certain

part of the De Dem, must have been wri tten after the c. V. had been completed.

With this handling of the problem, F. Blass introduced the concept of an

interruptiCYn in the composition of the !J2 Dem. ~ during which time the C.V.

is supposed to have been written - an hypothesis that has indeed been

virtually universally followed.12

For the researchers who adhered to this idea, the only problem that remained,

was not whether, but where the interY"U/?tiCYn occurred (in other words,

determining the terminus post quem of the composition of the C.v.).13

F. Blass did not indicate at which point of the treatise he thought the

alleged interruption could have taken place; in fact,. in spi te of his strong

assertion concerning the alleged reference in the C.V. to the De Dem. , he



lost heart when he had to draw up the chronological order of the works
wri tten by Dionysius, by putting the e. v. before the whole of the De Dem.,

and not after one section of the De Dem., but before the res t of this work
14on Demosthenes . R.H. Tukey undertook the task of detennining the exact

spot of the alleged interruption in the composition of the De Dem. He de-
clares that the De Dem, "nat ural.lu [al/l» into 1:;.;)0 distinct parts". 15 Since
the references to the e.v. occur in the second part of the essay, while the
first part contains the places to which the passages in the e.v. refer,
the alleged interruption in the composition of the De Dem . must have occurred
in the region of the transitional chapters, I .e . cc. 32-34. According to
this scholar, the key to the problem is to be found in the first sentence of
ch. 34 of the De Dem , : óA.~ya -ro\.hOl.~ En. n.pco&L~ ncoi LlÏ~ MEEux.;;, éru
TO XaTaA.ELnÓj.LEVOV -rfi~ npOXELj.LÉVll~ aEwpLa~

u É p 0 ~ j.LE-rwnOOlJO.L, -raU-ra é£ EOLLV, a -r0C'~ -rPLOL n~LV OlJOLu.:&;
rtooéne rca xaL EOn. TLClV-rq;; Af:;you t,rH.l.cx:X~EVLXOU unvóucrro; XClj:Xl){LllPLon.xa XaL

,. (Th d"') 16av'lX(Xl.L~-ra. espace pnnt 1S nune .

According to Tukey, ró XCTIaA.e:LTIÓj.LEVOV l.1É~ in this passage does not
nean oUv&OL~, which, according to him, is in fact the subject of the
charters to follow, but subject-matter, the l1(Xl.y].La't'LXcX;; -rém.q;;, which regu-
larly 17 forms the second part of Dionysius' essays on the orators.18 At
the end of ch. 32 Dionysius states that he has completed his proposed treat-
rent of the A.e:xn.x~ Tém.q;;: (30UA.olJO.L Ei &1 xci OUA.A.oyLOCO{UL Hl ELPIll.1ÉVa

ÉE Ópxf\~ xal, é£C'EaL n.áva' ëoo. Une:OXÓl..l1lV Ópxój..I£Vq;; Lfi~ &UPLOb -roG A.e:xnxoG

-rém.ou, nenocnxóro; É].LCllJ-róv. 19 Now Dionysius, according to this scholar,

reasons as follows: ''But 'composition', which is treated in the following
chapters, belongs under the A.e:xnx~ -rém.q;; and in fact had already been
included in the discussion of the various authors in the preceding chapters.
Our only way of escape from the difficulty is to suppose that Dionysius
finished his treatnent of Demosthenes ' style with the intention of pro-
ceeding Imnediate Iy ... to the discussion of his subject-matter, but that
he abandoned or postponed the t.reatrrent of the latter topic and in its
place he discussed at length20 the subject of 'composition' and its
application to Demosthenes.,,21
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Giving more detail on this crucial point of his hypothesis, Tukey conjectures
that Dionysius completed the first section of the De wm., laid it aside in
order to prepare an essay on sentence-arrangerrent as a birthday present to
.tvetilius Rufus and 'ivith a new grasp of the subject he returned to the



essay on Ierrosthenes and, instead of proceeding according to his
original plan with a discussion of Iemosthenes ' subject-matter, he
restated his doctrine of composition as developed in the e. v. and
applied it to Ierrosthenes , ,,22

Thus he maintains that the alleged interruption occurred between cc. 32
and 33 of the De Dem: , during which tine Dionysius is supposed to have
wr i tten the e. V.

E. Kalinka accepted the basic idea of an interruption between cc. 32 and
33 of the De Dem,: "Den Gmoid, warwn Dionys von Kc;zt? 35 CV1. so aUBfUhrUch

die a0vocoq;; des Demosthenes beechreibt , hat Tukey mit recht darin eikonnt-,

dasz Dionys in de r PaUBe zurie chen 32 und 33 das Werk nEPL auv&OEUJ;

ÓV01JÓ:!WJ ges chrieben hat ,,23

However, m contrast with previous efforts to explain the present tense of
á")A00-ra.L of e.v. 18 as a substitute for one of the other tenses, he is
perfectly satisfied wi th the present tense: "Wenn inéks Dionys ouvê (i. e.

e. V.) schrieb, al.e er mitten in der Arbeit CV1. ÓTlll A (i. e. De Dem.) e te ck.te ,

so be darf es qar keiner Umdeutung und keinee Anékrung~ eondein das Praeens

á")Aou-rm kommt zu seinem vol.len Rechte. ,,24 Thus, according to E. Kalinka,
Dionysius clearly indicates that he is sti U bUBy with the De Dem ; , only
putting it aside for the tine being.25
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Furthermore, he rejected Tukey's hypothesis concerning the absence of a
section on subject-matter in the Il3 Dem. He does that on the basis of the
polyvalence of the word M!;Ls, 26 and of the consideration that this word
does not refer to the "ADCrLXOvuéooc im qarizen Umfariq, eondein vorzugweise

die ÉXAoYll-rWv ÓV01JÓ:!WJ.,,27 Thus, according to this s éhoIar , if the De Dem.

deals with the 8E::u.pLa -rou AEX1:LXOU-roooo and if Dionysius has already dealt
wi th the ÉXAOYTlpart of it, the xaraJ...e: L rtóusvov l-!Épos can be nothing else
but the a0v8E::OLs -rWJ ÓV01JÓ:!WJ - to which Dionysius indeed attended in the

28chapters to follow.

Having es tab lished the alleged fact of an interruption, Kalinka ended up
with placing not only the e. V., but also the De Is. , Bp . ad Pomp. and the

29De t». between De Dem. 32 and 33. Not accepting R.H. Tukey's hypothesis
coricerning -ro xaraJ...e:mó]J£'Vov uéccc , he had to seek for other clues which
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could indicate where the alleged interruption could have taken place.

First he tried to pinpoint the terminus ante quem of the C.V., i.e. the
earliest reference to the C. V. in the De Dem. If one considers the two
references to the C. V. in cc. 49 and 50 of the De Dem., as we 11 as the sirni-
lari ty of subject-matter, it goes without saying that Dionysius must have used
the C. V. as source here. But which chapter of the De Dem. would be the
earliest one in which definite knowledge of the C. V. could be traced?
The earliest point revealing knoe Iedge of the C. V., Is, according to Ka l.inka,
chapter 36: in the thirteen lines from 36,378: 12 to 37,378:25 Dionysius
for the fi rs t time in the De Dem. mentions the three bas i c types of Opj...OVLQ.L

discussed in ch. 21 of the C. V.: "Dieee r verqlei ch, de» ow{J 21 (Le. C. V.
21, my note) als ouel.le von .N)]J. A. 36f. (i.e. De Dem. 36f., my note)
beweist~ wir'd dadur'ch besondEr's wer'tvoll~ dasz wir' damit dEr' Fuge zwischen

N)]J. A. 32 und 33~ in die wir' die Entstehung de» Schr'ift ver le qt: haben , so

nahe kommen wie nUT' moglich. ,,30 He based his conclusion on the similar'i-ty

in te rminoloqu between this pericope in the De Dem. and ch. 21 of the
C. v. 31 So, according to him, the C. V. must have been wri tten be fore
De Dem. 36: "Aber' schon vOr' N)]J. A. 36f. (i.e. De Dem. 36f., my note)
mus z. ow{J (i .e. C. V. , my note) ents tonden sein •.. " 32

Furthermore, Kalinka thought that if he could find substantial deviations on
the same subject in the De Dem., these could not only confirm the hypothesis

. .
of an interruption, but also be the rre ans by which he could determine the
place of interruption more precisely. He then proposed that substantial
deviations can be determined in Dionysius' view of 1:0 Ti&:> and 1:0 xaAóv

and in his opinion of Plato.

After Ti&) and xaAóv had been part of the rhetorical system of Dionysius for
a long time, according to Kalinka he later developed a new theory in which

a sharp dis tinction between these two te rms is es tab lished and we meet. this
at C. V. lOf. Now, in De Dem. I this distinction plays no role yet, according
to this scholar: "abe» wie wenig er' sich fri1her' ihr'er' Scheidung nach den

Kaieqox-ien des Ti&) und xaA.óv beiaus zt: war>~ geht aus N)]J. A. 18 (Le. De Dem,

18, my note), wo er' I 16520 i.e. 18,302:26-27, my note) die A.ÉEL~ dEs

Isocr'ates als Ti x á A. A. L a 1: a 1:Wv &AAwv ÓOKoDaa ËXELV bezeichnet~ sie

gleichwohl aber' I 1665 (i.e. 18,304:2-4, my note) Ti 6 Eta xal EU~~

árr.ox.cx;J.nw; nenn t; Somit liegt N)]J. A. 18 noch vor' ow{J (i.e. C.V. ,

my note). ,,33 (My spacing of print) . He then proceeds to show that
Dionysius does recognise the distinction in De Dem. II, viz. in ch. 47,



where he says that 'ro xa)..óv is the aim of the rough type of com-
position, and -ro noo that of the smooth type: -rou XaAoU xaL 1ii~
n&::rvfi~ -rfi~ Ji;v a!.x:nnpêi6 'ró XcxAcJv unoA.a!3Wv EIVaL -rÉAq;; I TFi~ Ek.
YAaq:upêi6 -ra noo ... 34 In short, according to Kalinka the differentiated

use of -ro xa)..óv (beauty) and -ra n&) (pleasure) in De Dem. II in comparison wi th

undifferentiated use in De Dem. I proves that Dionysius composed the C.v.
after he had completed De Dem. I, but before he started wri ting De Dem, II. 35

However, Kalinka failed to see that, f'i rs t ly, the non-technical use of ró xaA.óv

occurs in De Dem, II as well; secondly, that differences conceming -ro noo
and -ro xa)..óv have to do with the fact that Dionysius has not only applied

one system of evaluation, viz. the OplJOVLaL system, but two others as well,

viz. the xap:x).(:rfip£~ -rfi~ A.€1;EW; and ~-raL -r1i~ Ai1;Ew; systems.
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As to Dionysius' opinion of Plato, Kalinka exerts himse 1£ trying to prove

that a substantial difference in judgenerit on Plato can be discemed between

De Dern. I and II. This change of atti tude towards Plato, according to this

scholar, seems to have taken place during the alleged internrption between

c. c. 32 and 33: "Audh der GesinnungswandeZ gegenUber Pl.aton e chein t: sich in
der 'Zeit~ die eaie chen Clr1].l A. 32 (De Dem. 32, my note) und 33 l.ieqt , vol.leoqen
zu haben, ,,36 However, this scholar failed to realize that the very dif-

ference in objective between De Dem. I (polemic) and De Dern. II (theoretical)

can account for the difference in attitude towards Plato in these two parts

of this essay: whereas Dionysius has to prove the superiority of Iemos thenes in

tenns of the xap::xx-rfiP£~ -rfi~ A.é1;Ew; and ~-ral -rfi~ A.é1;Ew; sys tems , he is ne re ly
gi ving a the ore ti cal expos i tion of the aUv3E:al.~ of Iernosthenes in De Dem.

II, in which case a critical analysis of Plato would be inappropriate.

s. F. Bonner accepted the basic idea of an interruption in the De Dem. as well;

however, he believed that the alleged break did not occur between cc. 32 and

33, but between cc. 33 and 34.

Firstly, he is - quite rightly - convinced that no break between cc. 32 and

33 can be proven, for c. 33 is the conclusion of cc. 1_32.37 This is, ac-

cording to this scholar, not only confi rne d by the opening words of eh. 33,

which restate the whole purpose of his study, but by the fact that these are

followed by a sunmary of the results obtained. He refers to a similar

summary found in the De Lys. (ch. 13), before the consideration of the

npa.Yl.lffi"l.X~ -rón~. 38 According to S. F. Bonner Dionysius should have pro-

ceeded to his new topic in ch. 34, but instead of doing that, he "gives a



Since S.F. Banner, the idea of an interruption in the conpos i t.i on of the

De Dem; was rejected by G. Pavano (1942) and G.M.A. Grube (1952). The for-

Iter spent considerable t.i.rre in refuting the hypothesis of an interruption

(art. ci t . , pp. 268ff.), but failed to substantiate his own view, viz. that

the C. V. had been wri tten before De Dem. I. This goes for G"M.A.
Grube as well: although he be cones rather agitated about the hypothesis of
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s tyli s ts in c. 34 J tvc cïxróvcrrro; jJ(i).)..ov vévrrrcu

then proceeds to the discussion of a0vae:ol.s. ,,39

further summary of his views on the superiority of Demosthenes to other

6 /Dya; I and only

Thus, according to Bonner,

this "second summary" must have been added to the first after the conpl eted

section of the De Dem. had been put aside for SOIre time, and was in fact

. then the way in which he returned to the De Dem. , having conp le ted the

C. V. 40 However, ch. 34 is just as indispensab le as ch. 33 as part of the

conclusion of cc. 1-32: whereas Dionysius recapitulates cc. 1-32 in ch. 33

in terms of the xaj::xm:rnl=£s liis AÉ!;E~ system, he does so in terms of the

~TaL tiis AÉ!;E~ system in eh, 34.

Banner's second argument is based on ë» óom in the last sentence of ch. 46

of the De Dem.: É:nclvEq.Ll. 6' oóv tnt Ta. Ao~ná, WJ i» óom npou3Élff1V É:1=£i:'y.41

According to him, this shows that Dionysius himse If regarded this part of his

work as a fresh start, for he was referring to the ncóêeoi.c outlined in ch.

36, and since he was referring to this' new section already at the beginning

of ch. 34 (óA.Cya TOUTOl.s Ë~l. np::xJ8E:~s nEPL Lfis AÉ!;E~, É:nt. TO }(.aTaAEl.TtÓlJEVOV

Lfis <rtcoxe l.1JÉvlls>8E:u.pCQbuécoc ~Ta(3riOOlJO.l. .•• ,42 the break must have occurred

between cc. 33 and 34, the fresh start beginning wi th eh, 34. 43

However, by interpreting ë» ápxfi in this way, Banner is having recourse

to strained reasoning and is totally disregarding the direct context of

these words; Dionysius has inserted év ápxf.i not to denote "a fresh new

start" at eh, 34, but to exclude the possibi7..it;y of mieundere tondinq
what he was about to discuss and thus to be as clear as possible. He is

not returning to the topic he has been discussing up to the point where

he started his digression (i.e. in ch. 44), but to a new topic mentioned

in the introduction to De Dem. II, nent ioned in the beginning of this

section on the cNv8E:Ol.s ..of Dernos thenes •

In conclusion: the first proposed solution to the problem of the chronolo-

gical relation between the De Dem, and the C.V. is that these two works were

composed simultaneously in a sense: having corrpl.et ed De Dem. I, Dionysius

first conpIe te d the C. V. before returning to the De Dem.; but this solution
proves to be unsatisfactory.

The al te rn airi oe solution: the C. V. was written before the De Dem,



an interruption,44 he also fails to put forward a weLl motivated alternative.
Consequently I have no choice but to supply myself the basis which makes
this view more viable.

This view is based, firstly, on evidence that Dionysius re lied on his theory
of a0v5::oq;; as expressed in the C.V. not only in De Iem. II, but also in
re Dem. I, proving that the C.V. must have been wri tten before De Dem.

I as well; secondly, strange as it may seem, on the present tense of
fr)AOU-rat. in ch. 18 of the C.V.

The arqiorent: of a0v5::Ol.s

In ch. 5 of the c. v. Diorrysius discusses the traditional theory of cniv5::0Ls

- the view of the dialectic theorists in general and of Orrys ippus in parti-
cular. According to this theory, a0v5::0Ls rrere ly involves the connect ion of
the parts of speech (being nouns, verbs and conjunctions) 45 in the sentence
according to grammatical-logical rules, which prescribe mechanically, e.g.
that a noun must be placed before a verb and an adjective; verbs before
adverbs; corrnnonnouns before proper nouns, and pronouns before corrnnonnouns;
so far as the verb is concerned, that a primary tense must precede a secon-
dary tense in one sentence and that the indicative must precede the infini-
tive. The basis of this system is purely logical, e.g. a verb must pre-
cede an adverb, since that which denotes the action takes precedence above
those circumstances, modal, local, temporal, etc., which are expre~sed by

46adverbs. Having spent some time in disclosing the defects and disabili-
ties of this system,47 Dionysius proceeds to his new approach to cnivacOLs1

viz. that all aspects of a0vacOLs should be related to the musical aspect
of language, to its musicality - a system which would do the genius of the
classical authors more justice than the traditional.
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Bearing in mind that F. Blass c.s. rely strongly on the supposition that,
amongDionysius' works, we meet this new approach for the first time in the
C.V. , we should deduce from it that our rhetor would have had no choice but
to make use of the traditional approach set forth in the preceding paragraph

, before the invention of this new approach to cniv5E:OLs reflected in the C.V. ,

despite his final rejection of this traditional approach. This would have
been the case in the De Lys.) De Isocr.) De Is. and - according to F. Blass
c.s. - De Dem. I as well.

However, I amnow going to attempt to prove that the opposite was true,



that Dionys ius had already applied this new concept of oUv&OL~, as ex-

plained in the C. V., in Da Dam. I. This implies that the C. V. must have

been wr i tten before Da Dam. I as well - not only before Da Dem. II.

Firstly I wish to prove that Di onys ius had already applied the new concept

of oUv&OL~ based on musicali ty, and secondly, that his presentation of it

in Da Dam. I does not differ in principle from his presentation of this new

concept of oUv&oq;; in the C. V. and De Dem. II.

Firs Hy ~ then ~ the presence of the new sys tern 0f oUv&OL~ in De Dem, I

In ch , 4 of the Da Dem. Di.onys ius says in connection with Isocrates:
,

'Km

a u Y 'K P 0 G a aL, "LCx. <p CJ.) v Ti E V "La T cDv Y p a u u á T CJ.) V I OL'

e:{.lAa!3dOf;;&. TtOLELTaL "LO'X.Dlaoofu.~ T L v L T cDV "L P a X u v Ó V T CJ.) v ,

(My spacing of print). 48 All the words in spaced print are concemed with musi-
cal effect. In ch. 18 of the same treatise we read that Isocrates is

afraid of harsh sounds (lj;cxp::)éE:Ti~); 49 having quoted a passage from
, \

Isocrates' On the Peace, Di.onys i.us COJTUTl8nts:"LO TIi~ AÉ~EW;;;AELOV'Km

lJO)..aJ1.Ov at ncDlJQ.L.SO He continues by saying that it ought to have been

rough and harsh: TpaXELav yelp Ë& L 'KaL rn.xpcv dVaL ... 51 The next sen-

tence is equally significant: ~ 6' écrn.v UYp:l_'Kat. o].l(X)u) 'Ka~ W:m.e:pËAmov

állo<lll"LL 0 L a. T ii ~ á. 'K 0 ii~ P É 0 u a a, BÉ/"'YELVyÉ TOL 'KeiL
, 0 ' Tn""",uo- a """;v lv"onv52 ds h' ch . 1 ff ctTl u VEL V !", I "'-' ., I un., I wor w L express muslca e e .

Finally, in describing the Isocratean period, we cone across yet another

term echoing musical effect, EUPU~: 'KaL rtévrc áELOUv e:t~ E (.> p U {) lJ. 0 u ~
"\~, .~ .. ,. (]\1y' f . ) 53'KaTCOi/\t.LELV rteot occ» couov LOf;; ... spacing 0 pnnt .

In Dionys i.us ' appraisal of Plato in eh. 24 too, there are a few indications of a

musical approach to composition: discussing a pass age from Plato, Dionysius

:6 t h . d' . 54 f th dre ers 0 t e OUlJ.\.lE"LpLaan Euq:r,."na 0 e passage conceme .
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Secondly, this material not only reveals a new concept of oUv&OL~1 but is
SSindeed basicaUy the scone as that used in the C. V. and De Dem. II.

This can be seen in the following tabulation in which the comparable material

of the C. V. ~ De Dem. I and De Dem. II has been taken up. I have put to-
gether the material under the headings of quality of words chosen (so far



dJ(jXJ.}Jo;, AEC'<::lS, lJO)J:xKc);;, n EUÉ11£La.

dJ(jXJ.}Jo~ , AEL<::lS, ].1O)..axc);; , n EUÉ11£W.

dJ<!XlJV<::lS, AEC'OS, ].1O)..ax~, n EUÉ11£La.

as musicali ty is concerned), clashing of vowels, semi-vowels and conso-
nants, flow of words, type of clause and of period preferred, and figures

56of speech. The similarity of meaning expressed by words of the same
semantic domain, or in some cases even the iteration of the same word, is
striking:

quali ty of words
chosen:

(C. V. :
(w Dem. I:(
(w Dem. II:

(C. V. :
(w Dem, I:
(
(
(De wm. II:
(
(

(C. V.:
( . Dem I:(w
(w Dem II:

(C. V.:
(

~w Dem I:
(

~w Dem II:
(
(
(

clashing of
vowels:

aim in terms of
effect upon the
ear:

flow of words

type of (C. V.:

sentence : (De Dem I:
(w wm II:(

type of period (C. V. :
(w Dem. I:
(
(
(De Dem. II:
(
(

figures of (C. V. :

speech (
(
(

(jXJ.}JnÉVtw.> ávn wn[av oU)(. &v djpol,

6L' EuA.a!3E COb Aa1-(36JE l, "to ouyrtpowat, "tcl.

<IXMi cvrc "tG'N y p::x.]..U.lÓ."tuN•••

qEUYE L CxnéxJr.l anouO) "tOb "tG); (jXJ.}Jri£V"tUN

OUWOA.Ob

nE£w;;.
n6WE LV.

nE£w;;, nOO.
}(.E)(.Lvfj'Ofu.L ,

t:on.£j:) "ta. t£ov"ta }(.a~ unêértore á:rIXlJOw"ta.

uy~, o~,
W::me:P ËAaLOV áJJoCPl"t~ 6Lcl. "tlÏ~ ÓJ1.ofj'~ (:::£oooa.

éru "tpÓX~, }(.a"taq;e;Pri~,

c'i':onE::p ••• vóucro; ]J.néE:vO; oïrrotc ávn}(.poUov"to~

}(.a~ 6LapJX C' 6Lcl. "tlÏ~ ÓJ1.afi~.

rtóvro, d~ rtepï oêov "tEAEU"téiv.

É)(. nav"t~ "tpÓnou -nlv rtepï oóov

ou~v Ë!;w 11£PLÓOOU

djpu3'\..JD.;;;, aU]J.]J.E:"tP<::lS.

EU~,

UnaYWYL}('~, n~.

E:tJ}('ó~~, E:tjyp::x.lJ.l.J.O',;;,

ërrn.oc , }(.EXU]JÉV<::lS.

"tpuqEpÓ~, }('OACXKL}('~, órtccrnxóc , &a"tpl,}('~, VE~,

áv"tC&"tOL, nap:)lJOLOL, ttóotoot ,

}(.a~ OL n.ap:xn:MOLOL "tou"tOl,~
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This comparison reveals a remarkable similarity between De Dem, I and the
c. V. on the one hand, and De Dem. I and Da Dem. II on the other hand and,
as a matter of fact, even between De Dam. I, Da Dam. II and the C. V. in
some cases. Consequently the conclusion is justified that Dionysius did
not develop an entirely new system of a0v8E:oq;; during an alleged interrup-
tion between Da Dam. I and De Dam. II; on the contrary, the only acceptable
conclusion appears to be that the C. V. had been written before De Dam. I,
and that the aim of Da Dem, I and De Dem, II respectively can account for
the incomplete information in De Dem, I concerning this new theory of
a0v8E:ol.-\;;.

The second basis of this view concerns the present OnA.oULa.1.- in C. V. 18.

I amgoing to argue that the present tense suited Dionysius best.

Taking fr))...OULQ.l- as a present tense referring to a future event is no inno-
vation - in fact, it was first proposed by C.T. Roess Ier as early as 1873:
"Dionysius cum verba Um::P Wv tLÉp:J)L uot fr)A.oULQ.l- oaqÉou::pov oonearibere t,

non sine animi quadam alacritate se ipse ea jam intuebatur conficientem et
58e xponentem, quae futuro demum tempore pereecutus est."

In spi te of the popular interpretation of F. Blass, Croiset took this inter-
pretation from RoessIe r , but made a fatal mistake in assuming that Dionysius
is referring to the later chapters of the C. V. itself. 59 In no time the
interpretation of fr)A.oULQ.l- as having the force of a future tense was totally
overruled by the idea initially proposed by F. Blass, so muchso that re-
searchers did not bother any more to reconsider the matter of an alleged
interruption in the composition of the Da Dem. , but virtually only tried to
ascertain exactly where this alleged interruption must have taken place.

(De Dem. I:
(
(
(

~ Da Dam. II:
(
(
(
(

8E:a.LPLXq;;, l-IE q:X:U{L~\;;,

rtóotoc., ávLL8E:La.

XQ.L La. nCl(Xlll.Ar)OLa. LaULOI.-\;;.

LeX. xvvrrn.xórccrc LWY OX/-..wJ I

napl.-OC::OE:L\;;, nopJ)JOLW:J€L\;;, ávnoco€L\;;I La. T1.Oj:XlJVO-

].JOO1.lÉva., La. ávnoLpÉ:(jXJVLa., La. É:nClVQ(jEP=)lJEVa.,

xa.l. áM.a. noMO. LOl.-mha.
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However, m spite of this grim picture of the history of the interpretation
of frlAOUW.L as referring to a future event, I must still regard it as the most
probable possibility; as a matter of fact, it appears that Dionysius did
not only refer to a. future event with CnAOUTaL, but also had a special reason
for using the present tense instead of the future.

Firstly, it must be noted that a present used for a futuro is not at al/l:
1 . 1 . 1 60 bl· H 11 . . . 61 I fstrange, not on y In c ass i cai , ut a so In e eru.st i c tnres , n act,

recent studies on the verbal aspect in Greek reach the conclusion that the
present tense is neutral so far as time is concerned, that it is a zero-
tempus: "Praesens: Wat tyd betref is dit neutraal: dit kan verle de , hede

of toekoms aandui , of tydloos gebruik word. die praesens lief is om te
neut ral.ieeer en as zero-tempus te figureer. ,,62 Thus the present tense of
CnA.oUTaL need not be a stumbling block to any of the abov&-mentionedinter-
pretations - whether one takes it as referring to the future, present or
past.

Still the question remains why Dionysius would have preferred to use the
present tense instead of the future if he wanted to refer forward to the
De Dem. The following consideration could explain why: whereas the pre-,
sent tense is neutral so far as time is concerned, the future tense expresses
nothing more than time, that is, future time: "Futurum: Aspekties neutvaal.,
eintlik net In b lote tydvorm wat op die toekoms dui. ,,63 Bearing in mind
that to Dionysius the fulfilment of the future is uncertain ,64 a mere futuro
instead of a present tense would not only give no ·indication as to when
in the future he would really criticize Plato's É:}().oYr\~but might even cause
his reader to be rather sceptical about the fulfilment of this promise.
This he would not like M8tilius Rufus to think, because at that time the
Plato-admirers were rating their idol so high, that they deemedhim superior
to Demosthenes, Dionysius' ideal example, even in the field of oratory. 65
Knowingthat Plato was going to get a favourable treatment in the C. V. ,

because his style in terms of musical composition is very good,66 and re-
alizing that this could give a wrong impression of his (i ,e. Dionysius') view
of Plato's style in general, he said that he would expose the weaknesses of
Plato in the field of É:}().oyrielsewhere. By using the present CCnA.oUTaL) in-
stead of the future tense he wants to remove al.l: uncertainty as to the fulfil-
rent of his promise; the preference for this tense could even indicate that
he had already conceived his plan for the De Dem. , or even that he had already
collected some material. Such rental attitude of Dionysius would indeed be
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best expressed by the present tense: "The present is used instead

of the future in s taterren ts of ...hat is mne di ate , 'like"ly~ certain or

th reatening. "; 67 "such Futural Presen ts di He r from the. Future tense

'mainly in the tone of asSUl'ance which is imparted,,,;68 "In confident
assertions regarding the future, a vivi d, reabiet-ie present may be

used for the future ,,,69 and finally: '~~Tatreliëfge ...ring betref is

di t (i. e. the present, my note) aktueel en reëel" 70 (The i talies in

all these quotations are mine).

Conclusion

In this chapter on the chronological relation between the De Dem. and the

C. V. I have shown that the similarity of subject-matter between De Dem, II

and the C. V. Irmedi ate Iy raised among researchers the question of the chro-

nological relation between these two works, but that cross-references in

these works really made it the most disputed subject in the recent study of the

De Iem.: in cc. 49 and 50 of the De Dem, Dionysius clearly refers to the

C. v. , wh i ch justifies the conclusion that the C. V. had been completed

first, or at least before cc. 49 and 50 of the De Dem.; on the other hand,

in eh. 18 of the C. V. Dionysius is apparently referring to the De Dem. , from

which the opposite conclusion can be drawn. This is the heart of the

problem.

J06

I started by trying to prove G. Pavano wrong, who refused to accept that

Dionysius was referring to the De Dem, in eh. 18 of the C. V. I then pro-

ceeded to discuss the popular hypothesis (advocated by F. Blass, R.H.
Tukey, E. Kalinka and S. F. Bonner) that the composition of one part of the

De Dem. must have preceded that of the C. V. and the elaboration of the re-

mainder must have followed that of the C. V. I have tried to prove this

hypothesis not viable, by showing that no proof exists that Dionysius .de-

viated from his original plan; that De Dem, II fits in perfectly in his

work on Denosthenes - as confirmed by the rhetorically founded intrinsic

uni ty of the work; secondly, by showing that alleged differences between

De Dem, I and De Dem, II (e. g. concerning TO n&J and TO JiaAáv, and Dionysius'

view on Plato) can be easily explained.
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Finally, seeing that I could not accept the hypothesis of an interruption in
the composition of the De Dem., I had to subs tantiate the only alternative,
viz. that the c. V. had been w ri tten not only before De Dem, II, but also
before De Dam. I. I elaborated on evidence in De Dem. I showing that Dionysius
did make use of the new theory of aW&aL~ as expressed in the C. V. already

in De Dam. I, f rorn which the conclusion can be draen that the C. V. had pre-
ceded Da Dem, I as well. Secondly, I discussed 6nAOU-raL (C. V. 18), showing
that the present tense was deliberately chosen) for, in view of Dionysius '
opinion of Plato, a present tense referring to a future event suited
Dianysi us bette r th an a fut ure tense.

Considering all the evidence) I had no ch.oice but to reach. the conclusion that
the C. V. could not have been wri tten during an alleged interruption between
De Dam. I and De Dam. II, but that it had been completed before Da Dam. I as
well.

Seeing that Dionysius made use of three systems of evaluation in the De Dem. ~

viz. the éxpe:-raL -rf\~ A£~EW;;;, the XapaxLf\P::~ Lf\~ A£~EW;;;) and the OplJOVCm

systems, and that this very fact has highly contributed to the problems
di.scussed in cc. 1, 2 and 3 of this dissertation) the time has now come to
proceed to the discussion of these systems in the Da Dem. I shall attend to
this matter in the following chapter.



NOTES ID GlAPTER I I I

1. Cp. pp. 23-25 above.

2. Cp. nn. 3 and 4, p.5 above.
3. "But if anyone will reques t still to learn how these things are as

well, he can take my treatise that I have written concerning arran qe=
ment of the words (in a sentence) and he will discover all that he
wants (to know) of (retails) orrnnitted here ... " (49,426:12-16)
(The i talies are mine).

4. "Since I have expounded my argurrents on this subject in my treatise
'On literary conpoei trion", I do not deem it necessary to repeat
them here." (50,432: 5- 8) (The i talies are mine , ) Fromthe use
of the perfect tense both :in eh. 50 (árro&é):J}{W;;;) and :in eh. 49 (ns-

nPl-ylJ.(XtEu]JEfu), i t is qui te jus tified to infer that the C. V. had
been fully completed when Dionysius wrote these sentences.
"Coun t.Iess similar instances can be found in Plato as well.5 . For
he is excellent in pay:ing attention to melody and rhythm, and if
he had only been as able in his ehoice of words as he is extremely
good in their arrangement, 'he then either would have outstripped'
even Iernos thenes , so far as beauty of style is concerned, or 'would
have left the issue in doubt'. But as it is, on some occasions he
is at fault in his ehoice of words - expecially in passages In which
he is aiming at a lofty, extraord:inary and elaborate way of expres-
sion; with respect "to this I explain myself more e:rplicitZy else-
where. But, indeed, he does arrange his words pleasantly as well
as with beauty, and one would not be able to find any fault with him
so far as this section is concerned." (C.V. 18,182:1-11; for the
C.V. I am using the text of W. R. Roberts, Dionysius of Halri carnaseus
On Literary Composition, London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1910).
(The two quotations by Dionysius are from Homer's Iliad, xxiii, 32,
and the italics are mine.)

6. "For he either commi ts no error at all or he errs only qui te slightly
and (then) without deserving criticism." (De Dem, 6,258:9-10).

7. "But whenever he launches into extraord:inary and beautiful language -
which he is used to do often - with unres trained passion, (his
style) becomes far more inferior than (the rest of his style) "
(De Dem. 5,256: 1-4) .
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8. "but I only wish to point out that he is accustarred to corrnniterrors
of this kind in his errbellishrrents and that he falls below his own
standards whenever he aims at grandeur and at the extraordinary in
his style ... " (Le rem. 6,258:2-5).

9. The only scholar who refused to admit this, is G. Pavano. He con-
jectures that Dionysius was referring to another work of his, preceding
the C.V., and now lost to us. He favours the hypothesis of a
oUYXPLaL!',; (a comparison) of Plato and Demoethenee , in which the
É:xAOYTiof both authors would have played a major role. Dionysius
would have been wel l under way with this work at the time of writing
the re rem. and he would have had at least notes and plans for such a
~YXPLOL!',; at the time of wri ting C.V. 18, to which he then would be
referring. (G. Pavano, art. ci t :, p. 303). Pavano bases his
hypothesis firstly on the fact that, contrary. to his reference to the
C.v. in cc. 49 and 50 of the Le Dem., and to the re Lys. in ch. 2 of
the same work , Dionysius is vague as to the book where his cri ticisrn
of Plato had been expressed: he merely refers to an "elsewhere":
Ê:LÉ~L. Theoretically this word refers to any other work - not
necessarily the re Dem. According to this s chol ar, this vagueness
points in the direction of a work not yet published (Ibid." p. 301).
Finally, he is convinced that the exis tence of such a book is sug-
gested by two hints made in passing in ch. 32 of the De rem. and in
ch. 1 of the C.V.: De Dem. 32,364:28 - 32,366:6: óuvá~vO!',; ó' ~,

EL (30UAOCl-DlV, Hal, La. Hara. ]..lÉ~ ÊHaLÉPQ!; HaLO~La É:~nák:ELv Hal.

éf; LVUELV, 0 a 4l H P E C L L W V É: aLt V' n t::,. n u 0 a -5 É V 0 U ,!',;

A É ~ L!',; L Tl!',; II A a L W V L H Tl !',;, ou lJÓVCV HaLO. LO áA.n-5LVOv

Ha~ ~ á:yêJJvar;;. éru -rrié£ LCV WJ...a.Hal. HaLa. LO LpomHóv

"I could, if I so desired, examine the individual successes of each
of the two styles, and demonstrate how superior the style of Demosthenes

is to that of Plato, not only according to its fitness in reality and in
oratorical struggles but also in its use of figurative language
..."); C.V. 1,68:11-12: é:a.vó· É:YYÉvnLaLlJOLoxoM,Hal. nEP~

L Tl!',; é: H A 0 y rï c L W V Ó V 0 u á L W V ÊLÉpa.v é;~Law aOL

y~v. ("And if I have time, I shall also publish a second book
on the choice of words. ") (The i talies and spaced print are, mine.)
Bearing in mind that' this sentence is directly followed by the promise
that ~tilius Rufus could expect to receive this study within a year's
time (é;HELVnV dv oóv L'llv l1jXty]JO.Ldav EL!',;véorrc n:.áA.LV(;p::tL!',; l:aC!',;

MaC!',; TT.jXOE£xou - c. V. 1,68:13-15), the existence of such a work>
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according to Pavano, becorres a definite possibility, albeit decidedly
theoretical in nature: rva T6v AEHT~HOv TÓnov TEAEL~ É~E~PY~VOV

ËXlJ(;;. (C.TI. 1,68:13).
This hypothesis of Pavano is indeed a possible way of coping wi th
C.TI •. 18, but far too speculative to be acceptable. This scholar
himself admits that no proof exists that the two works referred to in
ch. 32 of the De Iem. and in ch. 1 of the C. v. were indeed wr i tten:
"ehe nulla fa preeionere che sia stata e cri t ta" (G. Pavano, ibid., p.
247, n. 2). In any case, whereas Dionysius is indeed promising a
forthcoming book on the choice of words to ~tilius Rufus in the C. V. ,

this is by no rreans the case in De Iem. 32. Here he is ne re ly saying
that he coul-d if he wanted to: ówá]..J£vo(;; 5' áJ I Et !3ouAoLlfflv •••

(De Dem. 32,364:28 - 32,366: 1). What is more, Dionysius is not using
the express ion "ÉHAOYll .ThJV ÓVO)..1Ó.Tc.uv" with reference to what he could
do if he wanted to, but "At~~(;;" (32,366: 3), which is more vague and
could include all aspects of style - not only diction. Finally, it
seems unlikely that Dionysius would have written a aUYHPW~(;; on
Demos thenes and Plato in which the ÉHAoYT1 of both plays a prominent
role, without referring to it in serre way or other in the De wm.,
seeing that he does so in the case of his works on Lysias and Isoerates :
at De Wm. 2,244: 15-18 he refers to his work on Lysias: TL(;;&
nv Ti np::xl.LPEO~(;; mnou (sc. L\UOLOU) Hat TL(;; Ti &JvCX+J.~(;;, tv Lij rtcó TalnTl(;;

éE:a;lwrraL Y~ ("l have explained what his choice was (i.e. of
Lysias) and what his success in the work before this one ... ").
His reference to the De Ieocr, is not as specific as this one to
the De Lys.: óvt rvc xw:x:xx:rnp::x. €XE~V ÉC(Xl.LVETÓlJO~ 5~cirt.A.e:~óvc.uv usv

É&)Jwua ncórccov. ("l earlier described at serre length what seerred
to be the characteristics of his style ... ") (w Dem, 4,252":8-9) ,
but the subsequent summary (4,252:9ff.) confirms that he is indeed
referring to the De Tsocr,

In conclusion: over and above all these argurrent s , it maybe added
that Pavano has undermined his own view himself to such an extent
that one is astounded by the fact that he still regarded it as the
most probable hypothesis.
I cannot but agree with S. F. Banner who regarded this interpretation
of Ê:U:~~ as "a supposition which has little or nothing in its favour II

(S. F. Bonner, op. cit., p. 32 ).
10. Apud R.H. Tukey, The Composition of the De Oratoribus Antiquis of

Dionysius, CP, 4 (1909), p. 399, n. 2.
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11. Apud R.H. Tukey , ibid., p. 399, n. 6. As a matter of fact, Richards ,
a scholar who made some textual obse rvat.i ons , suggested that 6r)Aou.m

should be changed to the Perfect, é£6ri)wJrm - apud E. Kal inka , art. ci t ,3

II, p. 51. He expressed his view in C.R., 19, (1905), p. 253.
12. E. g. by R.H. Tukey , E. Kalinka and S. F. Bonner - cp. subsequent dis-

cussion.
13. It has becorne clear that this hypothesis is based upon the assumption

that, firstly, C. V. does indeed refer to the De Dem, , more specifically
to certain chapters in De Dem, I, and secondly, that ÓlA.ou.m does not
refer to the future. The basis is safe so far as the first matter is
concerned (cp. pp. 93f. above) , but I intend to prove that ÓlA.ou.m

refers to a future event.
14. "Ordo igitur e cript.orum adhuc manentium, S1.- quis eum e tempons ra-

tionibus instituere uel.i t, hic eri ti: (1) Epistula ad Amm. I~ (2)

De/ oonpoei trione, (3) De oratonus antiquis (De Lysia Ieeerate Ie aeo,
Ie Demosthene , ... ) ~" F. Blass, op. cito ~ apud R.H. Tukey , art. cito ~
p. 399, n. 5.

15. R.H. Tukey , ibid. , p. 400. I have already pointed out this view does
not take De Dam. III (ch. 53f.) and De Dem. IV (cc. 54-58), two essen-
tial parts of the treatise, into consideration - cp. p. 22.

16. "I shall add a few more things concerning his style and then proceed
to the remaining part of my "- proposed> examination; these are things
equally connected with the three forms (of style) and are characteris-
tic and inseparable features of every speech of Demos thenes" (34,
368:29 - 34,370:4).

17. VWL Ei. TTEPL .c7N Ê:En~ 6LaA£EolJ,O.L, .L~ 0 npaYlj(lXL){~ Eon ALXJLOU

xajXDnnp, ETTEL61l -mv unip -.n~ Ai~w;;; ADYav êm.oée':&:ua. ("I shall now
talk about the following matters - what are the characteristics of
his treatnen t of subject-matter ., now that I have dealt wi th his style. ")
(De Lys. 15,50:8-10); -rc:x0.aJ-iv oóv TTEPl. -.n~ AiEEW;;; wu Prlwpx.; .
'ra. Ei EV .Q npaY].lO."rL){Q .ÓT1Lj) 8e;upr)].lO."ra ••• ("So much for the style of
the orator. In the tre atnerrt of subject-matter, however, ... ")
(lli Ieoc». 3,112:20 - 4,112:22.) (In LSJ (p. 796) the fol-
lowing rneanings have been annotated under 8e;~lJ,O.: I 1) eiqh t;

spectacle; 2) object of contemplation; II 1) a) epe cul.at.i on,
theory; b) rule of art; echeme, plan; c) theorem; 2) a) sub-
ject of investigation b) investigation. . None of these meanings fits
asupril.n.a in this passage, for Dionysius is saying that Isocrates'



treatment(&0.pr])JO.) of subject-matter is sometimes similar to that of

Lysias, sometimes better (ró, uEV o]..JOLa TOL~ AlXJLOU, Ta. &. XpELTIova.,

De Isocr. 4,112:22-23)). -mv ~ oVv AÉ~LV OU~ av TL~ 6LayVoLn,

Ê:v &. TOL~ rtoávucot TOLaDTOb nvOG Euprion 6LQ(jX)pÓb. ("Thus one

could distinguish their style (s) in this way, and in their treatment

of subject-matter one will find the following differences." (Le Is.
3,178: 5-7) ; ELPnxw;;; Ei. xaL T1Ept TWJ npay}jÓ.Twv ("As I have also

said conceming his treatment of subject-matter .. ") (Le Is. 14,206: 5).

18. R.H. Tukey, A note on Dionysius, CR, 33 (1909), p .. 187. This state-

rent cannot be proven, which explains the hypothetical nature of the

explanation proposed by Tukey. Granted, his hypothesis is very at-

tractive, but it cannot be accepted for the following reasons:

Firstly, Dionysius simply proceeds to the discussion of the

sentence-arrangement of Derrosthenes as if this section of the

De Lem. had originally been in tended to be part of this study:

q;€pE: &l wu-rwv ELPnlJÉvwv rUlLv AÉywlJS\i nOl xat T1Ept Tfi~ auv&OEW;;;

(Le Lem. 35,372:14-16). Asa

matter of fact, comparing this introductory sentence wi th the

crucial sentence in ch. 34 (cp. p. 96), the most natural conclusion

is that Dionys ius regarded TO XaTaAE utóuevov Tfï~ rtcoxe clJÉVn~

&UPLOb l-lÉ~ (34,368:30 - 34,370:1) as his section on the sentence-

arrangement proceeding from ch. 35; in ch. 34 he says: óALya

ToUTOL~ Én npoa&t~ ("I shall add a few more things ... ") ,

which he does in ch. 34. He starts ch. 35 by referring to this

with the words: TOUTWVELPll-lÉvwv ••• (''Now that these things

have been said ... "); in ch. 34 he says that he will then (i ;e .
"having said a few more things ... ") proceed to the remaining part

of his subject; in eh. 35 he proceeds to his new subject, the

compositio, sentence-arrangement of Demosthenes , "having said

these things ... " (referring to eh. 34): q;€pE: ti) TOUTWVdPTllJÉvwv

nl-lLV AÉYWlJE\i ••• The only acceptable conclusion is that TO

XaTaAELnólJE\iOV Tfï~ c npoXELlJÉvn~"> &UPLOb lJÉ~ is his section on

the aUv&OL~ of Demosthenes (or the remainder of the Ie Dem., Le.

wi th the inclusion of Le Dem. III and IV).

The second reason why this view of Tukey cannot be accepted, is

closely linked with the first: why on earth would Dionysius in-

clude a new (i .e . unexpected and foreign) section in the Ie Dem. ,

leaving out the intended section on the subject-matter of Demosthenes,

but make no attempt whatsoever to justify or explain this ehange
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in plan? On pp. 85-88 I have discussed the problem of the mis-
sing introduction of the IJg Dem. and come to the conclusion that
one can accept with certainty that Dionysius would have provided

113

the basic outline of his treatise on Iemosthenes . If my argu-
ments there are plausible, it follows that a deviation from this
plan would have caused confusion. It is a fact that all the
works of Dionysius show a neatly organised pJan, cp. pp. 23ff.
above; therefore, the inclusion of a section not originally in-
tended to be part of the treatise would be accompaniedby an explana-
tion. This is confirmed by the fact that, with the exception
of the section on the delivery of the works of Derrosthenes ,
Dionysius clearly indicates when he is making use of a digression
- cp. ch. 1 of this dissertation, pp. 43-45 and 50-52 above. So,
even if he had included De Dem. II only as a digression, he would
not have left the reader in the dark.

Finally, the view of Tukey cannot be accepted m view of the mi ty
of the work. In ch. 1 of this dissertation, pp. 23ff., I tried
to prove that IJg Dem. II and III have been included as sections on
topics in connection with which Demosthenes' superiority was not
questioned. This is a skilful device applied by Dionysius, by
means of which the impact of the section of criticism (De Dem. IV)
could be reduced to the minimum- cp. pp. 52f. above, n. 121. The
different nature of De Dem, II (and III) does not prove that this
sect i.on had not originally been intended to be part of the IJg Dem.;

on the contrary, it is rather indicative of the ingenuity of
Dionysius himself so far as the composition of the De Dem. is con-
cerned.

In conclusion: the section on the aUv5::01..l;; of Demosthenes is indeed
the section Dionysius is referring to with the expression:

,
TO

xcrra)£ I..TtÓjJEVov ]JÉ ~ •

19. The explanation of the genitive of TaU AEXTl..Xa.). TÓnoU is crucial.
If one takes it with nclvTa (rtévê") the consequence is that Dionysius
is saying that he wishes to show that he has done everything concerning
(of) style (TaU AEXHXOU Tórr.oU) that he promised. This interpretation
could then~obviously, favour the view of R.H. Tukey (cp. pp. 96f.
above). I cannot accept this explanation of the genitive for the
following reason: it is quite natural to take wu A.e;XHXOU TÓnou with
the immediately preceding, i.e .. TIll;; 5::upCaG. In this case it is an



objecti ve geni ti ve, conveying a natural rreaning to the phrase
tE;UPLOG-rou A£XTLXOU 'tórtou, vi z, "examination of style". Conse-
quently, rtdvro, (rtóvê") refers only to those promises he made in the
introduction which he fulfilled in De Dem. I, and n &upLa -r00

AEXTLXoU -rón.ou does indeed refer to the whole of the De Dem. This
inte rpre t.at ion of rtóvro; (rtóvê") is confi rned by -the expression, -ro
xa-ra)£ trtóuevov TIi~ < rtcoxeLlÉVll~ > OCUPLOGuéco; , "the remaining part
of my proposed examination", at the beginning of ch. 34. In view
of these argunerrts , I wish to trans late the passage under discussion
as follows: "But indeed I wish to recapitulate what has been said
from the beginning and show that I have done everything that I pro-
mised (to do) at the start of my examination of style." (32,366:
16-19) .

20. Whywould Dionysius discuss "at length" the subject of composition
after he allegedly had just completed a work on that subject?
G. Pavano has dr awn attention to this matter, arguing that such an
elaborate theoretical exposi tion as De Dem. 36-41 was quite unnecessary
if Dionysius only had the practical application of the theory in mind.
(Art. cit., p. 296.)
Moreover, as I have al re ady pointed out, Dionysius was constantly
avare of the length of the De Dem. - cp. n. 17, pp. 68£.; if the
C.V. had just preceded De Dem. II, Di.onysius could have saved much
time by referring to the C.V. , without giving in De Dem. II as much
detail as he did. (Comparehis reference to the De Lys. and the De Ieocr.
- cp. p. 110.) I suggest that, arnorigothers, a possible reason is
that the C.V. had been written a considerable time before the De Dem.)

in which case the elaborate theoretical digression in cc. 36-41 of
the De Dem. is justified.

21. Art. ci t ; , pp. 187f. For a critical evaluation of this view, cp.
n. 17, pp. 111£. above.

22. R.H. Tukey , ibid., p. 188. (The italics are mine.) According to
this scholar the C.V. represents a new approach to the subject of
composition, "an important advance over its treatment in the earlier
essays" (Ibid.) (Ergo, in the De Dem, I as well, my note.) One can even

go further and say that this doctrine of Dionysius on the subject of
composition first CClJTe to light in his C.V.: "he restated his doctrine
of composition as developed in the De Compositione and applied it to
Demosthenes ;" (ibid.) (Cp. "new grasp of the subject ... ", ibid._,
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and "new knowledge ... ", The Composition of the 'De oratoribus antiquis'

of Dionysius, CP, 4 (1909), p. 400.) Fromthese remarks it follows
that Tukey was convinced that nothing of his new approach to the sub-
ject of compos it.i.on , as seen in the C. V. , will be reflected in De Dem.

I: "With this new knowledge he re turned to the ess ay on Demosthenes . "
(Ibid.) (I.e. the second part of the De Dem.; my ncte , )

However, I wish to prove that Dionysius understood 00v3Eal.~ 'm the

sense of the C. V. already in De Dem. I. He did so in the case of
Isocrates and even, although to a lesser extent, in that of Plato
as well; whereas he adhered to the old system of aUv&al.~ in the case

of Demos thenes (cp. pp.l02££. and 129££.).
these cases are mine , )

A more moderate view is voiced by some scholars who maintain that the
theory of the C. V. as such does not appear in the works. of Dionysius
preceding the C. V. , but that some musical concepts can indeed be
traced in works written before the C. V. - at least in the
De Ie ocr, (e.g. De Teocr . 2,108:2 - 3,110:23; 13,136.) Comparing
De Dem. 36 with C. V. 21 E. Kalinka remarks: "Besonders hat es ihm,

(The i talies in all

der musikaZische Aus druck éivE:al.~ HaL É:n.C-raal.~ anqe tan, den er 44

(D eDe m. 44, my note) ... und 46 (D eDe m. 46, my note) ... iaieder-

hol.t , ober schon 13 (D eDe m. 13, my note) ... , ja schon • Ia()){~:á:rn~

13 = I 7h(D eIs 0 c 1'. 13, my note) kennt. " (E. KaLi.nka, art. cito

II, p. 52.) According to this view, one could argue that Dionysius did
conceive aUv&al.~ in terms of musicality before he wrote the C. V. ,

but that it was not till he finally committed his ideas concerning
this subject to paper in the C. V. that his ideas became fixed and
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logically related to one another in a new system. All the evidence

of a musical concept of aUv3EOl.~ in De Dem, I would then, according
to this hypothesis, represent-a phase in which his ide-as on this
subject had not yet been fixed; but having wr.i tten the C. V. during an
alleged break in the transitional chapters (cc. 32-35) of the De Dem.,

his ideas on this subject would be fixed and would have become an
integral part of the OpWOVLaL system. This would then be reflected
in the repetition of his theory in De /)gm. II. Consequently, a corrr
parison of the re levant infannation of De Dem. I, C. V. and De Dem.

is called for now.
Firstly, it must be noted that Dionysius was not the first rheto-
rician to realize that prose language is musical as well. In her
dissertation on Dionysius' system of OowovLal., Karin Pohl devotes
one _chapter (pp. 69-126) to the problem of the sources of Dionysius



so far as this system is concerned. Referring to the C.V., the
theoretical work in which this system is also discussed, she
says: "Die Schrift Dec. v. bi l.det: ein Kon ql.omerat: der ve:r-

schiedenartigsten ouel/len , die aus Berei chen der Rhetorik~

Poetik und Asthetik~ Grammatik und Musiktheorie stammen." (K. Pohl,
Die Lehxe von den drei Wortfugungsarten (Diss.) , TUbingen, 1968,
p. 72). Dionysius did not invent the theory of musical a0v3E:oI..G;

he did not even develop the system of three types of Op)..KJ\Il:a

("dasz sich drei Euqun qe artien berei te var Dionys neehoeieen

lassen ... "~ ibid., .p. 70). Dionysius nere ly selected in an
eclectic way from a wide variety of theories and proceeded to
develop his personal system based on the more or less widely spread
principle of the musicali ty of language.
Secondly, the comparison of relevant material In ~ Dem. I, the
C.V. and De Dem, II will prove that De Dem. I does not represent an
earlier stage compared to the C.V.; on the contrary, it will
prove that no substantial difference between De Dem, I and the
C.V. on the one hand, and De Dem, I and De Dem. II on the other
hand, can be detected, from which the conclusion can be drawn that
the C.V. must have been written before De Dem. I as well - for the
detail of this comparison, cp. pp. 103f. and 129ff.

23. E. Kalinka , art. cit., II, p. 50 and pp. 52f. as well. Neither
Tukey nor Kalinka explains why the alleged break should have taken
place between cc. 32 and 33, rather than between cc. 33 and 34, or
cc. 34 and 35. The reason for their choice of a break between cc. 32
and 33 is probably the fact that eh, 33 is an extensive recapitulation
of the argument up to that point. One could argue that the reason
for the extensive recapitulation. in cc. 33 and 34 was the natural
result of the fact that Dionysius had put De Dem. I aside for a
considerable tine and wrote this recapi tulation as a transition to
the special subject of a0v3E:oI..G. However, in ch. 1, pp. 10ff. above,
I have shown that the application of the structural principles of
introduction and recapitulation were so typical of the style of
Dionysius, that he would never have set his work aside at the close
of ch. 32 without adding a recapitulation. Cc. 33 and 34 are the re-
capitulation of cc. 1 to 32, a natural, logical conclusion to these
chapters, and there is nothing in the content, nor in the way it is
presented, that suggests that Di.onysi.us did not immediately proceed
to add this recapitulation to this part of his work. (S.F. Banner

/

suggests that the alleged break must have taken place between
cc. 33 and 34 - cp. pp. 99f. above.) 116



2 4. Ibi d. , p. 5 1 .
25. Dionysius, then, is thinking of the De Dem. as a whole, which implies

that the De Dem. has not yet been completed, and he does not indicate
where he is criticizing Plato, nor whether he has completed his
cri ticism of him or not. Ps such this is quite acceptable, but I
intend to prove that other evidence from the content of De Dem. I,

and evidence specifically conceming sentence-arrangement at that,
proves that the c. V. had been completed before the De Dem. - cp. pp. 102ff .
.Another hypothetical possibili ty, though not advocated by any scholar,
is that one could think that the C.V. and on ly De Dem. I - not the
whole of the essay on Demosthenes , as suggested by E. Kalinka - were
composed si.mul.toneoue ly, in which case the cross-references in C.V. 18

to De Dein. I, and those in the oUv&Ol-!;;passages on Isoerates in
De Dem, I to the C.V., could be explained. Thus, if C.V. 18 would
refer to De Dem, 6 and 23-25, this might mean that Dionysius-had com-
pleted the De Dem. at least up to ch. 25 when he wrote ch. 18 of the
C.V. However, this possibility is directly refuted by the references in the
De Dem. to the C.V. conceming Isocrates, for ch. 4 and ch. 18 of the
De Dem, rely on the theory developed in the C.V., especially in eh. 23,
where the smooth type of composition is described. This entails the
conclusion that ch. 23 of the C.V. mus t: have been completed before

ch. 4 of the De Dem.

I now fi rs tly intend to prove that the C.V. could not have been wri tten .
during an alleged break between De Dem. I and II, cp. pp. 101ff.; secondly, I
intend to suggest that ÓlAoU-ral.(C. V. 18) should be taken as referring
to a future event, thereby removing the final obstruction to the view
that the C.V. preceded the De Dem. - cp. pp. 104f.

26. tlAber M!;l-!;;ist mehrdEutig ... ti, E. Kalinka, art: cit., II, p. SO.

27. Ioid.
28. Ibid. The argument of E. Kalinka seems so convincing that no alter-

native seems possible. However, his view cannot be accepted for the

following reasons.
Firstly, although he is quite correct in saying that Ai!;l-!;; cannot be
restricted to one sense (cp. glossary, s.v.), Dionysius is not using
this word (M!;l-!;;)at the end of ch. 32 of the De Dem., but AEJ1.HJ1.Ói;;:

návB' I wa Urr.t:OXÓ\..lllV ÓpXÓ]..JEVcY;; -rrl!;;&u:pLQb-roU A. e J1. 'r l- J1. 0 U -rónou
... (32,366:19-20). Although AEJ1.HJ1.Ói;; is an adjective derived from
M!;l-!;;, it is likewise true that i t is linguistically more correct to
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determine its meaning by analysis of its own use. This adjective



is only used on four occasions in the De Dem.: at 35,374: 10, sub-

stantivated and ne aning 'diction', and at 32,366:19 as well as 51,

434:9 and 18. In the case of the last three instances it is being

used together wi th TÓITo;;;; in the expression b AEKnHo~ ,TÓITO~ - an

expression which represents a fixed concept in Di.onysius of

Halicamassus: the whole field of expressing ideas (opposed to

npaY].lO.TLHO!;;; rórtoc) . Consequently , it appears mj us tified to say

that this fixed expression does not have its COITUTlOnne anirig , but refers

only to diction, É:HAoYll TWv óvouéro» ,

Secondly, it is important to note that Dionysius does not say that

he will proceed to TO Hara}..£LTLÓlJEVOV lii~ np:Jl{ELlJÉVT1!;;; 8e;U:P~Ob f.IÉ~
TOU A. E H T L HOU T Ó nou (:f\1y spacing of print) in eh. 34.

The expression Tfi~ 8e;u:p~a!;;; TOU A.e:HTLHOU TÓIToU is used only at

32, 366 : 18-19.

From this it seems justified to infer that 8e;u:p~a in ch. 34 is used

in a broad sense, referring to al.l: that Di.onysius wishes to discuss in

the De Dem., whereas 8e;U:PLa in ch. 32 only refers to what he has done

up to that point. This explains why he says in ch. 32, where the

complete expression Tl 8e;u:p~a TOU AEHTLHOU Tónou is used, that he is

going to recapitulate and show that he has dis cussed everything he had

promised (ocLE;m n:áva' , wa Une:OXÓlff1V ápXÓlJE\Jo;;;; lii!;;; fuU:PLOb ToU

A.e:HTLHOU TÓl1OU, nEnOLllHÓTa É:lJOl)TÓV - 32,366: 18-19) but does not include

the phrase AEHTLHO!;;; Tóno;;;; in ch. 34 where he says that he is going to

return to the remaining part of his examination, Tl 8e;u:p~a.

Thirdly, the view of Kalinka cannot be accepted because the text itself

proves that Di.onysius did not restrict himself to the É:HA.OYTi in De Dem.

I. As a matter of fact, he not only used the aUvfuoL~ in his discus-

sion in De Dem, I, but used it even in the same sense as in the C.V. ,

which E. Kalinka believed to have been wri t ten after he had completed

De Dem, I, or during the alleged interval between cc. 32 and 33. For

detail on this matter, cp. pp. 102££. and 129f£. above.

29. In fact, he is convinced that similar interruptions occurred between

cc. 9 and 10, during which tine Ep , ad Amirrrn. I was written, and

between cc. 50 and 51, during which tine the re Thuc: and the

Tabulae cri bi cae were written.
30. E. Kalinka, art. cit., II, p. 52f. For the sake of criticism, it

is important to note that this scholar did not recognise the presence

of aUv&OL!;;; in the sense of the C.V. in the chapters preceding the.

pericape he is referring to, viz. De Dem. 36. Consequently) if one
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can prove this wrong, (which I hope to do - cp. pp. 102£f.) the
hypothesis of an interruption in the composition of the De Dem.

will become unnecessary and unjustified.
31. Comparing C. V. 21 and De Dem. 36f., Kalinka remarks: "Abel" schon von

Êlllll A. 36f. (i ;e. D eDe m. 36f., my note) muez ouvê entstanden

sein, wei Z. dort A u s d l' ii. eke berei ts ge Uiu.fig eind, die hiel"

eret: qeprdqt: werden." (E. Kalinka, ibid. , p. 52.); and: "Die

Term i n 0 Z. 0 g i e, die el" hiel" (i.e. C. V. 21, my note) eret:
einfilhrt ode l' doch einzufilhren voraibt , s teht ihm Êlllll A. 36 f. (i ,e.
D eDe m. 36f., my note) schon fest." (Ibid. ); and: "Besonders

hat es ihm del" rrrusikaUsche Ausdruck ave:oq~ }(.aL. É:nL-ra01,(;; angetan ... "

(Ibid.) (My spacing of print in every case). Although the three
types of Opl-DVLU play no role in De Dem. I, I hope to prove that
Dionysius made use of the C. V. in De Dem. I as we11 - to my mind the
most important matter in this dispute conceming the chronological
relation between the C. V. and the De Dem. - cp. pp. 102ff. and
129ff. above.

32. E. Kalinka, ibid.

33. E. Kalinka, ibid., p. 53. The use of }(.~ .on this spot is indeed
non-teChnical, for when Dionysius proceeds to supply reasons why he
regards this passage of Isoerates as xáM.l,o-ru, he enumerates a few of
the É:nC&e;'Wl, áp::-ruC (cp. n. 35, p. 121 below). If it was used in a
technical sense as part of the áp::-rUL Tii(;; )i!;e:W; system, it would mean
that all the Óp€-ruC enumerated as motivation for this statement, must
contribute to }(.~ in a technical sense; this is simply not possible,
for this feature was merely one of the É:nCas-rol, áp::-ruC - not the most
important one. Although this might seem to strengthen the argument
of Kalinka, truth is that' this non-technical use of xcxóc is not re-
stricted to De Dem. I: in 46, 418:3~ 48,422: 4 as we11 as' 48,424: 21 (all
three cases occuring in De Dem. II) he uses }(.~ in a non-teChnical
sense, in the section of this essay where, according to Kalinka, only
the highly technical uses of}(.~ is used (46,418:3: -rotx;; }(,aA.c:xX;;

É}(.dvoU(;; Aóyou(;; ..• ("those beautiful speeches ... "); 48,422:4-5:
ró }(.áAA.a-rov ]JÉA.O(;;. •• ("the most beautiful melody ... ") ;
48,424:21: li}(.aA.W;;; }(.u-re:OJ.ie:UC!01JÉVT)M!;l,(;; .•• ("style constructed in
a fine way ... ") (Cp. 36,376:24 as well). These evidence deprive
the argument of Kalinka from any validi ty.

34. 47,418:27·"': 47,420:2. .As a matter of fact, Kalinka is convinced that
the presentation of this theory in De Dem. II, more specifically in ch.
48, even represents a development beyond the C. V. - ibid.
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35. The whole question of u) Ha.Aóv and TO n&) (called n néavr\ in my
chapter I, p. 19 above) is complex and full of inconsistencies to
which G. Pavano refers (art. cit., p. 283) and which have recently
been discussed by D.M. Schenkeveld (Theories of evaluation in the
rhetorical treatises of Dionysius of Hal.icarnaeeus , MuseumPhi IoIogurn
Londoniense, 1 (1978), pp. 93-107). In this article prof. Schenkeveld
discusses the difference between TO n&) and -re) HaA.ÓV in terms of the
way in which these qualities are detected by the audience: the irra-
tional faculty of man (n OAOycx;;, aCa&laL~; TO Ó).oYOV HOL TrlOLOV)

is concerned with -re) n&), the rational (TO AoYLHOv xoi rriocov) with
TO HaAóv. Other evidence, however, shows that TO Ha.Aóv can also be
discerned by the irrational faculty of man. The solution proposed
by prof. Schenkeveld is as follows: the listener firstly evaluates a
li terary text by rreans of his faculty of Ó).oycx;;, aCa&laL~, by neans of
which he becones aware of the feature of TO n&J. The technical per-
fection, TO Ha.Aóv, however, will be evaluated in the subsequent process,
by neans of the rational capacity of man, TO AoYLHOv HOLTl'iOLOV: "when
evaluating, the layman and the expert first judge a literary text by
rreans of their irrational perception and establish by this neans the
presence, or absence, of Tcl nE£a. This being done, the expert takes
over, practises his specific skill, founded on logos, and ascertains,
on a scientific basis, the technical perfection of the text." (D.M.
Schenkeveld, art. ci t: , p. 103). So far as the De Dem. is concerned,
the reader is faced with 'the intricate situation that both qualities
(TO n&) and TO HaA.ÓV) are applied in the three different systems of
evaluation: in the áPETat Tfi~ MEEUJ; system as two ÓpETaL (among
others) of the É:n(SEToL ÓpETaL; in the xapaxTfiPE~ Tfi~ MEEUJ; system
as two features of one of the types of style, and in the OplJO\JLaL

system each separately as the objecti ve of the two ext rene types of
OplJO\JLa.

Re turning to the criticism of Kalinka t s view, the following remarks
will prove its invalidi ty: having drawn attention to the inconsistencies
related to these tw<;, terms, G. Pavano remarks that they cannot be
put forward as evidence of a devel opment in Dionysius t ideas on this
topic, for all these inconsistencies refer to the theoretical basis
of Dionysius t system: "Tutto quee to comunque riguarda la base teori ca

del sistema di D. (Dionysi.us , my note), che potrebbe tutto - partizione
per partizione - essere sottoposto a una facile critica. Ma de cia
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nat-uraloente non potrebbe venire al.cun appoggio al la tesi del
Kal/inka ," (Art. cit., p. 284.) Kalinka is indeed comparing two
different systems with each other: in the Op]JOVLm system -re) n&J

and ró HMÓV are raised to the extraordinary position of the aim of
composition: -ro nru of the smooth type of cornposition, and TO

HaAóv of the rough composition (De Dem. 47,418:27 - 47,420:2).
On the other hand, -ro HaAóv and ró nru are treated ne re ly as two of
the many É::nL&ml.. HÓJljoI.. in the Ó(::E:-ruL uïs:;; )..,É!;ECJ.:J;;;system of Dionysius,
which need not, in contrast with the ó:vuyXuC'm Ó(::E:-rUL, be all present
in every passage (cp. p. 140 below). I have already indicated that
the Ó(::E:-rUl. TIis:;; At!;ECJ.:J;;; system plays a major role in De Dem. I (cp. ch.
1, p. 10 above), and I shall discuss this matter in detail in the
next chapter. At this morrent the following remarks will suffice:
ch. 18 of this work of Dionysius is one of the chapters where
Dionysius is applying this system in his discussion of a quotation in
order to evaluate the style of an author. In accordance with his
practice in the books of vol. I of the De 01'. ant. he starts with the
ó:vuyXuC'm Ó(::E:-rUL:

cO HUBap6v (0 EAAnVI..OVÓS:;;) (purity) at 18,302:26-30;
-ro aaqÉs:;; (lucidity) at 18,302:30 - 18,304:1;
-ro oUv-rojJOV (conciseness) at 18,304:7ff.; and
-ro rtoértov (propriety) at 18,304:27ff.
In his discussion the mL&-rOI.. HÓOlJOI.. (or Ó(::E:-rUL) are considered as
well, as "virtues" of the ápnuL uïs:;; At!;ECJ.:J;;; system: HuL yelp ·ul(n1J)
HuL n6EC'U É::a-rLv (18,304:2-4). It is to be noticed
that this is introduced by: TlOMoUs:;; f:i. }iUt. -rG>; É::m8É-rUN H~

ÊXEL. (18,304: 1-2) . ThuS, in this case the n&J to which Kalinka refers,
is operating as one of the É::nL&-rOI.. Ó(::E:-raL and not as the -rÉA.os:;; of one
of the Opl-!OVLm. Although -ro Ha).óv is not present in the sarre ex-
plicit way as ID n&J, it seems to appear in HaMl..I:prll..lw" (18,304:3) and
in any case) since the Ó(::E:-rat. uïs:;; At!;ECJ.:J;;; system is being applied here,
-ro Ha)...ÓV plays a role, although a subordinate one, in this system as
well; it does not operate here as the -rÉA.os:;; of one of the Opl-!OVLUI..,

but technicaUy as one of the É::nL3E:-rOl.. ápE:-rUL.

In eonelus ion: -ro n&J and -ro HMÓV as consti tuents of the ápE:-ru~ TIis:;;

M!;ECJ.:J;;; system cannot be equated with -ro nw and -ro HaAóv in the OpjJOVLm

system.
Kalinka could argue that this does not refute his thesis, for the
thought of ch. 18 of the De Dem. could still represent a less elaborated



stage of Dionysius I theory of n&) - XaAÓV, despite the difference of

evaluation system. The reply to this is simple: Dionysius applies

three sys tems, the Ói:€.al 1:l'l~ AiEEW;, xap:Xl,ni'ipe:~ 1:l'l~ MEEW; and the

OpWOV~UL system, according to the necessities of the moment. Although

.the view of n&) - xaAóv in the OplJOVCUL system may represent a pro-

gress in comparison wi th eh. 18, Dionysius neither abandons the

Ói:€.UL TI'i~ MEEW; system, nor even his view conceming xaA.óv - n&:>
in this system: '111econclusi ve proof can be found in the work of

Dionysius on Thucydides, the De Thuaydide (De Thuc.), whieh has been

wri tten after the De Dem. Although the OpwovCaL system and his opin-

ion conceming nou - .xaAóv in this system may be regarded as the better or

more developed ones, he yet applies the Ói:€.u~ TI'i~ At!;e:W; system and

his view conceming xa).ó\) - n&:> of the 'latter system in that (more

re cent) book of his: ró n&:> as well as .0 xaA.óv are regarded as two

of the É:TLL8E:.OL ápnuC (De Thuc, 23,524:10ff., cp. p. 141 below).

In the quoted passage a synonym of .0 xaA.óv has been used, viz.

n XaA.AL~rH.lD::njvll, but in eh. 48 (48,608:4) xáA~ is used as one of

the É:TL~8E:-roL Ói:€.uC along with .6 .áxq; (rapidi ty), ó .óvq; (intensity),

n l.l£yaAOTLptTLELU (magnificence), n êe.tvórnc (forceful persuasiveness) ,

and .6 ~ (passion) (48,406:4-6). Contrary to this one seeks in

vain for the distinctive sense of these qualities (i.e .• 0 n&) and

.6 xaAóv) as seen in the OplJOVLUL system.

In short, the view of n&:> - xaAóv in De Dem. I does not represent an

earlier stage of the OpWOVLaL system and the differences so far as these

two features are concemed are no indication of an alleged progress

of thought between De Iem. I and De Dem, II. (Cp. discussion at n.

33, p. 119 as we Il. )
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36. E. Kal inka , ibid. , p. SS. The difference in attitude towards Plato

in De Dem, I and in De Dem: II could favour the hypothesis of an inter-

ruption, but on this point this seholar does not seem to have con-

vinced anyone, despite his favourable position as an exponent of the

popular theory of interruption. Even S.F. Bonner, who favours this

hypothesis as well, already pointed out that "Dionysius I praise of

Plato in De Comp . Verb. and De Dem, c. 41 is for his cnJv8E:aL~ - qui te

a different thing from the subject of his censure in the first half

of De Dem:" (Op. ci.t , , p. 33, n. 3). It is indeed so that in

De Iem. I Plato IS É:HA.OYll .c7>J ÓVO}.JécrUN is criticized in terms of the

In De Dem. II Dionysius is not applying



the ~-raL T1Ïs At~EW;;; system and the a0v&OLs -rGN óvourrroxi is being

evaluated on the basis of musicali ty (cp. my next ehapter, pp. 139ff.

below) . From this point of view Dionys ius does not raise any point

of criticism against Plato.

Furthermore, in the case of Isoerates Dionysius is indeed severely

criticizing the a0v&OLs of his style in De Dem. I (cp. pp. 13-15 and

25f. above) whereas in De Dem II, eh. 40, he quotes Isoerates
(40,394: 14 - 40,396: 30) , but refrains from any form of criticism.

In the case of both Plato and Isoerates the answer is qui te simple:

in De Dem. I Dionysius has the set purpose to prove that Derros thenes

is the best; consequently one can expect that all other classic

wr'i ters will have to be criticized. In De Dem. II Dionysius is not

trying to prove anything; he is giving a theoretical exposition of

Demos thenes ' a0v3E:OLs in terms of the OplJOVLaL system. He is not

trying to prove the superiority of Dernos thenes in this respect (in

wh i.ch case he would have ended up wi th comparisons and criticism in

order to prove his point), but is merely giving a theoretical exposi-

tion of the a0v3E:OLs of Derros thenes . (Cp. p. 9 'above). Further-

more, Dionysius regarded Plato's ability in this aspect of style, viz.

cr6v&OLs, as exceptionally high. As a matter of fact, in C. V. 18 he

says that no one would be able to find any fault wi th him so far as

this aspect is concerned (cp. n. 4, p. 108 above). So, in any case,

even if Dionysius intended to compare Plato with Demos thenes on the

basis of crUv&OLs, Plato would have been treated more favourably than

in De Dem, I.
In view of these two arguments, as well as of the fact that the super-

iority of Demos thenes in this aspect of style was manimously accepted

(cp. pp. 9, 30 (n. 11) and 47 (n , 95) above), criticism of either

Isoerates or Plato would be out of place.

Thus the difference between De Dem. I and II so far as Plato (as well

as Isocrates) is concerned, cannot be put forward as an argument in

favour of the hypothesis of an interruption between cc. 32 and 33

of the De Dem.

37. "Di.onys ius is clearly drawing to the conclusion of his study of the

At~Ls of Derros thenes in c. 33," op. ci t . , p. 32.

38. Ibid.

39. Ibid.

40. S.F. Bonner does not really give an acceptable explanation for this

"second surronary". He fails to see that eh. 34 is just as indispens-

able as eh. 33 as part of the conclusion of cc. 1-32. I have already
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discussed this matter in eh. 1 of my study, n. 22, p. 32 above, and

shall give more detail in my next ch apte r , pp. 142££. below: in

eh. 33 Dionysius swmnarizes the preceding ehapters in terms of the

xapconrlps!;;; Ti)!;;; Ai!;su.:x; system, and in eh. 34 in terms of the ár:£-ral.

Ti)!;;; Ai!;su.:x; system. This latter part of the summary is just as im-

portant as the forrre r , for the áps-raL lij!;;; Ai!;su.:x; system is in fact the

evaluation system according to which Dionysius proves the superiority

of Demosthenes above Isocrates and Plato in cc. 16££.

41. "I shall therefore ret urn to the remainder of what I proposed to

speak about at the beginning." (46,418:13-14).

42. ''Having added a few more things concerning his style, I shall proceed

to the remainder of my e proposed> examination ... " (34,368:28-

34,370: 1) .

43. For three reasons th is second argument of S. F. Bonner cannot be ac-

cepted. Firstly, É;\) ápxfi cannot refer to a fresh, new start, for

the phrase -ro J.iamAE:LTLó}..lE\)o\)Di!;;; ncoxc cuévnc &upLQb uécoc (34,368: 28

- 34,370:1), wh i ch refers to this very section (cp. n. 17, pp. 111£.

above) proves that Dionysius regarded it as an integral section of

his study on Demosthenes. As a matter of fact, this phrase echoes

. the lost introduction of the De Dem., in which one can expect Dionysius

would have mentioned this section on the a6v&ol.!;;; of Demosthenes (cp.

n. 76, pp. 85-88 above.

Secondly, the sentence under discussion (viz. Ênávsl.]..l.l. J.i.-r.A.., 46,418:

13-14) is the last sentence of an extensive digression (cp. n. 77, pp. 44f.)
above) on variation and appropriateness, starting at ch , 44. Before

this digression Dionysius has discussed the first topic: which of the

three major types of musical composition is applied by Demosthenes ?

In eh. 43 he proves that Demosthenes does indeed use the mixed type of

composition. By using the expression Êv ápxfi he simply wants "to state

i t clearly that he is not returning to the topic he has been discussing

up to the point where he started his digression, i.e. in eh. 44, but

that he intends to proceed to a new topic according to his introduction

in ch , 35. ë» ápxfi is simply a phrase inserted to limit confusion

and to recall the topics mentioned in the introduction to this section

on the a6v&0l.!;;; of Demosthenes.

Thirdly, if Ê\) ápxfi signifies a new start, why did Dionysius return

to the subject of De Dem. I in the final section of his work, viz.

De Dem. IV, cc. 54-58? (Cp. my first ehapter, pp. 23££. above). We



may rest assured that De Dem. II had been intended from the
s tart to be part of the De Dem., and that i ts inclusion was delibe-
rate Ly done in such a way as to conceal the last section or reduce
all possible negative effects that could result from hearing
(or reading) De Dem. IV, to the minimum- cp. nn. 117, 118 and 121
(pp. 50-53) above.
So far as the content is concerned, one does notice a definite break
between cc. 34 and 35, where the new topic is introduced. Although
many scholars have favoured the hypothesis of a break in the composi-
tion of the De Dem. , I have not cone across even one who suggested
that the alleged break was supposed to have taken place between cc.
34 and 35. In any case, the break between these two chapters is quite
natural considering the content of cc. 35ff., but as such cannot be
indicative of any break in composition, simply because similar breaks
so far as the content is concerned, occur in all the other literary
works 0f Dionysi us. . (I am re fe ning to the defini te bre ak in the
essays in every case where Dionysius proceeds from the discussion of
the nlXlY1..Iml..}('~ LOOO;;; of the wri ter to his A£}(.L!..}(.(r,;; LÓ~, or vice
versa in the case of Thycydi des . )

44. "To neet this difficulty, with the never-to-be-defeated ingenuity so
often displayed by even the best scholars (but so rarely to be com-
rrended) the theory has been put forward that the "Derros thenes ' should
be split in two. For such a theory there is no evidence
I am inclined to consider any interpretation which makes nonsense of
the essential structure of a Dionysian treatise as more likely to be
itse If nonsense. " (G.M.A. Grube, Thrasymachus ~ Theophras tius, and
Dionysius, AJP, 73 (1952), p. 262, n. 15.) (The italics are mine.)

45.· This is the oldest division of the parts of speech; further sub-
divisions were introduced at a later stage.

46. C.V. 5,100:8-12.

47. Still in ch. 5 of the C. V.

48. "and (se, his style is) even more (s c, at fault) when, in his pursuit
of beauty of sound and rhythm, he adrnits (only) with caution the
clashing of vowels and uses eone of the rough consonants (only) with
caution." (4,252: 29 - 4,254: 4) . (The i talics are mine).

49. 18,304:16. Cp. 18,306:3-5: -rO 6' Ê}(. n~L6s n6UvEI..V LOG áx~
E~WV LE }(.aL lJO)J::xlie7N ÓVOlJÓ.LWV Ê}(.A.oyT) ••• ("To please the ear by
.ever)' rre ans , by the selection of sweet- and soft-sounding words ... ")
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50. "I criticize the smoothness and softness of the style." (20,312:
15-16).

51.. 20,312:16-17.
52. "On the contrary, i t is smooth and even, and flowing without noise

through the ear like oil, all because it is seeking to charm and
del.i qht: it." (20,312:18-20). (The italics are mine.)

53. 18,306:5-6.
54. Au]..O.LvELm yow TI)V LE OUll]JELPCav a6u1(;; 'KUL -mv e:()q:WJLav. ("at least,

it causes damage to both its balance and (its) euphony.'') (24,332:
10-11). Granted, OUll]JELPCU need not refer to any musical quality,
but E~CU most certainly does.

55. Sorre scholars, like E. Kalinka, who favour the view of an interruption
in the composition of the De Dem., acknowledge the fact that Dionysius
did have a musical concept of OÓV3e:OL(;; before the C.V. was written,
but claim that these ideas were not founded on any elaborate theory
before he composedthe C.V. I hope to prove that this view is not
correct, and that no difference can be shown in the comparable material
of the C.V., De Dem, I and Da Dem, II. It is also possible that the
incompleteness of the theoretical information concerning this new
approach to aW3e:OL(;; in De Dem. I is related to the very presence of
De Dam.' II in the work on Demosthenes : Dionysius knewbeforehand
that he was going to give sufficient information in Da Dem, II on all
the aspects of this new concept - where a .digression on the theory of
the oóv&oq;; would be appropriate. This would nicely exp l ai,n why
the information on this new system in De Dem, I is not only incomplete,

but also made in passing.
However, it is obvious that, in spi te of so many similarities
between De Dem, I and II, or Da Dam. I and the C.V. in connection with
this new system of 00v3e:OL(;;, the idea of the three basic types of
Op]JOVLU, so dominant in both the C.V. and Da Dem, II plays no role at
all in De Dem. I. The re ason for this, i t can plausibly be argued,
is that Dionysius did not use the system of the three Op]JOVCm as a
basis of evaluation in De Dem, I, although he did make use of his new
concept of a6v8e:OL(;; in his appraisal of especially Isocrates, where
it is quite applicable by reason of this author's specific style.
In short: because of the peculiar smoothness and musicality of
Isocrates' style, Dionysius could hardly evaluate it justly with-
out doing it in terms of his sys tern based on musicality; on the
other hand, the very aim of Da Dem. II, as well as that of De Dem.

I, made a complete theoretical presentation of this theory in
De Dem. I unnecessary.



56. These s ub je cts are not the en ly ones in tenns of which the aWae:aL.~

is explained, but since one does not come across any infannation een-
ceming the other aspects (e. g. rhythm and cola) in De Dem. I, they

have not been mc luded in the tabulation.

57. Cp. the appendices, included for the sake of clarity and verifi-
cation, pp. 129ff. below.

58. C. T. Roess Ie r , Dionysii Haticamassensis scriptorum rhetori oorum fragrrenta:

col le qi b, diepoeuit , praefatus est Car. Theod. Roeeele r, Leipzig,
1873, apud R.H. TukeyJ The Corrrposition of the 'De Oratoribus Anbiqui e ' ,

P. 399, n. 6. At that time the hypothesis of an interruption in the
conpos ition of the De Dem, had already been put forward by F. Blass
(ibid., p. 399), and an interpretation which did not give due con-
sideration to this hypothesis, was apt to be overruled. F. Blass,
biased by the idea of an interruption in the cornposition of the
De Dem., re acte d against this interpretation of C.T. Roess le r in the
Phi loloaiecher Anzeiger, 5 (1873), p. 353, defending his own inter-
pretation (present tense used as a perfect).

59. Apud R.H. Tukey , art. cit., p. 400. Cp. my discussion above, pp.
93ff.

60. Cp. H.W. Srnyth, Greek Grammar , Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
University Press, 1968, p. 421, par. 1879: ''Present of Anticipation."

61. Cp. F. Blass and A. Iebruane r , A Greek Grammar of the New Testament

and Other Early Christian Literature, Canb ridge: University Press, repro
1961, p. 168, par. 323: "In cc:nfident assertions regarding the future,
a vivid, realis tic present may be used for the future ... ", and
C.F.D. Moule , An Ldiom-book of New Testament Greek , Canbridge: Univer-
si ty Press, 1968, p. 7: quoting J.H. Moulton, A Grammar of New Testa-

ment Greek , vol. I, Pro Leqonena (thi I'd edi tion, T. and T. Clark) ,
1908, p. 120, he says that "Futural Presents differ from the Future
'mainly in the tone of assurance which is irrparted'."

62. J.P. Louw, Verbale Aspek in Grieke , Taalfasette, Part 8-15 (1971),
p. 25.

63. J.P. Louw, ibid. , p. 26.
64. Whenhe promises Arrunaeusthat he shall present to him (fut.: émO&:;O-

OlJ£V, De Dem. 58,454:22) a subsequent treatise on Iernos thenes ' way of
handling subject-matter, he betrays his un cert.airrty with the fo l.Irwirig
words: é:av tt a~f,l "to oo.l.lJÓVL.OJ n~ ... ("And if Godpreserves
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")me ... (58,454: 18-19); and even when he is very certain about
wri ting a forthcoming book and goes so far as to announce the time of
delivery (d~ véorcc n:áAL.V ~L.~ "taL(;; aD"taL~ ..• ) ("next year at the



s ane festive season ... ") (e.v. 1,68:14), he still deems it ne-

cess ary to add: &0v nJJ.êXb <PJAaTIÓVl:WV óm ve: Ls -re: Hat.. á. V Ó 0 0 Us,

e:t frinme: nl-LLV ~ l:00l:OU rtértoccrca i3e:j3aLW;;;nJXe:Lv. ("if indeed it

has been fated that I shall certainly attain the blessing from the

gods to guard me from accidents and diseases.") (C. V. 1,68:15-16)

(The i talies and spacing of print are mine). This reference to

diseases seems to suggest that Dionysius was not a healthy man;

this could be the main reason for his uncertainty concerning the

future. If this was indeed the case (i.e. that he was not heal-

thy), one can assume with certainty that his friends, among whom

~~tilius Rufus, ~he man to whomhe promised to criticize Plato's

É:HAoyrl, might be sceptical. This fact could urge him not to use

a future tense, which would give rise to doubts - which he wanted

to avoid, so far as the ful fu lnent of this promise was concerned.
65. Cp. n. 48, pp. 76f. above.

66. Cp. n. 36, pp. 122f. above.

67. H.W. Smyth, op. cit., p. 421, par. 1878.

68. C. F. D. Moule op. cit., p. 7. This idea of vividness is closely re-

lated to what has been said by E. Schwyzer concerning the present

tense used for the future (praesens pro futuro): "var dem Auge des
Sehe re die Zukunft gegenwë!.rtig erscheint (wie bei der kunet: le rieohen
Verwendung des praesens pro praeterito die Vergangenheit ... "
(E. Schwyze r , Griechische Grammatik, Vol. II, MUnchen: C.H. Beck'sche

Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1910, p. 273.)

69. F. Blass and A. Deb runne r , op. ci i., , p. 168.

70. J.P. Louw, art. cit., p. 25.
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APPENDIX B 1D O-lAPTER III

Translation of Greek passages quoted in appendix A., pp. 129-132

lliSCRIPTION C. V. DE DEM. I

I'r)
I'r)

DE DEM. II

quali ty of "It requires all the words to be

words chosen euphoni.oue , smooth and soft like a

girl's face ... " (:xxiii,234:14-15);

euphony (:xxiii,246: 1);

"and it shrinks from harsh, clashing

syllables." (:xxiii ,234: 15-16).

clashing of "For on the one hand one would not

find any clashing of vowels

(:xxiii,244:25-26).
"vowels

"but I am criticizing the smooth-

ness and softness of his style."

(20,312: 15-16);

"by the choice of euphonious as

uel.L as soft-sounding words

(18,306:4-5) ;
"

euphony (4,254: 1);

afraid of harsh sound (18,304: 16) ;

. "and (only) with caution does he

use any of the harsh consonants."

(4,254: 3-4).

"on the one hand he admits (only)

with caution the clashing of vowels

... " (4,254: 1- 3) .

"that a word .i.s composed out

of euphonious and soft-

sounding Ie tte rs ... "

(40,390:9-10) ;

"It always prefers to take

the smoothest and softest

(sounding) words, because

its objective is euphony

and fine melodious effect,

and the pleasure they pro-

duce." (40,388: 19-21);

euphony (40,390: 4) .

"on the one hand i texerts

i tself to avoid the clashing

of vO/J.'eLe ... " (40,390: 2- 3) .



'<t
['I")

DE DEM. IIDE DEM. Ic.v.DES ClUPTI ON

"its aim being euphony

and fine neIodi.ous effect,

and the pleasure they pro-

duce." (40,388:20-21);

"i t flows rather p lea-

sant and weLeone through

the ear to the sane degree

as music produced by instru-

nent s and meIodi.es in songs."

(40,392: 7-10).

"unders tanding p leasure to

be the object of the smooth

(sc. type of composition)

" (47,420:1-2).

"To please the ear by every means"I think that the one who intendsaim in terms
to please the ear in composition, must ... " (18,306:3-4);

observe the following things: either "all because it is seeking to
of effect

upon the ear
he must link together melodious,

rhythmic and euphonic words - by

which the sense of perception has an

experience of sweetness and also soft-

ness, and generally speaking, is

brought into a fitting disposition -
. .

or (he must) intertwine and mte rweave

those (words) which are not of such a

nature with those that can bewitch it

(i.e. sense of perception) in such a

way that the mpleasant effect of the

fo nre r is overshadowed by the grace
I

of the latter." (xii,134:7-14).

soothe and p lease the ear."
(20,312: 19-20).



lf)
ti)

DE DEM. IIrs DEM. IC.v.IESCRIPTION

"The flow of the words cores

indeed swift and rapid, like

streams running down a hill-

side when their course is un-

impeded, and it flaws rather

pleasant and toel-eone through

the ear ... " (40,392: 4-8) .

"However, it is smooth and even

and [Ioue like oil without noise

through the ear "

(20,312:18-19).

"but it requires the expressions to

move freely and come sweeping along

one on top of another) each relying on

the mutual support (of neighbouring

words) , 'like streams that never rest

it requi res that its component parts

should be fused and woven together,

thus rendering an appearance of a

single (word) phrase as far as possi-

bIe . " (:xxiii ,234: 5-10) .

flow of

words

"(it requires) ... that al.l: (utter- ''However, he seeks to apply the

ances) core to an end in a period ... " period as much as possib le ... "

"For i t uses no sen tence-

structure other than a
period." (40,392:14-15).

type of

sentence
(4,254:4-5).(:xxiii, 234: 20)

"And it would not endure to cons truct

a passage without periods ... "

(:xxiii ,234: 23 - :xxiii,2 36: 1) .



DESCIUPTI ON C. V. DE DEM. I

\0
l'0

DE DEM. II

type of "It requires that the endings of its

period periods should be' rhythrrric and fixed

as if regulated by a carpenter's

rule ... " (xxiii,236: 3-4).

figures of

speech

"i t loves to apply as frequently as

possible the dainty as well as bland

(figures), which contain much that is

seductive and showy."

(xxiii,236:9-10).

"the figures full of youthfu'l exube-

rance: for there are anti theeee ,

para'l'le'lisms in sound> para'l'le'lisms

in structure and those eimi Lax: to

these ... " (xxiv ,246: 5-7) .

" nor the terse, compact (type

of period) , but the e loio-moirin q

and broad type which also follows

a course with many curves and in-

lets, like neanderirig rivers do."

(4,254: 5-8);

"and to insist, on wrapping up

everything in rhythrrricaUy con-

s tructed periods' ~.. " (18,306: 5-6) .

"to adom with the showy f'i.gures

" (18,306:6-7);

"are the [uveni.le paral.lel.ieoe in

e brue ture , the frigid. antitheses

and those ei.mi.l ar to these."

(20,312:25-26).

"For this very reason they

look uel.l=tuxned (i.e. ending in

a beautiful rhythmical acne)

and ioel.l=dejined and end on

a firm note." (40,392: 18-19) ;

"and othe rs are epi-aal.inq

and diffuse " (43,410:11).

"Of the figures i t favours, are

those which most excite the

emotions of mass audiences ...

Of these are paral.lel.ieme in

structure> para'l'le'lisms in

sound> antitheses> the paro-

nomasias, the antistrophes,

the epanaphoras and many other

eimi.l.a» devices of non-lyrical

and lyrical literature."

(40,392: 19-26).



APPENDIX C 10 G-l.APTER III

Translation of Greek words quo ie d on pp. 103f.

quali ty of words
chosen:

(C. V. :

(De Dem. I:
(
(De Dem. II:

clashing of (C. V. :

vowels: (De Dem. I:(
(
(De Dem. II:(
(

aim in terms of
effe ct upon the
ear:

flow of words:

type of period:

euphonious, smooth, soft, euphony.
euphonious, smooth, soft, euphony.
euphonious, smooth, soft, euphony.

"one would not find any clashing of vowels
''he admits (only) with caution the clashing of
vowels ... "
"i t; exerts itself to avoid the clashing of
vowels ... "

"

(C. V. : pleasant.
(De Dem. I: to please.(
(De Dem. II: pleasant, pleasure.

(C. V. :
(
(
(De Dem. I:
(
(
(De Dem. II:
(
(
(
(
(

(C. V. :

(w Dem. I:(
(

~De Dem. II:
(
(
(

to have moved freely;
"like 5 treams that never res t
smooth, even;
"flowing like oil somdlessly through the ear

"

"

type of (C. V. : "to bring to an end every (utterance) in a
sentence: ( period "(

(w Dem. I: "the per iod.as much as possible "
(w Dem. II: ''nothing other than a period "(

swift, rapid;
"like streams when their course is
unimpeded "
"and it flows through the ear "

rhythmic, due proportion (cola).
rhythmic,
slow-moving, broad.
ending in a beautiful rhythmical acrre,
well-defined,
sprawling, diffuse.
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figures of speech: (C. v. :
(
(
(
(
(
(De Dem. I:
(
(
(
r
~
(
(De Dem. II:
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

dainty, bland, seductive, showy, mmature ;
antitheses, parallelisrns in sound.
parallelisrns in structure;
"and those similar to these
showy, juvenile;
parallelisms in structure;
anti theses;
"and those similar to these."
those that most excite the emotions of mass

"

audiences;
parallelisms in structure;
pairallelisms in sound;
anti theses, paronomasias,
antistrophes , epanaphoras;
"and manyother similar devices "
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The object of De Dem, I is to prove that the style of Demosthenes is the
best. To attain this object, Dionysius felt he had to rely upm a system
or systems of evaluation in terms of which he could prove his thesis.
He had recourse to the sys tern of the xa~:X:l){"rfi~s -.fis Mf;;Eu:t;, by which he
could attain his purpose in the shortest possible t irre , viz. by immediately
eliminating the best exponents of the extreme types, i.e. Thucydides and
Lysias; thus the only task left to him was dealing with Isoerates and
Plato, both ext rerreIy renowned representatives of the mixed type of style.
At this point of his argument he tumed to the ~1:aL Tfis Aif;;Eu:t; system. in
terms of which he could prove that the style of Demosthenes is better than

-,

Q-lAPTERIV

THE~1:aL Tfis Mf;;Eu:t; SYSTEMASSYSTEMOFEVALUATIONIN TI-IE DE DEMOSTHENE

that of Isoerates and Plato. In De Dem. II he re lied upon the 6.plJOV~a.L

system to elaborate on the aUv3E:als of Demosthenes . Recent investigations
. 1 2 3 4pubIi shed by F. Quadlbauer, D.M. Schenkeveld, G. Kennedy, K. Pohl,

J. Lucke5 and C. Augustyniak6 have revealed a fact important for the present
study, viz. that the three systems of evaluatim represent three different
approaches to li te rature . This fact must never be forgotten, espe cially
when Dionysius is applying more than one at the same t i.rre, The êxplJOV~a.L

system has its origin in the general theory of music and its core is the
musical aspect of language; the Xap:::oiTfi~s -.fis Mf;;Eu:t; as well as the.
~1:al Tfis Aif;;Eu:t; systems both developed from "more general and less defined
notions of style,,,7 but along different linesJ to end up in two different
approaches to literature.

On the one hand some rhetoricians divided all the literature of the past
into different types of style (Xap:::oiTfi~s -.fis Atf;;E<:.:G) and proceeded to
describe the peculiarities of earn of these. In general these rhetoricians
unanimously approved of three or four commendabletypes of style and dis-
approved of other ones whim resulted from the violation of the principle
of moderation.

Contrary to this approach, the Peripateties developed the system of the
Ói:E1:al. Tfis Mf;;EC%, according to which they evaluated every piece of li tera-
ture not in te rms of types of style, but in te rms of certain pre cepts
(Ói:E1:aL), which were regarded as "the essential requirements of good style," 8
Consequently they recognized a distinction between good and bad style only
in terms of these qualities. 9
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In view of all the research already published, I have de ci ded not to
duplicate views already expressed by manyscholars, but to concentrate
on one important matter, the presence of the ÓOE:TaL Lfil:; AÉ~EW;; system in
the De Dem. This matter has hardly received any attention in forne r
research) and I would like to show that the De Dem. cannot be. understood
without full ackncw le dgerrent of the application of this system. Before
proceeding to this issue, a short survey of the history of the ÓOE:Tat.. DÏl:;

AÉ~EW;; system will be of great he Ip in determining its application in the
t» Dem. 10

A short history of the ÓOE:Tat DÏl:; M~EW;; system

The ÓOE:LaL -ml:; M~EW;; system was Peripatetic and in this philosophical
school had a long history. These "essential requirements of good style"
started with Aristotle, who demandedonly one ÓOE:Tn which good prose style
should possess, viz. ~\)ELa, clearness , clarity, which must 'be appropriate
at the s élJ1'B time (~TT£ Lv) . Theophrastus augneute d the munber to four,
viz. Ê:).)..Tl\JLmtb; (purity of language), aruprivELa (clarity) TO rtoénov (ap-
propriateness), and TO }{E}{OOl-Ull.JÉVov or O}{~ (ornateness), the last com-
prising LO l-IEYClA.arqXn:£l:; (magnificence) and TO nEil (pleasantness). 11 After
The ophras tus , the Stoics added.yet another essential requirement, viz.
brevi ty (n OUVTO]..l.La). At this point of the his tory of this sys tem, the
nature of these requirements, being essential requirements which all must
be present always, that is, simultaneously, in every piece of good prose
literature, ne cess it ated a new approach. Rhetoricians felt that it could
be expected of all style to exhibit simultaneously the qualities of
ÊAAn\)L~, a~\)ELa, OUVTO]..l.La and TO npÉnav - that would be possible for a

good prose writer; but acceptance of TO }{E:}{OOlJ!l]..JÉvov as an essential
requirerrent for good style along with these other four, would be an
unachievable ideal.

140

The following solution to this problem errerged: a distinction was made
""between necessary qualities (ÓOE:TaL ávay}{ai:'ClL1 vi.x-tutes neceeeari ae) and

1·· (' "'c..-. • di t ) 12 Th faccessory qua 1 ties CljXTaL cru.oe TOL, vi rtutee a ea ae . e ortrer
were regarded as a sine qua non for all prose style, whereas the latter
were facultative. This, however, does not mean that the ÓOE:Ta~ É:nL&ToL

could be ignored - on the contrary. Although they depend upon the presence
of the ÓOE:TaL ávay}{ai:'aL for their effect (cp. n. 14, p. 153 below), the
ÓOE:Tm É:nL&TOL are the qualities which really reveal the efficiency')
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the &.Na)..LL~,of an ora tor: TOG 6' É:m&To~ I É:E Wv ]JÓALOTa6Lá611Ao; n
TaU DlTOPO;;;YLVETaL 6Uva)..LL~ 13 In the De Thuc, Dionysius refers to

this ápe:Tal. rfi~ A.É!;EW;;;system in his discussion of the historiographer's

s ty le : }(.ai. on TWJ }(.a.A.ou].lÉv(J}J Ój::ETWv a~ uév dOL V á:va)'}(.aC'oi, }(.al. É:V

ëncovv Ó(jELAO\..OLn~C'vaL TOC'~ A.óYOL~1 ru.: 6' É: n L -B ETa L xci óro»

UrtCXJT(;DLVal np:7rraL I TÓTE nlV tCllJTWJ l.oxUv AawávaxJL v I e:CprjTaL nOMOC'~

npÓTEp:JV.14 In the following chapter he goes into the details of the

two types of qualities: the essential qualities consist of purity, clarity,

and conciseness: T~ uSv 00v áva)'}(.aLQb I Ój::ET~ I }(.aL yop }(.afup:). }(.al.

OO£Pl~}(.aL cóvrouóc É:OTLVéxn.0x.c::x0vTw;;;.15 Although TO rtoértov has neither been

lis ted among the essential quali ties, nor among the Ój::ETaL É:nL-Be:ToLin this

essay,16 it figures prominently in his evaluation of Thucydi des, e. g. at

Pe Thuc. 39,580:13-14; 4O,584:18ff.; 44,598:3; 45,600:5-9; 50,614f.

and 51,618:7ff. As a matter of fact, propriety, TO rtoértov , was regarded

th
\ ,

as e ,most important quali ty of all by Dionysius: TO neertov
17

So far as the accessory virtues, the É:nL-Be:ToLÓj::ETaL, are concerned, Dionysius

lis ts the following groups:

1) sublimi ty (TO ut),q;), beauty (n }(.aMLPP,).I.ClCJ\)vll),so lerrrri ty (n

(JEl-LVOAoYLa)and magnificence (n JJ£YaN:mp£m:w);

2) intensi ty (o TÓV~), gravity (TO 13á+:xY;) and passion (TO n.á.-8cx;;;)

(essential to the quality of forceful persuasi veness, n é£LVÓTIl~);

3) persuasi veness (n TIEL&.0), charm (n XápL~) and pleasure (n n&lvn) . 18

These groups illustrate an important difference between the Ój::ETaL DÏ~

A.É!;EW;;;and the Xap:D(.-rfip:;~Tii~ A.É!;EW;;;system: all qualities need not, as in

the case of the XQ.jXll{-rfip:;~DÏ~ A.É!;EW;;;system, be present at all t.i.nes-;

only those which would neet the demands of the occasion best. For example,

when the writer wished to convey the quality of forceful persuasi venessl
éE;LVÓTIl~, he would have recourse only to intensity (6 TÓV~), gravity (TO f3~)

and passion (TO n.á.Bo~); the others are not necessary.

Furthermore, }(.áN..O;;; can only be appreciated by the mind, whereas TO neu
(n h6ovft) is sensed by the f:i)u:)y~ arOarpL~. 19 As a matter of fact, these

three big groups of qualities are indeed in a way incompatible and cannot

b . 1 1 20e present Slmu taneous y.
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The Ql:£TO.L Til!; A.É!;e:W; system in the De Demosthene

So far as De Dem. I is concerned, one is never left in the dark as to the
role of the XCXjXX){Til~ .Til!; M!;e:w; system. Dionysius has not only supplied
an elaborate exposition of this system in the first few chapters, but in
his recapitulation in ch. 33 he has even declared that he had chosen this
sys tem as the basis of his conparison in De Dem. I: 6~e:.Aó]J£'Vo;;; uév
Dlv A.ÉE~v EL!; Tr::£L!; XCXjXX){Tfip::x.sToUs ye:v~HwtáTO'l..X; Tóv Te: to')(Vav HaL TOv

WKlAOv HaL TOv lJ£Tcxf;U To\h0.}J ..• 21 On the other hand, although there is
no overt reference to the Ói:'€TaL Tf)!; A.é:!;e:W; system as such in the De Dem.,

one frequently comes across te rminoIogy usually associated wi th this sys tern,
e. g. TO oa.q:É:!;, li oovrouéc , TO noénov, b Ê:AArtv~CJl..l.Ób1 TO lJ£yaAorqJEnÉ!;, b

TÓVo;;; etc., in short, all the Ói:'€lXl.~.

In the history of xeeearch on this matter 1. Stroux has accused Dionysius
of a confusion of notions: Y'eveY'a conf'us as esse vis-tutee cum genenbus •22
..Anotherview was adopted by other scholars who simply ignored the presence
of the Ói:'€TaL T1Ï!; A.É!;e:W; system in the De Dem. stating that Dionysius only
relied on the XClj:XX){T1Ïr::£!;T1Ï!; A.é:!;e:W; in De Dem. I. Exponents of this view
we reRc+l. Tukey , E. Kalinka, G. Pavano, G.M.A. Grube andG. Kennedy.23
Peferring to the De Dem. as we have it today, R.H. Tukey says that
it" introduced new rre thods of approach to the orators in general.
Dionysius' earlier treatrrent of style as we see it exemplified in the essays
on Lysias, Isoerates and Isaeus, was based principally on the doctrine of
the qualities (Ói:'€TaL) of style.,,24 Dis~si~g be Dem. I, this scholar,
referring to the system of evaluation applied, states that Dionysius

"had recourse to the doctrine of the three types of style".25 Finally,
G. Kennedy reasons along the sane lines: referring to the works of vo lune

'one of the" De aY'. ant., viz. the De Lys., De Ieocr: and the De Is., this
scholar remarks: "In all the essays ... the discussion of style is cast in
terms of the 'virtues'. ,,26 However, in his discussion of the De Dem, (pp.
357-360) he only refers to the xCXjXX){T1Ïr::£!;Til!; M!;e:w; system as the basis
of discussion; he gives no reference whatsoever to the Ói:'€TaL Til!; M!;e:w;

system, nor any at tempt to explain this alleged 'absence' of the latter
. h 27sys tern m t e De Dem.
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On the other hand, there were those who saw that Dionysius deliberately made
use of the Óp£Tm LTÏ~ A.É:f,e:W;. system. This was the view of J. Lucke and D.M.
Schenkeveld. These scholars, however, restricted the application of this



system to eh. 34 of the De Dem, Using the Latin tenninology (tY'ia genera

di cendi for XOj:xn{Tfip::~ulk Ai!;e:w;, and virtutes di cendi for ápe:Ta~ Dik

At!;e:W;) J. Lucke di vides De Demoetihene as follows:

"1. t r i a genera dicendi Kap. 1-7

2. e t 0 cut i 0 De mos the nis Kap. 8-32

3. Bekap; der Kapi tel: 1-32 Kap. 33

4. virtutes di een d i Kap. 34" (My spacing of print). 28

In the subsequent discussion he confirms that this system is restricted to

eh. 34: "Es ist aleo kl.ar, dass Dionqe , be oor er die a0v&OLk TGN ÓVO}.Ó.T(J.}J

behon del.t , noch ein Wort wer die Ó+XTa~Lehre sagen win, und war ue Lche
Ó+XTa~den e ineelnen genera di cendi in besonderen (sic.) Masse zukommen. ,,29 He

proceeds to exp l.ain that "Auch nach der Einteitung in genera dicendi miiBsen

die Schriftstener uei te ihi.n die Erfordernisse des 'Latrine dicas et aperte
et ap te' et ornate I erfuUen.,,30 D.M. Sehenkeveld expresses the s ane opinion:

"In the Judqnen t: on Demosthenes eh. 34 Dionysius contines the virtues with
" 31the genera

My view is that Dionysius re lied heavily on the Ó+XTa~Dik Ai!;e:W; sys tem

throughout De Dem. I, and not only in eh. 34. I shall first discuss the

criterion by whieh the presence of this system can be ascertained and then

proceed to the detail of its application in the De Dem.
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The basic criterion by which one can determine the appl.i catrion of the
Ó+XTa~ulk AtS;;e:w; system

One should not think that the mere presence of certain keywords like"ÓO€~,

xapax-rnp or Op~~a are indicative of the system being applied by Dionysius

at the particular spot. None of these words is used only in one technical

sense (cp. glossary, s. vv.) whieh would have enabled the reader of the De Dem,

to follow the argurrentation so much more easily. This is especially true in the

case of ó+xnit a term which one tends to associate only with the ÓO€Ta~

Di~ At!;e:w; system. 'Ao€-rn occurs on twenty-four occasions: thirteen in

De Dem. I, four in De Dem. I I, three in De Dem. I I I, and four in De Dem. IV.

Of these only a few. have the nearring of quaUt;y or feature with

di rect reference to the ~Tm Dik A.É:!;e:W; sys tem: in eh. 18 Dionysius



is critici zing .Isocrates for his mistakes conceming -ro oO!.fÉ!;; and li

ouvrouï o; by means of an application of the óce rci, TI'[!;; Ae:!;e:W; system.32

He refers to these qualities in the direct context in an implicit way with
the word Ópt:-raL (J1.al. -rOG ~ 6nooO!; ~-r~, 18,302: 31), but qui te expli ci tly
at the start "of eh. 19: Et &. ó~ ÉmAOyL~OlJO.L m:Ci-r' ÉYw J1.aL Eonv i:»

33-rau-raL!;; -raL!;; ~-raL!;; ÉV&Éo-re:po; ó óvrio Defending Demosthenes in
eh.58 for not always applying brevity, Dionysius rebukes those cri tics who
are always demandingbrevi ty, requiring no other quality: -rCN ê:£ Ó).)w),;

~-rCN OU&llLav.34 This is manifestly based on the ~-raL DÏ!;; A.É!;e:W;

system, for in the case of the XClj:XO{TI'[p:;!;; system sueh an absolute demandfor
brevi ty is indeed not always needed or approprá ate , In the following case
the ~-rai of the ~-raL TI'[!;; A.É!;e:W; sys tem are associated with the
xap::m.TI'[p:;!;; DÏ!;; A.É!;e:w; system: e:t oc CL!;; á.ELW:JE:L OUJ1.0(jXIV"-re:C'VDlv 6LaLpe:oLv,

Éne:L6n ~ J1.0LVf.j T1.QPCX){oAoufuUaO!; náaL -rOL!;; nA.éolJoaL Ópt:-r0i;; -rpCxa

6LavdlDOa -ra C6LOV EJ1.áa-rm!;; órtoóï êorn.v J1.00· (:) 1JÓ)..w-ra XupCov EJ1.00LT)

-rCN Ópe:-rCN Ólj;LV -re: li6Lon")\! ÉXe:L J1.at. XPfiOL V 0.x.cE ALuorrórrnv , J1.a-ra -rouw -ráne: LV
., '!'t: - 35oirrrrv UbLW.

So far as these cases are concemed, ~-rri" is indeed used in connection with
the á.pe:-ra~ TI'[!;; A.É!;e:W; system. However, in eh. 33, where Dionysius is re-
capitulating De Dem, I in terms of the Xap:l){TI'[pe:!;; DÏ!;; A£!;e:W; system, he uses
this word, ~-rri, to denote the qualities of style according to the
Xap:l){TI'[p:;!;; TI'[!;; A.É!;e:W; system. (33,368:21). .As a matter of fact, we come
across this word in four other meanings as well: "excellence", ''basic
consti tuent" , "(peculiar) nature" and "moral exceLlence", 36 Fromthis
evidence it is qui te clear that the tem ~-rri taken on its own is by no
rre ans an indication of the application of the ~-raL TI'[!;; A.É!;e:W; system.

Even the distinctive express ion "ÉnC8noL ~-raL", so reminiscent of the
~-raL TI'[!;; A.É!;e:W; system, taken on its own, is no indication of a use of the
~-raL TI'[!;; A.É!;e:W; system. Dionysius used this expression as well as the
separate ~-raL involved to roughly describe the extraordinary type of style:
Having just quoted a passage from Bk. 3 of Thucydides to illustrate the"
extraordinary type of style, he comrrents: li J:v oêv É!;TlAAay]..lÉ\JT) J1.aL ne:PL-rDl

J1.aL ÉYJ1.a-réoJ1.e:l.JOSJ1.aL -r 0 L!;; É rt L a É r 0 L!;; J1.Ó 0 II 0 L!;; êXrr.aaL

ou].lTle:nAn~vTl AiEL!;; (Myspacing of print). 37
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Furthermore, with the exception of -rÉplj;L!;;, we neet all the ÉnL&-roL ~-raL

in De mm." I, being used by Dionysius for the description of the extraordinary
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type of style U~,XaAALPPrl}..JC00vn, OEllVoAoYla, l£YoAonpÉ;nELa, TO uévc ,
, ' <>-- , ' Q , .,. 1:.,.. • ' c>.', d' 38 . fTOVo;, TO UJJJ]..lOOl:oV, I-'apo;;;;, LOX~, T) VJvT), ncL\.AJJ an XClPLs . So, 1

we may not rely on certain keywords for determining where the ápETm uls

AtEEW:;;;system has been used, what is the only valid criterion? It is '
the essential difference between the ÓpE;TaL uls AtEEW:;;;and.XOjXX),crf)p:::suls

AtEEW:;;;systems. The very nature of Di.onys i.us I ÓpE;Tm ávayxaLm, viz. 6

E~VLOVÓk, TO OaqÉs, n ouvToUla and TO npÉ;TIOV, being that of essential qualities,
basic necessities of good style, it requires the simultaneous presence of these
four qualities at all times, whatever the type of style maybe. Conse-
quently, wherever these quali ties are mentioned, we know that the ÓpE;TaL

uls MEEW:;;; system is applied, for they cannot be associated exclusively with
any type of style, even though one would be tempted to associate them
only with the simple type of style. 39

Contrary to this, the individual tnl&ToL ÓpE;Tal of the ÓpE;Ta~ uls AtEEW;

sys tern are only expected to be present in a piece of literature when re-
quired by the ad hoc situation, determined by Tb rtcértov. Thus, no piece of
literature will exhibi t all the tnl,snoL Ój:€:Tm simultaneously;
the qualities will be present individually or in groups of cognate

qual~ties, e.g., when a writer wished to exhibit the quality of forceful
persuasiveness, n 6t:LVÓTT)s, on a specific occasion, his style would show

the qualities which tend to enhance this quality best, viz. 6 TÓVOs, TO

13~ and TO ná.~.40 Likewise, when he sought grandeur, TO lJ.É;YE&::>s,

the related qualities of sublimi ty, (TO u~), beauty en xaAAL(JP).KXY\)vT))

and solemnity (n OEl-IOAoYla ) would be present. This approach to the
tnl&WL ó.pnal is typical of the ÓpE;Ta~ uls AtEEW:;;;system. This explains
why in practice evaluation of an author in terms of the Ój:€:TaL Dis AtEEW:;;;

system takes the form of determining his position in respect to the di f-

ferent Ó,pE-rm.

On the other hand, in the Xap:xxulP:::s Dis M£EW:;;; system the approach is
comprehensive, in the sense that all the terminology used to describe a specific
type of style would be applicable to every practical example of that type of
style applied. This is so clearly illustrated in the first chapter of the
De Dem,: having quoted a passage from B. 3 of Thucydides, Dionysius is by
no means selective in his commentary, as would have been the case had he
applied the Ó,pETm uls AtEEW:;;;sys tern.

\ ,\ \
X a L nept TUl x a L tyxaTéx::n.tEuos x a L TOLs tnL5É:TOLs xÓJl-!OLs

5. rt a 0 LOU U n En).., T) p W U É V T) )..,ÉELs, ns Opa; xaL X(l\)~ 6

eoUKu6Céns 0~yspacing of print).41
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Finally, a very conspicuous difference between the two systems under dis-
cussion has to do with the matter of mixture. In the óoerca T1Ï~ .AÉ:EE~

.sys tem one always has a mixture of quali ties: in every good pie ce of
literature one should have the minimumprerequisites, i.e. the ávayxaCm

ócc rc.ï , as well as one or more of the É:TLL3nOL Ó[::€TaL, in the measure required
by the specific occasion.
This, then, represents a mixture of qualities by no means closely related.

On the contrary, although the r het ori c.i.an is rather indiscriminate in describing
a passage in terms of the xapaxcnPE~ T1Ï~ ASEE~ system, a mixture of unrelated
quali ties is not possible in this system. In other words, when the mixed type

of style is applied, this mixture. jJ.C'Y1JO., does not indicate a blend of the
qualities of the two ext rene types of styles. fl.s a matter of fact, this
would be quite impossible, considering that the extraordinary and
the simple type of style are represented as extreme types with exclusive,
opposite qualities:

\ , ,
TIEpLTTnV anEPLTCOV,

É:EnA~YUÉVnV auvnan,
TLavnYUPLXnV áJv)&LvnV,

aWTn p:);v tAapXv I

oUvTOVOV ávEL~vnv,

n&C'avmxpiv,
'Cl. \ ~_~ ,nvLXnV TL,"",,-,IITLXnV •••

With this set of opposite qualities Dionysius describes the jJ.LYJ.JO. of the
style of Demosthenes . 42 Similar opposites are used to describe the qua-
lities -aI the two ext rerre types of style. The extraordinary type is
strange, remote from normal usage, unfamiliar (É:EnA.AaY~n, áauvnan~) and
extraordinary (TIEPLTI~), whereas the simple type of style is plain
(l,axv~), simple (á.q;e;Afi~, (mAaG(;;), customary (auvnan~). It goes without
saying that a mixture in the xapaxTlÏPE~ T1Ï~ MEE~ system could not be a
blend of opposite qualities in the sane peri cope, The only possible
way of unders tanding this jJ.Ly1JO. is as one applied in passages where the two
ext rerre types of style are applied on different occasions according to the
appropriate need - in other words, an alternating, not a simultaneous
application of the two extreme types of style. With these differences



between the ÓjXTOL -rii~ At!;e:W; and xa~Xl).'niilX~ -rii~ A£Ee:w; systems as basis,
one can detennine where Dionysius has applied the áp::TOL -rii~ At!;e:W;

system.

I have already referred to J. Weke and D.M. Schenkeveld who have pointed
out that Di.onys ius applied the áp::TOL -rii~ At!;e:W; in c. 34 of the De Dem,

Here Dionysius is in fact combining this system with the xa~Xl)niilX~ TIi~
Ai!;e:W; system.43 In practice this combination manifests itself most
clearly where an author, whils t using a certain xapmnr\PJ manifests áp::TOC

which do not properly belong to this xapronnp. In view of the fact that
the llLylJO. of the XCXj:X)J{-riiIX~ -rii~ At!;e:W; system consists of the alternating,
not the simultaneous) application of the two ext rerre types of style, such
simultaneous application obviously must betray the presence of the Q.p:;TOl.

-rii~ Ai!;e:W; system. By way of exanp l.e, I would refer specifically to
Dionysius I remark that Iernos thenes succeeds in preserving lucidity and
plainness when using the ext raordinary type of style: OO"Ke:L ón l-DL -rWv
lJEV UllxlAT) "KOl. TCEPL-r-rT) "KOL ê:EnMay)JÉvT) AIt!;e:L "Ke:XPl]JÉVUN "KOTO TO oaqia-re:pav

"KOL "KOLVÓ-re:fXN -rf.i E:Pl-lIlVe:CQ."Ke:x.ofiOroL npoUXe:LV 0 t.r)].J(XJ&vn~. 44 The subse-
quent sentence is most significant: TOU-rUN (sc. -ro oaqi~ and TO "KOLVÓV)

yOp ~V ná:JT) "Ko-ramte:UT) 01:OX<l6e:-r0l. llÉye:~ ê:XOU:::n:l,HOL Tcn)-rOl.~ "KltXPlmL

Xap:ll{.Tr)PL"KwrárOl.~ ÓjX-raL~ ê:nL -ens ullxlAn~ "KoL !;e:vonpe:no~ ÓVOl.OOLQf; ~

ye: l-!ÓALom.45 On the other hand, when using the plain style, Derros thenes
retains some of the ê:nCfu-rOL ápe:TO.C to avoid the danger of being too plain:
-rWv Ei. ulV AL-mv "Kot l.~V "KoL órtéotnov éru, Tr)ÓE:UÓV-rUN qpcDL V TQ TÓVCj.l-rii~

At!;e:w; ê:ó::)].{e:L lJDL ÓLa»..áTIe:LV "KOL -rQ [3ápe:L "KoL -rT) a-rPL<jNÓ-rnl:L "KoL -rcj)
• •• \ \ , • 46 Th k f Di' 1ru.xcccve i.v W; ertt 1:0 TT.O/\.U••• ese remar soonyslus are on y con-

ceivable by virtue of the ápe:TOL -rii~ At!;e:W; system; a mixture of this
kind would. be inadmissible in a j udgrrent based on the XCXj:X)J{-riiIX~ TIi~ At!;e:W;

system.

However, the ÓO€mt. -rii~ Ai!;e:W; system cannot be isolated and restricted to
c. 34 of the De Dem, On the contrary, I shall now proceed to prove that
this system has in fact been applied throughout De Dem, I and IV and that
Dionysi.us could never have attained his object of proving Derrosthenes to be
the best without having recourse to this system as well.

Firstly, in the first chapter of the present dissertation (pp. 6-9) I have
pointed out that the purpose of cc. 1-15 of the De Dem. is to prove that
the mixed type of style is better than the extraordinary one (cc. 4-10) on
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the one hand, and better than the plain type on the other hand (cc. 11-13).

Although Dionysius t major concern in these chapters is the XCliXXXTfi'i2€!;;,

he relies .heavily on especially .0 rtcértov , one of the ávayx.aLaL ái:;€.a~ of

the ápe;.al. Lii'!;; )£~EW;;; sys tem, 47 to prove that the mixed type is the bes t.

This is so clearin the following remark of Dionysius, where he is cri tisizing
48

Thucydides t application of the extraordinary type of style: .éi:> é£ rtcoê }(.aL

Én ~ • 0 L!;; )(. aLp 0 L !;; }(.aL dJ& • 0 v )(. aLp 0 v

a6Lii'!;; É:n~o-raraL A.a:l3ELV&~L(D;;;, óJ..J..D.. }(.aL rr.cxp). .00.av no./..A.áxL!;;Cx.]JOp.ávEL

CMyspacing of print). 49 Furthermore, when Thucydides is applying the

extraordinary type of style excess ive Iyj not observing .0 ]..l.É.PLav, he is

rendering his style obscure: }(.a{J' a n J:v óueroéc Tfi'!;; É:~aAA.a:yfj!;;áaCl!!ll

not ef -mv )£~LV cïrroïi. SO .0 oCl4É!;; is another ávayx.aL required

unde r all circumstances also when the writer is applying the extraordinary

type of style.

In criticising Plato as a user of the extraordinary type of style, Dionysius

applies all the ávayx.aLa ái:;€.m: }(.aL yap Ó!l&01:Épa Tfi'!;; Ê.ÉPQb xcu, }(.ÓULOV

Ê A A n v ~ h: 0 u 0 a }(.aL n:aXU.Épa qx:x.LVE-raLlJ£Aa.~VEL -rE • 0 0 a cp E !;;

}(.aL h:~ nOLEL nOj:XlI1.AnaLOVSAxEL .E ucxoov órtote évcoc .av vow,

o u o rr p É lIJ a L 6 É 0 v É: v 0 v Ó u aaL V 0 A ~ y 0 L !;;.

á. lt aLp O!;; 6' É:v .aL!;; lJ£.UJVUlJ.~aL!;; oxr1lJCXOL.E noi.rrn.xotc
}(.aL lJáAw.a .0L!;; f'oPYLELOL!;; á.)(. a ~ PW!;; É:vaj3pUvE.aL

CM . f . ) 51Y .spaclng 0 prlnt.

So far as his criticism of the plain type of style is concerned, Dionysius

likewise relies on the ápE.aL -rn!;; AÉ~EW;;;system. In his criticism of

Lysias, the best exponent of the plain type, he says that his simple type

of style does not have enough .•óvo; or CCJ)(I.)!;; to see a whole speech through:

ai)LTl (se. XápL!;;) ]..l.ÉV.OL, }(.aiXxrtEP vórt ó; n!;; OOpa, ]..l.ÉXPLnpQOLlJ.LOU}(.al.

6LnmOEW;;; oirtx» aYEL, órcv 6' EL!;; .cxk áno&:L}(.H}(.OU!;; £ABI) AÓYOU!;;, á.lJUCpá.
H!;; yLVE.ru }(.aL áafuvr)!;;, i» é£ ál "tOL!;; n:a{:1!FL}('OL!;;EL!;; .É~ órtooêévvutca '
róooc YOp 00 nOAU; aU-rf.i 006' toxU!;;.52 Since róvcc and t~ are not re-

cognised as qualities of the plain style, it is clear that Dionysius is

applying the ái:;€.dt. Lii'!;; )£~EW;;; sys tern.

]48

Tuming to cc. 16-32, the section in which Dionysius compares Demosthenes

with Plato and Isocrates, the best exponents of the best type of style, the

mixed type, showing that his idol is the best, he relies almost exclusively



on the Ó{:£-ra:Luï'(;; liEEW;; system. As a matter of fact, in his general

survey of the style of Isoerates (eh.18) Dionysius comes remarkably close

to the complete Ó{:£-raL uï'(;; AÉEEW;;system as expressed in his work on
Thucydides.53
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He starts wi th the ávayxaC'm áp;;-rru:
. . 56 h hn oovroin.c temament e conmences

. 57 I-ra Tl(:ETIOV as we 1.

• '"11~ • 54 d' . SS ddio EI\./u IV L~ an 'ro OQ(jE(;;, a ng

wi th his cri ticism of Isocrates, and

in fact, he even calls them, at É:nCBE-rOLHÓJl-!OL:
• <:>.-! • H 58EnLvt..-rwv HCXJ1JWVEXEL.

Many of the Ê:nU~EmL Ó{:£-raL are mentioned as well -
\ \ " -noAAoU(;;&. Hm -rwv

The moment he starts giving more detail concerning the Ê:nt:BE-rOLÓj:E-raC, one

is s truck by the simi lari ty with the presentation of this sys tem in the

D2 Thuc.

Hal. yelp UllJrlAnHat OE]...lVnHal. ~LWlJO.nHn HaAAL(:PrilJU,N're Hal. tié':E:C'aHa~ E:(i-
l.JO~ éxrto~-rw;; É:a-rLv.59.

Further down we meet -róvO(;;,60 OOBq;;,61 nfu(;;,62 and TIE:L3W63as well. Ps a

matter of fact, the discussion of Isocrates in this ehapter is done on the

same basis as in the D2 Ieocr . : the aesthetic position of the orator is

s i.np ly expressed in terms of the áp;;-rru of the ápE:-ra~ uï'(;; MEEW;; system.

His good qualities are listed, and the absence of 'certain of the Ê:nLBE-roL

ái:E;-rru is regarded as a valid point of criticism. In the subsequent dis-

cussion (cc. 19-20) of the quotation given in eh. 17, Dionysius continues to

evaluate Isoerates on the basis of the ái:E;-raL uï'(;; liEEW;;: in ch. 19 he gives

several examples of how Isocrates has violated the principle of ti oov W].lLa,

and in ch .20, of his lack of intensi ty, 'róvoc , one of the É:nCBE-roLÓj:E-rru

which effectuate forceful persuasiveness, ti é':E:LVÓ-rn(;;:á.-rovO(;;Ei al Hat

Aal3clb ou Hp:xt"aLclb ËXOLoa ~ É:a-rLVti AÉEL(;;;64 he concludes his discussion

of this orator with one example to show his lack of life, passion, spirit:

á.JJ...O.. l-UlVon YE Ól.!-Uxó; tG-rLV ti 6LáA£H-r0(;;au-rcD Hal. oë naannHn TtVEUlJO.-ró;;
65-rE

In the subsequent discussion of a quotation from the Olynth., iii par.

23-32 of Demosthenes, the basis of evaluation is likewise the Ój:E-rci.Luï'(;;
AÉEEW;; system: in contrast to Isocrates, Demosthenes does not violate the

essential prerequisi tes of conciseness, ti oovroui,c , and appropriateness,

'ro ncértov. So far as the Ê:nCBE-rOLÓpE:-raC are concerned, Dionysius is con-

vinced that his idol has expressed the subject-matter in a nobler and more
\ , " ", ,magni fi cent way than I socrates: xoi. yap EUYEVEG-rEP0VEHELVn(;;HaL
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66 Whereas the style of
Isocrates lacks intensity, Demosthenes ' does not, for he has mademore use
of force and intensity: tOXUL ~E nAELovL xÉ~~aL xol ~ÓVOLs É~PL3€O~ÉPOLs

67 This goes for passion and re lated qualities as we 11: l-.á.AWl:Ó. tt
xmo. ~O êoorrrriovov xaL ÉvaYWvLov xaL É]..!l1.a&s OA!fJ xaL ~Q návn XPELHOV
H " C' -, • ) 68EXEL EXELVT'ls I.e. Tns laoxpa~oUS·

Finally, the discussion of Plato in cc. 24-30 is developed in the same way
as those of Isocrates and Derros thenes : Dionysius has simply selected examples
to show how the philosopher occasionally violated the essential requirerrents
of good style, the ávayxaC'm Ó(::E:~a~. According to his dis cussion, the
, -, . f f : 69, d' . 70 h b havayxaLaL ap:;~aL 0 n ouvroui.c an ro neertov ave een t e two prere-
quisites most frequently violated by Plato. Even the prerequisite of
purity of language (o Ê:M7lVLO']JÓs, ~O xafupóv) has been violated occasionally.71
Although Dionysius does not criticize Plato for violating the prerequisite
of lucidity, ~O oO£!És, he does refer to it on one occasion in his discussion
of Plato. 72 The mere presence of the ávayxaC'm ápe:~a~ is enough evidence
of the fact that Dionysius has indeed applied the Ó(::E:~a~Lfis A.é:!;EW;;;;system
here as well. However, this fact is confirmed by the same type of treatment
of the Ê:n~&~oL Ó(::E:~a~ as in the case of Isoerates and Derros thenes .
Wecomeacross the following ÉnC3€~OL Ó(::E:~a~: beauty (ró xó.).).os) and so-
Lermi, ty Cf) OEUVÓTns) ,73 portrayal of character (~O Tifus) , passion (ró ná&>s) ,

persuasiveness Cf) nEL&.0) and charm Cf) XÓpLs), 74 pleasure (~O f)&:l)_, and magni-
f' C' ') 75 'C ' óv) 76 f 'reenee T) l.1£yaAoTLIXnE~a, solemrnty 'ro OEUV , power u.l pe rsuas i.veness

C' s:»: • ) 77 f C"') doo, C,'· ) 78 1 C'n u:..LVOTns, orce n LOXUs an trrtens i ty 0 ~OVOS, P easure n
nfuvri), and charm (f) xÓpLs). 79 Finally, the following remark in the discus-
sion of the style of Plato also confirms that the áp::~a'L Lfis A.é:!;EW;;;;system
did form the basis of evaluation: in this remark Dionysius incorporates
both the idea of necessary (wi th ré fe rence to the ávayxaC'm óocrcï ) and of
addi bional.: Ó)..}..' &p:x. YE Et ]..Ill mO ó. V a y X a ~ 0 u, xáM.ous YE Tl ~CN

óM.wv n vóc ~WJ Ê: rt L {) É 'r w v tvrna xÓOl.WVnape; C Arln~m ~O X<DAov mnG)
"wu~~; (Myspacing of print). 80

One final remark: the quality of ~O npÉTIOV is so important to Dionysius ,
that he has even applied it in his sections on the aW&OLs (Le Lem. II), 81
on delivery C0nóxPWLs, Le Lem. III)82 and in his final section, De Dem- IV,
where he answers the points of criticism agains t Demosthenes . 83



In conclusion: the ápe:TaL Lfi~ ).i~EW;;; system has been applied in the
De Dem. on an extensive scale. Dionysius has made use of it to prove that
the mixed type of style is the best type, and having determined that, he has
fully relied on the ápe:TaL Lfi~ ).i~EW;;; system to prove that Demosthenes is
the best representative of the best type of style. Ignoring the application
of this system in the De Dem. , can only lead to a great amount of confusion.
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11. -ra noo, -ro lJ£ya).o~TIÉ~1 -ra ru.êovóv and -ro é:vapYÉ~ were Isocratean qualities

of the narration introduced into the Peripatetic tradition: "Theophr as tus

is known to have found room in hls sys tem of style for -ra nOO and

ID lJ£ya.A.oTI~TIÉ~, two Isocratean requirements for the narration which

Aristotle himself had rejected as urmecessary. ro mfuvóv and -ro
é:vapYÉ~, two other Isocratean 'virtues' of the narration, were also

admitted by the Peri.patet i cs (after Aris totle' s time) and even ele-

vated to the position of a quality of style in general ... " F. Solmsen,

art. ci i:•. , p. 185 (344).

12. Due to the lack of textual evidence, the origin of this distinction

cannot yet be determined. According to Dionysius it must have been

well known, for having just talked about this distinction, he proceeds

wi th the following words: dprna.L T1OIJ...OC'~ rtoórecov ... (" this

has often been said before ... ") (De Tnuc, 22,522: 3, Loeb). S. Usher

notes that there are indirect references to this system in Cicero's

De Partitione 31, Brutus 261 and De Oratore nl, 52. (op. cit., p.

523, n. 2.)



13. De Thuc. 23,524:13-15.

14. "and it has been said before by many (authorities) that some of the so-
called vi rtues are essential and . should be present in all prose
wri ting, while others are accessory and get
whenever they are supported by the former."
- 22,522: 3) .

15. De Thuc. 23,524:10-11.

16. See discussion p. 141 above.
17. De Lys. 9,34: 27-29. This could be the reason why Rhys Roberts

(The Three Literary Letters, Cambridge, 1901, p. 172) and D.M.

their specific effect
(De Thuc. 22,520: 28

Schenkeveld (op. cit., p. 74) were convinced that "perhaps this virtue
should be placed in a class of i ts own". (Il?id.) I would go along
with this view for the following reasons:
Firstly, by reason of the very fact that Dionysius regarded 1:0 rtcértov

as the most important of all the quali ties of style;
Secondly, because Dionysius regarded i t as essential at all times -
thus it cannot be classed among the É:1:~&1:0L ÓiX1:aL, as ~erwaldt
proposed (: decot-i vi rtutem amino cum adiectis esse coniungendam

(op. cit., p. 25));
On the other hand, although exhibiting the dis tincti ve feature of the
éxvaYJ{atm ÓiXTa~, it is mostly applied in connection with É:n~&TOl.

ÓpE;TaL - cp. Dionysius' criticism of Isoerates and Plato, pp. 148ff.
18. TO&; 6' É:m&TO\X; (BC ÓiXTO&;) ••• (1) ull-q; ).£yw HaL xaALpprn.lO:nJvrlV

HaL OEj..LVOAoyCa\)Hal. ]J£ya).onp:;nE La\) • ouE£ &1 (2) TÓVOV dJEl 13ápq;;

ouE£ náOOb (3) nELroJ(;; LE Ha~ XapCTW Hal. Lfi(;; ••• ' néovfi(;;
(De Thuc. 23,524:13-27). In the Ad Pomp. (ch. 31 É:vápY£La

is added as yet another quali ty.
19. D.M. Schenkeveld, Theories of evaluation in the rhetorical treatises

of Dionysius of Hald carn aseue , MuseumPhilologum Londiniense, I
(1976), pp. 93- 107.

20. This is also the view of D.M. Schenkeveld: "three big groups which
in a certain way are incompatible with one another and are" therefore,
not required everywhere." (Studies in Demetrius 'On Sty le' , p. 75).

21. "by dividing style into the three most basic types, viz. the plain,
the sublime and the one between these ... ",De Demosthene 33,368:

14-16.
22. 1. Stroux, op. cit., eh. vii. I cannot agree with this view.

Dionysius did not confuse two systems: one should not forget that
these two systems represent two different approaches to the same
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li te rature . .As a matter of fact, the very nature of the Ój:£l:m nis

A.É!;sw.;;being "the essential requi rements of good style," their
application to each and every type of style was qui te justified as

• Ilong as the basic dis tinction between É:rrC&l:OL and ávaYJ{aLm ccerca,
was kept in mind.' This could result in the belief that the
extraordinary type of style exhibits the É:rrL&l:OL Ój:£l:a[ by reason of its
very nature - cp. p. 144. This is not altogether true, for at least
one of the É:rrL&l:OL Ój:£l:aL, viz. li xÓ,pLs (charm), can be displayed by means
of the simple t)~e of style, as is borne out by the case of Lysias
It would also be inconsistent to say that only the simple style ex-
hibi ts the ávaYJ{aLm ~l:a.L, for these quali ties are equally indis-
pensable for the extraordinary type of style. Furthermore, the
xap:xx ul~s T1Ïs A.É!;sw.;;sys tem made use of the Ój:£l:aL uls A.É!;sw.;;.
Stroux was possibly led astray by the fact that Dionysius concludes
De Dem. I with a double general appraisal; one according to the
xap:xx ulPEs T1Ïs At!;sw.;; sys tem, and the other one according to the

~l:al. T1Ïs At!;sw.;; sys tem.
23. R.H. Tukey, The Composition of the 'De Oratoribus Antiquis' of

Di onuei us , pp. 397-401; id. ~ A Note on Diorujei ue, p. 188; E. Kalinka,
art. cito I, p. 162; G. Pavano, art. cit., p. 258 (cp. my discussion
above, pp. 63f. ); G.M.A. Grube, Thrasymachus~ Theophrastus and
Dionysius~AJP, 73 (1952), pp. 259 and. 262, and G. Kennedy, The Art
of Rhetoric in the Roman World, Princeton, NewJersey: .Pr ince ton,
University Press, 1972, pp. 355-360.

24. R.H. Tukey, The Composition of the 'De Oratoribus Antiquis' of
Di onuei.us, p. 401. Cp. E. Kalinka, art. cito I, p. 162: "In der Tat
springt der Unterschied ihrer Eigenart so stark in die Auqen , das z
man nicht beqrei ft., wie er ïbe xeehen werden konnte: in der Abhandlung
wer die drei iil.tern Redner geht Dionys darauf aus~ ihre Ój:£l:aL

darz ule qen, ... in der Schrift wer Demosthenes abe r ... "
25. R.H. Tukey, ibid., p. 397. In the other article by this scholar men

rrenti.oned in n. 23 above, the same idea prevails, for talking about
"the two parts of the essay on Ienos thenes ... " (A Note on
Dionysius~p. 188), he continues to refer to the system of evaluation
of this part as "xap:xxTlÏPEs nis A.É!;sw.;;dis cussed in the firs t part
of the ess ay " (Ibid.) .

26. G. Kennedy , op. cit., p. 355.
27. Cp. G.M.A. Grube, art. ci t :, pp. 259-262 as well. He discusses the

áp£l:aL uls A.É!;sw.;;system on p. 259 (n. 12), referring only
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to the essays of the firs t volune of the De 01". ant.~ in De Dem. I,
however, only the Xap::xxDlP::s Dls At!;EW;; system has been applied:
"so three kinds of di ction (At!;l.s) are described in the fi rs t (i ,e.
the first part of the De Demos thene , cc. 1-34) ... " (p. 262).

28. J. Lucke , op. cit., p. 3.

29. Ibi d. , p. 6.

30. Ibid., pp. 6f.
31. D.M. Schenkeveld, op. ci b, , p. 75. I hope to prove that the

~-raL Dls At!;EW;; system is the basis of evaluation in cc. .16-.32,
and that ch.34 is only a recapitulation in terms of this system,
whereas ch.33 is the recapi tulation in terms of the Xap::xxDlPEs Dls

At!;EW;; sys tem. As a matter of fact, al though the xaparrrnp::s Lfis

At!;EW;; system is the basis of discussion in cc. 1-15, Dionysius there has
recourse to one of the qualities of the éoe rcl. Lfis At!;EW;; system,
viz. -ro rtcértov , to prove that the intenrediate, mixed type of style
is the best! In fact, he would not be able to prove this point
wi thout relying on this quali ty.

32. Cp. p. 149 above.
33. 'whether my argunent here is sotn d and he is inferior in these quali-

ties ... " (19,306: 12-13).
34. 58,454:3. That goes for the á.p::ni at 54,446:7 as well.
35. "But if anyone will see fit to criticise the distinction on the ground

that it assigns to all three (the types of style) individually quali-
ties which are corrunonlyconnected with all three, and thereby an in-
dividuali ty to each, my rrethod is to place each quality in the
spot where it has the most pleasant appearance and serves the most
useful purpose ... " (34,372:2-8). Cp. 34,372:12, as well as n. 39,
pp. 156f. below.

36. For more detail, cp. glossary, s.vv.
37. "The unfamiliar, extraordinary, omate type of style, full of al.l. the

accessory enbel.l.iehnent: ... " (1,242: 24-26) (My italics). Dionysius uses
XÓOWOI.and xa-rooxEuaC in the phrases ot ÉnC~-rol. X~l. and at ÉnC~-rol.

xa-rooxEuaC as altematives for at ÉnC8E:-rol. Óp€-raC. This is confiYJred
by the following remark of his: TIOAAoUs Ei. xal. -rWv ÉmaÉLU.>J xÓJlJWV

ËXEI. Xal. yOp ullrlM xaL aE~n xal. éxt;I.W1JCtrl-XnXa.M.I.POrilJWV -rE Xelt.

n6E:C'a ("It also has manyof the accessory errbeI Li.shnerrts:
for it is sub l i.ne, solemn and dignified, beautiful and pleasant ... ")
(18,304: 1-3) .
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38. For more detail, cp. glossary, S.vv.

39. Dionysius seems to make such an association in chapter 13 where he
refers to the s i.rrp le type of style as 0 ávaYJ{aLO;;; xaproc:uip: ëro»
ds 'róv ávaYJ{aCov xa1"aj3r) xap::xxUipa 0 ÓT))..J.OO3É:VTls... (13,288: 20- 21) .

.As a matter of factjane seems to get a final confirmation for this
idea in chapter 13. Having quoted a passage from Demosthenes'
Against Conon to show how Demosthenes made use of the simple type of
style, Dionysius comments: 1"aU1"' ou x~ xat áxPL~n xaL o~ •• J

("Is it not pure, precise and lucid ... ?") (13,286:9). Considering
the fact that the types system is being used here, one could be
terrpted to induce from this remark that the ávaYJ{aLaL ápe:1"aL should

be wholly and solely associated with the simple type of style. This would
entail a serious inconsistency, for in the xa(:xxx:rnj:€s Uis Ai!;E~ system,
qualities are exclusive to the type they are associated with. Con-
sequently, according to the ÓpE1"aL -.ns Ai~E~ sys tern some qualities,
i.e. the ávaYJ{aCaL ápe:1"aL, will be regarded as essential in all good
literature, but according to another system, applied by the same
rhetorician in the same essay in the evaluation of the same wri ters,
these qualities need not be regarded as essential! However, in ch. 34,
the chapter where Dionysius corrbines these two systems (cp. pp. J46££.),
he gives an Inport ant clue as to how the conibination of the xap::xx-.no::s

Uis A.£!;E~ should be unders toad so far as the ávaYJ{aLaL ápe:1"aL are
concerned: these qualities are indeed prerequisi tes for all litera-
ture, but certain sub-genres, such as the narration of a speech, tend
to have a rich display of these qualities. So, when he associates
the áva.YJ{aLaL ápe:1"aL with the s irrp Ie type of style, it is merely a
matter of obvious, natural association, and not of exclusion of these
quali ties from the other types: Et oc ns áE;LWJEL CJU){o(jUV1"ELV-mv

-,

6LaLO::OLV, É:TI.ELal 1"6{;;'KQLvr) nc:xp;:xxoAou30UaQGnocn WLs nAéol.JaaLv

ápe:1"ck 1"PLxa 6LavE LlJC.Oa 1"0 r ói ov EXmaLs án06L êorn,v , É'KELva ó:v
ELnoq.LL np:)s ai.náv, on xa&' 0 ].JÓA.L01"aXU:OLO\IEXÓOLr) 1"GN ápe:1"GN ÓljJLV

1"E n6LOUl\I ËXEL xaL. XPfiOLv ~A.L'lJwrá1"T1v, xa1"a 1"001"0 1"á1"1"ELV aUulV

áE;LW, Én£L. xaL Uis ocxqnvdClb 'Kat. uis 0lN1"O'lJ.LClbxaL 1"00 mfuvoO XU:OLO\I

ánCXjXlLVOUJ'LVot 1"EX\Joyp:)q:oL -mv 6LnYTlOLV OUX W;;; oóx Ó)..).,nxoOou&x.l-OO

OCO\l É!;n<lbEoroL 1"6{;;ápe:1"~ 1"aU1"Clb(rtóvu yelp mooO\l) , óM' W;;; É:V -rT)

6VIWnOEL OCO\l ].JÓA.Lom. ("But if anyone sees fit to quibble about
this division on the ground that, by dividing (the) qualities which
are jointly connected with all three the types (of style), it assigns
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indi viduali ty to each (sc. of the qualities), I might answer him as
follows: I deem it fit to classify each quality in the spot where it
has the most pleasant appearance and serves the most useful purpose,
since the writers of textbooks declare that the narration is the
section for clarity, conciseness· and persuasiveness, not because
these virtues should not be enune rated anywhere else (for that would
be qui te absurd) but because they are most necessary in the narration. ")
(34, 372:1-13) .

40. Cp. p. 141 above.
41. Cp. n. 37, p. 155 above. Cp. 9,268: 12££. as well.

42. "magnificent (and) unadorned,
ext rao rdi.nary (and) ordinary,
strange (and) familiar,
epideictic (and) factual,
serious (and) light-hearted,
intense (and) relaxed,
pleasant (and) harsh,
sensitive (and) passionate
Cp. p. 143 above.

" (8,266:9-12).
43.
44. "Demosthenes indeed seems to me to be superior to those who

use a sublime, extraordinary and unfamiliar type of style
in that he expresses himself in a clearer and more ordinary way."
(34,370: 8- 11).

45. "For he strives after these (qualities) (sc: clarity and ordinary
language) in every artistic passage that contains grandeur, and em-
ploys them as his most characteristic qualities especially in (passages)
with suoLi.ne and strange express ions ." (34,370:11-14).

46. "On the other hand, he seerred to ne to be superior to those who pur-
sued the unadorned, plain and ordinary type of style by his intensity,
gravi ty, close texture and general pungency of style." (34,370: 14-18) .

47. Although the term 'ro rtoénov has not always been used, the basic principle
was knownbefore the· above-mentioned term was coined, and it was expressed
by synonymouswords, e. g. XaLp:)(;;, év XaLp:j), ("ri ÓXaLPLa.), (&c.aLD)s) I

(óxaL~), (oUx ÉV XaLp:j)), (ánJ:Em1s), OLXf::LW; and couueroï c,

Cp. H.L.F. Drijepondt, Die antike Theorie der var iet a SJ Diss.
Univ. of South Africa, 1978 (presently in Spudasmata XXA~ii), pp.134-138.

-

48. Whenproving the middle type better than the extraordinary type, he
applies the principle of ró ]JÉ-rPLOV, moderation, as well. This
principle, however, has never been associated with the Ó+:€-raL. uls A.É!;£W;

system.



49. and"But it is a matter of'degree and, even more, of fit occasions

he is not adept at seizing on the right occasion for its use, but
often misses it as well." (-10,274:17-22) (The italics are mine).

50. 10,274:22-23.
51. "For (this style) appears to be less pleasing than the other one,

since its dialect is worse, and it is less t ransparent; it also
darkens lucidity and reduces it almost to absolute obscurity; further-
rro re , it draws out its thought in a long-drawn out way when it is
necessary to condense (it) in a few words inopportme in its
metonymies In an inappropriate way it revels in poetical, and
especially in the Gorgianic figures."(5,256:4-20) (Myitalics). Cp. 7,260:
23-26 for Jl oovrouéo; as an ávayuaLa ápe:n). With reference to
Isoerates as user of the extraordinary type of style, we again reet
LO n.pÉTtDVwhere Dionysius says that this orator fails to select the
correct momentfor the application of Gorgianic figures:

, \

La yap

ávLL8sLá "tE xal. rtóctoc xoi, La. l1.CliXll1ArlOl..aLOll""COI..!;;OULe: 1-!£LPI..á6ovLa

OUL' £v xal..pQ Yl..vóusva ••• (4,252:26-28).
52. "This (se. charm) however, carries him like a southerly breeze through

introduction and narration, but when it comes to the proof section,
it becomes faint and feeble, and in the passionate section at the end,
it dies away, for it does not have muchintensity or force."
(13,288: 26 - 13,290: 1).

53. Cp. pp. 141f. S. F. Bonner did acknowledge the fact that Dionysius made
use of the ápe:La~ ui!;; A-É:!;e:W;sys tem in his evaluation of Isoerates :
''He then proceeds to study a passage of the De Pace of Isoerates ...
Here again he reverts for a while to his system of virtues ... "
(op. ci t . , pp. 64f.). Unfortunately he does not elaborate on this
insight and even restricts the app Licat ion of this system to the
di.scuss ion of Isocrates.

54. xafupe:ue:l.."tE yOp EL LI..!;; á..J.Ju) LOL!;; óvóuxn, xci, niv 61..áA.e:xLáv É:OLl..V

áxpl..~n!;; ••• ('No style is purer in its diction or more precise in
its style ... " (18,302:28-30).

55. q::o:ve:pá (se, Jl 61..áA.e:XLO!;;)L' écrn, ••• ("it (se. his style) is clear
... ") (18,302: 30).

56. rtodrrov l.lf:v ui!;; OWLOl-LLQb ("First there is the question of concise-
ness ") (18,304:7).

57. ouf£. 51 LOO n!XTtDVLO!;; É:v ana::JL. v éru ruyxó.ve: I..... ("FurtheYlTDre,he is not
always appropriate ." ") (18,304:27-28) .
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58. "It also has many of the accessory ornaments." (18,304: 1-2) .

59. "for it is sublirre, s olenn , dignified, beautiful as well as quite

pleasant and shapely " (18,304: 2-4) .

60. 18,304: 17.

61. 18,304:19.

62. 18,304:23.

63. 18 , 304: 25 .

64. '1\lh.y is it then that the passage is lacking intensi ty and powerful

grip?" (20,310:3-4).

65. "That his style is indeed without li fe and passion with only the

smallest amount of spirit ... " (20,310:25-28).

66. "For he has expressed the subject-matter in a nobler and more magni-

ficent way than he (i .e. Isocrates) ... " (21,320: 18-20) .
67. "he has applied more force and more weighty intensity ... " (21,320: 22- 23) .

68. ''Especially in its energy, vehemence and passion it is entirely

superior to his (i . e. of Isocrates ) . " (21,320: 25-27) .

69. 24,330: 17££.; 24,332:2££.; 26,336: 18££.

70. 24,330:9££.; 26,338:17-19.

71. 27,342:3-6; 27,342:21ff.

72. rtórcco; OaqEOTÉ:PJ;V rtorfioci, nlv AÉ!;1.. v ;

á)..)...a. }taL XUP~!; TTÏ!; np:xJaÉ:oe:w;;; TCll.rtll!; écrn, CJ a <il iJ !;.

73.

74.

24,334:1-2). ~~ spacing of print).

24,330:10-11; 24,332:4.

24,332: 19-20.

Cp. 24,334:6 as well.

75. 24 , 334: 7- 8 ; 25 , 336: 7.

76. 24,334: 8-9; 29,348:22.

77. 27,342:11.

78. 29,350:4.

79. 29 , 350 : 5..

80. "But if this clause has not been included for the sake of necessity>
then (it was) surely for the sake of beauty or one of the other addi-
tional embellishments?" (24,332:3-6) (My italics) Cp. 24,332:20-22 and

32,364:22-28 as well.

81. E.g. in 44,412:5££.; 45,412:26££.; 45,414:8££.; 45,416:2££.;

46,418:1££.; 47,420:6; 48,422:2; 48,422:10££.; 48,424:6££.

82. 53,440: 26££., passim.
83. 55,446:23££.; 56,448:28; 58,452:27.



ca\) CLUS I ON

The present study is the result of an attempt to understand the De

Demosthene primarily out of itself, secondarily as part of the corpus,
De omtoribus antiquis.

In chapter one I investigated into the two problems of the purpose as well
as the nature of the De Dem. So far as the purpose of the De Dem, is con-
cerned, my major concern was to prove that a title like The e tq le of

Demosthenes is too vague to do j usti ce to the re al content of this ess ay.
As a matter of fact, evidence supplied by the text itself proves that a two-
fold object is the only solution to the problem: on the one hand Dionysius
wanted to prove the supremacy of Demosthenes in terms of the Xap::xK-rfi~~ -cfi~
MEe:w;and ÓOE:l:aL L1Ï~ MEe:w;systems. This happens in De Dem. I and IV
and is highly polemic in nature.

On the other hand Dionysius gives a theoretical exposition of the musical
aspect of the style of Demosthenes . This he does in De Dem. II, and seeing
that the supremacy of Derrosthenes is an accepted fact so far as this aspect
of style is concerned, Dionysius does not have to prove anything. This
explains why the nature of this section is didactic, theoretical exposition
and not polemic. This two-fold nature and object must always be remerrbered
in order to have' a clear unders tandirig of this essay.
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Scholars have failed to explain why Dionysius has done the strange thing
to incorporate a section on the delivery of Demosthenes (De Dem. III);

as a matter of fact, manyignored this section. I have proven that
this se ct i.on has deliberately been incorporated as a digression in order
to divert the attention from and soften the impélct of the section of cri ti-
cism of Dernos thenes , irrnnediately following the section on delivery. For
the same reason he incorporated the didactic, non-polemic section on the
oUv&aL~ of Ienosthenes . The final section of the De Dem. , the section
of criticism' on Demosthenes (De Dem, IV), properly belongs to De Dem. 1.

Scholars have disregarded this section, the reason being their inability to
recognise the rhetorical structure of this work. Dionysius has deliberately
removed this section of criticism against his idol from the section where it

belongs, vi z.. De Dem. I. In doing this, he succeeded in minimizing
any possible negative effect to the minimum. This procedure of his is
by no means a sign of bad composition, but a stroke of genius .. The .
structure of the De Dem, has been carefully planned; as a rhetorician,
Dionysius himself realized that the OLJ.!ovo]...LCa: organizing of material,



is a most important matter in effective communication.
In this essay on Derrosthenes he applied this principle himself.

'.

The peculiar nature of the De Dem. - generally speaking - has been one of
the most important factors which gave rise to the question of the position
of this essay in the corpus in which it has been taken up. This issue WaS

the topic of the second chapter. I have shown that the differences between
this essay and the essays of vol. I of the De or. ant. can all be satisfac-
torily exp.La ined in one way or another: this goes for the formal differences
(loss of ·introduction, lack of a section on subject-matter, the length of the
essay), as well as the differences in evaluation of authors, and an alleged
d~fference in tone .. Virtually all differences can be related to the fact that
Ierrosthenes was not regarded as jus t another orator whi ch could be imitated;
this oratcr ' s style is unequaled. In the De Dem. the corpus reaches its
climax by vi rtue of Dernos thenes . The De Dem, was not intended to be a
separate essay, but was indeed the essay promised in the general introduc-
tion to the corpus. The highly polemic nature of De Iem. I and IV was a
natural outeone of the object; as a matter of fact, Dionysius did not have
muchof a choice to present his work in this way, if he wanted to prove the
supremacy of his idol in De Dem. I and IV.

In chapter three the focus fell on yet another problem related with the very
nature of the De Dem«: the chronological relation between this essay and
another essay of Dionysius)viz. the C.V. In this taxing. investigation I

exerted myself to prove that the composition of De Dem. was not interrupted,
during which interval the C.V. would allegedly have been written. There is abun-
dant evid~nce that proves that Dionysius was quite acquainted with the theory of
musi~al composition (the musical aspect of style), as explained in the C.V., at
the time of the composition of De _Dem. I, proving that the C.V. was not
written after he had completed De Dem. 1. On the other hand, no positive
evidence can be supplied to prove that Dionysius had set his essay on
Demosthenes aside having completed De Dem, I, in order to turn to the
composition of the C. V.
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In the final chapter the focus was on a matter of great concern to re:
the application of the óocrcl. LlÏ(; A£~e:W; sys tem in the De Dem. Scholars



have given due credit to the application of the xaj::x:D,cri'ipe:~ Lfi~ M£;EUJ;and
Op]..lOVLaL.systems, but virtually ignored the application of the
~-cat -cij'~ M£;EUJ;system in this essay of Di.onysi.us , in spite of the fact
that it farms the basis of evaluation in the essays of vol. I of the De

01". ant. I have proven that this system was not only referred to in ch.
34, but that it famed the basis of evaluation in cc. 16 - 32. As a
matter of fact, it plays an essential role in cc. 1 - 15, the chapters in
which the XOiXlX-cij'pe:~ -cij'~ M£;EUJ;system forms the basis of comparison, and it
even plays a minor role in De Dem. II, III and IV as well. Scholars who
refuse to recognise the role of the át:E:-cm -cij'~ M£;EUJ;system, will not be
able to understand this essay 'on Iernosthenes ,
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GLOSSARY OF THE TECHNICAL TERMINOLOGY APPLIED IN THE DE DEMOSTHENE

A glossary has been included in this study primarily as an aid for students
and comparative Iaynen, The inclusion is justified, to my mind, for the
following reasons:

Firstly, the extensive use of technical terminology in this work
necessi tates an aid of this kind.
Secondly, the lack of uniformity in the use of technical terminology
not only greatly violates lucidity, but also opens the door to wrong
interpretation of the text. This lack of uniformity is manifested
in the following ways:

the use of words in more than one technical sense;
the use of words in technical as well as non-technical senses;
the use of synonyms (including substanti vated and other verb forms,
substantivated adjectives synonymousto the equivalent noun, as well
as periphrastic constructions, equivalent to the corresponding verb).
Thirdly, the use of longer comparisons and metaphors, which, at first
sight, maynot seem to be technical, but had indeed been associated,
tradi tionally or were associated by Dionysius with :rhetoric or li ter-
ary cri ti cism.
Fourthly, the practice of Dionysius of using terms which are indeed
closely related, but not synonymous;his love of variation must strike
any reader of a few pages.
Fifthly, no glossary of this kind is available presently, and the re-
searcher has to makeuse of the lexicon of 1.C.T. Emesti, Lexioon
te ohnoloqi ae Graecorum rhe tori cae , which is inadequate and has not yet
been replaced by a comprehensive work of the same kind, and/or" the
general lexicon of E. G. Liddell and R. Scott. The article of J. F.
Lockwood , The ne tophox-i cal. vocabularu of Dionysius of Hal/i carn aeeus ,
C.Q., 31 (1937), pp. 192-2'03, is of some use as well, but unfortunate-
ly not complete. A considerable nunber of studies on individual tech-
nical terms are indeed available, as well as various works on lite-
rary treatises, amongwhich the work of W.K. Pritchett, Dionysius

of Hal.i carnaeeus : On Thuoydides, but no glossary which can be of any
practical aid to the student of the De Demosthene.
Sixthly, an astonishing nunber of tenns or quasi-terms appear to be
equivalents of Latin words found in Romanrhetorical works, and their
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presence in a glossary of this kind ought to prove helpful in re-
moving still-existing doubts as to the meaning of such Latin words.

The annotated nearririgs must be regarded as translation equivalents. In
each and every case the reaning was not only determined by the general
notion of the word(s) involved, but specifically by the contextual ap-
plication by Dionysius, i.e. the reaning attached by Dionysius to them
according to the various contexts. In the references the first nurroer
represents the chapter in which a term occurs, the second the page in
the Loeb text and the third the line on the page. References marked
with a f concern words inserted by enendat ion.

In conclusion, if found sui table, the glossary submitted here may con-
stitute an enbryo of a technical lexicon first to Dionysius, then to
the Hellenistic rhetoricians, and finally to all Greek rhetorical works.
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A

a!3CaOTo~
unforced

aya-a-ó~
aya-a-óv, TÓ

1) merit
2) gift

aya-a-ó~, ó

brave man

38,382:28.

48,420:29; 48,422:10; 54,446:1;

54,446:14;

25,336:2.

..ayCXj..lm
to admire 23,326:10; 35,376:11.

, ,ayavaXLE:'t,j
to be vexed,
irritated 22,324:8; 54,444:7.

ignoble: 39,384:7.

á,yu~, b

bend 4,254:7.

á,yor:iJ., Tl
market-place

Ó.YPOL }tOS;;

unrefined

23,328:6.

57,452:6.

ó.YW

1) to carry
2) to lead
3) to bring into a

certain state

13,288:28;
22,322:24; 32,364:22;

18,304:27; 28,346:11.

á,YWyr), Tl
1) ability· to induce

emotion

2) type of
composition

3) personal
composition

2,246:16;

36,378:20;

42,402:28; 44,412:1;
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4) personal

style 23,324:19.

ó.ywya;, Et l-lL
to induce 55,448:7.

ó.y0JJ I 0
1 ) speech
2) debate
3) oratorical struggle

4) public speech
5) lawsuit
6) issue,

question
7) competition

ó.yu]\nów
to anguish

9,274:3;
20,312:21; 45,414:ë;

32,366:4;
13,288:4; 23,328:24;
4,252:4; 9,274:3; 56,450:1;

22,322:26;
29,350:9.

22,322:9.

Ó.yUNL ~ OlJO.l.

to compete 4,252:6.

á.ónA.<y;
áór)Aw;;;

unobtrusively 50,430:10.

óbl.áqx:po;

óbl.~

indiscriminately 56,448:25.

OOI.x.Éw

to do injustice

to injure
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53,440:12.

ó&JvoaCa, il
incapacity 26,340:17.

á6nA.<Y;
not to be

imitated 28,346:2.

unpleasing,

unpleasant 5,256:4; 10,274:24i; 38,382:25;

45,414:22; 55,446:17; 57,450:21;

57,452:1,5.
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Ó1l6~a, n

1) di sp1easure

2) unpleasantness

aLpE:Ol.s, n

5,256:19; 20,314:1;

35,374:12.

chosen style 43,404:18.

aCo{7r)Ol.s, n
1) sense

perception

2) appreciation

3) feeling
. (v. áAoy~)

24,334:11; 48,424:23;

32,364:13;

50,428:16 .

ó'l..l.ÓO\.Ial.

to criticize 20,312:16.

aC.l.OV, .ó

cause 47,420:4; 48,422:25.

1) inappropriateness 7,260:26; 24,332:25; 26,338:19;

56,448:28;

2) lack of sense of

proportion 42,404:1.

áxat.~

inappropr t ate,

inopportune
(v. n ÓKat.p~a)

5,256:14,19; 7,264:12f~

ÓKc:crÓ).)..nAq;;

ungrammatical 27,342:10.

unaffected,
natural, having

no artifice
(v. ónoï rrroc)

13,286:13; 39,386:1.
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nameless 39,384:19.

áx(v6wos

áx(v6wov, 'ró

unwillingness

of taking risks 2,246:6.

óxïvrrro;

1) wi thout
susceptibility

2) unmoving

54,444:27;
54,446:2.

óxori , n
1) sense of

hearing

2) ear

8,266:18; 15,294:28; 18,306:4;

20,312:19,20,24; 38,382:14,26;

39,384:13; 40,390:7; 40,392:22;

43,406:1; 50,448:8;

40,392:8.

áxoA.ou&w

1) to accompany

2) to be associated

with

48,420:14;

52,438:26.

áxOAou8LU, n
1) remainder
2) grammatical

agreement

3) sequence
4) organized

uniformity

óxóourrro;

unembellished

9,268:29; 9,272:15;

27,344:6; 39,386:10;

40,394:7;

50,430:28.

4,252:20.

áxoUw

1) to hear 15,?-94:24; 23,324:28; 24,334:7;
26,336:11; 48,424:18; 49,426:2;

45,414-:22;2) to listen to
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audience 20,312:22; 20,314:1; 26,336:20;

43,406:3.

ÓXOU:Hr)~ I b

listener 45,416:6.

ÓXpal. (j:Nr)~

unmixed 37,378:25.

óxp~(3e:: co., T)

precision 13,288:10; 24,330:4; 40,392:1;

48,424:25.

precise 4,252:12; 5,254:22; 6,258:7,21;

11,276:11; 13,286:9; 13,2138:15;

15,294:23; 16,296:29 (sup. l';
18,302:30; 27,342:5; 29,350:2;

50,428:5;

ÓXPl.(3w;

precisely

ÓXPl.(30Aoy€W

to examine in

detail

50,428:12,26.

26,340:15.

óxocéoua,
to listen

óxooóusvoi, I ot
22,322:6,20.

audience 18,304:20.

óxoocrrrioccc, -rá

audience 15,296:10.

audience 4,252:18; 18,304:26; 45,414:20;

55,446:26.

ÓX!X>TIJ~ I T)

the extreme 2,244:22.



1) extreme
2) highest (non-tech.)

~, ~
oxcc., Tl

the extreme
ó:xpov, -ró

p~ak
e::t~ axpov

with the highest
perfection

áM&LU1 n
1) realism

2} reality
3) truth

4) true need of subject

XaL
.

áM3e:: LaV

actua lly

Ó)J)an~
true

-ráJ..r)&~

truth
-rÓ).T)&i

truth

Ó).T)86);

1 ) actually

2) truely

Ó).T)-5Lvóc
1 ) real
2) actual
3) factual

Ó).T)-5Lvóv I ró

1 ) reality
2) effect of real ity

3) oratorical reality

áAJ...á-r-rw

to differ

42,404:9;
6,258:1 ;

42,404:12;

1 ,244·~; 2,244:15; 2,246:10;

51,436:8.

13,286: 13;

23,326:26; 54,442:27;

18,306: 11 ; 23,324:22; 23,326:26;

45,414:26;
28,246:7.

54,442:24.

39,384: 11 .

39,384: 11 ;

18,304:24.

24,332:24~;

55,446:21 ; 56,450:17.

22,322:26; 32,364:17;

18,304: 18;

8,266:10; 32,366:4;

32,364:22;

53,440:16;
32,366:4.

53,440:8.
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1) all egory
2) figurative language

Ó).J:)YCY;.

1) unreasoning
2) illogical (non-tech.)

Ó).J:)YOs aCa8ryaLs, n
1) irrational

sense-perception
2) intuitive feeling

0,1JOP-rávw

1) to be wrong,
to commit an error

2) to miss (the mark)
(v. órtorovxóvo)

êx+.táPTrn.lO., -ró

error

á.1J£~VW\)

better
ó'1J£LVOV (Adv.)

better

á.1J£-rpLa, n
excess, excessive use

ó,1J£-rpcx;.

immoderate

á.lJ(Xl.ipcx;.

faint

êxl.LL A.Aáo]..lO.L

to complete

á.]JJ..Jéo6;;

faint

5,256:16;

7,264: 13(

54,444:25;

9,274:10; 52,436:17;

24,334: 11 ;

50,428:15.

4,252:25; 6,258:4,9,13; 32,364:23;

55,448:12; 56,448:30;

10,274:22.

. 6,258:3,24; 56,450:17; 58,452:16,27.

33,368:2,27;

41,398:9.

10,274:22.

5,256:3; 19,308:5.

47,418:26.

33,368:28.

13,288:29.
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flawless

ávaf3á»..w

to postpone
áva(3e:(3An]JÉVo;;;

slow
áva(3e:(3An ]JÉV(%

slowly

ávoyxaC'os

1) necessary

2) economic

3) essential

4) necessary (non~tech.)
ávayxaC'ov, TÓ

necessity
áva.yxaC'a, Tá

essentials

ává~rnJO., TÓ

work of art

ávaLo8nT~

1) insensitive
2) without sensitivity

ávaxoroi, n
clashing

ávaM8ns

1) unnatural

2) unreal

ávaAoYLa, n
analogy

ávÓ)...oyo;;;

fitting, analogical

óvónoixn.c. n
pause (in ~reathing)

6,258:8.

32,366:9;

43,404:27;

54,444:21.

9,270:13; 18,308:4; 24,330:18;

24,332:2; 26,336:18; 38,380:31;
F39,384:11,26: 39,386:8; 40,390:15 ,16;

13,288:21;

3,248:3; 4,252:10; 53,440:3;

14,290:27; 32,364:27; 50,432:7;

24,332:4,21; 32,364:27, v. e:uxapno;;;;

13,290:6.

10,274·:26.

6,256:27;

54,444:26.

38,382:12.

4,254: 10;
. f;32,364.21 ..

5,256:15.

13,290:12.

43,410:15.
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ávcxrr.Aá~w
to fashion

ávCXl1AT)péxv
to fi 11

ávO!li(::XJ)
to refer to

ávaqx:>pi, n
reference

áv~s
virile

á:vEnLAT)n-ra;:;

above criti ci sm

óvsrt L ui.x -ros
unmixed

óveru -rr;&u-ra;:;
seeming artless

óveru TI)&u-rws
spontaneously

WEal.s, n
relaxation

á:vÉxo}.JaL.

to endure

ávanp&;
1) embellished
2) flowery

á:vanpóv XCJ.PLO'V }taTaywycls n& LOb

ÉXO'V }taL -rÉ:pJ.e; l.S É:q:rn£ P<JIJS
a flowery countryside with

pleasant inns and passing

delectation

waas, -ró
flower, bloom

46,418:3.

38,382:7.

27,344:11.

36,378:10.

39,384:8; 43,410:20.

33,368:20.

37,380:10.

2,246:9;

39,.386:2.

13,290:12; 37,378:24; 44,410:30;

46,418: 1.

48,422:6.

18,304:28;

32,364:24;

32,364:24-25.

5,254:29.
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ávfunoqÉr:xu

to answer (in combina=
tion with TT.UVOOvO}J(X.L1

constituting a figure

of thought).

54,444:7

ávfun.c:xpopá, li
answer 54,444:9.

ávLrn.lL

to relax
óve L]JÉ\)O~

relaxed

2,244:29;

8,266:11.

áv.(3E:aL~ I li
1) antithesis

(figure of thought)

2) antithesis
(figure of diction)

3) contrast

20,312:4,4,28; 21,314:20;

40,392:23;

25,336:9.

ávl:"L3E:.~
óvr L3E:.ov I .ó

antithesi s
(figure of diction)

4,252~26; 20,312:25,30.

to'be contrasted 20,312:29; 26,336:14.

avuxpaJw

to be a hindrance (v. TT.pxvr1d 40,392:7;{.

óvr LAal.!SávO}J(X.L

to perceive

óvr Ln:.apo:r L 3n]..LL

1) to compare by contrast

48,424:17.

2) to contrast

16,296:26; 17,298:7; 23,326:29;

33,366:27;
26,338:10.
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óvr LrrapEEELcX6W

to examine by
(contrastive) comparison 31,358:3; 33,368:19.
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WT l.Cnnpl. y~, 6

sound-collision 38,382:12.

WT l.OT~(!XJ.)

wnOT~qov, TÓ

anti strophe 40,392:24.

WT LO-rpoq:q;, 1'1

anti strophe 50,430:22.

wn WTILa, n
jarring effect

ávTL~

40,390: 23. .

áv-rL wnov, -ró

jarring effect

W1...XIUL oe roe
inseparable

38,382:20.

34,370:4; '1=51,432:17 .

áf;La, n
merit (v. TO no€nov) 28,346:6.

áf;l.ÓAoy~

1) noteworthy
2) considerable
3) substantial

33,368:4;

38,380: 26; 38,382: 1 ,9;

44,410:30.

worthy 23,328:12; 24,332:7; 27,342:4;

28,344:19,25; 28,346:4,15; 29,348:18;

29,350:7; 33,368:20,28; 35,374:20;.
36,378:7; 55,446: 21.

ál;l.óxe:W;;;

trustworthy 36,376:17.

ál;l.®

1 ) to think 23,324:23; 23,326:5; 29,350:6;

34,370:28; 34,372:8; 48,426: 1;

50,428:4;



2) to deem worthy
(non-tech. )

3) to deem fit
(non-tech.)

áE LWj..JO., LÓ

dignity

áE l.WlJ(XLl.'KÓ(;;

dignified

áE l.W)J.CX'r l.'KW;;;

in a dignified way

áELUUl.(;;, Ti
reputation

ánaYYEALa, Ti
expression, way of
expressing ideas in words
(v. Ti E:Pl.JlWE La)

árr.a.&;(;;

without feeling

árr.a.l.LÉW

1) to requi re

2) to expect
3) to demand

ánapLLr;:W

to complete
ÓTtrjPL rouévoc

complete

órto.róro 1

ónrrrfiorn, 'Kat 'KAÉlInl. Ld. n.p;).Y]...IO.La

to conceal the facts

ónrrrn , Ti
diversion, pastime

26,338:21; 27,342:8; 37,380:12;

51,432:28;
- 13 , 2 8 8 : 20 ; 2 7 , 342 : 5 , 2 7 ;

34,372:2,8.

41,398:18; 45,416:4,15; 56,450:2.

18,304:3; 39,384:15; 40,392:16;
43,410:20; 44,410:31; 48,422:27;

48,424:1,11;

43,404:22.

9,274:9; 22,322:28; 23,326:17.

9,272:11; 25,334:27.

4,254:10; 54,444:27.

54,444:6; 55,446:23,23; 56,450:15;

55,448:3F;

58,454:4.

9,272:12;

50,430:4.

2,246:3.

44,412:9; 45,416:9.
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beguiling
êxna:rnA.ÓV I LÓ

8,266: 18;

guile 45,416:1.

á11£ l.J.tá1:w

to compare

órte l.I:OtOA. La, n
want of taste

35,376:10.

6,258:16; 7,260:10; 23,326:10.

órte l.PÓJ.t~

tasteless 5,256':9.

órtso LEPYOI;

órtco l.e:PYW;

in an uncomplicated way 9,270:6.

órte P LO){ ETILcx.;

óns P l.O){Én-cW;

1) carelessly
2) ill-consideredly

40,388:22;
56,450:19.

ÓrTÉp l.TIOI;

ordinary 8,266:9; 34,370:15.

ÓrTÉxw

to be inferior 35,374:7.

êxma"'CÉw

to experience disbelief

êxnAolJ.teX:

OnAo'l.J.tG);

in a simple way

OnAou~

simple 4,252:20; 9,268:17,21;
(v. Ó!.IEM~I to')(VeX: and A.l.L~) 9,270:5; 15,294:21;

22,322:9.

45,414:27.

ê:m.A.W;;;

simply (non-tech.) 50,432:12.



ónoëe LX "'CL X~

ánOÓ€LXTLXOL AóYOL, O~

proof section of oration

órtóêe L ~ L(;;, n
proof

órtoót &l)J.L

1) to assign
2) to expound

3) to repay
órtoêï &l)J.L Aóyav

to give an account of

órto~T)TO(:;;

unaffected (v. áxaTáox£~)

to wear out

ánoAE~nOlJ.Cl.L

to lack

ánÓAAuj.lL

to destroy

ánoAoy~a, n
1) defence, speech for

the defence

2) defensive part (inserted

in political discussion)
Tclb ánOAoY~~ Ëxw

can be rebutted

órtovéuo

to assign

ánCXJ!3ÉVVU]JO.L

to die away

ónccrroéuxo

1) to turn away

2) to divert, relax

13,288:28.

43,404:24; 44,412:23.

34,372:4; 48,422:1;
50,432:7;

52,438:28;

58,454:22.

5,254:19; 6,258:7; 39,384:30.·

20,314:1.

18,304:30.

54,446:1.

14,290:23; 14,292:26; 23,328:5;
57,452:7;

23,3?6:15;

55,446:18.

32,366:14.

13,288:30.

9,268:18;

20,312:24.
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to stretch out, extend 5,256:7.

árt01:E:AÉw

to perfect 8,266:8.

árt01:0axww

to grate 43,404:29.

ártowyxávw

to mi ss, fail
(v. a.lJQP1:ávw, 2.) )

órtóccot. c. n

15,296:11.

1) statement

2) negative

9,272:25;
9,270:2.

êrrrcn.crro;
árt1:a[.Ol:~

unfa lteri ng 52,438:14,21.

1) to suffice, to be

sufficient
2) to please (non-tech.)

41,398:15;

15,294:22; 15,296:9.

ápnri, n
1) excellence 2,244:15; 13,286:20; 15,294:13;

35,372:20; 35,374:21;
53,440:3,5,15; 58,454:5;2) basic, constituent

(v. 1:0 G1:aL XE:C'ov)

3) quality, feature 18,302:31; "19,306:13; .33,368:21;"
34,370:6,13; 34,372:4,6,12; 54,446:7;

58,454:12;
35,376:14; 47,418:26; 56,448:20;

23,328:23; 31,358:6.
4) (pecul iar) nature

5) moral excellence

179

ápSpov, 1:Ó

article 39,386:7.

ápL8lJÉw

to evaluate 35,374:8.



1) number (grammatical)

2) catalogue
3) number (non-tech.)

áol..crros

best
ëoccrc (Adv.)

best
ápl..o"te:Co., "tá.

the first prize

1) to suffice, to, be

sufficient
to be sufficient (non-

tech.)
óoxoëv , "tó

what is sufficient

OplJOVla, 'Il
1) composition

2) type of composition

3) musicality, musical

qual ity

4) musttal sea~~·

5) jU!'lCtion

52,438:6;
54,442:6;

37,380:9.

50,428:15;

16,296:24;

33,368:28.

14,290:26; 19,306:28;

2,244:20; 20,312:3;

10,274:25.

18,306:6; 35,372:17; 35,376:8;
·36,376:19,30; 38,380:27; 39,386:19;

40,392:1; 41,398:19; 43,404:28;
43,406:19,20; 43,408:22; 45,412:29;

46,416:24#; 50,428:28; 51,434:3;

51,436:3;
36,378:15,25; 37,380:9; 38,380:22,27;

38,382:10; 39,384:3,20; 39,384:21;

39,386:6; 39,388:14; 40,392:27;
41,398:1,7,23; 42,404:5,8,10;

43,408:13; 43,410:2; 45,416:12;
46,418:2; 47,418:18; 49,426:3,4;

24,330:11; 48,422:29;

48,422:29;

40,390:2;
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6L CXl1.ClOGJv OplJOV Ca, n
the whole musical scale 2,244:21.

Op]JÓ •• w

1) to fit 18,306:3; 41,398:9; 45,416:5;

48,4·20:30;

2) to unite 3,246:22;

3) to adapt 33,366:22;

4) to be appropriate 27,342:1; 32,366:12;
ëouórto Op]..JOV L CA)

to make music 2,244:21;
Óp]JÓrre: LV, .ó

interlocking 36,376:24.

áppe:VLX~

áppe:v LXÓV , .ó

masculine (gender) 27,344:9.

Op:rL{;;, n
arsis, ictus, rise (of the

foot in beating rhythm) 48,420:21.

ÓpxmOTIL vr1{;;

with the patina of
anti quity 38,382:27.

Ópxmonpe;rni{;;

archaic 5,256:12;
ÓpXaLon.pe:nÉ{;; I .ó

old fashion way of

expression 39,388:15; 48,424:14.

ápxaCO{;;

1) archaic 4,252:12;

2) old-fashioned 39,386:5; 43,410:17;

3) antique 39,386:20;

4) ancient 8,266:13; 17,298:8; 41,398: 13;

50,428:20; 56,448:27.
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áoXaLÓTI1~, i)

old-fashioned quality 5,254:27.

"

1) first member of a

sentence
2) beginning (non-tech.)

áoXllv Aawávw

to begin

éoaqx)~

obscure

20,314:3;
20,314:7;

38,380: 30-31 .

10,274:23.

áa5ÉvE co., i)

weakness 19,308:30.

áa8Evri~

feeble, ineffective' 13,288:29; 28,346:,21.

to practice 34,370:20.

élaKn(Jl,~, i)

1) practice
2) training

13,290:11; 47,418:16;

52,436:19.

áaKnni~1 b

pract itioner 22,324:3.

~w

to favour
áan:á~OlJCl.l,

to cleave to

39,384:28;

36,378:5.

~

áartaa"t"~

welcome 40,392:8.

éo"t"EC'~

urbane 54,444:20.

urbanity 54,446:12.
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ÓOLOXÉW

to miss 33,368: 7;

55,448:11.

óoovxcórrrroc
1) disjointed
2) rambling, incoherent

19,308:7;
19,308:18.

áauvTi8n~
unfamiliar, (v. tEaANiLLW)

éuqá)u:; LU, li
cautiousness

9,270:28

2,246:6

áaq:a).ri~

1) steady
2) firm

24,332:13; 26,336:17, cP.l3á:n~;
40,392:19; 45,414:25.

drcocro;
disorderly 50,430:27.

écrauCEU~

á.LUl-1l.EU~

unrestrainedly

á.TEM~

1) imperfect
2) incomp 1ete
3) unaccomplished

10,274:18.

2,246:19; 14,290:17: 33,368:6;

9,272:22; 50,430:5;
8,266:6.

áLOA]..lO~

not daring 18,304:15.

fuov~
lacking intensity 20,310:3.

183

á.LOTtO~

1) unnatural
2) paradoxical
3) absurd (non-tech.)

24,330:21 ;
56,450:10;

34,372:12.



aUAn]..lO.L, 'ró

reed-pi pe-music
(i.e. libitation music)

aUEávw

1) to increase
2) exaggerate

aUEnaL~, li
1) amplification

2) hightening of effect

orxrrncóc

1) rough

2) austere

3) serious
4) rigorous (non-tech.)

5) strict (non-tech.)
cïxrrncóv , .ó

roughness
oïxrrn p:7:t;

roughly

aU.ÓpKn~

self-sufficient

aD.6]..lO..~

independent

cïrronéêe La, li
susceptibility

aU.oupy~

roughly-fashioned,

unrefined

a(rrÓq:u:pq;;

Én' aU.~

conspicuously, manifestly

22,322:5.

52,438:19 (Med.); 54,444:8;

54,444:24.

54,444:9; 58,454:8;

48,420:25.

36,378:13; 38,380:21; 39,386:5;

39,388:14; 41,398:22; 45,414:14,19,28;

45,416:12~; 47,418:27;

43,410:17;

8,266: 11;
42,404:14;
55,446:26;

48,424:4;

43,404:21.

13,290:2; 33,366:25.

39,386:4.

22,322:28.

39,384:22.

56,450:7.
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alrX.lJr)~

dry, ari d

a0x~, b
aridity (of style)

~Lk:W
to remove

Ó4EMI;

effecting simplicity
\1}. OnAotX;;, taxvós and
Al.-rÓ!:;;)

Ó4EAW;;

in a way effecting
simplicity

gr iP (v. li A.a!3n)

aq:UH. -ro;

ineluctable

~o;

~a ypjul..m-a, -rá

consonants
~a (5 c. ypjuj..l(X.-ra), -rá'

consonants

á4ó<l:r1WI;

~-rL

without harsh sound

éhJ..uxOl;
1acki ng 1ife

B

l3aLvw
v. TIA.crrU;, 2)

45,414:22.

44,412:13.

24,334:8.

2,244:3; 5,254:19;

6,258:8; 9,268:17; 9,270:15;

13,286:13; 39,384:23.

39,384:30.

18,304:18.

18,304:19.

38,382:15; 40,390:5;

43,406:26~; 43,408:21,26.

20,312:19.

4,254:10~; 20,310:26.

38,380:25.
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(3fivat., TÓ

rhythmical conclusion
(v. Ti (3áaL(~, 1))

26,336:18.

(3at.ÓJ)

to strengthen 36,376:18.

(3ápq;;, TÓ

gravity 34,370:17.

grave

f3clpÓTI)~, Ti
low pitch

(cf.il óEuTIl~)

[3aaavL!:W

to assay

36,378:13.

48,420:15; 52,438:6.

24,330:5; 51,432:30.

[3áaav~1 Ti
.testi ng

(3écn~, Ti
1) rhythmical close

16,296:30; 33,368:1.

2) basi s

24,332:13, v. (3a.LVW (TO (3fiva.t.) ;

39,386:3; 43,410:12;
45,414:25.

186

[3oo1.ta.LVW

to disparage 35,374:15.

(3£(3at.o~

(3£(3a.(W;

firmly, with confidence 50,428:21.

(3l.á.60)..O.l.

to force 2,246:2.

(3(o~, 0
1) biography
2) 1 ife

53,440:25;

32,364:27.

ó }taB' Ti J.iib (3(~

the world of today 56,448:24.



f3cáw

to cry out loud 54,444:19~.

f3ouAn]J!l., LÓ

intention 40,390:26.

(3oUN)oq;;, li
1) intention 3,248:10; 23,328:7; 53,440:13;

2) wish 39,386: 13.

f3p:x.XUAOYLa, li
brevity 58,452:26; 58,454:3,12.

f3p:x.xU~

1) narrow 9',,270:27;

2) short 43,408:4; 48,420:18,22;

3) short (non-tech.) 14,292: 1;

f3p:x.xu

slightly (non-tech.) 6,258:10;

6LCx. f3p:x.xÉUJV

briefly (non-tech.) 33,368:8.

f3p:lxU-rn~, li
shortness 48,420:16.

r
yf:v€aA.oy La, li

genealogy 2,244:7.

YÉIw:J;, , 6
ridicule 29,348:10,

Yf:VLHc);

qasic 33,368:15; 37,378:22.

Yf:V\laC~

1) good, excellent 15,294: 19;

2) noble 26,336:23; 28,346:22; 29,350:6;

39,384:15; 48,424: 11;

Yf:V\laLu:t;;;

nobly 45,414:27.

Y€\I\ILHÓ;

noble (v. Y€\I\IaCo;;; I 2) ) 39,388: 14.
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,
yÉ:vc:x,;;,-co

1) type
2) kind, sort
3) principle (of the use of

strange language)
4) gender (grammatical)
5) kind (non-tech.)

6) race (non-tech.)

1and (v. £0Hapnod

yAmpJp:)s

1) smooth

2) polished

YA:urTI~

chiselled (v. -coP£u~)

yAwnrll..lOx V){q;;

foreign

yv~, n
1) mi nd

2) idea

3) opinion

YVC4lOAoY La, n
aphorism

yvc;.pL~

familiar

vorrrcóo

to bewitch (v. xnAtw)

rOPYL£Lc:x,;;

Gorgianic

Y ~:xl:I-Q..IO., -có

letter

yp:i)..l.~ ~ov, -c6

consonant

14,290: 16; 33,368:17; 39,384:17;

46,416:21;

56,450:9;

52,438:6;

16,296:20;

23,324:30; 28,346:13.

32,364:26.

36,378:15; 39,384:27; 40,388:17;

45,414:14; 45,416:13; 47,420:1;

48,422:28;

43,410: 18;

51,434:6.

4,252:13.

22,322:5,13;

25,336:3;

42,404: 7.

46,416:24.

49,426:8; 50,432:15.

35,376:6; 39,384:12.

5,256:19; 25,336:81.

4,254:3; 38,382:17,22; 40,390:9,21;

40,392:/;- 52,436:29;

38,382:15; 40,390:6;
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ypiU1JO. n.UL(jXJNOV, TÓ2

semi-vowel

ypiU1JO. qxuvriE:\), TÓ

vowel

38,382:3,15; 40,390:5;

38,380:28.

YfXXWO.TL]{n, n (sc. TÉ)(VT1)

literature 49,426:5; 52,436:24.

Yp::xqE~ 1 0

painter 51 ,436:5.

Y~, n
1) writ ing
2) work of literature

3) painting

2,244:18; 4,252:6;

36,376:27;

50,428:24.

fuLlJÓVL~

1) inspired
2) brilliant

2,244:23;

23,324:25; 26,338:15; 46,416:28.

deity 22,322:16.

OCOL TI01JO.L

to fear 22,324:9.

&; C'Y1JO., TÓ

example 14,290:28; 19,308:30; 37,380:13.

to fear 22,322:10.

1) tod isp 1ay

2) to show
&C'EaL, TÓ

the showing
.êe L]{vul..1£VOV I TÓ

feature

22,324: 1 ;

43,404:18; 50,426:19; 55,448:13;

46,418:12;

37,380:19.

OCLV~

1) forceful, powerful

2) ab 1e

10,276~3; 15,294:16;

22,324:3; 25,334:19; 32,366:7;



3) skilful
4) overwhelming wondrous
5) terrible (non-tech.)

Cc L\)ÓV I "tó

indignation
CcL\)&:~

astonishingly

Cc L\)ÓDl~, Ti
1) forceful persuasiveness

2) skill

3) rhetorical power

êeouóc , 0

connection

&U"tEpe:L~

"ta ÓEU"tEpE:La (s c. á-5A.a.)

second position

CcU"tEPO~

second

. ocw
to be necessary

ocav, "tó

the necessary

ÓllJTlYOP€.W

to deliver a speech in

the assembly

ÓlllJTlyop(a, Tl
1) deliberative speech

2) public speech

&llJTlYOPL}t~, 0 (s c. A.óy~)

deliberative speech

&lllLOUPY~ I 0

1) maker

2) artist

2,246:17;
22,324:15;
54,442:17,18.

54,444:8;

40,392:11.

10,276:8; 13,288:17;
23,326:7; 35,374:9; 35,376:9;

56,450:11,16; 58,454:20;

27,342:11.

40,390:17.

29,350:9.

35,374:8.

34,372 :11,1/;

8,264:14.

17,298:12.

9,274:4; 14,290:21; 56,450:1;
21,314:15; 23,328:9,10.

1,238:2; 2,244:12; 3,248:11;

45,416:4

47,418:20;

50,428:20;
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191

On~LOUOYOs no~LLLXÓbI 0
professional politician 51,436:10.

On]..lOl;, 0
the people 18,304:25.

on lJcX:JL Os

1) civic, civil

2) pub 1ic

Oll..sx: La.
I

4,252:5; 9,274:3; 13,288:3;

14,290:22; 45,416:15;
56,450:1;

in public

OLa!3á)..).w

to discredit

24,330:17,26: 24,332:1.

56,450:19.

to distinguish 9,274:5; 36,376:21; 50,426:20;

50,428:21; 51,432:18.

OLa.ywyri I li
diversion 42,404:15.

dispute 13,286:30.

OWLi:l€W

to specify
OLC<.LpÉO]..JO.L

to divide

. 54,442:12;

33,368:14; 51,434:10.

ow(~aL~1 n
division 34,372:2; 51,434:8.

OLcxxA.áw

oLClKA.W)..l£V~

loose, broken

OLClK\) (~w

to pick to pieces

OLClK~W

to ridicule

43,410:22.

35,374:11.

57,450:30.



2) to excel, to be ~uperior

to
OLáAoy~, 0

dialogue
OL LWv n{JLxWv OLaA.óyWV rtocrrrcf

moral philosophers

OLaAav3Ó;vw

to escape the notice. of
OLa.AÉ YO]..lO.L

1 ) to address
2 ) to speak, converse

3) to express oneself

4) to discuss

OLáA.£xL~, n
1) type of styl e

2) style
a) referring to the

b) of an author

3) way of expression
4) (spoken) 1anguage

5) dia.lect

passage

OLaAJ...á.LLW

1) to differ'

OLOllL AA.áo]..lO.l.

to be a rival

OLaV£l-lW

to divide

48,424:23.

15,294:22,30;

23,324:30;
27,342:27;
23,324:20; 23,326:5.

2,244:26; 5,254:24; 6,258:9;

15,296:2; 18,304: 1; 18,306: 1;

33,368:3; 34,370:20;

types 33,368:3;
5,254: 14; 8,266:8; 9,270:15,29;

13,290:6; 18,302:29; 18,304:29;

20,310:26; 20,314:11; 32,364:26;

27,342:6,21; 55,446:22; 55,448:4,9,14;

8,266:17; 9,268: 18; 23,324:29;

41,398:27.

21 ,320:16.

8,266:12; 10,274:11; 32,364:16;

46,416:23;

34,370:16; 35,372:18.

6,258:20; 23,326:7,22; 23,328:8.

2,244:10.

29,350:10.

34,372:4.
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ÓLávOl.U, 1\
1) thought ((to be) 19,306: 16; 19,308: 18; 20,312:15;

expressed in words) 20,314:2; 25,334:28; 26,336:19;
2) idea, thought (generally

spoken) 20,312:2;
3) sense, meaning 39,384:26;
4) mind, sense, intellect 2,244:27; 9,272:18; 20,314:9;

45,414:24;
5) intention. 18,304:22;
6) genius 51,436:4.

ÓLCXTtOL){LAAw

to vary 50,430: 31; 50,432:12.

ÓLClPlir11:;;

ÓLClPliÉI:;;, 1'Ó

sufficiency 13,290:3.

ÓLappÉW

to flow through 40,392:7.

óLaanáw

to break up 40,390:5; 43,408: 3;;
ÓLÉon:cx:Jl.IO.L

to be broken up 43,408: 14.

OLro-caaLI:;;, n
clashing 43,408:24.

OLOO'1'ÉA.Aw

to divide 40,392:16.

OLroUP:U

to ridicule 54,444:24; 56,448:29; 56,450: 10.

oLarpL!3w

to waste time 23,324:17.

ÓLCXUyr)1:;;

transparent 5,254: 21 .

ÓLaqip:u

1 ) to differ 22,322:13; 32,364:14; 37,378:24;

54,446:2;
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2) to be superior to

5L~.t(X0

to ruin, destroy

5 LCl(jX)pÓ., li
1) difference
2) variation

51., áqq::xy;;;

different
5L~

differently

5LClXapá.TIW

to disrupt

51., &:laJ.taJ..£ Lav I TÓ

school

5Lé:Ó!:J).(.w

1) to instruct

2) to teach
3) to explain

4) to prescribe

51., ea:m, li
instruction

5LELPYW

to separate

5Le:f;06L'KÓ(;;

continuous, uninterupted

5LÉ:PXO~L

to write down

5LT1Y1l0Ls, li
1) narration (i.e. section

of an oration)

2) account

21,320:18; 33,368:13; 34,370:21.

48,422:10; 53,440:13.

13,288:20; 48,422:26; 50,430:17

46,416:27.

46,416:19,22;

46,416:26.

43,408:27.

54,442:26#.

4,252:18; 22,324:7; 44,412:5;

18,306:8;

47,420:8;
53,440:29; 53,442:2; 54,442:12;

54,444:19.

24,334:13; 44,412:10.

38,382:9.

21,314:20.

23,328:16.

11,276:17; 12,280:16; 13,288:27;
34,372:10,13; 45,414:16;

45,414:22.
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6L~r:aJJ8q;, 0

1) dithyramb

2) bombastic, inflated

1anguage

6LfupaU3~~

bombastic

6,258:17; 7,262:3,23;

7,260:15; 7,262:6; 29,348:27;

29,350:5.

,6LtOUlUL

1) to separate

2) to disrupt
6LEO-r~

broken up

38,382:4;
43,406:20,24;

43,404:28.

6~}{aLq;

fair 23,328:3.

6L}{avL}{~

forensic 1,238:1; 2,244:12; 9,274:3;

23,328:4; 45,416:6,14.

6VKcxa-cnpLOV, -ró

court 18,304:26; 22,322:2; 23,328:6;

44,412:8,11; 45,412:25; 45,414:3;

45,416:13.

6L}{aa-cri~ 1 0
juror

6LOPC~w

to distinguish

6LTLA.áaLQ;

(ratio) of two to one

45,416:7.

50,426:22.

48,420:23.

6L~W

to strive after 39,388:15; 40,392:20.

&::M£w

1) to think 23,328:3; 30,350:12; 39,386:23;

43,404:23;

2) to seem 28,346:2;
33,366:28;
44,412:4;

30,356:30; 32,366:7;
334,370:5, 8,16; 35,374:7;

45,414:9; 48,424:26;
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3) to seem justified

4) to appear

52,438:22,24;
30,358:1;
40,394:7;

it seems (non-tech.) 23,328:17; 24,330:24; 24,332:2;
28,346:4; 29,348:15; 32,364:22,

48,420:11,23: 48,422:14; 54,444:25.

OOKLl-!Ó6W

to form a judgement

~a, n
1) opinion

50,428:13.

6,256:28; 8,266:21 ; 23,326:24;

36,378:5; 39,384:11; 47,418:19;

49,426:10;
35,374:3; 51,432:28;

23,324:21 ; 23,326:26; 31,358:8;

33,368:26;
42,402:30.

2) reputation (neutral)

3) good reputation

3) suspicion

6pacn:"riPI,~·

êcccrrnotov, 'ró

energy

&Nalll,(;;, n
21,320:26; 34,370:25.

6,258:1; 41,398:5 ;

56,450:15;
13,288:18; 16,296:29; 34,370:29;

20,312:24;
55,448:2;
19,306:21;
38,382:16; 40,392:2; 52,438:1;

2,244:18;

3,248:9.

1 ) personal abil ity

2) capacfty
3) rhetorical power

4) power
5) function
6) meaning
7) phonetic value
8) success
9) performance

ëovccrreixo

to be prominent 41,398:15.

&:á:;'){ÓXiXlWO(;;

with twelve springs 28,346:28.
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Dorian

E

É'YXa(7L~, 0

dwelling on a syllable in

pronunciation
(v • 0 OUlPL YlJÓd

É'YXa-rallLayw

É'YXa-rallLayO~L

É'YXa-rÓJ1.te:oo~

ornate

.É'YXmaXUPL t:;w

to put in

ÉyXArnlO., -ró

accusation, censure

É'YXA.LOL~ I li
1) mood (grammatical)
2) modulation

.ÉyXOAnL t:;w·

ÉyXOAnL t:;óJ_J£\)~

meandering

ÉyXUuA.L~ rtci. E£ La, li
comprehensive education

Ê: yXWllL ál:w

to praise

1) praise

2) laudatory passage

3) eulogy, encomium

22,322:6.

43,408:22.

22,324:1/.

1,242:24; 6,256:25; 10,276:6;
15,296:1.

50,430:1.

35,374:19~; 55,446:19.

52,438:7;
54,442:23 .

4,254:8.

15,294:29.

1,238:4.

28,346:21; 55,446:25; 55,448:16;

56,450:16;
23,326:14; 23,328:11; 45,414:6;
31,358:7; 44,412:22.
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£6!:n, n
basis 38,380:24; 40,392:19.

É:61..O)..LÓt;1 0
É:61..0lID~, OL

habits 36,378:8.

Ë&Y;;;, .ó

1) custom

2) acquaintance

9,268:19; 56,448:23;

50,430:2.

Eté&u:Jv, .ó

image

Etx.ábw

to compare

32,364:17.

32,364:24.

comparison

EtA,l.x.Pl..'Vr1~

pure

50,426:27.

37,378:25; 37,380:6,10.

Etj:X11VE La, n
dissimulation 23,326:4.

E t~EUOlJO,l..

Et~EUÓlJE\I~

with ironic tone 22,324:8; 54,442:15.

ELaf30Arj I n
beginning 24,330:9.

Ê:x.j3aL\lw

1) to abandon

2) to depart from

Ê:x.j3l..j3ábw

to extend

10,276:2;
48,424:25; 50,430:13.

56,450:1~·.

Ê:x.& l..lJO,.ów

to terrify

É:x.6A,Cj3w

to elide

54,444:24.

43,408:7.
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Ê:}{.}(.A.r)OCu, ft
assembly 22,322:3; 44,412:9; 45,412:25.

8,266:7; 23,326:27; 23,368: 11 ;

41,398:2; 51 ,434: 15.

18,306:5; 24,332:7~; 35,374:26;

35,376:11; 45,414:12; 51,434: 14.

DtAÉyW

to select

Ê:XA.oyr;, iJ
choice

ÊX]JÓOaW

to imitate exactly 13,288 :,16.

to talk at length about 7,260:24.

Ê:XTTPEnr)!;

outstanding 34,372:1.

&:mOL!;, iJ
lengthening 52,438:5.

Êxrpe;Tr.W

to divert 43,406:2.

É:Xq:avr1~

manifest 50,426:23.

É:x(fÉpw

to express (in words) 56,450:12.

ÊXXÉO~L

to waste oneself 5,256:8.

ÊAÉyxw

to prove 50,426:25.

to have pity 22,322:10.

to draw out 5,256:7.

Ê/V..£; L lJO., ró

deficiency 20,314:11.



É:A.A.e: l.nw

to be want ing 16,296:22; 18,304:6.

E:A.AnVL~W
to write pure, correct Greek 5,256:5.
(e , "'(0 xafup:)v)

É:1J{3PLBrl~

weighty 21,320:23.

É:lllJÉAE La, ft
1) melody

2) modulation

48,424:15; 50,428:15; 51,432:23;

48,424:9.

Ê:lJlJ£A,n~

melodious 48,422:17; 50,428:27.

Ë lJlJ£ l:(X)<;

in metre

ËlJlJ£l:POL A,ÓYOL, ot

poetry

50,430:11,24: 50,432:1;

37,380:2; 47,418:22.

Ê:).ll1Cillrl~

Ê:}..U"T.ClBÉ~, l:Ó

passion 21,320:26.

hD1£LpLa, Ti
experience 50,428:18.

É:uns P L A,a1Jl3á.vw

to contain

Ê:]§t£pLA.nI.jJL~, Ti4
encompassment

50,430:4,27.

38,380:26.

éuncoïoëov , l:Ó

use of periods

Ê:lJLf.£ PIl~
similar to
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39,384:29.

50,430:9.

Ê:}..KPUu

to implant 36,378:4.

ÉlJl..IAJXav, "'(Ó

animation 53,440:16.



2) agonistic
tvayc;>.JL av 1 TÓ

vehemence
tvaYWvLOb )..óyex;" (>

speech written for oratorical

struggle 45,412:24; 45,416:1; 53,440:15.

É:vaYWvLO~

1) forensic

tvápYELa, Ti
vividness

É:vap)JÓV Lex;,

1) harmonious

2) enharmonic

évcouór ro

to introduce fittingly

tvocr\~

locking in
tvOCe:CiTEpot;;

deficient
tv6E:É:OTEp::JV "t1Ï~ áAr)8ELQb

inferior to the true need

of the subject

tv8ou:JLáw

to be carried away

É:Vaul-!ÉOlJO,L

1) to ponder

2) to consider
3) to have in mind
4) to realize

argument

EvLH6v, TÓ

singular (grammatical)

4,254:11; 10,276:3; 18,304:12;
20,310:27; 30,358:2.5

58,454:10;

21,320:26; 34,370:24;

58,454:7.

24,332:12;
22,322:6.

51,432:26.

29,350:5;

19,306:13; 28,346:6;

28,346:6.

22,322:8.

22,322:19;
43,404:20,22; 51,432:27; 52,436:14;
45,414:9;

48,422:22; 51,434:7.

27,342:9; 46,416:25.

27,344:9.
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É:v1:E (VW

to compose (music)

ÉEa)J..am 1 li
1) unfamiliar language

É!;a)..).á1:T.W

1) to be strang~ unfamiliar,

remote from the

customary

2) to vary
3) to change

É!;T))"Aayu£vo.;;

unfamiliar

é:!;EPYclbOlJQ.L

1) to overcome
2) to depict exactly

É!;nó{:w

1) to exami ne

2) to enumerate

É!;É:1:a:H.(;;, li
exami nati on

ÉEEUp(O){W

to find

1ater
e:Efi(;;, 1:Ó

1) sequence (grammatical)
2) the following,

subsequent

48,422:4.

10,274:23; 13,288:16; 13,290:7;

50,432:13; 56,450:9.

9,268:17; 9,270:3;

10,274:16;
48,422:9,18; 48,424:26; 50,432:9;

1,242:24; 6,256:25; 8,266:10;
9,270:15,29; 10,276:6; 15,294:10;

34,370~9; 56,448:23,28.

16,296:23,;

51,,436:8.

23,328:2,19; 25,334:16; 29,348:6;
32,366':2; 41,398:20; 51,432:18;

58,452:28;
34,372:11.

23,324:6.

55,448:6.

54,454:21;

54,444:22;

43,408:3,14.

52,436:20,22; 52,438:11,20.
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É:náyy€)q ..lO., TÓ

subject 33,~66:20.

É:nmvÉw

to praise 17,298:8; 19,306:26; 26,338:12;
28,344:20,24; 35,374:26.

Énm, vo; , 0

1) eulogy
2) praise

30,350:15;

25,334:30; 28,346:13; 52,438:27;
55,446:20.

É:rrav~jXL)

É:rravaqEp::)]...I£\)OV, TÓ

epanaphora 40,392:25.

É:rravÉ PXO)..lO.l.

to return (i.e. to the

discussion of the main
subject) 46,418:13.

É:rrav&w

1) to 'adorn 13,286:19;

2) to show itself, to appear 38,382:27.

É:náxoo)..lO.l.

1) to be annoyed
2) to be repelled

53,440:12;
36,378:6f.

éru ée: ~}(.VUUl.

to show 47,418:15.

éru ée: l.}('Tl.}('(~

epideictic 1,238:3; 44,412:13.

Ê:nLée:l.!;l.~, n
display 13,288:19.

É:m€l.}(.n~

reasonable, fair 49,426:10.

êru ~€uY\JUUl.

to subjoin, insert 9,272:14; 27,344:8.



ért C &-r 0\;;

1) ~ccessory, additional

2) abundant
é:n~&-rov, -ró (sc. ÓVOlJO,)

adjective

é:mAu1Jl3ávw

to restrict
éru Aa.1JI3ávolJO,l,

, to reproach
é:mAOY~ ~01.KXl,

to take into account

é:nLAoYO\;; I 6
peroration (i.e. section

of an oration)

concern

éru nA()){r), n
intertwining

é:nCPPI1lJO" -ró

adverb

É:mo-rr11Jll, n
1) science
2) knowle<;lge

É:ma-rp€qul

to correct

é:mo-C(XP:U

to offend

é:nC -rcuq;;, n
tension

1,242:25; 3,248:4; 5,254:26;
13,288:8; 13,290:8; 18,304:2;

23,326:11; 24,332:5;
4,252:23;

5,256:14.

49,426:7;

7,260:25.

48,422:16.

45,414: 17.

51,439:2, v. nOl,ÉolJO,l,;

52,436: 18.

37,380:16; 50,430:5.

26,338: 10,1O.

40,392:4;

50,430: 1.

19,308:25.

38,382: 14.

13,290:11; 37,378:24; 44,410:30;

46,418:2.
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Ém1:Ó(pL~

fune ra 1

Ém-rÓ(pLO!;;, b

funeral oration

É:ïLLu:Aiw
to accomplish

éru ui&: L~

1) fit, suitable
2) appropriate (non-tech.)

éru ui&: LOV, 1:Ó

fitness

ëru ni&:UJL!;;, Ti
1) artful ness

2) application
3) technique (on which

one is bent)
4) deliberation

É:mTrj&:6w

1) to pursue

2) to cultivate

Én L1:U~llllL

to add

Émn~

to criticize, reproach

éru 1: C lJIlOL!;;, Ti

criticism

éru 1:r:x)XaAo!;;

glib

23,328:16;

23,328:20~; 26,340: 14; 44,412:21.

54,442:25.

32,366:4; 55,448: 14;
43,410:23;

32,366:4.

2,246:8;
26,338:18;

36,376:20;
43,406:6.

4,252:20; 5,254:19; 27,342:6;

32,364:20; 34,370:15; 36,376:30;
36,378:15; 38,380:22; 56,450:6;
8,264:23; 10,274:15; 16,296:20;
42,404:8.

24,332:25; 25,334:28; 27,342:1;
27,344:12; 28,346: 12; 57,450:,30.

6,258:14; 20,314: 10; 26,338:16;
57,452:13.

6,258:12.

40,392:4; 43,408: 2'5.
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1) to inflict
2) to inveigh

ÊmqipoiJO.l.

l)tofo11ow

2) to take along

ém.ecoá, n
second member of a
sentence

to try

éru xc C PIliJO., TÓ

argument

" .crto; , TO

ÊTTJ), Tá

epic poetry

É:pyaaCa, n
literary execution

Êpyov, TÓ

1) literary work
2) musical work, opus

3) result, product
4) work (of art)
5) activity

Ê:PlJ11ve: Ca, n
way of expressing ideas
in words

Ê:plJIlve:6w

to express, to put in words

38,382:25;

54,442:27;

38,382: 18;

49,426:4.

20,314:3.

23,326:15; 54,442:5.

46,416:21; 55,446:24.

18,306: 9; 41,398: 11.

56,448:22.

46,418: 5; 51,432: 29;
48,422:3;

47,418:20;
50,428:23;
52,438:22,23.

3,250;27;
19,308:5;

4,252:20; 9,268:15,22;
25,334:22; 25,336:5;

33,368:12; 34,370:10; 56,448:29.

21,320:19; 23,324:24; 26,336:20;
26,338:15; 28,344:26.
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Ëppu~

having regular rhythm

EUYÉVE W, n
1) nobility
2) nobility (non-tech.)

EUYEVr)~

noble

EUYp::t~

well-defined

EUO::»tL}.lÉW

to be highly esteemed

E0É:n.e::La, n
1) beauty of language

2) euphony

direct
EU&W:;;;

just

d,MaLPCa, n
right time, convenient
situation, appropriateness

EUXal.pq;;

EUxaq::x)"['£pov

more opportunely

EUx~6

Jruitbearing

EUxCVll"['~

susceptible

EuxÓpuq;q;;

ending in a beautiful

rhythmical acme

50,430:12,25; 50,432:1.

39,386:19;
28,344:19.

21,320:18; 23,326:3; 43,410:20.

40,392:18.

23,328:2.

25,334:15;
4,254:1; 40,390:4.

9,268:15,21; 9,270:12;

19,306:16.

34,370:23; ,48,424:22, 0,:[0 noértov.

58,452:27; 58,454:5.

32,364:26.

53,442:2.

40,392:18; 43,410:10.
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e:.U){~
judicially ordered 36,376:28.

e:0Hpcrt~
well-blended 3,250:27.

e:UA.oy~
e:uAóy~

p1ausibly 56,450:18.

cuf.lÉ A.e: La, li
musical effect 40,388:21.

e:U]J£"tp::>g
having good rhythmical

qualities 50,430: 14,30.

e:ulJOP<P~a, li
shapeliness 32,364:20.

eUlJO.(X.!X)(;;
shapely 18,304:4.

e:uÏIouaCa, li
artistic sense 49,426:5,12.

e:woÉw
to be of goodwill 22,322:11.

e:una.C ëcoroc
erudite 42,404:15.

ease 52,438:14.

e:uTT£ui\;;
e:(me: "tW;;;

without trouble 50,428:20.

e:UTIPe:rn1\;;
1) appropriate

2) fair

21 ,320:20~;

44,412: 1.



EUPEOq;;, n
invention

EupuauLa, n
good, pleasant rhythm, but

not fixed rhythmical

EUP~

containing pleasing rhythm,

but not fixed rhythmical

patterns

firm
E(xrra.8É:~, -ró

tranquility

eóorouïc , n
euphony
('v. n E0É:ne:La

n EUq:wJLa)

and

cïxróvorrrcc

comprehensible

EULEM~
EULEAÉOLEr:ov (Adv.)

more pareimoniously

EU-rEXVL Q, n
skill.

ready wit

E0q:wvCa, n
euphony

E~~

'euphon'ious

£q::e::OL~1 n
appea 1

51,434:12.

4,254:1; 48,424:16; 50,430:2;

58,454:9.

18,306:5; 39,386:3; 48,422:18;

50,430:13,30.

36,"378:13.

22,322:~·.

13,288:24.

34,370:7.

28,346:19.

35,374:1.

54,446:8.

24,332:11; 40,388:20.

18,306:4; 40,390:9; 43,406:17.

13,286:30.
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É:tPi]J£~

passing (v. áv8n~)
z

~fiA.o;;;, 0
imitati on

1) to imitate

2) to strive after

~T)>wmi~, 0
1) imitator

2) emulator

~é:xJ:q;1 0

absolute obscurity

~wyp:x£pCa, Jl
art cf painting

~wy~, 0

painter

r,yÉOlJO.l..

1) to precede

2) to begin
(sc. uóo 1..0 I..c Ti ypil-q..l.acn )

JlYE].lli>J, 0
"hegemon", "l esd inq", the
name of a type of rhythm
with a v v metrical foot.

Jléovn, Jl
1) pleasure

2) pleasure, entertainment
3) pleasure (non-tech.)

32,364:25.

35,374:28.

35,374:1#,3; 36,378:10; 41,398:11;

36,378:20.

8,266:4; 33,368:10;
33,368:25.

5,256:6.

41,398:6.

50,428:18.

38,382:17;
38,382:17.

48,420:20.

13,286:17; 18,304:29; 18,306:11;

22,324:6; 29,350:5; 41,398:10;
45,416:9; 47,418:22; 47,420:3;
54,444:17;
17,298:11.
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5,254:30.

n&Jvw
1) to soothe 2,244:28;
2) to please 18,306:4; 20,312:20;
3) to make pleasant 25,336:5.

nÓtX;
1 ) pleasant 4,252:15; 5,254:20; 8,266: 11 ;

18,304:3; 24,334:7,12; 32,364:24,
v. ávanp:)(;; ; 34,372: 7; 40,390:13,31 ;
40,392:8; 41,398:22; 45,414: 18;
48,422:23; 51,434:23;

2) sweet (non-technical,
but metaphorical for

the pleasantness of
Plato's style)

noo, -ró

pleasure
néÉw;;

.pleasantly

n{JLxÓ(;;

1) portraying character
2)' sensitive

n~, -ró
1) delineation of character
2) mild emotion
3) mind, disposition
4) character

nlJ.LÉPY~

imperfect

nlJ.L-re:N)(;;
half-educated

nlJ.L~~

nlJ.t~ov ypilJ.]..IO., ró

semi-vowel
nlJ.L~OV I -ró (s c. ypi]_q_n)

semi-vowel

40,388:21; 45,414:17; 47,420:2;

43,404:23; 43,406: 18 .

4,252:14; 58,454:10;
8,266:12.

13,286: 15; 24,332:19; 53,440:28;
2,246:1 ; 43,406:3;
22,322:3;
18,304:23.

8,266:5.

23,324:2.

38,382:7,15#; 40,390:5;

43,406:25; 43,408:21,26.
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T 0nxcx;J
1) sound, i.e. produced by

the uttering of words 40,388:25; 40,390:7,22,25; 43,406:29;
2) voice 54,442:16;
3) tone (of the voice) 54,444:20;
4) sound (non-tech.) 22,322:16.

El

3á)..Aw

to bloom, to thrive 40,392:21 ;

-re:ar,A.~
burgeoning 5,254:28.

&:rulJ.á6w
1) to admire 18,302:28; 23,326:10; 35,372:23;

51,434:4;
2) to be astonished 35,374:20; 51,432:20; 51,434:21;

57,450:23.

&:rulléol.~
1) admired
2) marvellous, admirable

&:ru)_lOCJl;c){;;

.1) ex~ellent, admirable
2) remarkable, astonishing

ae:a.ro L.}tc){;;

1) showy

2) mere show.(negative)

to charm

ae:parr.e:w
to show solicitude

-s€aq;, li
1) theme

2) downward beat (of the

foot in beating rhythm)
(cp. li a,:x:J"l.(;)

33,368:23;
42,404:2; 58,454:21.

24,330:9;
6,256:29; 37;380:8; 48,424:14;
52,436:26 (sup.},

18,304:28; 18,306:7; 25,336:8;
36,378:16; 39,384:27; 40,388:17;
43,410: 19;
5,256:1.

20,312:19.

22,324:9.

~21,314:20 ;.

48,420:21.
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5£upÉw
to examine

'. 5£clprl)..J.O., TÓ

1 ) rule
2) object of contemplation
3) subject of study
4) principle

5£upCa, n
1 ) contemplation
2) theory
3) examination

{1nAUXq;;

{1nMMáv, TÓ

feminine (grammatical)

{1npáol..J.O.l"

to pursue eagerly

fuuxu6C é£ I,,~

Thucydidean
I Uia, li

1 ) literary form
2) style
3) quality (of style)

4) type
5) section (of a speech)
6) kind (non-tech.)

C61,,~

1) peculiar

2) pri vate
3) individual

4) personal
5) separate

C6wv, TÓ

individuality

33,366:25.

52,438:16,19;

58,454:21 ;

49~4Z6:6;

47,418:15; 48,422:23.

11,276:15; 40,392:4;

51,432:24;

32,366:9,15,19; 34,368:30.·

27,344:9.

40,388:20.

15,294: 1O.

1,238:3; 4,252:7;

2,246:6;

9,272:1;

3,246:201; 8,266:23; 39,386:22;

45,414: 11 ;

8,266: 14.

2,246:3,10; 34,370:6,29~;

37,380:12; 39,386:12; 41,398:3;

47,418:26; 50,426:27; 54,444:8,9,9;

4,252:5; 21,320:30;

38,382:30;

22,322:26;

32,366:10;

34,372:4;
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t6Cq.

in private, privately,

not in public 24,330:17.

t6LÓT1l~, n
peculiar nature, idiosyncrasy 46,416:18.
(v. (> xapm{Lr)p)

t 6CW'jJO., 1"Ó

pecul iarity
(v. (> xap::X){1"r)p)

38,382:11; 50,428:13;

50,432:8; 58,452:23.

t6Lc.Jrn~

1) everyday
2) individual, private

C 6Lc.:rrn~ J (>

1ayman

2,244:4;
56,450:5;

15,294:18; 15,296:9.

t6LWTL){~

1) everyday

2) private

tA.apó;;;

light-hearted

28,346:20;
13,288:1; 45,416:17; 56,450:4.

8,266:11.

history
lorcoï.o 1"OnL){ri I n

local history

54,444:18;

2,244:8.

to'1"OPL){~

historical
t01:OPL){~ 1 (>

24,13.2:15;

histiographer

ta:xv~
plain
(v .. êmAoDs, ÓLjEM~
and A.L1"~)

18,304: 12.

tcrx.u~
1) forceful

2) powerful

5,254: 16,19; 6,258:6,20;

11,276:11; 15,294: 12;

33,368:16; 34,370:15.

23,324:27; 42,402:28;

51,436:20; 51 ,438:12;



3) firm

4) potent

18,304:18;
18,304:25.

taxUs, il
force 2,244:4; 13,290:1; 21,320:22;

22,324:14; 29,350:4; 53,440:7.

. Coxw

to keep 47,418:27.

43,410:21.

K

xa8ape; "Ltu

to be pure

}(..a.fu:p3G

pure

18,302:28.

4,252:11; 5,254:20; 7,260:9;
11,276:12; 13,286:9; 23,324:26;

27,342:6,21;

}(.a~

purely, exactly

}(.a.& L<TITllJ.L

to bring into a certain

state
}('ooLoLa~L

to make
}(.OOLOTIlllL ELs Tiaos

to induce mild emotions

33,366:26.

3,246:22;

27,344:14;

2,246:~.

}(.a:St.rrtoKp( VO~L

to act badly 53,440:12.

}('aLVÓS

new 8,264:22.

}(.aLvóDls, il
}(.aLVÓDls ÓVO]JÓ.LWVI il

neologism 35,374:12.

}(.aLpc)s, b
1) opportune time, fit

occasion 4,252:28; 10,274:18,20,24,25;
44,412:23; 51,434:19; 55,446:23;
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2) fitness
3) occasion

4) time (non-tech.)
5) opportune time (non-

tech.)

liaxá;;;

bad

liaxOUpyÉW

to be dishonest

liax~o;

ill-sounding

liaM.l.ETIÉW

to use beautiful language

liaM.l.AOY éo., il
beautiful language

liaAAl. riJrllJWV
beautiful

liá).)..o;, -ró
beauty

liaAAun 1.()'J.JÓ; , 6
make-up

liaA.A..wrtC!:W

to make up

~
1) beautiful

2) honourable
3) noble
4) beautiful (non-tech.)

5,256:18; 13,286:18; 49,426:9;

4,254:12; 55,448:9;

23,328:25;

32,366:9; 39,384:21.

23,326:28.

48,424:19.

38,382:24.

5,256:2.

3,248:4; 4,252:18; 13,288:8;

25,334:15.

18,304:3.

4,252:21; 24,332:4; 24,330:10;
i25,336:4 ; ·35,376:4; 50,432:4.

25,334:26.

,
18,306:7; 21,320:25; 26,338:4;

40,392:20; 55,448:4.

14,290:24; 18,302:26; 26,336:23;

30,356:30; 30,358:1; 51,434:23;

31,358:8;

25,334:16,30; 54,444:28;

14,290:23; 46,418:3; 48.422:4;

54,446:2;
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')(aAÓv, TÓ

1) honour
2) beauty

3) beauty (non-tech.)

1) in a fine way

2) fair
3) in fine way (non-tech.)

4) nobly (non-tech.)

')(aviliv I -0

1) model

2) standard
3) general rule, principle

'){apJ1.q;, 0

fruit, benefi t

'){ataea.L \)W

to descend
(akin to TO S~)

'){ata!3 L Sábw
to make to go down

'){a.Tá.YEAw;;, 0

ridicule

'){atayUJYll , n
j.nn (v. áv3noós)

xatax.opr)~

satiated

to bequeath
xataAE: l.rtóuevcv, TÓ

the rest, remaining

23,328:23; 31,358:5;

47,418:21; 47,420:1; 48,421:24;

48,424:8;
32,364:21r!;

36,376:28;

42,404:17;
36,376:24; 48,424:21.

26,336:16.

1,242:26; 23,324:26; 26,338:21;

41,398:8;
8,264:24;

44,412:4.

52,438:27.

25,336:6.

48,424:13.

35,374:19.

32\3'64:24..

45,416:11.

57,452:4.

34,368:30.
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HaraAliyw

to end in

Har • á..UnA.a.
with internal congruence

HaTá./...A.n/-,q;;

grammatical correct

HO:rÓ).oyq;; I b
catalogue

HaTalJ£TPÉw

to measure out

HaTo:rr.Arl'rrto

Har~M 'rroucu

to startle, astound

xccrco L~OlJO,L

to enumerate

Hq:rCXJ]{Emh;w

to fashion, construct
(artistically) ,

HaTClO}{E1..lO.h: óusvcc

becoming established
HaTOOl1.EUCl.O"lJÉ;vq;;

ornate

HaTOO}{EurL Tt
1) ornateness, embellish=

ment

2) artistic treatment

39,384:28; 40,390:20.

39,386:12.

27,344:10.

54,442:18.

39,384:6.

2,244:27; 4,252:21.

33,368:4.

2,246:9; 6,258:7; 8,266:1; 9,266:27;
9,268:22; 10,274:12,26~; 10,276:9;

13,286:10; 13,288:4; 15,296:13;

20,312:30; 33,368:12; 37,378:23;
39,384:31; 43,404:21; 43,408:29;
43,410:8; 47,418:23; 48,420:19,23;

48,424:21; 53,440:27.

36,378:7;

4,252:23.

2,244:4; 6,258:22; 10,274:19;

14,290:25; 18,304:16; 23,326:3;

28,346:27; 28,348:2; 45,412:28;

48,424:9; 56,450:3·;

.24,332:23; 39,386:18;
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embellishments

2,246:11; 44',412:7; 46,416:23;

6,258:8;
15,294:18; 34,370:11; 43,410:3;

57,452:6;
48,424:25; 50,430:23;

3,248:4; 5,254:26 (sing.); 6,258:3;

13,288:9; 23,326:12.

3) artistic form
4) artifice
5 ) artistic structure
6 ) structure
7) arrangement

HarQO'){e:ua~I at

Hal:a nepï oêov

in stanzas

219

50,430:19.

Hara err ~xcv

in lines 50,430:19.

Ha-rcrrr1HW -rOb -rÉXVClb

to waste art and skill 51,436:9.

Har04ÉPIl.~

rapid 40,392:5.

to despise 22,322:10; 54,444:23.

HCXTIl vooéco
1) to criticize
2) to accuse

58,454:2;
35,374:18~.

HaTI)YOp~a, Ti
1) censure, reproach
2) blame

3). accusatory part
4) prosecution

6,258:10; 55,448:16;
55,446:20;

23,326: 14;
14,292:4,12.

Han1)(l1m.~ 1 Ti
instruction 50,428:16,27.

Ha-rcvo]..lÓ{w

to name 39,384: 18.

xcrrcoêóo

1) to be a successful

exponent
2) to be successful in

39,386:21;
31,358:9; 33,368:17.



xaTóp&u}.IO., Té

success 32,366: 1.
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xaxA.á{w

to bubble 28,346:27.

empty 5,256:10; 44,412:20.

xevconcoói'c., n
zealous pursuit of
frivolities 25,334:25.

xEqxl).aL~

xEqxl).aLO\) I TÓ

topic 47,418:15 .

. in short 4,252:10.

XEq:a).aL~ns

aphoristic 9,272:24.

1) beguil e

2) to charm

39,384:13; 53,440:11;

36,378:18.

XLVÉW

1) to sti r

2) to excite
XLvéco yÉAcuta

to provoke ridicule

20,312:15; 22,322:17;

55,448:5;

29,348:9.

X LVnTLXós

alluring 40,392:20.

XLPVÓW

to mix 41,398:6.

XOLVÓS

1) common, ordinary

(v. 0 tAAnvL~)

4,252:14; 5,256:11;

10,274:16; 13,286:10; 15,294:21;

18,302:30; 34,370:10; 56,450:6;
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2) general
3) joined
4) general (non-tech.)

}(.OLvOs }(.a.L· <PLA.écv~~
appealing to the whole

. range of human nature
}(.OLVO

49,426:7;
23,326:24;

21,320:29;

33,368:11-12;

commonly
}('OLV~

in general

34,372:3;

55,448 :13. -

}(.OLVÓUU;;, il
}(.OL VÓDl~ -rGN óvourrcv, il

standard, ordinary vocabulary 5,254:24.

}(.O.A.rotE ~a., il
flattery . 35,374:3.

}(.O.A.rotEUw

to flatter

}(.óJv.a, il
bonding

45,414:20.

40,390:17.

xoxrtó»

}(.E}(.O~~

meandering

}('OAnW:n~

turgid, winding

19,308: 12.

18,304: 14.

short phrase

}('OJ..J.l.J(l-rL}(.ó~

}(.Ol-Q..lO.LL }(.W;

with short phrases

43,410:6.

39,384:31.

din 7,260:15.

}('Oll~

refined 5,256:1; 19,308:6;



Xé:x:rJJóSl 0
1) embellishment, orna=

mentation (v. n XOXOOXEun) 1,242:25; 13,290:9; 18,304:2; 24,332:5;
45,414:13; 45,416:4;

xolJllhv°' TÓ

refinement 36,378:15,16; 38,380:22; 40,388:18.

xóno; , 0
fatique 20,314:9~; 45,414:2°4.

x~S
boring 58,454:16.

xóooc, 0

satiety 20,314:1.

xopu!3avnxóS
Corybantic 22,322:14.

xo::::T).lÉw

1) to adorn, to embellish 22,324:1; 25,336:10; 46,416:24;

53,440:2;
49,426:3;
24,330:25; 29,348:18.

2) to bring about

3) to honour

2) form
3) distinction (non-tech.)

3,246:23;
24,330:25~.

xpJal.S, n
blend

(i~. n ]..tC'E l.s)

42,404: 11; 46,416: 20.

° XIXlTaL.ÓS

1) strong

2) powerful

18,304:17;
20,310:3.

xp:rce:w

1) to rule, sway
2) to master

22,322:12,23;
52,438:3,20.

Xp::lT l.CITOS

1) best 8,266:7; 15,294:11; 16,296:19;
23,326:30; 30,350:12; 33,366:21,28;
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33,368:11 ,25; 34,370:21,31; 41,398:7,
16,24; 44,410:27; 47,418:17;

58,454:13;
8,264:17; 23,328:15; 47,418:17;

50,428:14;

51,434:5;
58,454:17;
17,298:11;

7) most important (non-tech.) 24,330:18;
• ,7 .
W;;; 'KlJCl'.Ll.o'rc

2) most important

3) most significant

4) very fine
5) dear (non-tech.)

6) best (non-tech.)

as good as possible 53,440:21.

'Kpár~1 "t"ó

1 ) power
2) mastery, supremacy

'KOEL"t""t"UN

1 ) better
2) better (non-tech.)

10,276:7;
18,304:30.

21,320:27; 23,328:3; 32,366:2;

24,330:28.

'KPLVU)

1) to evaluate
2) to judge

24,334:12;
23,326:27;

to my mind
'K£'KPl.voUÉvov ~ua vancr£l.

judged simultaneously
with the idea
(v. n vónoi.c)

56,450:19-20;

52,438:20-22.

'Kpl, rnocov, "t"ó

criterion 50,428:15.

'Kpouua, "t"ó

instrumental music 40,392:10; 48,422:4.

xri'ilJO., "t"ó
something of permanent

value 10,274:26.



'KuxA.Éw

to circulate

'KUXAoY p::up::W
to circumscribe, to use
more words than necessary

'Ku}{Aéxu

to recur constantly

. KUPU~

1) proper
2) most important (sup.)

'KéJiN::Jv, TÓ

clause

'KUJ).I4:ó( a, ti

comedy

'KWTLAAw

to beguile with fair words

'KWTL~

lively
'KWTLAov, TÓ

lively quality

A.a8r11 Ti
hold, power to hold

)..ó).ov I TÓ

garrulity

AalJn~
1) sp] endi d
2) brilliant

56,448:26.

19,306:17.

20,314:7.

5,256:10; 13,286:10;
17,298:13; 39,384:12; 50,428:9,14.

9,272:13; 19,306:19; 24,332:5,12,14,16;

39,384:4; 39,386:3; 40,392:11;
43,410:3,6; 48,422:16; 50,432:11;

51,432:23.

41 ,398:12~ 53,440:9.

44,412:12.

49,426:,3;

40,392:12; 45,414:29.

18,304:19; 20,310:3.

5,256:1.

24,330:24; 28,346:18;
35,374:5; 39,386:20;
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3) most manifest (sup.)
(non-tech.)

A.av&:Xvw

to be unnoticed
AE:ATl8ó""["~

inperceptibly

).zULV(.()

to effect smoothly
(v. rtoouóco)

1) to deliver an oration

2) to discuss
3) to quote
4) to recite
5) to adduce

6) to use
7) to call
8) to name, :tocall

by the name
9) to state

10) to mean

11) to admit
12) to say by means of the

text, express in writing

6,258:15.

38,382:26; 55,448:15; 56,450:8;

5,254:27.

43,406:2.

13,288:11; 22,322:20,27; 53,440:31;
54,442:15,22; 54,444:11,19,21;
23,328':24;

12,280:17; 40,394:2,8;

53,440:10;
20,312:2;

28,344:25;
9,272:13; 11,276:14; 56,448:22#,22;

54,442:14,17;
27,342:9; 40,394:6; 41,398:8;

46,418:7;
9,268:20; 10,274:15; 13,288:3;

20,314:2; 24,330:20; 25,336:9;
1) ,376:16; 41,398:10; 50,428:13;

52,438:4; 58,452:17;

7,260:16;

2,244:19,20; 7,262:9; 9,270:6;
9,272:28; 10,274:13; 13,286:16;

13,290:13; 19,308:18; 19,310:2;
20,310:5,14; 21,320:28,29; 23,324:28;

23,326:~7,19,28; 23,328:14; 24,330:18;
25,334:14,21,29; 25,336:2; 26,336:11,15;

26,338,14; 26,340:16,17; 27,342:5,9;
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28,344:20; 28,346:7,12,19,21; 29,348:6,
9,25; 29,350:1,3; 30,350:12; 32,366:12,
17; 34,372:5; 35,372:14,14; 35,374:23;
35,376:1; 36,376:22; 36,378:11,12;
38,382:28,31; 43,410:1,7,22; 44,412:23;

45,414:27; 46,416:27; 46,418:14;
47,418:18; 50,432:8; 52,436:15;

53,440:27; 54,446:3,6; 55,446:21;
56,448:19,29; 56,450:9; 57,450:23,25;

58,454:4,15,17;
3,246:25; 13,286:21;
15,294:24; 19,306:18,28; '24,330:23;

27,342:22,28; 27,344:6; 28,348:2;
36,376:18; 38,382:2; 39,384:12;
42,404:9; 50,428:21; 51,432:20;

13) to say, utter in
words (non-tech,)

)£yÓ}J.E:\JOV, .ó

sentence
'AÉyUJJ, 0

speaker

Aex8É:v, .ó

oration

MYE t.v di, .ó
fine oratory

AÉ.yw :d~

43,404:27;

39,384:25;

43,404:19;

51,434:7-8; 51,436:12;

to address to
~Myw

to be correct
owE'Aóvn eL ne: Cv

to summarise
W;;; dne: rv

virtually

7,262:25;

58,452:24-25;

46,416:17;

47,418:20.

A£CO~

smooth 20,312:16; 40,388:19; 40,392:12.

)£l.Ó"rn~, il
smoothness 40,390:4; 43,408:10.
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AEXUX~

AEXUXÓV I -c6

1) diction

2) way of expression, style
AEXH xOs -cónoc;;:1 (:;

way of expression
A£XH XÓS 1 b (sc. -cOOod

A£X-CÓV I -co
expression

AÉE;l.s, li
1) word

2) diction, choice of words
3) expression

4) passage

5) oration
6) verse
7) oeuvPe

8) writing
9) style (of an author),

way of expression
(of an author)8

35,374:10;
51,434:18;

32,366:19;

27,342:8~; 27,344:4.

22,324:11; 38,380:29: 39,384:16;
40,390:9,15,23,28.;
26,338:3; 56,448:18;
24,334:2; 29,348:13; 56,448:26;
9,270:21; 11,276:16; 14,290:26;
16,296:25; 17,298:2; 18,302:26;
19,306:15; 19,308:6; 20,310:4;
20,312:27; 21,314:14; 23,326:30;
23,328:20; 28,346:3; 30,356:31;
31,358:4,10; 32,364:15; 33,366:28;
33,368:18; 37,380:14; 40,394:3,11;
41,398:23,28; 42,404:3; 48,424:13;
50,430:3;

50,430:8; 50,432:3;
39,386:16; 40,392:26;
39,386:24; 48,424:18;
50,430:26;

2,244:26; 2,246:3; 3,248:6; 4,252:3,11;

7,258:27; 8,264:24; 8,266:21; 9,268:13;
9,270:4,12; 10,274:12,23; 10,276:1;
12,280:20; 21,320:28; 24,334:2;
25,334:20; 32,366:3; 33,366:21;

34,368:29; 34,370:16;- 35,372:17;

40,394:4; 41,398:9; 53,440,2,26,26;
53,442:1; 54,442:11; 54,444:28;
54,446:28; 58,454:11,18;
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10) style (in general),
way of expression
(in general) 2,246:15; 3,246:20; 8,264:17;

13,288:22; 14,290:25; 15,294:13;

24,332:23; 29,348:13; 29,350:9;

32,364:23; 33,368:15; 37,380:~;

44,412:7; 45,412:29; 48,424:21;

11) type of style, type
of way of expression 1,242:26; 2,244:3; 2,246:13;

6,256:26; 7,258:27; 8,266:2;
15,296:14; 29,348:13; 34,370:9;

40,394:1;
40,390:30; 40,392:5;

18,304:18;
56,450:6;

39,384:2;

12) utterance
13) act of speaking

14) colloquial language

15) language, speech
')JÓp La Tfi'~ Ai!;e: W;;;

parts of speech

TT£~n Ai!;l-~, Jl
prose
(v. TT£~~)

l!JLM Ai!;L~, Jl

48,420:9,25; 51,432:22;

40,394:1; 48,424:15;

prose
(v. l!JL~)

48,424:20.

AETTIq;;

refined 5,254:23; 13,288:15; 27,342:5;

29,350:3.

to end, stop, to end in 38,380:29;' 38,382:16; 43,410:16.

M.].l)JO., "ó
1) substance

2) argument

20,312:14;

20,314:3.

M~, 0
trash 7,262:7; 25,336:10; 44,412:22.
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ALya~vw

to produce clear sounds 44,412:12.

ALYU~

1) clear-sounding
2) lively

ALYUpÓv I TÓ

clear sounds

36,378:16; 40,390:31;

43,410:18;

5,254:31.

unadorned

(v. êmAo~ I ~Ari~
and tcrx.v~)

2,244:3; 8,266:9; 34,370:15.

AoYLX~

oratorical 24,332:15.

AóYO!;;, 0

1) word 7,262:5; 26,336:14; 26,338:17;
41 ,398:15, v. TT£PL TLBrll..l.L ;

2) sentence
3) passage
4) expose

5) essay
6) treatise

9,268:21 ; 26,336:17;

22,324:4; 25,334:24;

39,386:9; 46,416:27; 46,418:1;

49,424:28;
23,326:18;
8,264:14; 10,274:14; 13,288:7;

33,366:20; 42,404:15; 46,416:27;

46,418:5; 49,426:8;

9) speech, oration

47,418:22;
37,380:2, v. ÉilUETPO!;;

and n£~~; 50,428:26; 51,434:7;
1,238:1,4; 2,244:13; 3,248:11;
4,252:7; 7,260;7; 9,272:31; 9,274:2;

10,276:3; 12,280:17; 13,286:22;
13,288:1,11,24; 14,290:22,25; 14,292:18;
15,294:16,18; 15,296:7,15; 17,298:2,4;

18,304:30; 18,306:7; 20,310:28;
22,322:2,7,24; 22,324:16; 23,328:5,
8,23; 26,338:22; 27,342:1; 29,350:2;

30,350:13; 30,356:31; 31,358:4;
32,364:13; 34,370;3; 35,372:21;

35,374:6; 40,394:10; 43,404:25;,

7) work of literature

8) 1iterature
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14) subject
15) statement
16) argument

43,410:8~; 44,412:12,14; 45,412:24,

v. É:vayc.JvL~1 30; 45,414:11;
45,416:2, v,É:vaywLOS; 46,416:18;

46,418:3; 51,432:21,28; 51,436:3;
53,440:3,15, v . É:VayWvLOs; 5C:·,~46:13;

55,448:15; 56,450:4; 57,452:2,5;
~23,324:27; 23,326:28; 23,328:15,

16,19; 24,330:6; 48,422:24;
20,312:27; 32,366:8; 43,410:24;

46,416:27; 54,446:5;

23,326:2;
39,384:10; - 41,398:15; 48,422:21;

51,434:5;
49,426:17; 53,440:1;

48,424:15;
27,344:10,11,13; 33,368:2; 34,370:7;

39,386:23; 42,404:17;

10) writing, discourse

11) discussion

12) oratory
13) prose'

17) argumentation,

reasoning

18) 1anguage
19) relation

20) ratio, proportion

7,258:29; 13,288:28; 36,376:15;

2,244:5;

2,244:25;
48,420:21,23;
24,334:9; 36,378:4;21) mind, reason

TOv Aóyav án06~êwUL

to render an account 27,344:7; 45,414:2; 58,454:22;

"Ji.óyav €XW

(i.e. ).,tyw)

to mean
')..f)yav nOLÉO]..lO.L

to take into account,

to set value on
')...óyusv ou é£ ['TaL

it stands to reason

47,420:7;

48,422:5;

50,432:14.

')...U]..lO.~VO]..lO.L

to cause damage to 24,334:9.
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AUrr£(J)

to offend

Auol-OXÓ;

40,392:22.

Lysianic 11,276:13; 13,286:19; 13,288:15;

15,294:11.

to relieve 20,314:9.

M
l-lOXP:)S

1) long
2) long (non-tech.)

5,256:7; 19,306:17;
4,254:9; 17,298:12; 19,308:6;

50,428:19;
Cl-a. lJ(Xl{pou (5 C. XJ)Óvou)

over a long distance
(non-tech.) 9,268:28; 9,272:17; 27,342:10;

much (non-tech.) 6,258:6; 24,332:2; 35,372:17.

l-lOXpcx:rUAJ..aI3~.

with long syllable 38,380:24.

].JO)..axó;

1) soft-sounding 18,306:4~; 20,312:16; 40,388:20;

40,390:10,14,24; 43,406:18,30;

48,424:3;
28,346:6;2) feeble

].JO)..axóv I -ró

soft sound 36,378:17~.

]..JO).axéxJ:wv~
soft-sounding
( 'u, ].JO)..axó; )

40,392:12.

)..IO)..ánw

to relieve 2,244:29.

lJ(lA.~Ó;;

effete, effeminate 39,384:7.



uóoroo, 0
witness

lIDPTUpÉ:w

1) to confirm
2) to acknowledge
3) to bear witness

lJOpwpLa, n
evidence, proof

}JOpn)pl.OV, -ró

proof, evidence

.l.l£yaNlYopCa, n
grandiloquence

lJ£ya).onpÉ:ne; La, n
magnificence

]JE ya).onpe:rnls

magnificent

lJ£ yo).óqp:..N

magnanimous

1) grand
2) long
3) great (non-tech.)

l-!tye:8q; I -ró

1) grandeur
2) importance
3) magnitude (non-tech.)
4) size (non-tech.)

]JELYVUUl,

to blend, mix

28,344:22.

35,372:20;
35,374:21; 35,376:10;

18,304:24.

36,376:17.

37,380:3,14; 39,386:23.

4,252:22; 45,416:5.

4,252:17,29: 35,376:4.

8,266:9; 21,320:19; 24,334:7;

25,334:17; 25,336:7; 39,384:8;

45,416:16; 48,424:2,10.

39,388:14.

6,258:5; 28,346:26;

38,380:24;
6,256:29; 33,368:26; 52,438:23,25.

13,290:9; 34,370:12;

56,450:2;
29,348:6;
50,428:1.

15,296:12.
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1-1£ I..oóx L.OV, TÓ

boy

1-1£ I..p::m I..W5r)!;;;

juvenil e

25,~36:6.

5,256:20; 20,312:25; 21,320:24;

29,350:3.

lJEAaLVU)

to darken 5,256:6.

)J£A.e: -row
to study

lJEA£Dl, n
practice

52,436:21.

52,438:13.

1J£AL~u)

to be like music 50,430: 16.

1-I£AI..){~

lyrical

1-1£ AL xOÓ!;'

1-1£AI.. "X]::i:N, -rÓ
sweetness

40,392:26.

48,424:5#.

)J£AortOl..~, 0
lyric poet 39,386:15.

JJÉAq;;, TÓ

1) tone

2) melody

26,338:2; 47,420:4; 48,420:14,16,25;

48,422:15,26; 49,424:28;

7,262:23; 22,322:6; 48,422:5;

50,430:26; 51,434:22;

50,430:13,16;

54,444: 18;

40,392:10;

50,428:2,3.

3) song
4) singing

5) vocal music
6) 1imb

JJÉAn, Tá

lyric poetry 18,306: 10; 41,398: 12.



melody
(v. LO lJÉ~, 2))

]..IÉ lJ4X)]JO.L

1) to censure
2) to criticize

to persist

1Jtoo;, LÓ

1) section
2) part

3) subject

4) share

}.IÉcrcx;;

1) midway between)

intermediate, middle

2) between

')J£OOTTl\;;, n
the mean, the state between

two extremes

).J.ELaj3aA.r), n
1) variation

2) change (non-tech.)

')J£L(D{OJ1~ bW
to convert

')J£L~ÓWJ

to experience

48,422:8.

17,298:9; 18,304:6; 24,334:6;

20,312:14.

48,422:8.

18,304:5;
43,404:25; 45,414:5; 46,416:22;
49,426:18; 53,440:19; 54,446:9;
34,370:1; 50,432:5; 54,446:3;

47,418:17.

3,250:27; 14,292:2; 33,368:25;
34,370:20; 36,378:20; 41,398:23;
42,404:7; 43,410:3; 47,418:18f;
38,382:1,6.

3,248:6.

20,314:8; 47,420:5; 48,420:28;
48,424:4,11,16; 49,424:29;
17,298:9.

41,398:27.

22,322:9,12.
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2) due proportion (non-tech.) 13,288:6; 13,290:3;
uer pew;;;

us-rcl~t)

between
J.l£-raEu T0Jv <lxp:..>J E){a-rÉp:..>J

between the two extremes

J.l£-ranCn.-rw
to change in case

ucrorcoé, li
metapher

lJÉn: t tn,

to pursue

J.J£-rovoJJÓ.~w
1) to express with a

related word

2) to substitute

J.l£-rpt..á.~w

to be moderate

)JÉ-rpt..o~
1) moderate, balanced

2) proportionate
3) mediocre (non-tech.)

lJÉ-rPLOV, -ró

1) moderation

1) moderately
2) to some extend

Jj£-rpt..c.Jra-ra

in the most perfect measure

33,368:16; 43,408:5;

14,290:16.

39,386:10f.

5,256:16f.

41,398:4.

26,336:15;

28,348:4.

4,252:28.

38,382:6.

13,288:6; 14,290:24; 15,296:14;

21,320:25; .
44,410:29; .

28,346:11; 32,364: 13;

48,422:7.

48,422:7;

43,406:29;

33,366:22.
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· lJÉTPOV I TÓ

1) moderation

2) metre

5,256:17; 18,304:9;
48,420:27; 50,430:4,7,9,18,21,26,27,

31; 51,432:24;

49,426:9;3) limit

ué roa, Tá

poetry

áL xa. lJÉTpa., Tá

prose 36,376:25;

36,376:25;

ot 8Ew TOU lJÉTPOU ( sc. AÓYOl,)

prose 47,418:23.

).1ET~

of Cybe 1e 22,322:14.

).1ET(i}JUULa., li
metonymy 5,256:14.

lJ!Ïli~, TÓ

1 ) length

2) length (non-tech.)

lJ1lliWW

to enlarge on

43,410:4,12; 48,420:16;

46,418:7; 54,446:5.

51,434:19.

34,370:3; 51,432:16;

26,340:18.

5,254:15; 41,398:6.

28,346:27;
21,314:19.

3,246:20; 8,266:23; 36,378:19;

41,398: 1; 42,404:7; 43,410:2;

44,410:28; 47,418:17#.

U')VU1JO., TÓ

1) feature
2) evidence

'!lL Y1JO., TÓ

blend

Ul,lilX)AoyÉW

1) to use trivial language

2) to examine in detail

Ul,liT<X;:

mixed, blended
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)..LI.,UÉOlJO.L

to imitate

)..LLlJllaL~, 11
imitation

)..LL!;L~, 11
mixture

to hate

urooc , ró

hatred

l-OVÓK~

one""sided

lJÓpLOV I ró

1) syllable

2) component
3) constituent part

)JÓPLOV Tfi~ At!;e:(%, 'ró

part of speech
lJÓpLOV -rou l.6yoo I -ró

part of speech
}(.a-ra. )..Ópw

in detail

J.loP<Pi, 11
1) tone (of the voice)
2) outward form (non-tech.)

llOWL}(.r1, 11 (sc. -rÉxvn)

1) music
2) musi ca1ity, mus ica 1

quality

l101..X:H.}(.~

1) musical
2) harmonious

1,244:1; 10,276:9.

36,378:11.

42,404: 11 .

22,.322:10.

55,448:4.

42,404: 14.

38,382:17;
39,384:2; 39,386:14; 51,432:22;

26,336:17; 40,390:27;

48,420:9,24;

52,438:3;

37,380:16 ..

54,444:10;
8,266:14; 50,428~6,7,8.

2,244:25; 48,42 2:3,6; 49,426: 5;

35,376:11.

40,388:25; 40,390:30; 51,432:24;

48,424:13;
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musical theorist

1JOUJL xó., Lá.

music

1JOlXJl..XOs xa.t l.!ELPl..XÓt;, b
composer of the accompani=

ments

)JOlXJOO

to produce as music

N

véi1JO" LÓ

1 ) fountain

2) river (v .. np:xvr;s)

VEapÓc;

1 ) immature

2) undeveloped

VEUEoáw

to express resentment

VEUJrEponOl.. Lo., f)

originality

vrl'tTl, . li (5 c. xop&l)9

highest note

vÓli1JO" LÓ

thought (which is
(to be) expressed in

words)

1) thought (which is (to
be) expressed in words)

2) insight

50,430:20;

48,422:28;

38,382:5-6.

40,392:9.

28,346:26.
40,392:6;t_

4,252:26;
52,438:11.

22,324:9.

2,246:5.

2,244:24.

9,268:16; 9,272:12,1~: 18,304:11;

18,306:2; 20,312:29; 21,320:22;

36,376:22; 44,412:18; 51,434:2;

55,448:6.

25,334:16; 39,384:16; 52,438:21,

v . XPLVW; 56,450:13;

52,438:17.
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vou8E'tÉw

to express admonition

voiX; I 0
1 ) sense, meaning

2) thought
3) understanding
4) mind

EE:\Ionoe:rtrl!;;;
strange

strange

o
OOUP01J(X.l.

to lament

oréa.

ct ëórcc , ot
well-informed people

OLXELO!;;;

1) distinctive, peculiar

2) fit, proper, appropriate

OLXELW;;;:

1) properly, appropriately

2) friendly

OLxOVOll~a, n
arrangement of ideas

OL xcvoue XÓS

. OLXOVOlll.XÓV, "tó
arrangement of ideas

pity

22,324:10.

7,260:15; 39,384:24; 40,390:16;

5,256:8; 26,336:20;

52,438:12;
2,244:29; 15,2Y4:17.

34,370:14.

5,256:12; 15,294:23; 15,296:2.

54,442:18.

14,292:2.

2,246:6; 39,384:21; 48,420:29;

51,432:24 ..
49,426:4 (comp.); 55,448:9;

40,392:2; 53,440:27;

35,374:2.

51,434:2,13.

51,434:17.

54,442:21.
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ÓA.LY~W
1) to neglect
2) to belittle

ÓA.Lyu.pq;;

ÓA.LY~

belittlingly

ÓAo<PJOJ-Ós I 0

lamentation

even

O)JOEL01s

. of the same form

O)JOk:UYLaj n
rhythmical correspondence

O)JOLQS

1) similar
2) 1ike, appropri ate

O)JOlWS

1) in a like way
2) equally

O).JOLÓLr)s I n
1) similarity
2) uniformity

O]JOAoyÉW

to agree

OvOlJO.l TÓ

1) word

18,304:8;

51,436:13.

28,346:21.

54,442:23.

20,312: 18.

33,368:19 .

50,430:29.

50,430:17;

24,330:12;

26,336:20;

34,370:2.

12,280:19; 13,286:26; 50,428:10;

50,430:29.

32,364:12; 41,398:22.

5,256:8,9; 7,260:15,24; 19,306:16;

21,320:21; 28,348:3; 29,348:23;

35,372:15; 35,376:5,12; 35,374:

17,26; 36,376:17 (v. ow-&TIls) ,25;
.~

38,380:23; 38,382:3 ,13.

38,382:21; 39,384:4,25; 40,388:19;
~43,406: 17; 43,410: 1; 44,412: 18 ;
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2) words, diction

3) name, term

4) noun
5) name (of a person)

(non-tech.)
6) reputation (non-tech.)

óvoucro» n.Aou-r~, 0
richness of language

ÓVo].lÓ:rU>J Hal. VÓUl~

( 1:'. Hal. vórnc )

ÓVO].JÓ6W

1) to call, to term
2) to express in words

óvoucoï.o., il
1) 1anguage

2) group of words

ÓEuUl~, n
high pitch
(cf. n !3opu-rnd

eye

0pywO\), -ró

1) musical instrument

2) device

45,414:13; 48,422:]5; 49,426:15;

51,434:3,15; 55,446:17; 55,448:3,7;

56,448:21; 57,450:22; 57,452:2;

58,452:17; 58,454:1,9,14;

4,252:13,22; 5,254:25; 13,286:10;

18,302:29~; 18,306:5; 24,330:5,10;

24,332:8~; 25,336:7;

6,258:17; 7,260:17; 37,380:12;

50,430:25; 52,436:27; 56,448:25;

48,420:11; 52,438:4;

6,258:14; 13,286:29;

4,252:3;

28,346:5;

35,374:12.

24,332:24; 37,380:7; 50,430:22;

36,376:27.

18,306:3~; 34,370:14; 35,374:28;

56,450:14; .

40,390:19.

48,420:15; 52,438:6.

50,428:19.

40,392:9; 48,422:4; 48,424:17;

40,392:26.
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to stir the emotions 18,304:19; 20,312:22.

OpYTl, n
anger 54,442:21,22; 55,448:4.

ópy L~.OlJO.L

to be angry 22,322:11.

óp8OCTI£ La, n
correctness of style
way of expression 26,338:21.

correct 41,398:19;

correctly 58,452:24.

~, 0
standard, norm
(v. 0 xavw)

1,242:26; 23,324:26.

O<ps,Aq;, 'ró

use 53,440:6.

ÓXA.T,OÓS
irritating

ÓXAn~ ótcrr Wn1-lL

1) to upset
2) to offend

24,334:12.

15,294:24;
15,294:27 ..

ÓxAnOL~, n
offence (upon the ear) 38,382:25.

ÓX,Aq;, 0

mass 26,340:13.

ÓlIJL~, n
1) thing seen

2) appearance

32,364:17; 34,370:31;

34,372:6.

II

na.fu.Lvw
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TT.O.lJ!.lXlp)(;;

ferti le (v. EUK~)

TtaVT)YUPI..XÓ(;;

epideictic

32,364:26.

rtcêrrn. xóc
passionate 8,266:12; 13,288:30; 20,310:26;

34,370:24; 55,446:24; 55,448:14;

58,454:10.

n.á~} -ró

1) passion

2) feelings
3) modification
4) modulation
5) experience

2,244:29; 7,260:17; 18,304:26;

20,312:15; 22,322:8,11; 24,332:19;

43,406:2; 53,440:28; 55,448:5,7;

24,334: 11 ;

52,438:2;

53,440:20;

21,320:29.

nmOOpI..W5n(;;

puerile 44,412: 21.

n:.a.A.1.. \J(tÓCa, li
recantation 7,262:8.

4,254:11; 8,266:10; 44,412:14;

45,412:28.

n.avri yup L (;; I li
festival 36,378:17; 44,412:7.

Ttffino&::xru7:J;;;

in every way 50,432:10.

n.apá + Akk.

according to
(v. -ro rtcértov)

46,416: 18,21 .

n.apáYYEA.~, ró

principle 50,428:26.

n:.apá.OC I..Y~, -ró

1) example 2,246:12; 3,248:10; 4,254:11;

7,258:27; 9,266:26; 13,288:6;
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2) ~xemplar
3) model

13,290:14; 14,290:22; 14,292:3;

20,312:1; 23,328:25; 29,348:12;

39,386:14; 40,394:8; 42,402:27;

43,406:6; 46,416:26; 46,418:4;

53,442:41; 58,454:15;

40,392:28;

39,384:31.

n.apá.5sa q;;, n
juxtapos ition 38,380:28.

rtcooxe Cuoi,

to be juxtaposed

napÓx)..T)al,~, n
exhortation

43,408:10.

31,358:5.

rr.apc:xx.OAoufu:w

1) to be connected with
2) to accompany
3) to pursue

napi)..alJ8ávw

1) to use, to·apply

2) to add

34,370: 31;

47,420:5;

34,370: 27.

34,372:3;

SO,426:24;

37,380:18; 50,430:17;

24,332:21; 24,334:1.

. TtOjX().).ayr1, n
variation 46,416: 19.

nap' OM.nAa 'r U~rn..Ll,

to compare

rtocoau lJ.É Ol.JO.l,

to take as model

Ttap(XJ...UJ8É Ol.JO.l,

to assuage

23,328:2.

23,328:17.

45~414:24.

persuasion

n.aponCn-rw

24,334:13.

to be placed side by side

naocxn.MPJ.W, ró

ll3 ,tW6: 26.

padding 19,308:3; 39,384:25.



TLap:On]JDV , 1:6

distinguishing feature,

mark 50,426:23

Ttaj:)a:J'KEucl6w

to prepare 51,434: 13.

Tl:Oj:XX:J)tEur), il
preparation 51,434:11.

rr.aoáa"nl]..O., 1:6

exaltation 22,324:1.

T1.a+XITrll:€W

to take care 53,440:31.

T'tClIJ(m') PIl]JO., 1:6

observation 13,290:5.

TtO(.XX.1:L at-)ui

1 ) to quote 19,306: 15; 21,314:18; 32,364:15;

42,404:2;

2) to compare 30,350:14;

3) to add 37,380:14;

4) to combine 40,388:24.

TLapElJI3áA)..w

to insert 9,272:13; 40,390: 14.

'l"tCXP€~oM, il
insertion 38,382:7.

rtcoeurt ~TL1:W

to imervene 40,390:23.

TLClj:€V1:E~VW

ncoerre ~VVN

straining 54,442:16.

TtOPEEE1:~W

to examine by comparison 36,376:21.

napÉTLOlJO.l,

to be connected with 34,370:2.
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napLOOS

parallel in structure

(rhetorical device)

rtéocoov I -ró
parison (rhetorical device)

26,318:12;

TtOPnCUvw
rt.apr) 6Uvov I ró

diversion (i.e. enter=

tainment) 45,414:23.

4,252:27; 20,312:25.

ncoi.oóo
to balance, set in

parallel structure 26,336: 16.

napLou.:ol.\~ I n
par isosis, i.e . par a11eli sm

of clauses so far as parts
of speech and length of

corresponding clauses are
concerned (rhetorical device) 25,336:9; 4~;392:23.

napo)JOLu.:ol.~ I n
paromoiosis, i.e. parallelism

of clauses in terms of corre=
sponding sound (rhetorical
device) 40,392:23.

napovo~w

nCXjXI)Vo]JOOlJ.ÉvoyI 'ró .

paronomasia (rhetorical

device)

napopui6w

to express exhortation

40,392:24.

22,324:10.

~l.}('~

burlesque 54,444: 18~ .

23,324:21.
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37,380:2.

náaxw

1) to experience

2) to befall (non-tech.)

21,320:28; 22,322:20;22; 27,342:26;

54,442:25;

30,350: 18.

1) not transparent

2) clumsy

5,256:5;

27,342:8.

na:x(rrn~, il
dullness 26,340:17.

nE:r;:~

nE:r;:li M~l.~, il
prose

TLE:r;:oi. Aóyol., ot

prose

40,394:1; 48,424:15;

TIE:l.aD, li

1) persuasiveness

2) means of persuasion

13,286:18;

24,332:20.

TIE:Cj:XX., il
experience 44,412:5.

TIE:pl.f3á..A.Aw

ne p l. f3áJ..Ao}.lO.l.

to admit, to include 5,256:16.

TIE:pl.E:py(n, il
over-elaboration 35,374:13; 56,448:21.

TIE:p(E:PYO~

laboured 9,270:4,16,21,28; 26,338:4; 35,374:28;

55,446:16; 56,448:18.

TIE:Pl.Éxw

to contain 50,430:9.

nE:pl.AaU3ávw

1) to render, to put in

words 7,260:25; 21,320:20; 29,348:24;
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ne: pt. nAaváo}.lO.t.

rteoi ne:nAavT)]JÉVa;

erratic 50,430:26.

2) to embrace
3) to acquire
4) to encompass

ne: p t.AQ.l.!I3avól1EVQk

existing of

43,408:5; 43,410:5;

52,438:9;

-, 36,376:29; 55,448:7;

24,332:11.

nEp~o&Y;, n
1) period

2) stanza

4,254:5; 18,306:6; 19,306:29;

19,308:4,5; 20,312:29; 20,314:2;

24,332:9,18; 26,336:18; 26,338:6;

39,384:5,22; 39,386:3; 40,390:28;

40,392:14,15,16; 43,406:16,21,30;

43,408:6,24; 43,410:4,9,10;

50,432: 11 ;

50,430:19,22.

rteot.ccéco

to overflow 18,304:11.

rteoi T ~&-Jut.

to bestow upon
rteot T~&-JUI.. TOv Myov

to put words into the

mouth of

52,438:13;

41,398:25.

rtcot TQJVEUG)

rteot roovcóouca
to fashion 21,320:22.

rteot TIOAoy~a, n
wordiness 5,256:2; 13,290:8.

ne: PI..TIÓ(;;

1) extraordinary 8,264:22; 8,266~9; 10,274:17;

15,294:10,23; 15,296:1; 25,334:28;

25,336:3; 34,370:8; 56,450:7;
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2) elaborate
3) striking
4) excessive, extravagent

5) exceedingly good
6) extra (V.EUKapITOS)

TIEpL TIÓV, l:Ó

the extraordinary
neet TIW;

unconventionally

ne:PLqp:IDLs I ~

circumlocution

rteixn, s I Ti
question

TILrovó;;;

persuasive
TILmvÓV I l:Ó

persuasiveness

TIL'KpaCvw

1) to effect harshly, to

offend
2) to be harsh

TIL'KJXX,LVELV I l:Ó

pungency

TIL'Kpós

1) harsh

2) pungent
3) severe

TIL'KpÓV, l:Ó

pungency

TILVÓO-waL

TIETILVW]JÉVO!;

old-fashioned

TILVO!; I 0

1) musty antiquity

2) patina, tinge

1,242:24; 6,258:5; 56,448:22;

43,410:12;

25,334:26;
15,294:16; 35,372:16~; 36,376:16;

32,364:27;

24,332:22;

39,386:12.

5,256:9; 7,260:24; 29,348:27.

54,444:9 ..

4,252:15; 13,286:15; 15,296:8;

34,372:9; 58,454:11.

43,406:1; 55,448:8;

55,448:9;

34,370:17; . 55,446:22.

8,266:12; 20,312:17; 55,446:16;
35,374:25;l, 27;
5'5,446:27;

35,374:13.

45,414:19.

44,412:14;
5,254:26; 39,386:20.
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TtLan~1 n
1) argument
2) proof
3) credi bi 1ity

TtAáol.Ja, -ró

1) type of style
2) (individual) style

(of an author)

TtAáa-rn~ I (>

modeller

n:.Aá-rCl;, -ró

wordiness

TtAa.-ru~

1) diffuse, wordy

2) broad
TtAa.-r£~

in a diffuse, wordy way
}(.QL -rat~ Ë6p:lL~ afJ-rwv ••• · n:J...Q-r£~

rtóvo SE:Sn}(.uCQl.,~

and (words) resembling
buildings with very broad

bases

nAm0JVL}('Ó~

Platonic

rrJ.£ová6w
1) to make excessive

use of words
2) to use more
3) to be predominant

Tt.l>.£ová6ov, -ró

1) the predominant feature
2) the predominant element

(in nature)

42,402:29; 50,432:6;

33,366:24; 33,368:13; 45,414:17,25;

46,418:5.

34,370:2,27; 34,372:3;

34,370:5,19,31.

50,428:17; 51,436:5.

19,308:25; 19,310:1.

4,254:7; 19,308:7;

38,380:25~;

19,308:18;

38,380:24-25.

28,346:26; 32,366:3.
I

55,448: 10; 58,454: 1 ;

44,412:3;

43,410:18;

37,380:17;

37,380:8.
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28,346:26.

TIM:OVOOl-lÓ;;;, b
1) ampl ification

2) excess

50,426:25;
56,448: 28; 58,454: 13..

TIAnYTl, il
blow 20,312: 17 .

TIAnBw1:l,iiq;;

TIAnBwniiÓV, l:Ó

plural (grammatical)

nAnOl,á{:w

to be a follower

27,344:9.

40,394:2.

n.Ao{h~, 0
1) wealth
2) wealth (non-tech.)

nve:u)JO., l:Ó

1 ) spirit
2) animation
3) breathing

TIOl,ÉW

1) to present in poetry
2) to take (as model)
3) to do (non-tech.)

5,256:9; 28,346:4;

29,348:17.

20,310:27; 22,322:17; 22,324:13;

54,446:1 ;
39,384:24; 43,410:14.

4) to make (non-tech.)

23,326:18; 26,338:1;

39,386: 1; 40,392:28;

9,266:25; 26,338:7; 32,336: 19;

35,374:11; 45,412:30; 50,428:11;

52,436:22; 56,450: 10;

40,388:25; 40;390:13,24; 44,410: 31 ;

44,412: 1; 45,414:16; 46,416:20;

48,422:27; 48,424:10; 55,446:26;

58,454:10,13;

5) to bring about

(non-tech.)
TImÉw daqÉ~

to elucidate
(v. oaq;rjd

40,390:22; 40,392:1;

53,442:4;
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no l. éoucr &::XJl. V

to mete out, to lay stress

upon
not.éoirn. éru, lJÉAs t.cv

to pay attention to
rtot.éouu, AÓYOV

1) to argue
2) v,, A.óYO~

nm ÉOjJO.l. CAJ(JVl:Lê:a.

to take care
nertotnuévc. óvótrrrc., l:á

neology

TLOLTljJO., l:Ó

poem

nol.Tlni~ I 0

1 ) poet

2) author
3) non-lyric poet

rrot.rrn.xóc

1 ) poetical

2) artificial

3) bringing about
nOl.Tll:l.X~EPOV, l:Ó

the more poetical

nOl.Xl.ALa, il
alternation
., ,

nOl.XLAAw

to vary

nOl.XLA~

1) varied
2) variable (non-tech.)

48,422:21 ; 51,434:2;

51,436:2;

27',344:13;
48,422:5;

40,388:29;

4,252:12; 5,256:11.

7,262:24; 40,392:11; 50,430:9,

12,15 ; 53,440: 10,14.

8,266:13; 26,336:21; 37,380:15;

39,386:24; 40,392:28; 41,398:8.

37,380:2; 51,434:5;

39,386:15.

5,256:18; 40,392:25; 50,430:15;

50,432:3; 51,432:25;

7,260:10;

47,420:2; 48,422:25;

56,450:13.

20,314:8; 34,370:22.

48,422:9,19.

20,312:2; 22,322:17;

8,266:17;
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nOL}('L~
1) variedly
2) variedly (non-tech.)

1) of what kind

2) of what kind (non-tech.)

3) any (non-tech.)

nOL&;

rtoi.óv , "'Có

essence

(v. n TIOLÓ"rns)

nOLÓ"'CT)s, n
distinctive quality,
nature (v. "'CoTIOLÓV)

TIOAEULcruiPLa OnAa.
weapons of war (figurative
of the style of Demosthenes)

noALH}(.&;

1) civic, civil (i.e.

related to a nOAL"'CT)s)

2) of a politician
3) pol itical (v . ér)]..LLOUPYÓs)

TIOALH}(.Ós, 6

politician

nOAunpaylJCO(Nn , '.n
over-activity

TIO]..Il1£Un;pLa OnAa.
weapons of cer~monial
processions (figurative
of the style of Plato)

50,432:10;
8,266:3.

40,388:24,24#,26; 44,412:4;

47,418:16; 50,426:21;
27,340:17; 27,342:21;

28,346:4,5,5; 36,376:20.

10,274:14.

37,380:17.

32,364:16.

2,244:26; 8,266:1; 15,294:16;

23,326:13,22; 23,328:15;
30,358:1; 35,372:21; 50,430:8;

50,432:3; 51,432:25; 53,440:4;

55,448:15;

56,450:14;
51,436:10;

15,294:28; 18,304:22.

56,448:26.

32,364:16.
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rtóv 0;;;, 0
hard work

nocóv , TÓ

- degree

(V • n TIc:x:JÓTI)S)

TIc:x:JóU)s, n
due proportion

n.pêiyj..lO., TÓ

1) subject, subject-matter

2) matter (non-tech.)

3) object, thing (non-tech.)

4) fact (non-tech.)
5) deed, act (non-tech.)

n.páyj..lO.Ta, Té.

action, events (non-tech.)
npiy].lO. XOl, \)óv, TÓ

commonplace

TIiXlY].lO.TE: C'a, n
1) treatise
2)" dedication

3) occupation

TIiXlY].lO. TE:UOj..lO.l,

to write

TIiXlY].lO.Tl, xóc

of subject-matter
TIfXlY].lO.Tl,XÓV I TÓ

subject-matter
TIfXlY].lO.Tl, xOb rórtoc , 0

subject-matter

51,436:11; 52,438:22,25; 53,440:22.

10,274:17.

48,424:23; 55,448:11.

4,252:23; 9,270:3; 13,286: 17;

18,304:31; 20,312:27; 21,320:20;

23,324:25; 24,330:10; 25,334:23;

28,346: 19; 45,412":27; 47,418:13;

50,426:26; 51,432:25;

2,246:4; 23,326:27; 25,334: 14;

39,384:9;
7,260:25; 40,390:9; 56,448:25;

58,452:17;
46,418:13;
35,374:11; 56,450:10;

22,322:22; 27,342:7; 45,414:21 ;

28,344:23.

32,366:11; 57,452:12;

52,438:23,29;
40,390:26.

49,426:15.

12,280:18; 58,454: 19;

51,434: 17 ;

51 ,434:9 ,11 (sc. rórtoc) .
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43,406: 1 .

u \ - ,«ortco xc.rc rtoovoix; cp::pol-!Eva

XUPLOU válJ.0Xi ).ff)êE:v~ alrtot:~
óvr L){poUov-r~-F

like streamsl of a landscape
flowing down-hill without
any hindrance' 40,392:6-7 .

22,324:2; 24,330:9;

18,306:2;

13,286:16;
47,420:61;

49,426:1 .

18,304:27,31; 34,370:25;
48,422:2,12,20; 48,424:6;

.'.
Ttj:XllJVW

to soothe (v. AEa.LVW)

1) appropriate
2) suiting

rtcértov I ró

appropriateness, propriety

. nocdvco
npoáyw Et~ n~

to provoke violent emotion

npoa~PEaL~ I Tl
1) choice
2) peculiarity
3) predelection

4) preference

5) purpose

rtccci.céco

rtccci, oé O]..JO.L

to choose

npocKqÉp:u

to express before

TtPOÉxw
to be superior to

2,246: 1 .

2,244: 14,17;

3,248:7;
36,378:4;
16,296:28;
41,398:4'.

2,244:23.

39,386: 11 .

34,370:10.
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n:p:JnyÉ01JCX.1.,

to precede

rtoóêso I.,~, f)

theme, thesis

11.pOXE: L]JO.I.,

11.pOXE: I.,uévoc

proposed

11.pOXE: I.,uévov , 1:Ó

the above ~entioned subject

rtoovoéco
to provide for

rtoóvo i.ov Ëxw
to provide for

n:p:JOC ]..LI.,OV, 1:Ó

introduction (of ~ speech)

n:p:JTtE:n1~

ïT.poi1£1:É~, 1:Ó

flow

npoaava~w

npoaava'Y}(.óom, 1:Ó

compulsion

npoaavanc:xUw

to provide a rest

TI.fXXJnXw
to fit

befitting

rr.;:xxJ&;xn, f)

1) addition

2) adjunct

ncóoëeovc , f)

additi on

38,380:29.

33,366:20.

42,402:30; 43,410:25.

48,422:7.

48,422:11; 53,440:17.

13,288:27; 45,414:15.

40,390:1.

2,246:2.

40,390:23.

45,416:3; 50,430:11; 52,438:30;

54,442:22;

48,422:1.

24,332:3,21; 42,404:16;

39,384:10.

24,334:3.
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50,428:27.

np::xJ){oAAáw

rr.po:J'Ko~Ob

coherent 43,404:28.

npcx:JAalJ8ávw

1) to add
2) to receive over and

above

26,336:19;

24,332:13.

~TUpÉw

to attribute in addition 48,424:20.

rtcco rLBIll.tL

to add 23,324:22; 34,368:29; 43,410:25.

npcx:J1f). L j3w

rtcco to L j30l-JO.L

to attach (something to
someone), i.e. to accuse
someone of something 35,374:14.

rtcóonrtov , .ó

person 9,274:9.

ncoeérxc
np:xjÉPOlJQ.L

1) to quote

2) to deliver
~,-n

22,324:5;
54,442:5; 54,444:17,27.

delivery

~e:LOe

rr.pw-re:{'a, .á

22,324:12.

first place
ró, ~.e:Ca TIle M!;e:w; qÉPOl-JO.L

to be the most eminent

stylist

32,366:13; 43,408:13;

29,350:8.



the one holding first

place 33,368:41; 42,404:6.

mO,O\!, .ó

soft feathers 51,436:7.

n.cij:Jl.~, li
case (grammatical)

T'tUKV~ .

solid

9,270:27; 39,386:9; 52,438:6.

4,254:6.

nwrovo1JO.1,
to ask a question

. (1). áv&Jrtoqipw)

54,444:6.

p

to flow 28,346:28.

Pfil.JO., .ó
1 ) word
2) phrase
3) verb

4) artistic writi ng

29,348:18;
28,346:11; 57,450:31;
26,338:11,11; 48,420:12; 52,438:4;

38,382:29.

Pilal,~, li
styl e 13,290:11.

Prl.opI,X~

rhetorical
Pri.opl,xOv yÉ\)~

type of style

55,448:1;

14,290:15.

Pri-ruo, ó

orator 2,244:7; 2,246:7; 3,246:26;

9,266:28; 10,274:24; 13,288:26;
23,324:24; 23,326:23; 33,366:27;

35,372:17; 35,374:5,21; 41,398:13;
43,404:18; 46,418:6; 48,424:22;
50,432:9; 51,436:2; 53,440:30;

55,446:25; 56,450:11; 58,452:16;

58,454:7.
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oCX'!li\)E La, ti
1uci dity 5,254:25; 34,372:8; 50,426:28;

58,454:6.

bami, ti
balance

f48,424:"7..

pu~, b
1) rhythm

2) rhythm (non-tech.)

7,262:23; 26,338:2; 39,384:6,9,13,
28; 40,392:15; 43,410:6,19;
47,420:4; 48,420:17,20,26; 48,422:5,

9,29; 48,424:10; 49,424:29;
50,430:4,10,18,21,27,31; 51,432:24;

51,434:22;

50,428:2.

f:xxnc;;" ti
flow 40,392:5.

clear, lucid 4,252:19; 10,276:2; 13,286:9;

18,304:1,8; 24,334:2,3,6;

34,370:9; 53,442:4.

oaL!Éc;;" "tó

1uci dity 5,256:6.

OELpri\), ti
1) Siren
2) Siren-charm

35,376:10;
35,376:8.

OEl-NOAoY La, ti.
use of solemn language

OE l-Nóc;;,

solemn

13,288:17.

18,304:2; 28,348:3; 29,348:22;
36,378:14; 43,410:17;

OEl-NÓV, ró

solemnity 24,334:9; 38,380:22; 40,388:18;

41,398:10; 45,414:17;
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OEl.LVÓU;POV, l"Ó

higher degree of

solemnity
OEl.LVW;

solemnly

56,450:13;

43,404:20.

OEl.LVÓLT)(;;, li
solemnity 4,252:17,22; 13,288:8; 24,330:4,11;

28,346:5; 39,386:19; 45,414:28.

Orn.lO.L \lW

to signify ~0,390:8.

0111-1£Lav, ró

1) example
2) indication

9,274:5;
50,426:21.

O111-l£1,ÓW

to mark, to note down 58,452:16.

ot.crrn , li
pause (y_. xpávos) 38,382:9.

OIiAT)p6;;;

harsh 5,256:15.

OIiOAl,Ó;;;

twisty, tortuous 9,270:22.

OIiOTtÉw

1) to examine 37,380:18; 41,398:21; 43,404:19,26;

55,446:20;
50,430:1;
48,422:24;
50,428:4.

2) to study
3) to consider
4) to detect

OIiOl"E t,vóc
oxorc LvéN I TÓ

obscurity 35,374:13.

Oo<pt:u, li
philosophy

OOq:Jl,OTl,'KÓ;;;

51,434:4.

sophistic 44,412:21 .

ortcêov 1,0').1.Óc; I o
impediment 40,390:22.
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to lack (v. EUxaonOS)

orteóê»

É:OTT£ i.XJl-!ÉVw;;;

urgently

ortovêet'o;

of libitation

O'Ttouêábw

to be bent on, to pay

serious attention to

onooêcï' OS

1) seri ous
2) good, excellent, sound

3) good

<1'11.Ou&r;, li
1) serious consideration

2) care

O"tTlPL YlJ.ÓI;';,b
sustaining

O'TLXOS, b
1) verse, i.e. a line of

poetry
2) line of writing

OTOLXEC'OV, TÓ

1) element
2) constituent part

aTOL XE LW5n~
elementary

OTOXá60]..O.L

to strive after

32,364:28.

54,444:21 .

22,322:5.

25,334:18; 26,338:3; 27,342:27;

48,422: 21; 53,440:19.

18,306:10; 22,322:4;

36,376:26; 37,378:21; 38,382:29;

18,304:22.

23,328:13; 24,332:7; 29,350:7;

36,378:7;
40,390:3.

43,408:21.

50,430:19,21 ;

57,452:3.

48,420:9; 52,436:28;

37,380:4; 53,440:8.

39,384:1.

18,304:8; 34,370:12; 48,422:11;

58,454:7.
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trickle

(J1;PL(j)VÓDl~, il
close texture

<TIjX)YYUA.~

1) compact, terse
(1). oovxcxoomuévcc)

2) well-rounded

.a"Lpex,priI il
strophe

cruyye:vr1 ~

inborn

cruyy p:xq;e:~

1) historian

2) prose-writer

ouyy~

to describe

OUyxdlJO.L

to be composed of

cruYXPLVW

1) to compare
2) to compare (non-tech.)

aUYXPLaL~1 il
1) comparison
2) comparison (non-tech.)

OUYXjX)"Le:W

to unity
cruYXEXPODll-lÉvq;;

terse (t,~. (J1;jX)yyuA_q;;)

OUYXjX)Uw

to clash

28,346:28.

34,370:17.

4,254:5; 13,286:12;
18,304:12; 19,308:13; 20,310:15;

24,332:12;
43,410:10.

50,430:20.

13,290:11.

2,244:6; 2,246:5; 10,276:1;

39,386:20; 41,398:13,17;

42,402:28;
37,380:15.

53,440:25.

40,390:9,10; 43,406:17.

17,298:5;
21,314:15.

17,298:13; 23,330:2; 33,368:23;

21,314:19.

21,320:21;

18,304:13.

4,254:2; 43,406:22; 43,408:20.
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to fuse, fo flow together

OUh;EUyVUl-LL

to combine

OUh;UYLU, ,il
combination

O'LJHCl<j:UV1:£W

1) to misrepresent
2) to quibble, to quibble

about (i.e. to criticize
in a pettifogging' way)

ouAA.al3n, il
syll ab1e

auA.A.e:ru vo

to combine

ou')..)u:)yLh;OlJQ.L

to recapitulate

auJJ!3aLVW

1) to be an attribute of
2) to be connected with

,aulJl3áv, 1:Ó

a thing that happens

oulJl3Ei3nx6;, 1:6

1) feature
2) attribute, property

(non-tech.)

aulJl3oM, il
clashing

OUlJl30ALXá;

aulJl30AL xc7lt;;;

with a token, sign

38,382:19; 48,424:24.

39,386:14; 40,392:13.

38,382:26; 40,388:27; 40,390:6,12;

43,410:2.

25,334:14;

28,344:25; 34,372:2; 35,374:11,16;

37,380:16; 49,426:8; 55,446:15;

56,450:20; 58,454:3.

38,382:23; 52,438:2,10.

43,408:2.

32,366:17.

50,428:1,8;
34,370:6;

39,386:4;

37,380:11;

27,342:23.

38,382:5,20; 40,390:3; 43,408:27.

46 ,418,:13.
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crul-lf30Aav, TÓ

token

aul-lf3ouA£un x~

deliberative

aul-lf30UAr1, li
deliberative speech

auW£fup~O]..lO.L

to adapt

oouue rcéco
1) to determine exactly

2) to correspond to

auW£TPLU, li
balance

crulll-lET~

balanced
aulJ.1.lÉT~

corresponding

affinity of sound

aulJ!1.A.ÉxU)

to juxtapose

aulJTt)JJoó»

to fill up

OUlJ!1.A.n corn, xq;;

forming an essential

part of

OUlJ!1.AoKn, li
1) conjunction (gram=

matical)

2) combination

aulJ!1.Ul{VÓW

aulJ!1ETtUl{vW]JÉvos

compact (v. OLpoyyUA.o; 1))

50,428:7.

9,274:1~; 43,410:7~.

45,416:10.

45,414:9.

10,274:25;
39,384:24; 43,410:13.

24,332:10; 34,370:23.

24,332:12;

43,408:28.

40,392:3.

43,408:ë.

39,384:5.

46,416:22.

9,270:2;

38,382:13.

43,404:29.
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oUWXll.l.l.

to agree with 30,350:13.

OU~PJ.)

ouucéoov I TÓ

advantage 45,414:26.

ouJ-1C.lA'JE; L PJ.)

to melt together 48,424:24.

OUlJ(lXJJVÉW

OUlJ(lXJJVoU]..l£VOV I TÓ

consonant 43,408:9.

OUlJ(lXJJV La I il
harmony 40,390:30.

ouváyw

1) to reduce
2) to conclude

3) to bring together

13,290:7;

33,366:23;

9,270:28.

ouva)..yÉw

to sympathize 54,444:23.

OUVaAE: L qxJlJQ.l.

to coalesce
OUVTlAe:LcpSa.l. I TÓ

coalescence

38,382:18; 43,406:27; 43,408:1,7;

40,388:29.

ocvorteer L 1:w
to bring to an end

simultaneously 'with 39,384:2l.

ouvérrrco

l)tofollow
2) to join together

OUVÓTtTOlJQ.l.

to be next to

OUVCl!1TÓl.!EVq;;

sequel (non-tech.)

38,380:30;

54,444:22;

40,390:19;

14,294:7.

OUVop]..JÓTTW

to fit together 40,388:23,28; 48,422:17; 50,430:6.
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owCl(!l')£

consecutive

ow(l(!Ér;, TÓ

continuity

a0vOCCJ1,.1O!;, b
1) connective word
2) conjunction (gram=

matical )

oovëcoun, li
concentration

OWExnr;

continuous, uninterrupted

OWEXÉr;, TÓ

continuity

OWÉxw

OWÉ~Eo&:x.L

continuity

0tM\3e: La, li
acquaintance

OtM\&1r;

customary

a0v&OLr;, li
1) composition

2) type of composition

43,406:24.

9,270:2/; 39,386:6;

48,420:12; 52,438:4.

50,426:25.

40,390:25; 43,406:18; 52,438:13;

54,444:22.

40,388:29.

36,378:6.

4,252:14; 8,266:10; 9,268:17,19;

9,270:3; 10,274:16~ 10,276:7;
15,294:11,24; 56,450:6.

24,332:8; 35,372:15; 35,374:17;

35,376:6,12; 36,376:29; 37,378:21;
40,394:5; 43,406:5,31; 43,408:26;
43,410:4; 44,412:19; 45,414:10,13,23;

46,416:20; 49,426:14; 50,426:21;
50,428:12; 50,430:9;. 50,432:6,9;
51,432,16; 51,434:15,24; 58,454:8;
39,384:29; 40,392:10; 44,410:28;

45,414:18; 48,424:12.
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OUV&TI((;;, 0
OUV& TI((;; ÓVOJ..IÓ:rUN, 0

artist at the compo=

sition of words

OUV&uxó;;;;

ouvêe rt.xóv , 'ró

composition

a&v&E:.0(;;

combined

OW ~aU"n..u,

intr.: to consist of

aUv.aylJO., .ó
treatise (v ..n aUv.aJ;1.£,.,2))

a&v.aJ;l.(;;, n
1) coherence
2) treat ise (v •• 6 oóvrcvuc)

to disturb
,

ouvtrr .rr eo
to compose, to write

OW.ELVW

1) to contribute to
2) to be directed

OUV.E~VW róv vow

to induce strain· into the

mind

OUV.~~).ll.

1) to combine

2) to compose

3) to construct

4) to put together

36,376:16.

. -f51,434.18 .

3,246:21.

40,392:14; 48,420:18.

54,446:4.

27,342:11;
46,418:7.

9,272:10.

16,296:27; 45,416:13; 51,432:29.

53,440:26;
45,414:26;

2,244:28.

36,378:18;
38,382:23; 39,384:4; 39,386:2;

40,392:15; 48,420:25;

46,416:25;
50,428:7-f; 51,432:23.
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otxrrcoqri , li
compactness 18,304:10.

conciseness 18,304:7; 34,372:9.

oóv roucc
concise 13,286:12; 19,306:29.

OUV1.X.jXl.L v eo

to weave together
ouvuq:ávfu.l., -ró

to weaving together

8,266:8;

40,390:27.

cn.x:m.áw
to compress (v. OUV~LVW)

O'\.XJT1.OBfiVQ.l., -ró

the drawing together

coveortcuévoc
spare

21,320:21;

40,390:27;

15,294:12.

ou::rrOAll, li
shortening 52,438:5.

<JU::ITpe; qxo

to condense
oixrtcéqxc róv voëv

to induce tension into
the mi nd (v .• oovre ïvo)

5,256:8; 19,310:1;

2,244:28.

O<P~yyw

to compress, to conde~e 19,308:12.

oxrï]..lO., -ró

1) figure (of speech)

2) outward appearance

3) pattern

5,256:18; 18,306:7; 20,312:21;
20,314:8; 21,320:24; 25,336:7;
26,338:5,16; 26,340:13; 40,392:19;

43,410:16; 48,422:20;
49,426:1; 51,434:22;

50,430:23;
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4) arrangement 40,388:26;

5) bearing 38,380:27;

6) modulation (of the voice) 53,440:20;

7) posture (of the body) 50,428:2; 53,440:20;

8) way, manner 54,444:8;

9) form 27,340:19; 30,358:2; 43,410:5.

cxnucrr L. ~w

to shape, to fashion 29,348: 13~ ; 46,418: 1; 47,420:7;

50,432:10.

oxn 'W(l.uOl-lÓS, 0
1) figure (of speech)
2) structuring, formation
3) expression (of the face)

axoN), n

school

axOALliÓt;;

school-

2:ClJ.q::x:x.n liÓ{;;

Socratic

OW1.n, "t"ó

1) human body
2) person

Év nAL~ ••• liat nóvoL~

"t"E:~lJl..lÉva oW]..l!Xra.

people raised by hard
work in the sun
(figurative of the
style of Demosthenes)

(ow'W(l."t"a)Ol{L~ liat f:xp-rilivQb
6L~0\)"t"a

(people) that pursue a

life of ease in the shade
(figurative of the style

of Plato)

4,252:26; 39,384:14,18;

50,432:13;

54,442:23.

44,412:8.

46,418:8.

6,258:20; 23,326:22.

50,426:28; 54,446:2;

50,426:26;

32,364:17-18;

32,364:18-19.
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T

-ralJ.l.EUw

to regulate
-ralJ.l. Eóoucu,

1) to restrain
2) to control, to regulate

-ráEl.~, Tl

positioning

-rCXl1£l.\)cX.;;

1) poor, of low quality

2) mean (non-tech.)

-rapiTIW

1) to disturb
2) to disturb (non-tech.)

1) to arrange
2) to classify
3) to organize

-rEX]..IO.~ jX)]..IO.l.

1) to judge

2) to decide

-rEXl-IllPW\), -ró

proof

-rEXlJT) Pl. óco

to prove

-rÉM: l.0{;

1) perfect

2) complete
-r E Mw;;;

perfectly

-rEM: l.ÓW

to perfect

46,418:2.

28,348: 1;
48,420:29.

40,390:17.

28,346:2; 39,384:7;

8,266: 19.

40,390:7; 43,406:29;

7,260:9.

50,430: 18;

34,372 :8; 48,420:15;

50,430:29.

45,412:25; 53,440:7;

37,380: 18.

25,334:24; 46,418: 1O.

52,436:25.

18,304:4; 15,294:12; 47,418:26;

50,430:5;
54,442: 19r!;

33,368:20.

2,244:14,24; 3,246:26; 14,290:19;

16,296:22.
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LE:AE U"'CT), 1\
the epilogue (of a

speech)

n:AÉw

-re:AÉOlJO,l..

to be initiat.ed

-rÉ~

1 ) perfection
2) objective, aim

3) end

-rEIXlLE: La, n
flight of fancy

n:prrv~

-rEprrv~

agreeable

LE:P4JI..~, n
delectation (cp. áv{,ru:x)s)

-rÉ'XVn, n
1) handbook
2) art

3)·ski11
4) work of art

-r£'XVnal..~, n
ski 11

n:xvoy~, b
writer of a textbook

-rLar)l..I.1..

to place

-rU'rH.u, OvOUl

to name, to attach a name
'r L {Je: lJO,l..

to take as

30,350:13.

22,322:15.

33,368:7;
15,296:11; 47,418:19; 47,420:1;

9,272:14,16,19; 13,288:30;

50,430:24.

23,326:2.

43,404:22.

32,464:25.

1,238:2;
47,418:21; 52,438:18;
15,294:21; 51,436:9; 52,436:23;

50,428:20.

38,382:24.

34,372:10.

40,"388:22;

56,448:24-25;

50,428:6.
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272

TL ucoc
worth, honourable

2) pitch

45,416:8.

25,336: 1; 28,346: 10; 31,358:8.

58,452:26.

2,246:5.

51,434:11.

13,288:30; 13,290:2,9; 18;304: 17;

21,320:23; 29,350:4; 34,370:16;

54,442:23; 54,444:10.

2,244:8.

35,374:28; 43,406:22;{,25;{;

43,410:23;
50,432:12;
53,440:5;

n l-l11, Jl
honour

TllllTl.XcX;

concise, brief

TOAllll oóc
daring

TOl-D'i, Jl
section

TÓVo;, 0
1) intensity, rigour

TOI1l.XÓ~

1oca 1

TÓfr.q;;, TÓ

1) place, spot

2) passage
3) position

(v .. x~
AEXTl.XÓ~ Tórr.o~, 0

style

rtoavucrrt x~ TÓ"TT.q;;, 0
subject-matter

32,366:19;

TOPEU~

chased (v. YAL>nTÓ~) 51,434:6.

TÓPVO~, 0
1athe 43,410:11.

TfXX.yCflSLa, Jl
tragedy 18,306:9; 41,398:12; 53,440:9.



1:PJ.XWW

1) to roughen
2) to be rough, harsh

1:PJ.x(x;;

rough

-rPJ.)(0 1:11~ I li
harshness

-rpLl3n, li
practice

to train

-rP:>m1 I li
change

-rport Lxq;;
figurative

1) trope (metonomy,
sinecdoche, metapher,

comparison, allegory
and hyperbole)

2) manner, way

rt:pUqEpÓ(;;

dainty

ruyxávw
wy)(ávw (-rL&vm)

(to place) at random

nm.~1 0

1 ) type
2) form
3 ) impression

38,382:22; 40,390:6; 43,408:27;
4,254:4; 43,406:30 (Pass.).

20,312:16; 40,390:20; 43,406:20,

38,382:13; 43,408:23.

50,428:16.

50,428:19.

20,314:7.

4,252:16; 5,256:13; 18,304:16;

32,366:6.

48,422:20;
43,408:29; 48,424:25; 53,442:1.

26,338:4; 48,424:3; 55,448:3.

40,388:22.

24,332:16;
52,436:29;
52,436:20.
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wm, Tt
fortune 39,386:4.

y

uypós

smoothly flowing 20,312: 18.

unayav(X).{TÉw

Unayav(X).{TGN

with an undertone of

indignation 54,442:15.

uná.yw

to lead gently on 43,406:3;

Uná.YOlJO,L

to be carried away 22,322:23.

tmaYWYLXÓr;

slow-moving 4,254:6; 18,304: 11.

unaTO!;

Uná.-m (s c. xooóri) , n
lowest note 2,244:25.

(cf. n vrrrn)

UT1£mLpw

to exceed 48,420:28.

0Tt£~

to exceed 2,242:27; 54,442:21.

0Tt£p(3oA.ri I n
excess 15,296:17.

UT1£IX>TITLxóc
UT1£IX>TITLX~ Ëxw

to treat superciliously 39,386: 11.

0Tt£ P<PJTir;

extraordinary 22,324:15.

UnóSe:OLr; I n
1) subject 16,296:28; 23,326:13; 32,366:15;

56,450:2;
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2) theme
3) circumstantial data

45,414:10; 46,416:19;

9,274:8.

Un:.ÓXE l, lJO.l,

Un:.()){E l, uévoc
1) underlying

2) in ques t ion

Un:.()){E l,uévov , -ró

subject, subject-matter

Un:.()){E 1,]..IÉ\)Q. np:l.n.D.-ru, -rá

subject-matter

48,422:12;

40,390:16;
13,286:16;

24,330:10.

Un:.()){p~ V01JO.1,

1) to deliver (i.e. a speech) 22,324:7;

2) to act 53,440:9.

móxpl,Ol,s, Ti
delivery 22,324:2; 53,440:2,29; 53,442:3;

54,442:12,26; 54,444:6.

Un:.oAa.lJl3ávw

to assume 52,438:18.

mÓAr1L!Jl,s, Ti
1) notion

2) assumption
3) prejudice

'39,386:13;

36,378:7;
23,326:1.

Un:.O]..LVT)]JO.Ll.)(ÓS

of a dissertation 46,418:9.

Un:.OllVn1JO.-r 1,<JlJÓS

treatise 0. aUv-raEl,s, 2)) 46,418:9; 49,426:13.

UnqXYXll1JO., ró
song accompanied by

" .
dancing and pantomimic

action 7,262:24.

unopxrll..lUn ){ós
of a Un:.Óp)(T)]JO. (

choral dance 43,410:21.
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UTrno~

sprawling 18,304: 10; 43,410:11.

UcpCrU.lL

to abate (v. 'TO l.lÉ'TPLOV) 28,348':1.
-

Ul)x)A&';;

sublime 5,254:16; 7,258:27; 10,216:6;

18,304: 2; 33,368:16; 34,370:8,13;

39,384:8.

ul)D\; I 'TÓ

sublimity 28,346:5.

Cl>

cp::xve:~

1 ) clear (v . aCl!.llid 18,302:30; 20,310:29; 33,368:.1;

2) evident 35,374:22; 35,376:7;

3) obvious 50,426:28;

4) best known (sup. ) 52,436:25;

cp::xve:p{rcu'Tov I 'TÓ

the most obvious thing 36,378:12.

cp::xv'TOO C a I il
1 ) image 22,322:18;

2) appearance 40,390:28.

((Ol)AO\;

1 ) trifling 18,304:7; 28,346: 10; 39,384:9;

51,436: 3;

2) ignorant 50,432:15.

q:e:uyw
to avoid 40,390:2.

ci>&Jve:w
1 ) to experience envy or

illwi 11 22,322:11;

2) to begrudge (non-tech.) 54,446: 14.
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cpI.A,áv{JpJ.no;;;
appealing (v..xol,\)ód_

CPLA.áoXaL 0;;;

old-fashioned

CPLA.ÓHaL\)0;;;

CPLMxaL \)OV, ró

novelty

CPLMAaYo;;; I 0
lover of literature

CPLA.éo:Jq:q;;, 0 ..
philosopher

cpLMTI)(;; r 0
affi nity

cpLAan ]J.ÉO~L

to vie with

CPA.É6LOV I "t"ó
small vein

qopi, Jl
gesture

qopnxÓ(;;

1) infl ated
2) vulgar

<+P)aL(;;/ Jl
1) diction
2) style, way of expressing

ideas in words

3) type of style
4) oratory

5,254:20; 33,368:12.

36,378:14; 38,380:21; 49,426:2.

48,424:5.

23,326:24.

2,244:7; 3,246:27; 23,324:24;

25,334:23; 26,336:22; 33,366:28;

41,398:13,17.

40,392:13.

36,378:9.

51,436:7.

54,442:24.

29,350:6;

44,412:20; ·55,446:17; 57,450:21;.

57,452:1,6.

4,252:16; 5,256:13;

4,252:24; 6,258:5; 7,260:10;

25,336:10; 26,338:5; 27,344:14;

28,346:23; 39,386:11;

5,254:19; 34,370:16;

51,432:26.
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~VTLS, n,
reflection

<.pJA.cXnw

to preserve

<.pJOl,x ó;;;
natura 1

Ta. (j)JCJl,xQ. CPl,A.cooqxiaavTEs, ot

natural philosophers

(p,xns, n
1) outward appearance

2) nature

3) natural disposition

4) natural ability

5) elementary substance

6) Nature

cpu:::nv
naturally

, .xrrro, qxxn, v

natura 1

~
nÉ<DlME

1) to be essentially
characteristic of

2) to be naturally
inclined to

3) essentially, naturally

51,434:21; 52,436:19.

43,408:10; 45,416:16; 50,430:28.

13,288:23; 40,392:13; 33,368:2;

2,244:9.

13,286:14;
9,274:8; 14,290:20; 27,344:2;

33,366:21; 37,380:10; 42,404:11;
45,416:3; 46,416:23; 50,428:2,8;

-53,440:18; 54,444:26;
38,382:19,29; 43,406:26;

27,344:2; 35,374:6; 36,378:3;

44,412:5; 51,436:11;

37,380:5;

9,268:20; 39,386:1; 40,390:11;

47,418:20;

43,406:26;

9,268:19; 9,272:11.

13,288:18; 20,314:9; 22,322:12;

23,326:5; 34,370:30; 39,384:20;
55,448:8;

36,378:3;

50,426:26.
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(/XIJV£W

q:wJT)&V 1 ró 10

word, utterance

1) sound

2) voice

(/XIJVriEL~

<PJNriEV-ra yp::X]..I.}J(X.-ra, -rá

the vowels
<PJNriEV-ra (s c. yp::X]..I.}J(X.-ra), -rá

the vowels

x
XaAETIaLVW

to feel angry

xaoaxnio, 0

1) idiosyncrasy, distinctive

characteristics

2) character, nature '

3) type

4) style

5) type of style

43,408:4.

38,382:22; 40,390:13~; 43,408:23,27;

52,436:28;

53,440:20; 54,444:10,20.

38,380:28;

4,254:2; 38,382:4,6,9; 40,390:3;

43,406:22; 43,408:6,20,25.

53,440:14.

1,238:4; 4,252:8; 9,274:6;

23,324:19; 23,326:9; 33,368:3;

34,370:30; 36,376:20; 37,380:12;

38;380:23; 39,388:16; 40,394:4;

41,398:3; 42,404:5; 50,426:20,27;

46,418:9; 50,428:4; 50,430:13;

2,246:14; 5,254:15,18; 8,264:16,23;

8,266:22; 33,368:15; 37,378:21;

37,380:1; 45,414:10; 46,416:20;

6,258:26; 9,266:27; 13,286:25;

13,288:16; 16,296:20; 44,412:17;

58,452:23;

3,252:1; 5,254:18; 8,266:5;

10,274:13; 10,276:7; 13,288:5;21;

14,290:15; 14,292:3; 15,294:8;

15,296:13,16; 33,368:10,25;

44,412:4.
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XClPOX LT)pl. ){ó;;;

characteristic 34,370:13,18; 39,384:2; 39,386:6;
51,432:17; 58,452:15.

XClPOXLT)pwn ){ÓS

characteristic 34,370:3; 40,392:27.

XapLE:l.S

1) charming 17,298:3; 19,306:30; 40,388:27;

40,392:17; 45,412:27;

11,276:15;2) pleasant (non-tech.)

xapl.ÉOl:E:jX>l., OL

men of refinement 15,296:10.

Xápl.SI n
1) charm 7,260:1; 13,286:18; 13,288:24;

2) boon

,

13,290:3; 24,332:20; 29,350:5;
38,382:28,30; 41,398:18; 45,416:8;

54,446:9;
29,348:23.

XÉ(;j

){E:)(U]..JÉvO(;;

diffuse 43,410:11.

xAEuá6w
to ridicule 56,448:20.

XA.oe::pós

verdant 5,254:28.

')(VaGs, 0
1) bloom, film of

archaism

2) down

38,382:27;

51,436:8.

XPio l.uoc

1) useful 3,248:8; 8,266:7 (sup.);

18,306:8; 36,378:19 (sup.);

3,248:3;2) additional

XPiOl.l.JOv, LÓ

usefulness 32,364:22;
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.WP C j..1(J£

effective 58,452:25.

XPiiOl.~, li
1) utilitarian value

2) employment
3) usage (non-tech.)

10,276:2; 34,372:7;

51 ,434:12;

S,256:11.

i)(povL~W

to continue for long 39,386:9; 49,426:7.

XJ:i;Vl.~
prolonged 50,428:17; 52,436:19.

)(i:X)vq;;, 0
1) time
2) time-unit
3) interval of time

4) time quantity

5) time (non-tech.)

48,420:14;

48,420:21;

38,380:25,31; 38,382:3; 43,408:5;

48,420:17; 48,422:16;

14,290:26; 17,298:8; 22,322:22;
#32,366:10,14; 50,428:19;

51,432:30; 52,438:12,20,28;
ól.a uéooo )(i:X)vq;;, 0

interval of time between 38,382:6.

~, -ró

1) timbre
2) shade

3) mode, modification

4) complexion

XPJ)]JO.-r L ~w

8,266:17;

46,418: 1 ;

48,422:29;

50,428:2.

to colour, to tinge

x~, li
1) place 48,420: 30;

2) opportunity (v. 0 -ró~ 3)) 53,440:5.

22,324:2.



XClPLOV, -ró
1) passage

2) spot
3) sect ion
4) countryside (cp.~3npÓ~)

5) landscape (cp. npavn~)

to criticize

l)£uêE:nL y~

not genuine, falsely

ascribed to him

lVl.~
lVl.All AÉ:!; l.~, Tl

prose

l).óYOS, 0
censorious part

t.l.o<lx>êE:n~
afraid of harsh sound

\).Óq:o~, 0

mere sound

l)..uxaywyLa, Tl
entertainment, amusement

l)..uxn, Tl
1) sou 1
2) mind
3) 1ife (non-tech.)

frigid

l)..u~

frigidly

34,372: 1 ;

34,372:6; 43,408:9;

34,372: 9;
32,463:24;

40,392:6.

26,338:18#.

57,452:5.

48,424:20.

23,326:14.

18,304: 16.

7,260:14; .7,262:7.

44,412: 1O.

22,324:1 ;

52,438:13; 53,442:2; 54,444:25;

45,416:7.

20,312:25; 21,320:24; 29,350:4;

29,348:13#.
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~AL'IJ!)I;;;

useful 34,372:7.

singing 40,392:9; 48,422:4; 48,424:16.

&vLOS
for sale 52,438:25.

ëca, li
1) youthful beauty 5,254:29; 7,260:1; 26,338:17;

38,382:30; 48,422:1;

45,416:1.2) fit time

~th:w
0piéh:O~L

to overdo ornamentation 4,252:25.

44,412:11.
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(34,370: 4-6).

NOTES TO· THE Q.,OSSARY

1. One should not be so unwise as to regard the simple type of style as
artless. It does indeed look like co l Icqui al speech, but its art

is concealed (czs oe leoidi airtemi .

2. In ch. 14 of the C. V. Dionysius enune rates them: A, u, V, p, a, c.
E and l)J (C.V. xiv , 144:9-10).

3. This emendation of S. Usher is unnecessary for the following reasons:
aulJf3Ef3TlXÉVaL (34,370:6) can be taken with -roC!;; ëxA.Aol.!;; n:.Aéol.Jcul.V just
as -ro-l.!;; -rpl.aL n:.AÓJlJcol.'V (34,370: 1-2) in the previous sentence is
govemed by nccérterca (34,370:2). Thus the sentence can be trans-
Lated as follows: "1 shall firstly recall the features which, as pe-
culiar to (the style) of Demosthenes, I said are connected with the other
(i.ndividual) styles ... " (ënouvncxoBE: rtodrrovuév , a -roC!;; dAAOl.!;;

n:.Aéol.Jcul.V Êcpw (-ra. ÓOKoOv-rá ]JOl. 0:1;/) tBCQb ápn2xb aulJf3Ef3TlXÉVaL -roC!;;

4. -xs:i;Nw.; -rE ~l.OAÓyUN É:l-D1EPl.Af]lI£l. Bl.OpC~EaOOl. OOrEp:l. mo -rGN E:-rÉPWJ

eland that words are separated from one another by a considerable time-
interval on both sides (se. of each word) ... ") (The italics are mine)..

(38,380:26-28).
5. It would not make sense to translate n:.ATlv on (30,358: 1) with "except

that," with the implication that Dionysius is criticizing the Menexenus

for not being forensic: ËXEl. l-LÉV-r0l. -ra. n:.AECWxa).ijj;;; (ou y® ÓOKd

lI£uocaool.) TIAilV 6n noAl. nxóv ye: -r6 axfilJO. alni)!;; É:anv, oux É:Vayc.:"nov

("Most of it is indeed good (it does not seem justified to lie) ,
except that its form is political, not forensic.") (30,356:31-
30,358:2). Likewise it would not make muchsense to take ËXe:l. x~

as referring to the quality of the passage as comparable material:
"~bst of it is indeed good (for the sake of conpari.son) ... " The
parenthesis, ("It does not seem justified to lie") would make this
interpretation highly improbable. The expression nMv on rather
seems to have the meaning of "i t is a pi ty that", for Dionysius re-
alizes the incongruity of conparing a passage from the tëene xenus ,
which is not forensic, with a passage from the De Corona, which is

forensic.
6. e:uxCl{JTto!;; xa~ nQ.]J(CÓpo!;; YlÏ xcl, ou-re: -rGN ávayxaCUN EL!;; Mov ou-re: -rGN

nEPl.TIGN EL!;; -rÉ;pl)Jl.V anavl.~oWn: "a fruitbearing, fertile land, which
is lacking in neither the necessities of life, nor the extras intended
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to be enjoyed " (32,364:26-28) (figurative language used to
describe the style of Denosthenes ) .

7. tu; can also be taken as a conjunction, in which case Hp:):rLO"W should
be rendered by "very good". It is possible that Dionysius deliberately
organized this phrase in such a way that both meanings should be under-
stood - an organised OOMTll!JL~.

8. For Di.onysi.us Ai1;L~ did not include the treatment of subject-matter,
In view of this I am reluctant to translate it

wi th "style", which, to the modem specialis t in ancient rhetoric,
does include the treatment of subject-matter. By translating it with
"way of expression," "way of express ing ideas in words ," (v. EPl-D1VE:La)

I am trying to avoid this misconception of Di.onysius ' idea of A£1;L~.

9. vrrro; and ërtcroc are used to describe the posi tion of the string
(n xopál) on the Ins trunent. Since the top string (onórn) was the
longest, it sounded the lowest note, and likewise, since the bottom
string (vri'rn) was the shortest, it sounded the highest note.

10. The text has qX)J\,lllEV-ra, vowels: êi.cortdrc; Ó· év -rcj) "l-iVJ...ov E:£ ON:::N

Jl -rUXll," i3paXÉcvv (jX;JVTlÉ:V-rwv TtOAUv róv lJE:-r~u -ys::hvov TtEPLA®WÓV-rWV

("And (the sentence) is broken up by lJ(lA.Aové£. OAovn nJXll, in which
short vowels ennrace long time-interval (s) Q" (43,408: 3-5). This
statement, however, is far from convincing, for the following reasons:

Firstly, how can short vowels as such involve a phrase in a pro-
longed pronunciation?
Secondly, a close look at the quoted phrase reveals that the short
and long vowels are equal in nunber (four); the short vowels are

I
not a majority.

If (jX;JVTlÉV-ru.."V is changed to qxvvn5ÉV-rwv (''words'') the remark of Dionysius
makes sense: short words (five) invol ve the sentence in many tire
intervals (between the words) (TtOAW róv lJE:-r~u -ys::hvov), which would
consequently prolong the pronunciation. This would be in line with a
remark of Dionysi.us at C. V. xx,202: 22-23: at lJE:V ]JOVoaUMceOL -rE: HaL

óLooMceOL AÉ:1;E:L~, TtOMoUs -ro~ lJE:-r~u -ys::hvou£; MAr)Awv ánoAE: LTtOWaL" ,

("The rronosyl I ab ic and disyllabic words, leaving many tire-intervals
between each othe r ... ' ')
In view of these arguments I propose that qxvvnÉ:v-rwv should be ernen-
date d by C!WJTl5ÉV-ru.JV.
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SAMEVATTING

In die De Demoethene word die navorser gekonfronteer rret 'n aantal probIerre
wat in die geskiedenis van navorsing oor dié boek telkens weer na vore ge-
komhet.

Eerstens word mens getref deur die probleem van waaroor die boek nou eintlik
handel. Aangesien die inleiding van die boek verlore geraak het, is daar
gepoog om die doeI daarvan uitdie res van die boek vas te stel. Deur te
let op bepaalde retoriese beginsels, is vasgestel dat twee doelstellings ge-
identifiseer kan word: eerstens, om te bewys dat Demosthenes die beste prosa-
skrywer is (hoofstukke 1-34); tweedens, om 'ri teoretiese uiteensetting te gee
van die wyse waarop Deirosthenes sy sinne saamstel in te me van die musikale
aspek van taal (hoofstukke 35-52). Daar is ook aangetoon dat die struktuur
van die De Demoe thene nie verstaan kan word sonder inagneming van die reto-
riese beginsels wat Dionysius toegepas het toe hy hierdie boek geskryf het.

Die De Demosthene is oorgelewer as deel van 'n vers arreIwerk , die De oratoribus
antiquis , wat 'n oorkoepelende doelstelling gehad het: omdie Attiese redenaars
voor te stel as navolgenswaardige modelle vir voomerende redenaars. Alhoe-
weI daar in die algerene inleiding tot die De oratoribus antiquis 'n be lofte
gemaak is van 'n werk oor Ierrosthenes se styl, het navorsers net verloop van
tyd begin twyfel of die De Denoeihene wel daardie beloofdeboek is. Die rede
vir die twyfel was die eindomlike andersheid van die boek (in vergelyking net
die drie boeke van VOlUlTl21 van die De oratoribus antiquis) , byvoorbeeld ten
opsigte van die lengte daarvan, die verskil in evalueringsistere en oënskynlike
teenstrydighede ten opsigte van die evaluering van verski Llende outeurs soos
Isocrates en Lysias. Daar is aangetoon' dat die verskille outomaties en
natuurlik na vore gekomhet in die realisering van die doelstellings van die
De Demosthene,

Vervolgens is die chronologiese verhouding tussen hierdie boek en 'n ander boek
van Dionysius wat inhoudelik baie ooreenkomste vertoon net hoofstukke 35-52
van die ïe Demoeihene, die De composi tione verborum, bespreek. Tradisionee I is
aanvaar dat Dionysius eers hoofstukke 1-34 van die lli Demosthene geskryf het,
toe die De compositione verborum, en daarna eers die res van die De Demosthene.
In hierdie studie is daar gepoog om te bewys dat hierdie gewilde standpunt op
spekulasies berus en dat die De campoei tione verborum as 'n geheeI vóór die
De Demoethene voltooi is. .::



In Laaste hoofstuk is gewyaan die evalueringsisteme wat gebruik is in die
De Detroe thene , in besonder aan een, tewete die ás:E-CUL TTÏ~ M!;e:w;;;-sisteem.
Navorsers het hulle blindges taar teen die teenwoordigheid van die
xa(:x::o,nillX~ TTÏ~ MEe:w;;;en die' OpjJOVLat. sisteme en nooit die onontbeerlikheid
van die ápe:-CUL Ti1~ M!;e:w;;;sisteem raakgesien nie. Daar is aangetoon dat
hierdie sisteem net so In belangrike rol speel in die boek as die ander twee.

In Glossarium van die tegniese terminologie is ook ingesluit - nie bloot as
In aanhangsel tot die studie nie, maar as In wesentlike deel daarvan, soos
die omvangdaarvan (120 bladsye) kan getuig. Die rede vir die insluiting van
die glossarium is die ontoeganklikheid van die De Demoeihene vanweë die teen-
woordigheid van In magdomvan tegniese terme. Omalles nog te vererger, is
daar geen konsekwentheid wat die aanwending van die tegniese terme betref nie:
sinonierre word vrylik gebruik en woorde word in In groot verskeidenheid van
betekenismoontlikhede aangewend. Die glossarium is bedoel as In praktiese
hulpmiddel vir die navorser van die De Demoeihene,
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